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PREFACE
Le caractire de rarettE de certaines mati~res premieres est longtemps resth un concept un peE abstrait pour les
soca~tfs occidentales. et ii a falita. pour qu'elles en prennent conscience. qu'eles aient etai faire face A des tvinements
ccononltco-politiques die premitere grandeur cognme ic premier choc petrobaertie 1973.
IFn mati~re de materiaux mitalliques aeronautiques. P'kvenement majeur a sans doutc Wt Is crise Zairoise de 1979,
qua provoqua 1'envolte des prix du cobalt. A partir de li apparaissait en pleine lumiire un phenom~ne anthrieurement
hien identiit Ia grande sensibilitt de F'approvisionnement en un certain nombre de mathruaux chrome. cobalt. tantale.
niobium, mats aussa dans une moindre mesure nickel. tungst~ne et molybdine I asfois rates, et pour Ia plupart d'entre
eux guire dispombles dans des pays sues.
En outre. 1'evolution actuelle de l'industrie akronautique en mati~re die moteurs recherche de consommations
sptcifiques r~duites. entrainant des temperatures die fonctionnement et des vitesses die rotation accrues conduit A
%'nttresseren mati~re de superalliages Ades formulations nouvelles. dans lesquels Ia place des matiriaux refraCtairesl
figurant dlans F'knumeration prEc#dente se trouve ktendue.
Tous ces facteur. condluisent d~sormais les instances politiques. les constructeurs adronautiques et lea producteurs die
mattriaux. chacun pour leur part. Aconsidirer les probl~mes de stockage. de conservation. de substitution et de recyclage
die maiertaux m~talliques. comme necessaires I Ia fois sur le plan strattgique et star le plan 4conomique.
Le present ouvrage. qui rassemble les communications prtsenthes A une Reunion des Spicialistes, du SM? die
YACARD. est focaasE sur drux des sujerts pr&edents: substitution et recyclage. Ont itt abord6es d'une part tosates les
techniques susceptibles, en mati~rr de superalliages. de reduire Vemploi des matitres premieres mittalliques les plus
sensible, mass uai toutes les solutions alternatives faisant appel Ades mattriaux d'une autre nature (intermetailiques.
ciramiques).

Par aileurs oni Cit' re'pertones let divers p~roblkmes relatits au recyclage des superalliages dana l'industrie
d'elabioration. identification des probltmes provoquts en particulier par l'accumulation d'impuretta. et recherche des
wilutions conrespondantes.
En outre ont ett prtsentfs. Atitre de synthese. deux documents intraductifs star lea problimes die geographic
t&onomnque ouxquelsw efre Ia reunion. ainsi qu'une revue st lea techniques kconomes en matikres premieres
Smftallurgie des poudres par exemple).
Une table ronde a etalieu en cl6ture. comportant quelques communications brves et une discussion gontrale star
chacun des deux themes retenus. Elie sera tdutte sous Ia forme d'un opuscule complkmentaire.

P. OSTA
-

President dut Sous-Comith
"Substitution et Recyclage die

Mattrisux Hautes Tinpiraturicr
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:t'mtirles are thought to be politically unstable. Table 2 lists the primary nource counitrie3 having the greatest reserves for the materials of' Table I (references 3,14). Belgium.usemb-irg, listed as a sourc e of cobalt, is 'if course not a primary source. This example
suggests the difficulty of tracing supply to Its ultimate source, for example, finding the
source of chromium during the embargo a few years ago. Caution and expert advice are
appropriate In using such data.
2. CRITICAL MATERIALS
Concern with the economic and security aspects of materials shortages has a long history.
In the United St ates this concerns goes back to World War I and led ultimately tr the
establishment of the United States' strategic stockpile which exists today. Import dependence alone was not the concern. Rather the concern was and is with materials which are
critical to a country's well-being and are strategic in the sense of being imported and
being thought to be vulnerable to reduction of supply. Opinio.s as to which materials are
"strategic and critical" have varied greatly. Sixty one commodities (some it,several for-s)
are still held In the U.S. Stockpile but many are there for historic reasons r;4ther thani
current views or their Importance. Oonerally attention centers on a list of ten to fifteen
minerals as shown in Table 3 (references 5,6).
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1.MPACT ANI: LIKE;LIHOOD oF S1UPPLY PROBiLE.;

?;al~ atf
a supply problem depends,* of course, on the uses on, the material and
materials.
Let us briefly examine the malor uses and
v ir:. greatly among the critical
materials.
a .r sourrea of supply for the four most critical

hemajor uses of chromium In the United Sitates are shown in, Table 7 (referionce 1.J2.
3,u
per 1,ta
rol-i'tior dominates and within metal production stainless steel dominates.
.o:y::, which. are often cited as a vulnerable area. require only .,.5 percent of the chromrbe~gvsteds
Ir. 13el inimetals or less thain two percent )r all ciromium used.
of known ore reserves and shows the well-known dependen:e oni southern Africa.
tri,..1t;,

,also. shows that despite the concentration of known chromium reserves in one part
4' t!.e world there Is an Immense amount of It, more than a two hundred years supply at
cjArrer~t Use rates.
The great utility of chromium, its relatively modest price Fas a specIilty metal ( -as than a dollar per pound of contained chromium In ore), anid the large reIndeed, the development
serves Indicate that It will continue to be used In large amounts.
In ,outh Africa of a new family or weldable, corrosion-resistant alloys (termed 3C'N12 by
Middleburg Steel and Alloys Ltd.) containing 12 percent chrorium suggests that a considerable
Increase in the us.! of chromium may occur, possibly a 50 percent Increase.
The use, distrihution and price patterns for cobalt are quite different (reference 11).
Table 9 shows that the use of cobalt Is indeed concentrated in high technology applications:
superalloys, magnets, and tools. Southern Africa is aian an important source but does not
overwhelm the pictu~re to as great an extent.
Substantial reserves exist In Oceania and the
ited 3tates has a substantial amount of' uneconomic resources which could be mined In an

'-3

emergency.
The imer:nse potent:al of the seabed nodules should also be noted.
,;':e
"f
obalt has varied from $" to more than $25 per pound in recent years.

The

~'.r:z.i.ese

presents a juite dlifferent Situation than either chromium or cobalt
(r fe r
1:. ).
About 110 percent of all
forms of manganese consumed in the United States
Is i sel 'n the manufacture or Iron and steel.
It is used for deoxidation, de3ulfurization,
iand control of morphology of ulfides and carbides in iron and steel products.
Its effects
or; strergth, toughness, hardness, and hardenability are alno important.
Steelmaking withc.ut the
se ,f manganese, although possible, would adverseiy affect steelmaking costs. Fort'.niately, the fIstribution of manganese reserves is relatively widespread. The principal
fre.e-wo rl
surc,
, of manganese are the Republic of South Africa, Gabon, India, Australia,
.l Ira.Il.
Mexico coull
ecome a significant supplier in the future (reference 12).
:'f;e worli productiun if platinum-group metals in 197P is summarized in Table 11
(r'fernce
13).
Table 12 gives the major categories of use in 1977 and a forecast for
yarly
,onsumtion beyond luS.
Without taking time to go into detail about palladium, rho11 .t,
trl Iridium, let ui note that they have some specialty uses (e.g. as components in
"ertai:, catalysts or as crucibles for crystal growth) for which platinum alone cannot subst~ttte.
The jplatinum-group metals present a complex picture of specialty uses dominated by
t?e re] Irements for cat;lysts for pollution control for vehicles.
Despite great efforts,
r,'ilsttlute catalysts have not displaced them yet.
It is noteworthy that substantial depostt
prlatimum and palladium are known in Stillwater in the United States so that emergency
-:::Ir: wo

id

Le p'ossible.

o o .POriIBLE RErPONSEES To SUPPLY PROBL M3
a2t . *Lvce ii:ts
atout cri-lcal
and strategic metals in mind let us turn to a consiir r
hww ' country mnight respond to a supply interruption.
A useful ,lassIflcation
_f reriin-ses is given it, Table li (refnrence 14).
Let us recognize at once that the rer'w'n
Ulstel there do not fit with complete comfort 'rito the .oxes shown. Nevertheless,
• ;!s 'lasniflcation does [.roperly emphasize the most important aspects of these types of
It. terms of whether they are primarily short-term or long-term and whether they
r-. ;r -arlly aile at modifying supply or modifying performance.

material?
oO a, car. te lone as a short-term response to a shortage of a critical
-tx;
lei :-.:terlal can Le disbursed.
Production from tle remaining sources of supply can
le ':atel;
I.e.
government can override market allocation of the remaining short supply
the Interest of national security considerations. Recycling can be increased beyond the
.ormall economic level.
All of these responses aim at providing alternate supply of the
shortage !:aterlalr. :n contrast, the fourth type of short-term response is to substitute
Ir. s11latior,s where the technology of substitution is known and available.
Whitt can be done to respond on a longer time scale?
International relations can be
c"Itivated to assure supply from remaining forelgn sources. Domestic production from
%ornall. uneconomic sources can be subsidized.
Research and development can be conducted
to develop new sutstitutes. Substitution
which has succeeded at the laboratory level can be
pushed through the generally expensive and time-consuming process of establishment in
commerce.
In the brlef tlnv available let us give some consideration
6.

., tie United States.

.2'..

to each or these responses.

STOCKPILING

the :;trategic and Critical Materials Stockpiling Act provides

for
-,
cluisition and retentIin of stocks of certain strategic and critical materials and
to enuu ige the -onservation and development of sources of such materials within the
United Ctates anr Thereby *o decrease and to preclude, when possible, a dangerous and costly
dependence by the United _tates upon foreign sources for supplies of such materials in times
of national emergency" (reference 15).
The Act defines "strategic and critical materials"
as "materials that (A)
would be needed to supply the military, industrial, and essential
civilian needs of the United States during a national emergency, and (B) are not round or
produced in the United States in sufficient quantities to meet such need".
It is interestIng t,. note that the Act speaks of industrial and essential civilian needs as well as milltsry needs and that it speaks of national emergency rather than more narrowly of war. However, the stockpile is clearly intended to be used only as a last resort and not for interThe Act allows release of material
ventlon In the economy excep* in extreme circumstances.
only for "purposes of the national defense".
The status of the stockpile with respect to the four materials currently considered to
be most important is summarized in Table 14. The goals are set by the Act's requirement
that "The quantities of the materials stockpiled should be sufficient to sustain the United
States for a period of not les than three years in the event of a national emerger y".
In
practice, a complex set or political and budgetary considerations affect the holdings;
for
txample, sale of excess material such as silver is often resisted by the producers. The
situation differs greatly within the four materials;
the goal Is greatly exceeded for manganese, substantially mt for chromium, and is les than half met for cobalt and the platinum group metals.
uch a broad statement omits consideration of detailed considerations.
For example, declinin capacity
ror
errochrome production could make the United States ,nable to use the stockpiled chromite at an adequate rate. On the other hand, certain other
metallurgical furnaces might be capable of rapid conversion to ferrochromium production. A
similar concern Is whether the older stockpiled cobalt is of sufficient grade to be used
directly for modern superalloys.
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hLATION..:

:-Irce Worl War I I a much more liberal tradinF system hias evol.ve I among, the free world
ir. the Interwar pro
rf the recognition that protectionism hadJ fatil
..tssas a res.;reference 101.
Three decades of relatively high growth rates took place In the IndustrIal
3.ntries.
in recent years the developing world has called for a new International economic
r er, heavily emphasizirng the statilizing of raw materials prices and Seeking to) raise them
by means of International commodity agreemenits.
This Is a major challenge to the free trade,A
Another
mareet-orienited system favored by most industrialized nations, at least In theory.
.. a
rige concerns off-ahore milnerals (Including petroleum, manganese nodlules, and' the newly
sulfides) and the Impact of' the Law of the Oea.
ilsc, -ed
11.

FNHAN2,EV

'OMFSTTC

PRODUCTION

The comDomestic production of many minerals has declined in Industrialized nations.
non explanation Involves declining grades of domestic resources in contrast to Kood grades
arid cheaper labor In certain developing nations. However, some commodities can still be

Iroduced domestically from lower grade ores (e.g. copper in the United States) so that tech?r,ology. organization, capital, and proximity to markets can sometimes overcome a resource
lisadvantage. Industrial, free-world nations generally do not find It advantageous to But'
uinlize uneconomic mining, but support for minerals research and development arid a favorable
climate for domestic Industry can be an Important part of reducing vulnerability when marginally economic domestic resources exist. Discovery of new domestic ores would be very important yet, as Yoder (referenace 20) points out, there is no major basic research effort In
the U.S. specifically designed to provide the fundamental knowledge needed to explore for
elements In minerals not now exposed at the earth's surface.
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1,verrnment, as part of Its role in seeking to assure national security has a good reasor. fur supporting research or,; substitute materials.
A survey of federally supported ma-

terials research and Joveiopmet. In the United Otates In 1980 attempted to assess theI
anount _f work being done on, substitute materials (reference 24l).
Out of a total of
1, II,%thousand $ spent on federal materials R&D, 9,6148 thousand $ was spent of work
direc:tly related to substitution and an additional 13,960 thousand $ was spend on work related to substitution.
The total of .13,6i08 thousand is only about 0.2 percent but is even
less Impressive when it is realized that the projects are scattered In many agencies and
are subject to pressure from other priorities which make stability of work difficult. Ta-

ble 10 list!- the total federal funding for all forms of research related to critical materials. The amount totals 7.4 percent of all federal materials R&D.
13.

STRATEGIC AND CRITICAL. ENGINEERINGi MATERIAIS

ertain special man~factured materials can, be critical and strategic because of the
niat'ure of the manufacturing process rather than the raw materials required. Our discussion
so far has concentrated on- raw materials. The Implied assumption Is that a country can procest; these raw materials into the vast number of engineering forms required. We briefly
noted one case, ferrochroae versus chromite ore, for which an Interruption of ferrochrome
Imports Into the United States might cause a serious problem despite the large chromite
stockpile because of declining capacity for' ferrochrome production. Many other examples
exist.

~
4.

f

The case of ceramic substrates used as microelectronic chip carriers Illustrates severa: points. The material Itself, which Is primarily aluminum oxide, Is available from
many sources and is niotconsidered critical per se. However, the special form needed requires specialized manufacturing and stringent quality control. Japanese manufacturers
spply about two-thirds of the substrate requirements. It Is said that U.S. users of
these substrates typically have an inventory sufficient ornly for a few days manufacturing
requirements. Allinterruption In supply would probably have very rapid and serious conand economic. In the case of Japan, interruption of supply to the
military
bothseems
sUnited
eluences,
States
very unlikely. However, this example does Illustrate how specialized
manufacturing capacity for critical engineering materials may be concentrated In a few
countries for economic reasons.
On, contrast to the extensive analysis and established sot ot responses for critical
raw matorilssrelatively little has been done to provide Insurance against vulnerability
for special engineering materials. The balance of appropriate policy options is different.
Stockpiling is much loe attractive because the stockpiled, material Is likely rapidly to
becoobsoleteeand almost valueless. In the case of electronic substrates the next generation my involve much greater use of other ceramaics,
for example. In responding to a cutoff, greater reliance on allocation of domestically manufactu red substrates plus expansion
of domestic capacity would be needed. The critical importance of having a domestic manufacturing base from which to expand Is clear. In another case, that of high grade bilicon
carbide fibers for advanced structural composites, the United States has no domestic supply
considered equal to the quality of the Japanese fibers. The Department of Defense Advanced
Research Project Agency recently moved to fill this gap by contracting with the Dow Corning

i

'umpany

and other

subcontractors

to develop a domestic

source.

Further detailed discussion of critical
enigneerinit materials is beyond the scope of
norfr -tce.
However, growing use of
this paper and to apparently rot the purpose of this
hgh te,7hnology materials
makes C'uture conslderation
or tt-h.s class
(if" materials
Incre;a -Ingly Important for both economic and military reasons.
In the United -tates
there Is a risIng level of concern and a growing discussion
of the need for
a so-called
"national industrial policy" (reference 25).
Providing an insurance policy
against shortages or critical
englneering materials Is recognized as an important component of this
policy.
Further development of specific
ideas is needed.
l.

te

SUMMARY

:n conclusion the following
author:

summary

points are

offered as

the personal

viewpoint

of

(1)
There is no shortage of strategic and critical raw materials today.
None Is
foreseeable in the next few decades as a result of any physical limitation of reserves and
resources.
However, geographical distribution and political factors make man-made shortages
a sufficiently real 'ossibility that the industrialized, mariet-economy countries should be
prepared to deal with emergency shortages.
(2)
A reaso:nable national plan requires many components balanced between short
long-term and between supply and technically-orlented responses.

ani'l

(3)
The costs of preparedness must be born primarily by government because the private sector cannot expect to recover an investment in preparedness in normal circumstances
so that a firm which makes such an investment will be at a competitlve disadvantage.
(41
Within the total preparedness plan there is a strong role for research and development 'or substitution and recycling.
Not only is their potential great for increasing
preparedness but they have the chance of producing spinoff benefits of important commercial
value to a country as a whole.
(5
To be effective, the substitution ani recycling portion of a preparedness
gram need to be augmented with a program on stardards development and a stockpile of
nation of the entire technology of irotection and use.

proinfor-

(6)
Present federal programs, at least in the United States, appear to be at a low
level and to lack stability.
The standards and information stockpile components are in an
especially weak state.

(7)

The whole topic of special manufactured

materials which are critical tecauze of

the distribution of manufacturers rather than the distribution of raw materils Is growir.g
in importance.
A different mixture of responses Is needed.
These involve sensitive issues
f national industrial policies.
Analysis is at a less advanced stage than for raw materials vulnerability.
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Table

Material
Manganese
Cobalt
Bauxite
Chromium
Asbestos
Nickel
Zinc
Iron Ore
Silver
Copper
Lead
Phosphate
Source:
Bureau

[

U.S.
98
97
91
91
85
70
57
48
36
13
13
Export

1.

Net Imports as a percent of consumption in

E.E.C.
100
100
97
100
90

Japan
99
100
100
98
98

100

100

91
82
93
100
76
99

74
100
71
97
78
100

1977

COMECON
3

68
28
2
1
13
9
5
10
3
23

of Mines data.

"

T

I

-R

Table

2.

Major foreign sources of the
U.S. supply during 1974-1 9 77

Material

Countries

Manganese

Gabon, Brazil, South Africa

Cobalt

Zaire,

Bauxite and Alumina

Jamaica, Australia, Surinam

Chromium

S.

Belg.-Lux.,

Zambia, Finland

Africa, U.S.S.R.,

Zimbabwe, Turkey

Asbestos

Canada, S. Africa

Nickel

Canada, Norway, New Caledonia, Dom. Republic

Zinc
Iron Ore
Silver
Copper
Lead
Fhosphate

Canada,
Canada,
Canada,
Canada,
Canada,
tl.5. is

Source:

Bureau of Mines

Table

Material

Mexico, Australia, Belg.-Luxemburg
Venezuela, Brazil, Liberia
Mexico, Peru, United Kingdom
Chile, Peru, Zambia
Mexico, Peru, Zambia
a major exporter

data.

3.

Selected

lists of

1974 Council'

critical materials

1977 Review 00
X
X
X
X

Aluminum
'hromium
Cobalt
.'o.umbium
I
Copper
Fiuorspar
:ron Ore
Lead

X
X
X

Manganese
Mercury

X
X

X
-

Natural rubber
NicKel
Phosphate
Platinum
Tin
Titanium
Tungste.
Vanadium
Zinc

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
XXX

X

*Council on International Economic Policy
*Olnteragency Review of Federal Nonfuel Minerals Policy

Table

Most

4

4.

Critical

Analysis of materials critical to the
United States in 1983 by the Metals
Properties Council
Middle

Least

Tantalum

Vanadium

Aluminum

Chromium

Rhenium

Copper

Platinum

Titanium

Molybdenum

Columbium (Nb)
Manganese

Tungsten
Silver

Magnesium
Iron

Cobalt

Nickel
Gold

Table

5.

Critical*

The four most important strategic and
critical metals to the U.S. according to
the U.S. Bureau of Mines
Chromium
Cobalt

Manganese
Platinum group

I

11

9
Table 6.

Possible problems In mineral supply

as classified by L.L. Fischman
Itong-term problems (persistent, or trrnd problems)
1.

7.

Monopolistic control of' prices
I.ong-term exposure to short-term supply contingencies
.eclinlnp domestic processing capacity
Steep price rises
Depressed prices
Price instability
Physical supply stringency
Short-term contingencies

8.
Q.

10.
11.

Actions by foreign governments or other entities intended to disrupt
supplies or raise prices
Actions or events that might incidentally disrupt supplies
Generalized demand surges
Natural disasters
Table 7.

Chromium consumption in the U.S. by use
Percent

Use

69
18
13

Metal production
Chemicals
Refractories
Metals Use Breakdown
Stainless steels
Other steels
Superalloys
Other

69.8
22.5
2.5
5.2

Total use in the U.,.
In l76

358 thousand tons
contained Cr.

Source:

National Materials Advisory Board based on Bureau of Mines data.
Table 8.

World chromium ore resources and potential reserves
Known Ore Reserves

Country
South Africa
Zimbabwe
USSR

62.4
32.7

Phillippines
Turkey
All others

0.3
0.1
3.3

j

0.8

1,914

'0.05
0.2
2.0

3,049

National Materials Advisory Board based on Bureau of Mines data.

Table 9.

.

76.5
20.5

1.2

World total in
million short tons
Source:

Known Potential Ore

Cobalt uses in the United States
Percent

Use
Super Alloys
Magnetic materials

30
20

Tool bits and dies

15

Catalysts
Driers
Other

15
15
5

20 million pound per year total
Source:

i

J.K. Tien et al.

.e
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Table

Estimated 1979 world cobalt production.
million pounds

10.

Mine Production

Cont ry

Resources

Reserves
0
66
40
460
1,000

0
2
1.6
..4

i .,.
anada

1,700
546
2,340
500
1,500
770

Z2re2
ia
:amrt.
0cear,ia

I"'. 2

1", )

Worii Total

72.'

3,272

9,456

-

500,000

(250

Seated1 N,:iles
':.r,-e
: -.K. Tien, et-Al.

Table 11.

World production of platinum-group metals
in 1978

iountry

Troy Ounces

Percent

R.
.outh Africa
Ca-,ada
Colombia
United States
Other

,050,000
2,950,00.
279,000
26,000
8,300
37,000

48.0

Table 12.

4.4
0.4
0.1
0.6

Recent and forecast annual consumption
by application
Beyond 1988

1978

Application

%

Troy Oz.
Automobile/
Truck
Electrical/
Electronic
Petroleum
Processing
Glass/Glass
Fiber
Ammonia
Oxidation
Jewelry
Dentistry/
Medicine
Chemicals
Processing

~Vehicles

48.6

500,000

29.2

90,000

12.3

238,000

13.9

75,000

10.2

25,000

1.4

8.2

85,000

5.0

58,000

8.0

62,000

3.6

35,000
27,000

4.8
3.7

225,000
45,000

13.1
2.6

26,000

3.5

25,000

1.4

3,000

0.4

5,000

0.3

340,000

19.8

60,000

0.1

1,000

1,466,000

729,000
Table 13.

A classification of the range of responses
to

problems of minerals supply

Time Scale

Purpose
Short-term
Alternate
Aly
Supply

Performance
by alternate
S-

materials

%

354,000

Off-the-Road
Fuel Cells
Total

Troy Oz.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Stockpiling
Allocation
Recycling
Information
stockpile

5.
6.
7.

8.

Long-term
International Relations
Domestic Production
Research & Development

Dissemination of Substitution
Technology
!

I-II

Table

14.

.'.
national
defense stockpile Inventory
of the four strategic
and critli
al metals
taken to be most Important In this paper
1980 goal

Inventory

1,35',000

1,,24,921

8,50,000

391,4 14

95,400,000
87,000

40,802,305
212,136

Mn

I, 500,000

1 ,970 , 000

Tr Oz
Tr Oz
Tr )z

98,jO
;,000,000
,'
,I
,000

164,99()
,'55,00)
452,642

Commodity

Unit

Chromium, Chem. &
Met. Grale
Chromite, Ref.
,rale
Ore
Cobalt
Manganese,
: ioxlde
battery
Gratiet
Manganese.
Chem
L Met. qrou.
PlatirI.um Group
Irldum
);lIladlum
Platinum

.T Cr metal
IrT
IA Co
'2PT
2T

Table

Possible
percunt
aircraft:

High Reductlon
Low Re luction

15.

Estimated possible levels of reduction by
year 2000 in aerospace requirements for'
selected critical materials through technical
developments

reduction

In

fly weight

C'r

Co

50
0

80
20

Possible percent reduction
through reduced processing
30

50

Low Reduction

10

25

Increase In the percentage recycled:

Current

56

High Possible

66

74

:ow Possitle

61

6(.

Table

16.

59

Distribution of R & ) funding for critical
materials by technology goal

Technology Goal

Funding in $1000
Direct

zubstitution
New Sources

,

Reclamation
Life Extension
0 onservation

Total,

-w*-.

per typical advanced

in buy weight, for a given fly weight,
losses by using near net shape processing:

High Reduction

Possible

all Technology

!

Related

Total

9,648
10,258

13,960
2,523

23,608
12,781

560

1,850

2,410

i,060

31,070

28,010.

1,585
50,061.

2,400

3,985

23,793

73,854

.
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SUMMARY
The study analyses the political and strategic factors affecting the supply of
certain raw materials critical to the European NATO aerospace industry.
For various
reasons, including potential political instability, concentration of sources, small
scale of production and technological-industrial problems, chromium, cobalt, hafnium,
manganese, niobium, titanium, tungsten and vanadium are all considered to a degree
a! risk.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Much simplistic polemic has appeared on the subject of strategic raw materials,
but it is in reality a complex bopic involving aspects of many substantive fields,
including particularly, geology, technology, economics and politics with geopolitics
(Fig 1).
Definitions
With regard to raw materials, the term 'critical' has normally been taken to imply a
high degree of need within the defence industry.
However owing to the wide ranging
nature of that industry, allied to the fact that national power involves the tot l
economic base, criticality has been applied more broadly.
In the present context the
term is related to one specific industry (Fig 2).
The term 'strategic' has been used to denote a high level of import dependence and
therefore geopolitical vulnerability.(2)
Recent literature has tended to combine all aspects of vulnerability ar,d dependence in
the one term 'strategic'. In the present study, for a raw material to be thus
designated the following conditions must obtain:

A

(a)

there must be a marked degree of import dependence;

(b)

there must be a very limited number of significant suppliers;

(c)

the material must be critical for the aerospace and directly
associated industries.

All the criteria can be qualified.
For example rather than a total geological absence
of a raw material, import dependence may only imply that the costs of domestic
recovery are at present uneconomic. Again, import dependence may result from a lack
of technology, energy sources or sufficient market incentive. For these reasons many
countries import partly processed ores and ferro materials.
Vulnerability clearly results when there is concentration on only a few sources which
between them supply a high proportion of the raw material (Fig 3).
In general terma
the fewer the sources the greater the vulnerability although obviously the reliability
of each must be taken into consideration. When there are only limited world producers
of a particular mineral, there is no escape from concentration but in other cases.

reliance on a few sources may occur for other reasons such as historical connections or
the quality of the product. At a stage further removed, the known pattern of world
reserves may dictate that at least In the short to medium term there is no alternative
to concentration.
Furthermore there may be indirect dependence when imports are taken
from one country which itself obtains supplies from another. For example cobalt may
be obtained directly from Belgium - Luxembourg but the true reliance Is upon Zaire,
the original source. Moreover the picture can be altered radically by substitution
and recycling.
A further element to be considered Is the scale of world production since if a raw

material is scarce* and also only available in small quantities it Is tar more
vulnerable. (2)Not only can sepplies be comparatively easily interdicted but investors
can affect the market. On the other hand transport can perhaps be by air and
stockpiling is a more reasonable proposition. conversely if an industry uses very
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large amounts of raw material, speculation is unlikely to affect supplies but stockpiling presents far greater problems.
In some ways advancing technology reinforces dependence. For example, once a particular
metal has been accepted within an alloy, the time required for substitution together
with all the testing militates against changes. Furthermore any substitute is unlikely
to be completely congruent in all the characteristics required. A further point of
significance is that most of the strategic raw materials have a range of uses, many of
which are not connected directly with sensitive industry.
Therefore the approximate
percentage of use which can be validly labelled strategic, needs to be ascertained.
If of course this is only a minor percentage, then other supplies can, if the expertise
is available, be converted in time of stress.
If on the other hand most of the raw
material is used in strategic industry this renders the situation even more acute.
There is also the question of relative cost in that the cost of the strategic may be
very limited compared with the overall cost of the equipment. Therefore a large price
rise would have little effect on usage. On the other hand of course, the materials
used in bulk are very much more sensitive to price rises.
Political pressures
If a raw material comes from basically one foreign source, no matter how close that
source geographically or ideologically, there must always be some vulnerability.
Poiitical change may occur, local events such as strikes may affect supplies and
perhaps, more obviously, the country may require the material for itself and limit
-x;orta.
Thus even supplies from within European NATO itself cannot be considered
ally safe.
The same problems apply to sources in the USA and Canada with the additional problem
cf the 'Atlantic Bridge'.
The difficulty of shipping raw materials across the Atlantic
wii iepend of course upon the length of time during the build-up to any conflict.
With a period of increasing tension, it is possible that sufficient strategic raw
materials could reach Europe, but on the other hand, the sudden war scenario precludes
s"ch movements.
Several neutral countries such as Finland, Sweden and Austria provide strategic
materials and during P period of tension, it is more difficult to foresee their reaction.
Finland in particular enjoys close relations with the USSR and is clearly susceptible
to Russian pressure.
European NATO is also dependent upon materials from Australia, South-east Asia, Japan
and China. These very extended sealanes of comunication, impossible to protect other
1han at particularly sensitive points, indicate a further source of vulnerability.
With a transit period of more than four weeks, the time factor becomes especially
important.
Furthermore European NATO depends to a certain extent upon supplies from Centrally
Planned Economies (CPEs), particularly the USSR and China. These of course represent
a lifferent order of vulnerability in that, in the event of increasing tension, it can
Le assumed that supplies would be denied. However at present it seems highly
improbable that the two main suppliers would act together. Other CPEs involved in such
trade include Yugoslavia, Albania and a number of African states, notably Gabon. In
the case of the latter group, the fear must be that Soviet pressure could lead to a
:hange of trading practice.
However such developing countries are particularly
depe.ndent upon revenues from their raw materials and the USSR is generally unable to
supply economic aid other than that involving arms.
Nonetheless the importance of a particular raw material within the export trade of a
country must be considered. For example if it accounts for only some 1% or 2% of the
total value, supplies to consumers might be reduced or halted with only very modest
effects internally.
Finally, southern Africa (3) needs to be treated separately. Not only is it a highly
volatile area with the USSR and its surrogates involved, but it is a long way from
Europe and South Africa itself of course poses a number of moral problems (Fig 4).

E

Thus In the case of all the major suppliers: USA, Canada, Australia and South Africa,
there are potential difficulties. For example even in the case of the USA, titanium
sL,,plies were stopped at one stage and the total output was diverted for domestic
consumption. The nickel supplies from Sudbury were affected by an eighteen month
long strike while in Australia industrial relations problems are also a potential
hazard. In contrast to these, South Africa is a consistent and regular supplier
but, some would say, at what cost? The long term outlook for South Africa must cause
some alarm. (4) These are of course all peace time scenarios and in the event of
war the maintenance of supplies could only be guaranteed through stockpiles.

,,

A further potential difficulty has resulted from the development in the supplier
countries of refining, beneficiation and further stages of manufacturin.
Thus the
"materials
appear in trade in semi-processed form and processing facilities become

I
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redundant
producers
of course
stockpile

in the consumer countries. They therefore become dependent upon the
not only for the ore but also for the further stages involved. This in turn
affects the form inwhich materials can be stockpiled and poses problems of
conservation and maintenance.

In conditions short of an incipient superpower conflict, supply problems can be loosed
In the very short to short term, price changes are
at over a number of time spans.
likely to exercise the major influence. These could be generated by ar-thing from a
natural catastrophe to trade union activity or stock market neurosis although for
In the short to medium
various reasons the development of cartels is judged unlikely.
term local conflicts or extreme industrial action are likely to exercise the greatest
influence.
The problems of maintaining cobalt supplies from Shaba province, Zaire,
in 1178 and the prolonged strike at Sudbury in 1969 are examples.
The most ob.vious
long term blockage would probably result from the actions of the USSR in South Africa.
in reace time the most likely problems would seem to be those caused on a local level
over a short to medium time span. These might involve: normal market fluctuations,
industrial action, civil unrest, local conflict or sabotage.
However, it must be stated that in attempting to construct any model which might be
applied to identify which raw materials can be considered strategic, the geopolitical
input is as yet more speculative and less sophisticated than for example the

geological

(Fig !):

The aerospace industry
According to a recent survey (5) the following European NATO countries are concerned
with production in different areas of the industry:
(a)

Multinational aircraft:

(b)

Military aircraft:

(c)

HPVs and Drones: Belgium, the UK, France,

Italy, France, the UK and West Germany;

France, the UK, Italy, the Netherlands and West Germany;
Italy and West Germany;

(d) Surface effect vehicles: France and the UK;
(e) Spacecraft: France, European Space Agency (ESA) and NATO;
(f)
(g)

Research rockets: France and the UK;
Missiles: France, the UK, Norway and Wez

(h)

Gas turbine engines: France, the UK, Italy and West Germany;

(i)

Rotary wing aircraft: France, the UK, Italy and West Germany.

"

lermany;

Thus European NATO is well represented in all branches of development and research in
the aerospace industry although four countries are particularly dominant.
In investigating the raw materials considered strategic for the aerospace industry
Fig 2), the vast range of products must be borne in mind. Apart from this the machine
tools and a wide variety of other equipment required to construct them must be considered. Thus if the line of production is followed back, many other materials not
directly involved in the actual manufacture of aircraft could be designated strategic.
A further example of the variety of components involved can be given if the control
systems are considered. The operation of the engine and other vital units is often controlled by computer and electronic systems. Thus the whole field of semi-conductors
becomes vital to the aerospace industry and this of course has its own strategic
requirements.
Raw materials

Ain

Problems with the collection and anlysis of world-wide data on the production and
reserves of raw materials together with the pattern of trade, have been well rehearsed
elsewhere. However the points particularly relevant to the materials under consideraton
the present study need to be stressed.
Several strategics are produced through
comparatively small companies in Third World countries and there must always exist some
doubt as to the reliability of production data. Furthermore in any country where only
one or two firms are involved there is often a problem of confidentiality. This may
result in no figures being listed or a broad estimate being included. Then the
materials themselves may come in a variety of grades and beneficiated states, and
equating these causes problems.
Furthermore increasingly, recycled sources are coming
into play, frequently in countries not concerned with ore production, and assessment
of the magnitude of production particularly of new scrap, may again be conjectural.
This obtains particularly when both old and new scrap are concerned. As was shown
earlier, the scale of production has a very great bearing upon problems of
vulnerability and dependence,
With regard to reserves the definition itself depends upon the current technological
state within a specific country and upon the economios of world trade 'n that
particular material.
It is therefore often a gross estimate based on a number of
assumptions, especially about the consistency of the ore bearing body. Reserves, or
economic resources, are defined within the Institute of Oeological Sciences as those
mineral resources which are workable under present socio-economic conditions.
With

I

the Aevelopment of offshore mining with its attendant law of the sea problems, and
lossibly the exploitation of Antarctica, difficulties of estimating resources are
likely to increase.
'chromium, cobalt, hafnium, niobium, tantalum,
'efied
While the raw materials
manganese, molybdenum, titanium, tungsten, vanadium, yttrium) have formed the basis
,f the study, it has been possible to identify others which are considered strategic
within the industry. Even iron, one of the most commonly occurring of all elements,
cculd be considered strategic In that production tends to be concentrated in a few
.areas and there is a tendency towards dependence on one or two countries for supplies.
(-wever since there has never been any question or its being in short supply, iron has
n%,1 beer included. Nickel, also abundant, is even more concentrated in its source of
surply aid difficulties could be foreseen.
Among the other metals identified as
important or potentially important are: beryllium, germanium, lithium and zirconium.
4hile some of the metals, for example tungsten, are vital by themselves most are
important in the formation of alloys.
The major alloys in the aerospace industry are
those based on aluminium, nickel, steel and titanium. In engine production nickel,
steel and titanium are used respectively for the hot end, centre and the cold end.
When combined with these basic metals, often in small quantities, the other strategics
confer a variety of properties on the alloy.
The major necessities are resistance to
!igh temperature, corrosion and wear. These strategics thus provide hardness,
st'ength, stiffness, oxidation resistance and a number of more specialised properties
such as stabIlisation and grain size control.
Within any one alloy there is
'herefore a very sophisticated and complex balance and this militates strongly against
substitution over any but a medium time space. Normally for a key engine alloy, with
all the re-testirg required this might extend to five years. Certain of the strategics
are also used externally as coatings or sprays or in a way to confer certain properties
on the surface molecular layers. To try alternatives or reduce levels of a particular
metal thus requires acceptance trials.
The leaner compositions might operate as
efficiently but this means long ter. evaluation. Furthermore since the length of
service expected is a vital element there will be an even greater time lag in adoption.
In the aerospace industry there is of course research and development to minimise
need for particular metals without sacrificing quality.
However designs are produced
without the factors of mineral economics in mind.
It is clearly vital to have
flexibility of design consistent with technology.
Since the market price is likely
to fluctuate, it would be impossible to design for known economic circumstances. Such
rapid price changes have been seen over the recent past in the cases of cobalt, with
the Shaba province conflict, titanium with the Russian withdrawal from the market and
tantalum.
The aerospace industry thus uses low volumes of high quality and high price alloys.
The main consideration must always be the characteristics of the metals not their
costs or availability. The thrust of development is to improve the maximum
power:weight ratio and to extract the optimum performance at minimum weight.
Furthermore the element of reliability is always pre-eminent and in the case of
military aerospace equipment, this might be described as ultra-reliability. As the
criticality of a particular alloy is related so closely to its usage, there must always
be major problems when substitution is contemplated. The properties of a potential
substitute may be compared with that of its rival and clearly the two can never be
entirely congruent.
Thus difficulties may arise not in long term performance or
resistance in hot corrosive environments but in terms of simple engineering.
Furthermore the increased concentration on anothr element may not only affect the
design but may make a change in strategic vulnerability.
The question must be asked as to what is the true economic value. It may well be
that the cost of certain raw materials is very small compared with what is at stake,
particularly in military fields. With the development of technology, the requirements
for the coretruction of a particular piece of equipment will diminish as the buy:fly
ratio improve&.
Indeed with the use of powder alloys and pressure moulding the amount
of waste has decreased significantly. However overall the need for strategics is
to increase as a result of the broadening range of products and costs overall
will show an increase through price increases.

Alikely

Thus substitution in so sophisticated an areas as the aerospace industry is very
complex.
As higher thrust is achieved, the environments in which the equipment has
to operate become increasingly hostile, the requirements become more specific and
the possibility of using alternative materials diminishes. At present for type testing,
engines require 150 hours' running time before being sealed and certified. Any changes
require a further type test to prove the new alloy. At a minimum this would take
several months, costing perhaps half a million pounds. Therefore before any change
could be seen in the consumption pattern, between four and five year. might be required.
Complete changes could take up to ten years although obviously in times of war
standards would be changed and these time spans would have to be greatly reduced.
Furthermore,

X.'

apart

from the scientific and technological problems,

substitution may

be constrained by:
(a)

difficulties such as inertia and investment provision
within the industrial structure itself;

(b)

social factors ranging from employment provision
to pollution;
psychological problems particularly those concerned
with resistance to change.

(c)

Recycling also of course affects supply problems and can lead to diminished vulnerability.
In the case of alloys containing only a very small percentage of the particular
metal there are obvious problems but the recovery industry is itself developing a new
range of techniques.
Of particular interest Is the recovery of germanium from flue
dust and other minerals such as vanadium may be recovered from pulverised ash. Since
the material requires little in the way of transport costs and is already in a form
amenable to miner&l extraction, far lower concentrations than those obtaining in ore
can be considered potentially viable.

j

Commercial aspects
In examining potential blockages and even the amount of any mineral in transit between
the mine and the aerospace industry, the various stages in the coimmercial pipeline need
to be taken into account (Fig 5).
In most cases there is an elemental supplier who
imports the mineral and then despatches it to the alloy manufacturer. From there it
goes for fabrication before finally appe'ring at a particular unit of the aerospace
industry. Thus there may be four or five stages in the cycle since it would normally
be considered prohibitively expensive for the manufacturer to deal directly with the
raw material supplier. However to guard against potential problems certain companies
in the aerospace industry have entered directly into long term contracts with the
suppliers. This has been the case with particularly vulnerable metals such as cobalt
and titanium. This development maybecome more common as with economic recovery in the
West prices are bound to rise and there could be more industrial unrest. It must always
be remembered in this context that the smallest gap between supply and demand can lead
to a very large price rise.
The amount of a mineral in the pipeline, awaiting processing, etc. can be considered
part of the stockpile. With the current recession and cash flow problems, most
companies hold only minimal stocks but clearly a national stockpile under government
co-ordination and control could alleviate at least short term stoppages in supply.
Government subsidised private stockpiles might also provide an answer, but there would
need to be clear guidlines about when the material could be used.
Furthermore for any
stockpile the form and quality of the raw material is crucial. With reduced refining
capacity for certain metals it would be necessary to stockpile in beneficiated or even
semi-manufactured form. Since it is the practice for aerospace procurement to plan for
up to five years ahead, the stockpile requirements could be reasonably assessed.
Information on European stockpiles is thin but it is known that France has fairly
substantial provision which will be worth some 14OO million by 1985 while the UK has
spent 14O 45 million to stockpile cobalt, chromium, manganese and vanadium. Besides
Japan and South Korea, Spain, Sweden and Italy all operate stockpiles or are considering
them. (3) With regard to stockpile maintenance there is the crucial problem of
since many minerals need to be stockpiled in a highly specific form. The
answer would be to store the material at one stage further back in the manufacturing
process but this presupposes that there is plant available to effect the final
conversion. If such plant is not present and could not be economically established
for the amount of material used, there must be a depender'y upon a country possibly
totally
from the original source. For example, Japan processes a range of
materialsdifferent
such as silicon
wafers and provides for them a major world repository.
An important addition to any stockpile would be a data bank containing details of
researched projects on such vital topics as substitution, conversion within the
economy and recycling.

Ideterioration

r

When supplies are limited and particularly where the usage is highly specific,
investors may affect the comercial flow of the market. In eneral investment in
strategic minerals is not a common way of building a portfol o but there are
several brokers specialising in the field (9)
As yet there has been little if any
experience of selling under incipient conflict conditions to manufacturers. A
strategic* portfolio is of course a private stockpile and in the USA tax relief through
the so-called 'Blue Sky' fund is planned. The recipient would agree to sell at a
particular price, thus removing the major potential blockage in the syatem and indeed
providing useful buffer stocks. However when problem of strategic mineral supply
are considered the activities of investors must be taken into account, although
exerience shows that price manipulation may be successful in the very short term,
but in the longer term it has always failed.
Quoted market prices refer to only very specific forms of each raw material and
saeordingly their us. as a guide to chmging strategic status has been criticized.
Nonetheless there is generally a relationship between them and the materials in what

'

may he their mor- commonily used forms.
Further, they are readily obtainable and they
Jo encapsulate a range of factors, geological, political and economic.
In this context
!hrefore it is I)teresting to note the peak price period during 1978-80 which affected
all the major strategics (Fig C).
This of course coincided with the effective start
of the resource war suar,. (10)
The subsequent fall in prices has caused a temporary
lull il a:;xiety but has otviously provided a good time for stockpile purchases.
As
.veior
economies recover investment interest can be expected in cobalt, chromium,
m,-lybdetum, niobium, tantalum and titanium. Additionally and possibly of more
importance irn the long term stratepic argument, hafnium and yttrium will come under
c ts id rat Ii- r.
.-Trategic considerations
The following key points therefore emerge for detailed attertion and were investigated
!hr'ugh interviews and literature surveys:
(a)

the major uses for the aerospace industry of each
raw material;

(t)
(c)

possible substitution;
the geographical sources of each raw material, the scale
of production and the extent of reserves;
(11-16)

(d)

the trading patterns leading to an assessment of
dependence by European NATO countries;

ke)

the vulnerability ot' major supply sources.

RAW MATERIALS
Chromi um
Chromium is a critical component of many alloy steels and is irreplaceable at anything
appr.)aching the same price.
It is particularly vital in all heat-resistant stainless
steels and no suitable substitute exists for it in high pressure, high temperature,
corrosive environments. Furthermore in most of the alloys in which it is found,
chromium is the major metal occupying between roughly 20$ and 25%. For corrosion resistance a level of below 12$ results in markedly decreasing effectivness. With
developing technology its use in the chromising alumina treatment of the surface layers
of alloys, giving them a higher oxidisation resistance, is becoming increasingly
important.
In the aerospace industry therefore chromium is one of the major metals
used, particularly for the production of steel-and-nickel based alloys. For its other
uses in less exacting environments, substitutes may be found although frequently at
higher cost and lower performance.
Sources
While there would seem to be potential elsewhere, notably in Brazil, Sudan and China,
chromium in workable quantities has a comparatively limited distribution. Only eight
countries each produce more than 2%.
Output is dominated by South Africa (32%) which
has shown a notable increase in proportion over the recent past and the USSR (279).
Other important producers are Zimbabwe (6%), Turkey (63) and the Philippines (4%) all
of which have shown a general decline, and Albania (13%) which has shown an increasing
pite the range of smaller sources, the dependence upon only one major producer
ou1 slde the C'Es represents

long term vulnerability.

This dependence is seen to be even more acute when world reserves are considered. They
are virtually completely concentrated in southern Africa with South Africa (68%) and
Zimbabwe (305).
In fact the figure for South Africa is somewhat arbitrary since
reserves to a depth of 300 m are estimated at over 3,000,000,000 tonnes, a figure higher
that quoted on most lists of world reserves.
Furthermore South Africa has
consolidated its pre-eminent position through the development of first class
technology.
The argon-oxygen-decarbonisatic.i process has been developed so that low
grade ores can be used to produce stainless steel at very comet!tive prices. Thus
while Zimbabwe has higher grade ore, the thin seams and comparatively inefficient
production methods render it increasingly less competitive.

Athan

Chromium increasingly enters world trade as ferro-chrome, which itself varies in degree
of beneficiation. However taking it as basically one commodity, it can be seen that
South Africa again plays a dominant role.
In 1980 some 800,000 tonnes of ferro-chrome
were produced amounting to 60% of the ferro-ohrome entering world trade and 305 of
total world production. South Africa in fact stockpiles in the form of forro-chromium
since this is more immediately usable and a number of varieties can be retained. The
recovery rate is about 9%.
At present the market for chromium is

depressed and the supply of ferro-ohrome

currently exceeds demand. However as research and development programmes bear fruit
and particularly governeents
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implement stockpile programmes,

the outlook could change.
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1,i',e.1
the United States Bureau of Mines expects demand to increase from the 1978
U ae at an annuial rate of about 5.2% up to 1990.
Euryopean NATO Trade
Imports of chrome ore and concentrates into NATO Europe are dominated by South Africa
which accounts for about 50% and is by far the major supplier to all the main
importers.
Other important sources are Turkey, Albania and Madagascar, while Finland
and Greece provide Supplies on a much smaller scale, and the USSR has varied considerably in importance over the recent past.
The Netherlands and Germany are re-export
sources.
For ferro-chrome, Zimbabwe, South Africa and Sweden are all important,
oth,-r sources being Turkey, Albania and Finland with Germany the major re-export
suprlier.
The movement of unwrought and wrought chromium is very small and sources
ar, mainly within NATO Europe, although some supplies are received from the USA and
"a.
'hus the vulnerability of European NATO Is all too evident with only one NATO country,
'>rkey, of any importance as a source of chromium.
There is a very heavy dependence
.n solthern Africa, particularly South Africa itself while Albania as a CPE and
ir~and and even ;weden as neutral countries could pose problems of reliability.
:_trategic considerations
"hromium illustrates a clear case of strategic vulnerability with very heavy reliance
.pon one source outside the CPEs. Furthermore with suppliers and particularly South
Africa becoming more involved in beneficiation, low priced ferro-chrome can be
;rcducei, underpricing the industries of the consumer countries. As a result, plants
!'<r example in the USA and Japan have been closed. Thus there is increasing reliance
.;on South Africa which is supplying at present some 45% (by metal content) of
requirements and selling not only the raw material but also power and technological
e xpertise.
Moreover this is compounded by the fact that the consumers seem reluctant
, diversify sources ever within the limited range available. This undoubte-ly
results from the reliability and quality of South African supplies. Also in the
ctvious country for development, Zimbabwe, the futirv appears rather uncertain.
2o I alt
Ybalt has a wide ranging significance as it is increaskn,2, used with nickel and
2hromium alloys for parts of the air frame manufacture while being of specific
importance in engine construction. It is also vital for the machine tools used to
iroduce the various parts and also in a number of other aspects such as thrust rings
for propellers and engine bearings.
It is thus a high consumption metal the chief
,ses for which can be summarised as follows:
(a)
)

a solid solution strengthening agent in nickel based
alloys and some steels;
a base for, in particular, wear-resistant alloys.

?or its strengthening properties there are alternatives such as nickel, although others
are much scarcer than cobalt itself. For wear-resistance there are no satisfactory
sbstitutes.
It would therefore be possible to build aero engines without cobalt
Lut they would be more expensive in a number of ways.
Following the world cobalt
shortage in 1978 the use of cobalt was reviewed in the aerospace industry and while
the range of uses has increased there is a trend towards a reduction of the metal in
alloys.
Possible substitutes include alloys containing nickel, vanadium, chromium
and tungsten.
:ources
>obalt is mostly recovered as a by-product of copper and nickel mining but world
production is highly localised. Total annual production is approximately 30 x 10'
tonnes, but there has been a decline recently. Only eight countries each produce more
than 1% of the total, and production is dominated by Zaire (40%)
and Zambia (9%).
Zaire's predominance has tended to decline recently but it is still obviously the
key source. The only European production is in Finland (4%).
Of the CPEs, Cuba
and the USSR produce about 6% each.
With regard to reserves, nine countries have over 1% of the total but again Zaire
(38.5%) and Zambia (12)
are dominant.
There are no reserves of this order in Europe,
Finland having only 0.6%.
There has been something of a glut on the market recently
and producer stocks may be as high as 20,000 tonnes. Furthermore recycling techniques
have been improved and it is possible that 12% of the market is in fact secondary
cobalt.
Zaire has therefore been cutting production but Zambia, with a view to the
future, has commissioned a new plant at Kitwe which when its second phase is complete,
will virtually double Zambia's production capacity.
Seabed nodules contain an estimated 225 million tonnes of cobalt or over seventy times
the current world reserve. However the necessary large scale investment for production
from these seems at least ten and more probably twenty years away.

I

Cver the next year or two there would seem to be no difficulty with supplies of cobalt
but with the Increasing int,,rest in stockpiles and the long overdue re-equipment of
civil airlines, the picture could change rapidly.
ELiro ean NATO Trade
Hearing in mind the political problems in southern Africa and also the fact that a high
proportion of Zairian cobalt passes through Belgium, it is hardly surprising that
reliable data are hard to collect.
Indeed there is a certain reticence in publishing
.'obalt returns in national statistics. This dn1:btless results partly from lack of
information but also from a desire for confidentiality and as a consequence, aspects
f the movement of cobalt in world trade cannot be stated with certainty.
The main,
inIPeP the only etated sourc-e of nre and concentrates listed for Europe is Morocco.
, tat
is traded most commonly in
nwrought, rerro
and waste forms while there is
scme movement
4r wreu h! metal.
.he major sources are Zaire, Zambia, Norway and to a
mruch smaller extent, Finland.
ie-)ndary sources are 9weden, the USA and the United
Kinodom. This pattern empha.",es again the very strong dependence upon very few
Vrimary surces, with _air-, which supplies approximately 65% (by metal content)
.::mple!ely rredom nant.

"da. is mvPliat sale in prcduction and at present the consumption is well below
rrlu 'tion. However, i' -an re confidently predicted that the two will match again in
the 7"ear futuAre at which tim. the activities of investors may prove important. However
*h,' ma" or source of vulnerability is the dependence upon one key less developed country
wit. something of a history of instability. Cobalt accounts for 15% of the value of
exprts from 'aire but ,nly 2% of those from Zambia, but such figures offer both
;rL.L-,ers some sco:>pe fcr manipulation. The coincidence of very limited sources in a
unstable area means that the problems of cobalt supply are potentially
e~+l itically

,hile hafnium is not used in the manufacture of air frames, it is quite important in the
;rcduction of special alloys for jet engines since it control grain size in casting
allnys a.d can confer ductility.
It therefore governs the structure of parts which are
,r*er severe stress.
However it is in the densifying of castings that hafnium is
probably unique. As a result, for example, It promotes high creep strength and
therefore lengthens the life of blades. The amount used is very small but there are
nu lnK term alternatives.
.- orces

Hafnium production comes almost entirely from the mineral zirconium which usually
contains about 1% of hafnium. It is recovered as a by-product in the production of
rhafnium-free nuclear grade zirconium-based alloys.
It is therefore available at
reasonable cost while the demand for reactor grade zirconium lasts.
Statistics for
worli primary hafnium production are not available but the main source is concentrates
from beach sands in the USA, Australia and India. South Africa also has extensive but
lower grade beach deposits.
There is no adequate source of zirconium in Europe. The
scale of production is very small and the number of companies involved very limited.
Therefore statistics tend to be confidential. Hafnium is produced as sponge and
crystal bar, the USA producing 45 tonnes annually of the latter.
World reserves, judging by the distribution of zirconium, exceed 500,000 tonnes.
it can be concluded that potential hafnium supplies far exceed current demand.

Thus

Since there are no substitutes for hafnium in its major applications, prospects for
hafnium look sound so long as the zirconium market remains healthy. At present
recycling is insignificant.
European NATO Trade
Uwing to its mode of production hafnium is only quoted in the trade statistics in its
unwrought form.
Furthermore few countries include it within their statistics.
Imports
into Europe are virtually all recorded as from the USA although it is known that some
supplies come from Australia.
Strategic considerations
Since hafnium is unique and also produced on a very small scale there is some obvious
vulnerability. Despite the variety of sources, dependence upon the USA could also
present problems, not only with regard to maintaining the 'Atlantic Bridge' but also
if American demand should rise. Furthermore it seems likely that investors will
Increasingly take an interest in hafnium.

Manganese
Manganese is an essential ingredient for all alloy steels 91% of it being used in the
metallurgical industry.
Its properties are to strengthen the steel in its own right
and to desulphuriae it.
Nickel would provide some substitute but is expensive, while
effective desulphurising agents are available but are themselves scarce.
Sources
Production at about 28 x 10' tonnes is very much greater than that of all the other
strategics considered. It is dominated by the USSR (39%) and South Africa (22%) but
six other countries each produce more than 1% of the world total.
Included among
them are: Brazil (8.51), Australia (7.5%), Gabon (7%), India (7%) and China (6%).
Altogether some 45% of production is within CEPs.
Thus although there is rather
wider choice of source, the pattern is not unlike that or chromium, with heavy
dependence upon South Africa. There Is no manganese production in Europe.
With regard to land based reserves the position of South Africa (53%) is even more
dominant. The USSR possesses about 26%, Australia 9%, Gabon 5.5%, Brazil 3% and
India 1.5%.
Thus if CPEs are excluded South Africa possesses almost 75% of the
world reserves.
However reserves of seabed nodules are estimated at 2 x 10"
tonnes,
and when. these become available the picture will alter very considerably.
Since conditions are so closely related to those of the iron and steel industry, the
market has beer depressed recently. The production of ferro-manganese has also been
at a level well below capacity and this has posed a number of problems.
Basically
ferro-manganese production is still considered of sufficient strategic importance
for major investment even though the market is presently adverse. Therefore the
question arises as to whether to maintain a strategic industry in an increasingly
uncompetitive environment. As the steel industry recovers, so the tendency for all
producing countries to beneficiate is almost certain also to increase. This will
clearly affect alloy producing companies in the consumer countries and lead to even
greater dependence upon the producers.
In this of course the trend is for manganese
to parallel chromium. As the capacity to smelt ferro-manganese declines so
countries become more vulnerable to supply interruptions and less capable of
processing ores held in a stockpile.
Figures for recovery rates are not available.
European NATC Trade
Of all the strategic minerals under consideration the trade figures for manganese are
much the most difficult to interpret.
Manganese as ore, by far the most significant
quantity. and in its forts form Is listed under a range of different grades. Prr
ore and concentrates South Africa Is by far the most important source for all the
countries of NATO Europe apart from France, supplying 50% of imports. Next in order
of significance ar, : Gabon (eO%), Brazil (11%) and Australia while supplies are also
obtained from Congo, Ghana and Morocco. The main sources for re-export are Belgium
and Germany. Ash and waste are re-exported within Europe, but primary producers
significant in the ferro-manganese trade, are South Africa, the USSR and Brazil.
However re-export within Europe is more important and the leading countries are:
Norway, Spain and Sweden. Manganese unwrought and wrought occupies a comparatively
modest position in the trade statistics, the leading primary producer being by far
South Africa. Thus South Africa dominates the manganese trade, supplying over
40% (by metal content).
However the contribution of easily the leading secondary
supplier, Norway, must be added since South Africa is its primary source, and the
figure then exceeds 52%.
Gabon provides approximately 15% (by metal content).
Strategic considerations
The scale of production is large and at present there is a surplus of manganese.
While there is a limited range of sources, it is the reliability and quality of product
which inclines the European countries towards South Africa. Gabon is a less developed
country but manganese accounts for some 18% of the value of its exports. In the
slightly longer term the lack of beneficiation facilities could pose further problems,
but then other sources, such as Brazil, may supply relief.
Moly bden
Approximately 80% of molybdenum is used in the iron and steel industry and the
production of super alloys.
In the manufacture of air frames molybdenum is critical
for all low alloy steels and cannot be replaced. For engines it Is used as an intermetallic compound and also with tungsten for spray coatings. Molybdenum is further
required for bearings and thrust rings. Within the aerospace industry molybdenum
is a comparatively high usage metal, the amount being possibly half that of cobalt.
The main properties are implanting strength, hardness and corrosion resistance to
steel. It is also important in nickel-based alloys.
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--lu rc e s
Molybdenum im a relatively common element, recovered from the working of many porphyry
',opper deposits.
An copper capacity is now far beyond requirements, molybdenum should
not be in short supply. However only five countries each produce more than 1% of the
world total which is about 100,000 tonnes.
The USA (60%) is completely dominant, the
ether major producers being Chile (14%), Canada (11%), USS3R (9%) and China (2%). While
the number of sources is therefore limited the fact that almost 75% of the production
occurs within developed countries, lessens vulnerability.
Wo)rld reserves are rather more widely spread although the USA (54%) and Chile (25%)
still predominate.
Other countries with significant reserves are; USSR (7%), Canada
It.')%). Peru (2.5%), China ,I2.5%), Iran (1.5%) and Mexico (1.5%).
With regard to
vuilner'tbility the pattern of reserves parallels that of production.
There was a sharp increase in demand and production in the late 1970s but by 19d0 a
decline had set in.
In fact the surge of 1979 is still being felt with new capacity
being opened as late as 1981.
While the main implications for molybdenum are closely
tied to the steel industry and must wait for its recovery, conditions are favourable for
the development of a new range of high technology uses.
In particular research into
high temperature steel has shown the benefits of including molybdenum. Therefore it
is T-ssible to forecast a modest increase in the market over the near future.
European NATO Trade

For ores and concentrates, much the most important trading forn, the chief suppliers
are the USA and Canada followed by Chile. While there is some re-export from the
Netherlands, Germany and the United Kingdom. Ash and waste presents a most complex
picture since there is re-export between the NATO countries but there are also imports
from Austria, the USA and Niger. The ferro-molybdenum trade is dominated by Austria
and Sweden although the main NATO countries apart from the United Kingdom are all
involved. Again with unwrought and wrought molybdenum several countries are concerned
but Austria and the USA are dominant.
The molybdenum trade is very much dominated by
the USA which provides about 65% (by metal content), Canada (18%) and Chile (12%),
althouwh the importance of non-NATO European countries particularly Austria and to a
lesser extent, Sweden, must be born in mind. Problems of supply would therefore be
concerned mainly with the 'Atlantic Bridge'.
7trategic considerations
The scale of production is within the medium range and at present there is no shortfall.
There is a range of sources but the consumers tend to rely very heavily upon the UCA.
However should supplies be endangered Canada and Chile would seem to provide reasonable
alternatives. From the trade lists it would appear that most of the European NATO
-ountries retain sufficient beneficiation capacity.
Niotium (Columbium)

Niobium is important in the production of a range of steels, alloy steels and super
alloys.
In the aerospace industry it is used to stabilise stainless steel for air
frames and also for we)ding. It is also used extensively in engine production for

minor alloying, stabilising stainless steel, precipitation hardening, in nickel-based
alloys and in wear coatings. There is also some interchange with titanium for corrosion
Inhibition in steel.
The amount used is small but the properties are vital particularly
in nickel-based, steel and titanium alloys.
Sources

Workable niobium sources are very highly concentrated and excluding the CPEs for which
no figures are avaialble, there are only three countries each producing more than 1%
of the world total.
These are completely dominated by Brazil (87%) although Canada
(11.5%) is also important.
There are very small sources of niobium in Portugal and
,,pain. Reserves display a similar distribution with Brazil (70%) by far the most
important, followed by the USSR (15%) and Canada (2.5%).
The statistics thus reveal

an extremely high degree of dependence on basically one source.
Despite the general economic decline, the demand for niobium remains relatively strong
althouKh increased stocks have accumulated.
In fact during 1981 world niobium capacity
increased through developments in both Brazil and Canada. Recovery is insignificant
at about 2%.
European NATA Trade
For ore and concentrates niobium and tantalum are generally grouped together and this
therefore rather obscures the pattern. The major suppliers of niobium are Canada

and Brazil. The USA is predominant in other forms but the amounts are insignificant.
The statistics reveal that Canada still dominates the trade supplying over 30% (by
metal content) but more detailed investigation shows, at least for parts of the
aerospace industry, total dependence upon Brazil.
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Rtrategic considerations
While the scale of production is medium and at present probably exceeds demand, there
is some roor. for investors in the market. The major strategic problem occurs when the
range of sources is considered. Canada has only limited reserves and if not at
present, at least in the future, there will be very heavy reliance upon one mine in
Brazil.
Tantalum
In the aerospace industry tantalum is not used in air frames but in engines it is
employed as an alloy strengthening element either by itself or with niobium. For this
the amount is very small, a maximum of about 10%.
Its major importance is as a
strengthener in nickel-based alloys but it has been used as pure tantalum in for
example the production of the RB211 heat shield. However even where it is important
the use of higher performance powders has allowed economies to be made.
Sources
Total world production is about 440 tonnes and has shown a decline since 1979. There
are five significant producers with Brazil (24.5%) and Canada (24%) the major sources.
rthers are Thailand (15.5%), Australia (12%), Nigeria (7%) and Mozambique (6%).
If

produrtion from tin slags is added the world total is virtually doubled, with the
greatest production being in Thailand, Malaysia, the USSR and to a lesser degree,
zairs. Thus although production is very small and this in itself could lead to problems
should demand rise, the sources are widely spread. Furthermore there are very limited
supplies within Europe, in Portugal and Spain.
Eight countries each have more than 1% of world reserves although dominant by far is
Zaire (48%). Australia has 17.51. Nigeria 9.5%, Thailand 6%, the USSR 6%, Malaysia
4.5%, Brazil 4% and Canada 1%. Although the Third World predominates, reserves are
reasonably spread within the developed world and the CPEB.
Owing to substitution the more economical use of the metal and the general economic
recession, demand for tantalum has fallen considerably. This contrasts sharply with
the supply gap evident in the recent past and alleviated largely by the development
of Australian sources. Recovery rates average :ibout 8%.
European NATO Trade
For ore and concentrates the main sources are Canada and Brazil, followed by Malaysia
(largely from tin slags) and Nigeria. Tantalum in other forms is important mainly
from the USA although one or two European. countries do use Australia as a source.
While there is a strong dependence upon Canada the range of options is comparatively
large and does not appear to pose strategic problems.
Strategic considerations
The potential difficulty lies in the scale of production which is small.

At present

there is insufficient demand even for this amount, but should the situation change,

prices could rise sharply and supply difficulties could result. The present range of
sources within the developed and less developed world militates against problems of
concentration.
Titanium
The bulk of titanium ore, both Ilmenite and rutile, is used for the production of
titanium dioxide, the major pignent in nearly all white paint. This accounts for
approximately 92% of the ore. Of the remainder the bulk is used for metal production
and of this 60% is used for the aircraft and aerospace industries and a further 20%
for steel and other alloys.
Within the aerospace industry titanium is one of the major metals used and is
considered vital. It has a very high specific strength and specific stiffness and the
nodulus is between that of steel and aluminium alloys. It is used for precipitation
hardening in nickel-based alloys and for corrosive inhibition in stainless steel.
Because of its high strength it is a major component at the cold end or engines, for
example for fan discs, Typically the alloy used for fan blades contains 90% titanium,
6% aluminium and 4% vanadium. The major c~re is rutile, ilmenite being more for the
commercial side of the market.
Titanium is also being used for highly stressed components in missiles, rockets and
space capsules, as well as armour plating for airborne military equipment. Increasingly titanium carbide is becoming important in the machine tool industry in providing
both coatings and complete tool tips. With such versatility, substitution for
titanium is likely to lead to a lose of efficiency. For example carbon fibre
composites may replace it, but they are very expensive. Furthermore a new aluminium
alloy containing lithium, copper and magnesium is under test. For corrosion
resistance there can be an interchange with niobium. However the range of applications

H.

for titanium is increasing all the time and it seems highly unlikely that it will
ever be less vital for the aerospare industry.
- ources
Titanium is widely distributed and in fact of the structural metals only aluminium,
iron and manganese are more abundant. The major problem is the process of extraction,
smelting and fabrication, all of which are expensive. Since titanium is obtained from
ilmenit-, rutile and slags and production is measured in sponge and pigments, the
interpretation of statistics is more complex than for the other strategics. World
production of ilmenite is about 5,000,000 tonnes the lominant producer being
Australia (28f).
The other leading producers are: Norway (15.5%), Canada (15%), USA
12%), USSR (9%), South Africa (71), Malaysia (4%), India (3.5%) and Finland(3l). Both
Canada and South Africa produce from slags. The world production of rutile is about
400,00O tonnes of which Australia producea about 70%.
The other ain producers are:
.cuth Africa (11%), Sierra Leone (81) and Sri Lanka (45).
Thus witn rutile there is
a very heavy dependence upon Australia, and Europe has no production. Canada is the
Jominant producer of slags followed by South Africa. The production of titanium metal
is almost equally divided between the developed countries and the CPEs, with a world
total of .4ust under
i,00 tonnes of sponge. Only five producers are listed: the
)SSR (
)A51),
UA
, Japan (26%), United Kingdom (2.55)and China.
World resources of ilmenite are fairly widely spread but only eight countries each
possess more than is of the world total.
These are: India (23S), Canada (21.5%),
Norway (i8.
), South Africa (15.55), Australia (8%), USA (7.5%), USSR (2%) and
Finland (l.5f?.
Rutile reserves are also widely distributed, although Brazil is
dominant with 7S.5%.
ether leading countries are: Australia (8%), South Africa
(4%), Italy
j.'.),
Sierra Leone (2.5S), USSR (2%) and USA (1.5%).
For rutile then
while there are supplies in Europe there is a heavy dependence upon one country, brazil.
both the production and consumption of titanium sponge have continued to show increases
t,.t the markets for both ilmenite and rutile have continued to remain depressed,
lespite the fact that in 1981 the USSR became an instant buyer. The increasing range
f applications would seem to ensure the health of the metal market, and indeed titanium
is .,ne of the few strategics in the production of which aerospace companies have
invested directly.
European NATV

Trade

Tables for eare and concentrates contain ilmenite and titanium, the major sources being:
Australia, Norway. Canada and South Africa with more minor quantities from India,
Sierra Leone and Sri Lanka. In other forms of the raw material, the trade is very
small.
Ash and waste is imported from the USA, Canada and South Africa, while for the
ferro-alloy, Norway is the leading source. Titanium unwrought and wrought comes
principally from the USA and Japan although the USSR is also a supplier. The range of
sources is therefore comparatively wide with Australia supplying about 360 (by metal
content), Norway 3% and Canada 271.
There could be difficulties with the maintenance
of the 'Atlantic Bridge', the length of sealanes and the limited dependence upon the
SSSR.
However NATO Europe is clearly well placed with regard to beneficiation.
Strategic considerations
Although rutile is produced on a fairly modest scale it is difficult to contemplate
problems of ore supply. Much more of a limitation is the production of sponge which is
more sparsely distributed both in amount and geographically. All three key suppliers,
Japan, the USA and the USSR could reduce exports as a result of rising home demand.
Furthermore Japan presents problems of distance and clearly under certain conditions
supplies from the USSR would not be expected.

A
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Tungsten
Tungsten has a range of unique properties and is also largely resistant to corrosion,
Imparting great hardness, strength and resistance to wear.
Its main uses are in the
production of tungsten carbides and alloy steels. Tungsten carbides are vital in
the production of equipment requiring extreme wear resistance but substitutes, in all
cases inferior, are generally available for uses other than rock drilling. Similarly
for alloy steel there may be other possible replacements but none entirely satisfactory
and no acceptable substitutes are currently available for the electrical uses.
The aerospace industry is a medium user of tungsten, In air frame construction there are
no alternatives and for engines, tungsten is vital,by itself, with carbides for tooling
etc. and in wear applications.
It is also used for wear, erosion and oxidisation
resistance when plasma-or-flame sprayed. Tungsten is further used in bearings and thrust
rings. Overall its major use is in strengthening cast nickel- based alloys and with
the drift from wrought to cast alloys its importance will increase.
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Sources
World production is about 51,500 tonnes and is very widely spread. The leading
producers are China (,9%) and the USSR (18%).
Other producers of note are: Australia
(6.5%), Bolivia (6.5%), Canada (6%), USA (5.5%), South Korea (5.5%), North Korea,
(4%), Thailand (3.5%), Portugal (3%), Austral (3%) and Turkey (2%).
Within W. Europe,
France, Fortugal, Spain and Austria all produce moderate amounts of tungsten.
With
such a wide spread of sources and, particularly with tungsten in Europe, there does
not sem to be a major problem of vulnerability.
World reserves are also widely spread although again China is
7.-ther countries with major reserves are: Canada (10.5%), USSR
Korea (4%), Turkey (3%) and South Korea (3%).
The pattern of
similar to that of production except that China is relatively
the USSR is over-producing.

dominant with 52.5%.
(b%), USA (4%), North
reserves is therefore
under-producing while

Tungsten has retained its demand despite the world-wide recession although there have
been some cutbacks.
With a variety or new tungsten projects planned there would seem
to be a more than adequate supply of the metal for the future. Furthermore recent
emphasis on foreign trade by China will greatly influence the amount available.
Recycling is also important with a recovery rate of about 23%.
European NAT

Trade

The major source of ore and concentrates is China, followed by Portugal, Bolivia and
Australia. There is little trade in other forms of tungsten, the main sources being
Austria and South Korea, with Sweden and the USA involved to a lesser extent.
Thus
there is no distinct pattern of dependence although ther, " clear dominance by China
(about 10% by metal content) which is likely in future t
ncrease.
However a wide
range of European countries maintains the capacity to proauce ferro-tungsten even
though China is again important.

Strategic considerations
Although the tonnage required is comparatively small, there must be disquiet about the
Increasing dependence upon China. Given the pattern of world reserves, there would
seem, at least in th emedium term, to be little alternative.
Vanadium

Vanadium is chiefly important as an alloying agent in armoured steel and in the production of titanium alloys.
In the aerospace industry it is important as a toughener
in cobalt-vanadium tool steels and for this there are no alternatives. It is also vital
in providing strength at high temperature in steel and nickel-based alloys.
Its
importance in the 6:4 titanium alloys (aluminium 6%: vanadium 4%) has already been
mentioned. The aerospace industry is thus a small user but vanadium is vital.
Sources
World production is about 35,000 tonnes and is dominated by South Africa (33%) and to
a lesser extent, the USSR (29%) and the USA (13%).
Other producers are China (119)
and Pinlx.
8%).
Thus there is production in Europe but for the developed countries
there is dependence upon South Africa. The pattern with regardsto reserve reinforces
the position of the two leading producers, South Africa having 49.5% and the USSR 46%.
:n fact the on.y other country With more than 1% is Australia.
However since vanadium
is generally recovered as a by-product or co-product reserves are not fully indicative
Drf available supplies.
At present prices though, South Africa is clearly the dominant
source. Recovery rates are about 8%.
E

With an increased availability particularly as a result of Chinese intervention in the
arket and the decline of world steel production, the market has been rather depressed.
(howeverworld consumption still rose and there are plans for development not only in
'hina but also In Venezuela and New Zealand. Therefore it can be concluded that while
the range of applications will probably increase the aotual supply will remain
s,.ifficient.
European NATO Trade
Vanadium ore is of no significance as a raw material and therefore trade in ore and
concentrates is generally not listed except in the case of Belgium whi.. receives
supplies from Norway.
With ash and residues the main source is given as secret but
others listed include Mozambique, China and South Africa. The sources of ferrovanadium are principally Austria and Noway while vanadium, unwrought and wrought, is
imported on 4 comparatively small scale from Japan, South Africa and the USA. However
vanadium imports in chemical form are particularly important and are dominated by
Pinland and South Africa, followed by Austria. Despite European supplies therefore
there is a clear dependence upon South Africa, which supplies approximately 27% (by
metal content).
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.trategic considerations
Despite being a commonly occurring mineral the installed capacity for extraction is
important ano this leads to a marked dependence upon South Africa. With the South
African domination of world reserves, this position is likely to be reinforced in
the future.
Ytt rium
The use of yttrium in the aerospace industry is extremely small and there seems to be
little concern about supplies.
It is used with magnesium and is a constituent in
some blade alloys. It is a constituent of both nickel-based and coo alt-based super
alloys giving resistance to erosion and also as a coating for turbo blades in engines.
The other potential use within industry is In the production of laserv in which in
the form of yttrium-aluminium garnet, it can give very fast pulses of the order of a
few pico-seconds.
Sources
Statistics for yttrium production are incomplete since those for the USA are withheld
for reasons of confidentiality and those for Canada are not available. However the
Tctal is probably between 515 and 600 tonnes. The major producer is Australia
approximately 30%) while India and Malaysia are also important.
With regard to reserves India is dominant with over 52%.
Australia
412, Brazil (t.5%) and Canada (6%) are also significant.

(15.5%), USA

A3 improved technology and research lead to increasing demands there seems little doubt
that these can be met.
It is probable that the world's undiscovered resources are
large relative to any expected demand. At present recycling does not occur.
European NATO Trade
Yttrium appears separately in the trade statistics which show that Austria, Belgium and
Germany are sources for other parts of Europe. Presumably the yttrium originates mostly
in Australia with possibly some import from Canada and the USA.
Strategic considerations
These must revolve mainly around the small scale of production since the range of sources
is comparatively wide. Clearly, should demand rise and prices increase, investors could
well affect the market.
5.

THE COUNTRIES OF EUROPEAN NATO

While elements of the aerospace industry are represented in all the countries of
European NATO except Iceland, the industries of West Germany, Italy and the UK are quite
clearly the most important.
Since it has been associated in many European projects and
since it is all so closely integrated into NATO although not a member, France must also
be included.
For all the raw materials described, the countries of European NATO, with only minor
exceptions, are 90%
import dependent, the figure varying from approximately 91%
(cobalt and tantalum) to 100% (titanium). The only raw material for which this does
not obtain is tungsten, for which the dependence is 58% (UK 561).
In the case of five
materials, the dependence of France is rather lower than that of the other countries.
None of the major aerospace countries has deposits of strategic minerals on any scale.
In fact the only significant production is chromium (Turkey), clearly the most important,
ilmenite (Norway) and tungsten (Turkey and Portugal).
A

An examination of the trading patterns reveals that three European neutral countries,
Sweden, Finland and Austria, exercise a significant influence. Firstly in a period of
increasing tension between West and East, their attitudes towards trading strategic
minerals with NATO must be considered. Furthermore although it is one stage removed,
there is still the basic dependence upon the original source of the mineral together
with the vulnerability resulting from reliance upon processing abroad. All three
ccjntriea trade in a restricted range of strategic minerals but all are important in
the area of ferro materials.
Among the developed countries the major sources of strategic minerals for European
NATO are: USA, Canada and Australia. All three suffer to a certain extent from the
problem of distance, the first two with difficulties of maintaining the 'Atlantic
Bridge' and Australia with very long sealanes to be protected. Apart from this the
main difficulty with the maintenance of supplies from the USA could well be that the
particular minerals are required for internal consumption. Developing countries,
at different states of development, but important for the supply of strategis present
rather different problems. Since many are highly dependent upon the export of raw
materials for their economic wellbeing and since in any case this may be controlled

;.
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by trull intH i,nal :orporatiuns. there appears to be little
coincidence between political
and economic instability.
In general, supplies do not appear to be disrupted by
peli ical change, a p-int shown vivid y recently by continuing supplies of chromium
from Zimbabwe.
However in each there are possibilities or supply disruptin through
civil unrest, sabotage, local conflict, government expropriation arid possibly the
a 4 i tvii
ies of Soviet surrogates.
In many ways for European NATO the most importatnt country, neither developed nor
dveloring, is South Africa. Apart from the various threats to its stability, particF,)r
u.arly in the medium to long term, South Africa also poses a basic moral dilemma.
chromium and manganese and to a lesser -xtent vanadium and titanlum, South Africa is a
ma;or producer and also possesses great potent ial for further developmert.
Dsr. te
the 'urrent depresse, state of the market there is great underlying strength resulting
frm:
(a) the enormous scale of reservr
(b) the highly developed infrastruture;
the abundant

pow,ers

of ttenflciati',;

(d)

the political and cmmerclal

Ke

the t echno iog ical

stabliIty; and ar,ve all

expert iso.

Fir!hermore through its infrastructure South Africa controls most of the mineral txpjrs
fr -.r he develop ing 'urt ries of south-rn Africa
STHATEGIC CONCLUSIONS
'h,- term 'strategic' when applied to a raw material implies a range ,')f factors,
ge, logical, ecoomic and political.
Some of these can be quantified others are largeiy
co:njectural.
Theref, re to attempt a weighting is a particularly complex problem, and
forcasts far into the future extremely hazardous.
(I)

Raw materials
(1)

Most at risk through the potential i,stability of sources are cobalt,
chromium and manganese.
In the longer term, offshore mining could
alleviate the problem for cobalt and mangarese.
Most at risk through the concentration of sources are the above with
the addition of, iarticu'.arly, niotium.
There could als. be short
te-rm pr,)blems with nickel.

. I

!)

Most

a' risk through rel1intce uporn a CPF produ er is tung:ten.

I-)

MKs"

at risk through the small scale of production is

k'

Most at risk through the redu'tin
o)r lack or ih,:talied extract ion or
beneficiatlon plant are vanadium and titanium.
Increasingly chromium
and manganese in particular could also be affected.

(t,

Most at risk overall are chromium, niotium and cobalt

European NATO countries

(Fig 7)

(I)

All are, with very minor exceptions, highly
France rather less so than the others.

(2)

There is a high degree of dependence upon southern Africa and in
particular South Africa.

S

)

.(

hafnium.

import dependent, with

There is a marked secondary dependence particularly on neutral
European countries.

(4)

There is a tendency to rely on a restricted range of sources.
neutral countries and Japan show that this may be rather less
necessary than is commonly supposed.

(5)

There

The

is little dependence on Warsaw Pact sources.
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SUMMARY

Based on the following

requirements

-

Minimization of critical raw materials

-

Production of as little scrap (machining wastes, parts out of service) as possible

Input

concepts for reducing the use of materials and the associated dependence upon
raw materials imports are explained.
With reference to aero-engine components, the following possibilities are shown
as examples:
I) Combination of very different materials by means of modern joining techniques.
Components -built up" In this way contain expensive materials only where they

are indispensable.
2) Approximation of the blank contour to the final contour of the component
reducing machining losses)

(thus

by contour-forging, flow-turning and powder metallurgy.

3) Making run parts reusable.
It is shown that a considerable economy of materials is obtainable and has partly
been achieved already. Attention is drawn to problems which may follow from the
application, e.g. material deposition or joining of dissimilar materials results
in a tendency to render the recycling of such engine components more difficult.

To the aerospace

industry the need to economize and presorve critical metals is

very real. This involves metals (or the raw materials going into them) that are
indispensable in the manufacture of aerospace equipment but the availability of
which jat reaoonable coats) is latently threatened as a result of *conomical or

b

"tial

political uncertainties (high cost of exploitation, regional concentration in patentrouble spots, highly energy consumptive production). The critical metals
used

in mero engines are principally cobalt, chromium, nickel, titanium. tungsten

and t atalm. %hile thee raw meterials may well have been in sufficient supply

rU_ _ _ •_..

-I

these past few years, with prices running relatively stable, long-term predtctions
are never safe (as witnessed by the performance of cobalt between 1978 and 1980).
Irrespective of the actual market situation, reasons of cost make a reduction in
material investment an indispensable requirement. This applies in particular to
aero-engine construction, where product material costs are high on account of the
expensive alloying elements.
Conservation of critical metals or their raw materials is generally sought in a
number of wayst
by substitution,

-

i.e.,

either by lowering the critical alloy content

in existing

materials from cheaper raw
(leaning) or by developing alternative
materials which
are readily available on a long-term basis
materials
by the application of critical materials only where they are needed'

by

-

the application of near-net-shape manufacturing processes

by taking measures designed to extend the life of components
'by remelting scrap metal,

accompanied by minimum possible downgrading.

Substitution and recycling are approaches in which the finishing industry (e.g.
the aero-engine manufacturers) can assist - being mostly dependent on the good
intentions and willingness to cooperate on the part of the material manufacturers.
Whereas measures for rduring critical materials input and extending life can normally
be planned and implemented by the finishing industry on its own.
The present paper discusses specific measures for reducing waste and for extending
life as applied to engine components. Some of the methods and techniques used toward
this end were evolved with other purposes in mind (e.g. light-weight construction).
It is nevertheless shown that appreciable savings in materials or gains in life

I

can be achieved for engine parts and that the concepts employed can also readily
be transferred to other areas.
While the measures discussed below are representative of applications in engine
construction, they do not claim to be complete.

KzASURES FOR MATERIALS CONSERVATIOm IN THE FINISHING INDUSTRY
J
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Use of critical materials only where they arm indisipensmblo
In view of

ably over

the fact that many engine components come under loads that vary consider-

the cross-section of the part, this requirement results in *tailored*

components that may be composites of the most diverse materials (multialloys*).
These developments are made possible by highly advanced joining techniques. This
Is exemplified in Figs. I and 2. In either case the joint is made by electron beam
(ED) or

friction welding.

1

It is exactly these joining techniques which permit the

combination of the most dissimilar and sophisticated materials to produce these
tailored components (whereas high-temperature brazing, for example, would be illsuited

for such joints, owing to the attendant heat transfer). Without suitable
Joining methods, the examples shown would be penalized by the added weight of screwed

connexions or - if they are mad, from the solid - by a material cost that would
be a multiple of that of the present solution.

Maximum reduction of machining waste by using near-net-shap, technology

Investment casting, being the oldest and probably the most significant of nearnet-shape manufacturing techniques, naturally finds wide use also in engine work.
The limitations of the method are imposed not so much by its inability to meet
geometry and to!erance requirements, as by the inherently inferior mechanical properties
of the castings. To meet the exacting requirements of aero-engine service, dropforged alloys are the material most widely used. Considering the complex geometries
encountered

in engines, this entails relatively large losses of material in machinunless suitable manufacturing techniques for economizing

ing (about 500 to 900),

I

mater isls or for reducing the amount of waste are employed.

The potential savings offered by nar-net-shape forging are illustrated by way
of a rotor disk. Fig. 3 shOws the forging in its normal shape, and Fig. 4 shows
it in its leaned contour. For a nickel-base alloy disk, the relative weights would
be:

Normal version
Manufacturing stage

Ingot
.

Leaned version

Relative weight

Actual weight

Relative weight

Actual weight

100

87.5

100

50.0

Billet

so

70.3

s0

39.0

Forging

71

61.7

63

31.4

Finished part

11

9.5

20

9.5

This example indicates a possible reduction in material loss for a disk of the
configuration shown of about fifty percent (from 78 kg for the normal version to
40.5 kg for the leaned version).
The method just described has its limitations where shapes grow difficult, or where
very widely-varying degrees of deformation ore involved. These difficulties are
avoided by Powder matallure. which will achieve the final contour without excessive

"
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of material even for components of less amenable shape. Fig. 6 illustrates
a shaft made by a powder-metallurgy process. Compared with the forging (Fig. 5)
it appreciably reduces the amount of material invested. The relative weights ares
los

Forging

1000

PM compact

600

Finished part

71

This method finds its limitations - as regards near-net-shape applications - mainly
in the high cost of encapsulation. Fig. 7 shows qualitative relationships between
cost and net-shape nearness.
It is especially with very thin-walled, exisymetric components that flow-turnina
suggests itself for near-net-shape applications. Fig. S illustrates this by way
of a compressor shaft sleeve (the figure shows the finished pert contour together
with the starting contour for flow-turning.) This extremely thin-walled tubular
shape was originally machined from a solid forging

(Fig. Ga).

material losses ran

in the neighbourhood of 901. This loss can be greatly reduced by flow-turning.
The starting contour for flow-turning can be produced by machining either a bar
section (Fig. 8b) or more advantageously a near-net-shape (referred to the starting
contour for flow-turning) forging (Fig. 8c). Material investment would then be
in the following

relation:

So : 8b : Sc : finished part %0 100 : 30 t 15 t S
This process finds its limitation chiefly in the geometry of the component with
application restricted to axisymmetric and thin-walled parts with simple shapes
and smooth inner contours.

Making Parte reusable

Measures for extending the life of components also will indirectly save substantial
amounts of material. Considering that in engine work the components involved are

4

generally espensive finished parts, every effort is taken in this area.
Distinction is made here between components whose life is spent as a result of
fatique or creep, and components made unserviceable by changes in dimensions (as
a result of wear, tretting etc.)
Fig. 9 to a schematic arrangement illustrating the effect of regeneration on the
lifetime of turbine blades. The hot isostatic pressing (HIP) process serves to
heal creep voids and other flaws in the microrange, making the affected co'- -ant
reusable or giving it an additional

life-span. This procedure is still in its infancy

as regards material conservation.
The practice of restoring components suffering from wear (in its widest sense)
to their specified dimensions, on the other hand, is finding wide use. This is
where electroplating and chemical depositing processes especially, as well as thermal
spraying methods, have proved their worth. The deposited materials are selected
to met specific requirements concerning properties such as thermal expansion and

K

,wear

resistance. With a view to poesible recycling, however, it should be taken

•

|

1

u

A
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into account that the deposited material ought to be compatible with the base material
also from the metallurgical aspect. For nickel and cobalt alloys as base materials
thede posit materials can be classified as follows

Deposit materials the constituents

Deposit materials the constituents

of vhich are contained in the

of which are considered contami-

parent material

nants

in the parent material

Ni

NiP

Cr

CoC r 2 03

NiCr

Ag

NiAl

Cu

NiCrAl

UCCo

Ni Alo
Mo

NiCoCrAl 2

Material-depositing processes have their

0
3

limitations, primarily posed by the geometry

of the components (e.g. accessibility to the surfaces to be built up, deposition
thickness, etc.).
It is anticipated that processes still to come (such as low-pressure plasma spray
deposition) will be able to deposit materials similar to the substrate material,
to generally eliminate the problem of compatibility, i.e. the question of potential
contamination. Expectations are currently directed toward nickel- and cobalt-base
alloys only.

CONCLUDING RENARKS

Some of

the material conservation measures described may involve considerable down-

grading of scrap, loss of expensive alloying elements by dilution or costly separation
of such elements in final recycling (reasons: union of materials that are incompatible
with regard to recycling, carry-over of deleterious elements into the alloy).

The

problems discussed here may generally be reduced to the following alternative:

Decision

Consequence

(or approach)
A) Use of *tailored* components
of dissimilar materials,

Initially savings

in material or

increase

in lifetime, but possibly forgoing chance to
recycle materials at full value

Dissimilar material deposition.

8) Use of uniform-material

but possibly long-term chance to recycle

materials also where they are

(genuine closed-loop cycle)

not necessary.

-7

Initially wider use of expensive materials,

components having expensive

With regard to universal long-term reduction of losses in the materials processing
cycle, alternative *9" without question taken preference and "multialloys" should
really not be permitted. However,
tainly, for the metal-working

for the aero-engine manufacturer and, almost cer-

industry in general, this does not represent a practi-

cable solution as long as the cost of the blank in ten and more times as great as
the value of scrap. Moreover,
tell against alternative

in many cases, repair procedures or lightness requirements

W.

Irrespective of such considerations, as well as from the costs point of view,

the

manufacturer will endeavour to sell off scrap (from machining, rejects etc.) at
maximum possible prices. It cannot be absolutely excluded that unapproved scrap
(i.e.

that which may be contaminated) passes into the heat. Thus, this involves

the risk of enrichment by harmful elements during recycling.
Manufacturers, who combine dissimilar materials, in their own interest, must bear
in mind the compatibility question as early as the planning stage,

short-term cost

considerations notwithstanding.
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TOWARDS

A CYCLE WIThOUT

LOSS:

COBALT

IN THE AIRCRAFT

INDUSTRY

C. Voigt
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt
fUr Luft- und Raumfahrt
Postfach 800320, D-7OO Stuttgart 80, Germany
SUMMARY
-The flow cycle of cobalt in products used in the aircraft industry has been investiqated. The manufacturing processes, uses and ultimate destinations of the materials containing cobalt (superalloys. ultra-hlqh strength steels, tool steels and special alloys)
have been quantitatively analyzed for the FRG. The ways in which cobalt is lost within
the material cycle have been determined. Cobalt recovery rates for process scrap and obsolete scrap will be presented. It turns out that, ultimately, the dilution of cobalt in
Iron to a degree that it is of no value any more is the most important loss mechanism. A
prime counter-action is improved scrap separation at all steps of the material cycle. The
influence of no-scrap-technologies is discussed.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The demand for primary metals produced from ore results from the demand for replacement of metals that have been lost and from the demand due to economic growth. Without
loss and economic growth there would b. no dependence on foreign ore production and the
problems of strategic and critical elements would not exist. This demonstrates, in particuiar in a time of slow economic growth, the principal importance of a cycle with reduced or even zero loss.
There are, however, further advantages which make materials conservation desirable
even ,f there were no problems of availability. First, every piece of material which is
lost enters our natural environment, in many cases causing damage to nature. The health
risk of lead lost in gasoline shows that one has to avoid material losses in order to
preserve nature. Another consequence of materials loss leading to deterioration of the
environment is the installation of new ore mines required for the production of material
that replaces the lose. Second, the production of metals is in general less energy-consuming if one starts from scrap instead from ore I], reuse instead of disposal of scrap

contributes to the solution of the energy problem. Altogether, the reduction of material
losses will be an important element in the development of our society.
In this paper cobalt in metallurgical applications is taken as an example to investigate the ways in which a metal is lost in the material cycle and to propose measures how
this can be avoided. Particular reference is made to cobalt used in the aircraft industry,
i.e. for cobalt in high temperature materials, high-strength steel, hardmetal- and steel
tools, magnets. The data which will be presented have been obtained from published statistics and Information@ from the cobalt consuming industry In the Federal Republic of
Germany. Cobalt contained in imported semifinished products or alloys is not considered
as being consumed in the FRG and is thus not included. Although the data refer to the FRG
in 1981 it Is believed that the conclusions are valid quite qenerally.
2. THE FLOW CYCLE OF COBALT
A

Fig. 1 shows the flow cycle of cobalt in metallurgical applications in the FRG in
1981. The production of finished products starts with the raw material which is composed
of primary (granules, catnodes) and secondary metal (scrap). Scrap comprises scrap generated during production and scrap in the form of used parts and products (obsolete scrap).
About one half of the raw material is converted to finished products. Three quarters of
the cobalt contained in the production screp is recovered, mostly as home scrap, i.e.
scrap recycled without leaving the plant where it has been generated. One quarter of the
production scrap is lost. As a rule, recovered scrap is used in the same area of application from which it originates. Exceptions exist for superalloy and stellite scrap which
is used for steel melt&.
Cobalt recovered from obsolete scrap amounts to 1/4 of all cobalt contained in
finished products. The recycling rate is very high (50-75 0) for steel tools and superalloys, is lower for high-strength steel and hardmetals (1O-30 0) and is sero for all
the other groups. Most of the cobalt recovered is returned to the production cycle within one year, as an exception cobalt in superalloye and high-str ngth steel is recycled
many years after the products have been put into service.
Fig. 2 shows the flow cycle of cobalt in high temperature materials (superalloys and high
temperature steel).
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3. COBALT USES
According to the amount of cobalt contained in finished products the cobalt containing materials can be divided into three groups of approximately equal size (Fig. 3).
Nign*tIc Mterjal
Cobalt containing magnetic materials are essentially permanent magnets with Alnicomagnets (28 0 CO) being the most iamportsnt group. Magnots are produced with a high percentaq of primary cobalt (80 S, Fig. 4), the amount consumed is somewhat loss than one
third of all primary cobalt.

-4

Steele

High speed steel, hot work tool steel and high-strength steel are the biggest cobalt
consuimrs, the cobalt content lies between 5 and 12 %. About one quarter of all primary
cobalt is used for steels, the percentage (33 1) of primary cobalt at the raw material is
much smaller than for magnets since large amounts of secondary raw materials are used.
From all groups steels consusm the by far largest fraction of purchased scrap and are
therefore of great importance for the recovery of cobalt. Steels are the only group that
uses scrap generated in other application areas.

Al LOYD
This group comprises alloys which are mostly iron-free and can contain up to 75 1
and molybdenum as essential elements.
cobalt and In addition nickel, chromium, tungstne
. superalloys. high-temperatte steels and hardmetals
Near resisting alloys (stollites)
than 50 0 of all
primary coare the biggest consumers of primary cobalt. Somewhat les
bait is required for the production, the percentage of primary cobalt in the raw material
is in the average 66 S.
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4.

LOSS OF COBALT DURING PRODUCTION

During production, i.e. the conversion of raw materials to finished products, 227 t
of Co are lost tone quarter of all cobalt Imported). There are two main loss mechanisms
with about equal magnitude. The first group comprises losses which are due to the
jix

j and

(:ont

of Solid Production Scrap.

inaton

A typical example is scrap in the form of turnings and chips generated when superalloy parts are machined. A direct reuse as a constituent of a superalloy melt requires
an absolutely clean scrap handling due to the stringent specifications of superalloys.
Any mixing with other scrap and any contamination with other metals has to be avoided.
These requirements are difficult to achieve, as a consequence most of this scrap can only
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be used for the production of lse
valuable, lse complex alloys or stools, i.e. the
scrap is downgraded. However, even if scrap is handled as desired, presnt regulations
for aircraft engine manufacture in Germany do not allow utilization of this material. A
revision of these regulations towards a limited reuse of clean scrap in aircraft applications is in progress.
Although downgrading by itself does not mean that material is last, lose of cobalt
occurs, because it is very often an unwanted element in the melt charge in which it shall
be used. By adding nickel or iron, cobalt is in such cases intentionally diluted to an
extent that It is of no value anymore. Cobalt is a relatively ineffective alloying element in steels, compared for instance to nickel (the reap. consumptions in the PIG are
300 and 40 000 t/&). so the pressure to dilute cobalt is appreciable. The exact amount
of Co lost through downgrading of superalloy production scrap is not known, it could be
as high as 15 1 of all primary cobalt needed for superalloy melts.
A similar situation exists in the steel industry. Mixed steel scrap with a cobalt
content of only 3 1 is generated in sizable amounts in the tool industry. A large
fraction (% 90 t/a) of this cobalt is lost by intentional dilution in iron.
Although it might be ps,.sible to improve the techniques for scrap cleaning and for
sorting of mixed scrap into different fractions it appears to be much better to avoid
mixing and contamination of scrap in the first place. A possibility would be to design
machine tools with automatic separation of scrap according to composition. At some places
,:.3duction scrap is collected and classified by hand, this method is however expensive
and does in the case of superalloys not always result in a high enough scrap quality.
Consultations are underway in the FR how an automatic scrap separation could be realized.

1Lst Scra
Whereas improvements in the recycling of cobalt contained in solid scrap appear to
be technically and also economically feasible, it will be more difficult to reduce the
"
other cobalt losses occuring during production. This group is called *Lost Scrap e, typical examples are:
- Scale, dust and sludge collected without any classification so that cobalt
is lost by intentional or unintentional dilution. As an example, all cobalt
is lost which is contained in grinding and sawing dust generated in the procoos of investment casting of superalloys.
- Heavily contaminated production scrap which cannot be used anymore and which
is therefore disposed of.
- Material lost in recycling processes.
Lost scrap is difficult to avoid. It is of particular disadvantage that it is often
generated in small amounts so that one Is easily inclined to pay not attention to it. The
main burden to reduce these losses will rest on operating and organizing measures. It
will be necessary to further integrate production steps and to change production processes in such a way that the scrap generated can easily be used again.

In principal, the most simple way to reduce losses of cobalt contained in production
scrap is to generate little or no scrap at all. Well known no-scrap-techniques are powder
metallurgy, continuous casting, forging and, as a special example, twist rolling of
drills instead of machining.
Apiece

Processes characterized by the removal of material start with an oversized metal
which is worked to exact dimensions. The reverse procedure should in principal also
be possible: To start with an undersized piece and to reach the desired dimensions by
adding material thus avoiding the generation of scraps deposition instead of removal.
Physical and chemical vapor deposition (PV, CVD) and plasma-spraying ore today
successfully used for the manufacture of thin coatings. It should be rewarding to develop these processes towards the deposition of thick layers. Using plasma-spraying, tung&ten layers of cm thickness have already been made.
Scrap is not generated if a product is made by applying a synthetic procedure, by
putting parts together. Powder metallurgy, vapor deposition and also the manufacture of
compound structures layer by Layer are synthetic processes. Processes of this kind will
be of great Importance if a closed cycle technology shall be established.

e The term wed in

this paper are similar,

but not always identical to those defined

in (2,31.
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5. LOSS OF COBALT DURING SERVICE AND AFTER USE
wear

The example of wear demonstrates that in practice it will not be possible to establish an ideally lossless material cyle. For this reason one has to avoid wear processes
whereever possible. About one half of all cobalt wear losses occur for high speed steel
and hard metal tools, mostly in machining processes. No-scrap-technologies making the use
of drills and mills unnecessary would be very beneficial. If friction cannot be avoided
wear parts should be built from materials with practically unlimited supply: Mg, Fe, Al,
Ti, Si. C, N, 0, H. These elements are not only plentiful, they are also not toxic (41,
this too makes an increased use desirable. About 13 % of all primary cobalt imported is
needed to replace cobalt lost through wear.

arnd coualt-free obsolete scrap

NIxing of cxbalt-contalnr

The by far largest cobalt losses occur when cobalt containing used products are
collected together with steel scrap leading to lose through dilution or when used products are disposed of as refuse. About 50 I of all imported primary cobalt is lost this
way (Fig. 5).
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As an example cobalt in high-strength steels is considered which are used for instance for the manufacture of aircraft landing gear. After use these products are collected together with other alloy steel scrap. It can be assumed that due to the in general
low effectiveness of cobalt in steels part of the oobalt is lost trough dilution in iron
when the scrap is remelted. This problem is enhanced by the lack of a suitable recycling
code on steel products which would facilitate the separation of obsolete scrap according
to composition.
Obsolete hot work tool scrap (e.g. in superplastic forming tools) is classified
according to the content of Cr, W, No, V and Ni, but not of Co. also in this case loss
through dilution could be reduced with the aid of a suitable recycling code.
The end use area with the largest cobalt loss Is that of magnetic materials. Magnets

A

!

U

are nearly always part of a larger product, cannot be recovered separately because of the
tight connection to this product and are therefore recycled together with large amunts
of steel scrap. Practically all cobalt contained in magnets (25 0 of all imported primary
cobalt) is lost through dilution In iron, this includes all magnets in electronic aircraft equipment which have a cobalt content of up to 500 .

I

4,
The most important measure to reduce this loss is to design products differently as
it in done now: design for eventual recycling. Products should be designed in such a way
that after use they can be disassembled economically so that the parts obtained can be
brought back in the production cycle with full use of all elements. It will be important
to invent joining techniques allowing easy separation. Metal parts which cannot be separated because otherwise the product would not fulfill its function should have a composition that the remelted alloy can be used again (no copper in steel).
In the aircraft industry the possibility to recover cobalt from used products is
much better than in most other end use areas. The reason is that most of the cobalt Is
contained in those parts of a jet engine which can easily be disassembled, i.e. design
for recycling is already realized. Modular design, introduced to facilitate maintenance
and repair, has been beneficial in achieving a high cobalt recovery rate.
Although standards of classifying and cleaning used engine parts are high, in the
FRG remelted used superalloys are not allowed to be used again for the manufacture of
let engine parts. The main obstacle is to secure that remelted alloys are free of impurities which can be introduced for instance through coating materials or parts oxidized
during service. Obsolete superalloy scrap Is therefore downgraded whereby cobalt is lost
through dilution if it is an unwanted element. The situation is nevertheless considerably
better than in other end use areas, e.g. automotive applications, where present recycling
methods lead to a complete lose of cobalt and other alloying elements such as nickel,
tungsten or chromium.
The amount of cobalt needed in the aircraft industry in other than superalloy parts
(magnets, tools, high-strength steels) is small. Since, however, the recovery rates are
often not as high as for superalloys, cobalt losses cannot be neglected. It will be necessary to introduce design for recycling also in these areas.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Cobalt is lost in various ways and in all application areas, correspondingly a variety of counteracting measures will have to be applied. Nevertheless, two losses can be
identified which are of particular importance because of their magnitude: The cobalt loss
in used magnets and the loss through dilution in steel production scrap. Strong efforts
to increase cobalt recycling in these fields is recommended. Improvements should be particularly easy in the case of steel scrap, whereas reclaiming cobalt from magnets will
take a longer time to achieve.
In the aircraft industry cobalt is lost not only in those materials considered typical for this industry. i.e. high strength steels and superalloys. Cobalt contained in
tools and magnets is also lost. It will be necessary to reduce losses in all these areas,
and this will occur only in small steps. These efforts will not only be beneficial for
cobalt, they will result in the saving of other alloying elements as well.
Looking at the loss mechanisms in a fundamental way one recognizes that most of the
cobalt is lost because it is diluted in other materials such as iron or nickel. This
applies to scrap generated during production as well as to obsolete scrap. Simple discarding (throw away) is, contrary to common belief, only rarely the cause of cobalt
losses. Knowing the reason for cobalt losses one can specify the measures how they can
be avoided.
Not to generate scrap is the most basic, principally most effective measure against
loss.
For the production this means the development of no-scrap-technologies, in particular the invention of additive processes for the manufacture of products (deposition in*tead of removal). Growth, the process applied by Nature, can be looked at as a model,
It is an ideal no-scrap-technology. It appears that the aircraft industry presents a
large field for the application of no-scrap-technologies.
In the case of obsolete scrap the amounts of scrap generated can be reduced by
- Long product life

(coating, corrosion resistant materials)

- Repair instead of replacement
- Design for material saving
because of the direct economic advantages which can be obtained with these measures
efforts in these fields are actively persued in the aircraft industry.
If scrap cannot be avoided, the next step is to avoid nixing of different scrap materials in order to minimise the possibility of lose through dilution. Scrap sorting is
necessary
all of
ate"s
ofproduction
the material
cycle.
could
very that
likely
most
be ahieved In the atcome
solid
scrap,
one it
main
reason
this
is easily
not alys
done
is that people ae unaware of the financial gain obtained through scrap sorting. Admittedly, the gain is small when primary raw materials are cheep as it is the case right now.

!_

Collecting uncontaminated, unmixed obsolete scrap is more difficult. The most effective measure, design for recycling, is practiced today only on a small scale. A complete
change or even reversal in design principles towards an attitude of thinking beyond the
point where a product is sold will be necessary and will certainly be unavoidable in the
long run.
In the aircraft industry downgrading of superalloy scrap can lead to loss of cobalt
through dilution. In Germany downgrading will be reduced when new regulations for reuse
of scrap will be introduced in the near future.
The last step to avoid cobalt losses comprises the recovery of cobalt from mixed
and contaminated scrap by metallurgical or other methods and the refining of scrap which
could otherwise not be used and would have to be dumped. Many recycling activities are
presently concentrated in this field. These efforts together with those for scrap avoidance and scrap sorting, can contribute significantly to ease supply problems of strate ic elements.

7.
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JThe primary payoff in selection of wrought/
cast alloys containing stratepic elements is perfortrance, not cost. For example, in conmercial
engines, the temperatures that parts are exposed
to have increased steadily in an effort to improve
specific fuel consumption. In military engines,
higher operating temperatures are usua ly governed
by efforts to iuprove thrust to weight ratio.
This paper will review the trade-offs that
a desiyner must make in the selection of materials
for specific component applications. Emphasis
will e placed on discussion of what options are
available in reducing the strategic material content of the eng ine system while still achievin,
performance and cost objectives.

Introduction
The primary payoff in selection of wrought/cast alloys for gas turbine engines is performance, In comercial engines the temperatures that parts experience have increased
steadily in an effort to improve specific fuel consumption. In military engines (fighters)
higher operatt" temperatures are also seen in the effort to improve thrust-to-weight ratios.
strategic elements, cobalt, tantalum, columbium and chromium, are utilized
The critical
in the hot section superalloys of these engines. These superalloys are used in the forged,
cast and sheet forms. Highly loaded components such as turbine disks are typical of forged
applications while cast applications are characterized by turbine airfoils such as rotor
blades and stator vanes. While subject to lower steady state loadings than disks, the airfoils are subjected to higher thermal and vibratory loads as well as a more erosive and
corrosive environment. The significant increase in temperature/strength capability of GE's
turbine blade alloys is illustrated in Figure 1. Exhaust nozzle and combustor (rolled sheet
metal) components are subject primarily to thermal, hoop and vibratory loads.

Considerations Involved

A

Apart from the foremost consideration of flight safety, there are many factors relating to design selection for gas turbine engines. Obviously. these considerations
vary with the criticality of the component being designed. The acceptability of a
materials change is therefore strongly dependent upon component loading environment,
criticality and by the extent of the change. That is, if it is a change from a cast
to a wrought alloy the change, while probably more costly, may be readily acceptable
because of the higher reliability of wrought material in certain applications. However,
a change from a wrought alloy to a cast alloy may imply lower design capability and
therefore be mre difficult to justify and verify. In general, the desirability of
change is governed by the payoff. The payoff must be an initial cost benefit to the
,
system, resulting In a mission life benefit directly applicable to reducing system
Sownership cost, or a sought after systems performance improvement. In any case, the
state of technology is such that reasonably accurate cost estimates of the proposed
changes effecting initial costs, ownership cost or performance payoffs are determinable
to both manufacturers and users of gas turbine engines.
Beyond the cost benefit, the chances of developmental progra success must be considered. In general. it is true that high cost benefit is obtained only through taking
comensurate risks. It would be desirable if a large benefit could be realized with
snall risks. However, the near full maturity state-of-the-art gas turbine engine
technology makes this opportunity rare. As opposed to cost benefit, the chance of developmental success is a more difficult criteria to assess. It muat be remembered that
technology advocates my not always fully understand the total criteria for application
s=ccess associated with their advocacy. Therefore, it is mandatory that design engineers
as well as materials and program managre, understand the cost benefit and more Importantly
the overall developmetal risk analysis. Once po0itive agreement is reached, a material
of high systems payoff will be developed and applied regardless of secondary factors such
as development risk and strategic elemnt content.
')"A status review of XWAS'k COSAi (fonaervation of Itrategic &erospace Mterials) Program"
J.R. Stephens, Levis Mesearch Center, Cleveland, Ohio: VASA Tech.Mmmc 2852.
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In gas turbine engines, very high durability is required for critical
critical corfor less rotating
ponents such as trubine disks. Durability is also a major factor
parts such as turbine airfoils, although operating cost may be the reason for change.
Similarly. the reliability of components such as combustors is a major consideration in
terms of their durability and impact upon operating and maintenance costs. It should
be noted that in many cases engine durability specifications and/or warranties drive
engine producers toward using alloys of high strategic materials content. These requirements properly address the ownership cost issue and more than offset initial manufacturing cost concerns due to higher raw material cost.
The third consideration is that of component weight and size.
Component
weight in gas turbine engines is a major design consieration since a reduction in weight
results in reduced fuel consumption. It should be remembered that in gas turbine engines.
weight itself is compounded by the weight of the structure required to mount the engine
and the structural carry-through members needed to transmit these mount loads to the main
aircraft structural system,
Typical examples of engine weight reduction achieved without effecting engine diameter or length are the substitution of composites for metals in engine front frams,
ducts and other areas where the low temperature composite materials now routinely available to engine designers is applicable to reliable flight safety systems. Other areas
where engine weight has been reduced without dramatic changes in size is the application
of titanium alloys to engine compressor sections. The high strength to weilht ratio of
titanium alloys has resulted in significant weight changes in many of today s commrcial
and military engines. From a design standpoint it should be noted that the high strength
of titanium, together with its other balanced set of materials properties, was instrumental in making the large bypass ratio fan engine a reality.
Considering powerplant size the case for weight reduction through size reduction
at a constant thrust rating is oiten considered because this approach has a very large
impact on overall systems weight reduction. When applying materials of increased
specific strength to rotating components such as turbine disks and blades, the systems
weight is dramatically reduced because rotor rim loads are reduced and allowable tip
speeds are increased which than allows the diameter of the engine to be decreased
without loss of performance. This is particularly true when such alloys can be applied
throughout the rotating components or at least through major sections of the engine
such as the high pressure compressor or high pressure turbine rotors. Therefore, the
effect on engine weight reduction is magnihed most through the application of high
strength materials in rotating engine components. These high strength materials also
permit more work per stage through increased wheel speeds with fewer stages for the
same overall pressure ratio, resulting therefore in a shorter and lighter weight engine.
The drive toward the use of composite materials in engines and perhaps, more importantly
toward the use of high strength materials such as thermomechanically worked turbine disk
alloys, becomes obvious when considering the escalating cost of fuel and the much needed
objective to reduce fuel burn in both military and commercial systems.

A

-

A fourth area for consideration, although not necessarily directly related to design
aspects, is that of reducing raw material input weight and of reclaiming expensive alloys
containing the critical elements. (The present and proposed high strength wrought and
cast alloys contain significant quantities of chromium and one or more of the other three
critical strategic elements: cobalt, columbium and tantalum). Reducing ra material
input weight is a key method to reduce cost and simultaneously conserve these strategic
elements.
An example of this is shown in Figure 2 where hot die forging of an Incoel 718
disk will reduce the quantity of billet required by as much as 707..
Two strategic elements,
Reclaiming expensive alloys, i.e., the
chromium and columbium, are therefore conserved.
superalloys (particularly those containing the strategic elements) and titanium alloys,
has become a major initiative of engine producers. Recycling these alloys into similar
products is important, because when superalloy scrap is sold for non-aerospace revert
purposes, its value is considerably reduced compared to its intrinsic value (which can be
more easily realized by recycling the alloy scrap into the sm or similar alloy). There
have been many programs designed to more efficiently recycle gas turbine engine alloys
and to maintain these alloys within the aerospace industry by recycling scrap into products
similar to those from which the alloy scrap originated. 1n the case of alloys containing
the strategic elements it is a not Only imperative to reduce costs by recycling thn
alloys.
be recycled back to an aerospace product and not lost
Important
that they
itto is
also
very
their
most
critical
national
application.
Another major area of consideration is that of design criteria. The design criteria
for gas turbine engine components varies considerably from c mnt
to component. Obviously, the design criteria for a cold section composite duct in the fan are of a large.
high bypass ratio ongin are considerably different from that of a cast turbine blade in
the high pressure turbine section. The design criteria applicable only to metallic
structures, and more specifically metallic structures which typically contain the strategic
elements, will he considered in this report. The principle structures containing the

critical strategic eloments in gas turbin
Aconsumsd

engines are turbine disksaend airfoils.

Adi-

tional uses of the four strategic elements in c€oments such as combustors, certain case
alloys and shafting.,
while important, stils
less of the strategic eleets
in oltume
them high pressure turbine disks and airfoils.
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Due to the flight safety criticality and. to a lesser de re. the extent of possible
secondary damage caused by failure, much time and effort has been placed upon an improved
understanding of turbine disk design criteria. Turbine disks are subjected to a wide
apectrm of mechanically and thermally induced stresses during any given mission. The
cumulative effect of these missions is to produce component degradation by several possible mechanisms, e.g.. yield growth, creep growth, fatipue and environmental degradation.
Further. the manufacturing process itself can have a major e!fect upon part life. To
determine disk life. or more importantly. minimum disk life to a degraded but unfailed
state, a complex set of interacting variables including design configuration, mission
profiles, manufacturing sequence as veil as alloy properties must, therefore, be properly
assessed. While it is unlikely that an improper analysis can result in a flight safety
roblem. a conservative design, however, can result in decreased engine performance realive to actual system capability.
An understanding of the above criteria suggests the obvious.. when an alloy and
manufacturing process has been selected ..only a major systems benefit provides sufficient
incentive for change.
The disk alloy/process development cycle is shown schematically in Figure 3. There
1) the process takes several years, 2) it is very
are three important things to note:
expensive and. 2) the alloy development costs represent only a smll fraction of this
total cost
Figure 4 shows turbine disk raw materials cost relative to total cost. The major
point here is that raw material cost per se is a small fraction of the component cost.
The overall conclusion is obvious.. .a ajor change in elemental material cost will
not drive the designer toward alternate materials selection unless the designer has an
established parallel alloy/process which he can readily adapt.. generally an unlikely
event
It should be noted, however, that the cobalt cost escalation of 1918 did produce
this exact reaction, primarily because of the threatened unavailability of cobalt;
readily adaptable alloy changes (i.e., 13.57. cobalt Wespaloy to 0. cobalt Inconel 718)
were made by some engine producers.
What forces the designers to risk a new alloy system? The need for new disk alloys
is established by mission requirements of performance or weight not achievable with any
available material. To develop needed properties, metallurgists will first consider
process alteration of current alloys. If this is found by an early judgment evaluation
of limited effort to be impractical, the metallurgist will then turn to alloy development. The development process is directed toward achieving the goals on a schedule
consistent with the product implementation needs with the lowest possible impact on
resultant component cost. It should be emphasized that the alloy development and reduction to a practice time frame can be significantly reduced (up to 50%) in cases where an
urgency such as competitive need is forecast.
Turbine Airfoils
reliability of
While not as critical as disks from a flight safety viewpoint, the
turbine airfoils is strongly related to operational cost as turbine airfoil failure can
result in rather extensive secondary danzige with resultant high engine removal and overhaul cost.

A

The design criteria for turbine airfoils necessitates a balance of environmental
resistance and mechanical properties. Chromium, cobalt and tantalum, strategic elements
utilized in turbine airfoil alloys, are iportant in achieving this balance. Reduction
of the cobalt content of airfoil (and disk) alloys has been the goal of recent studies;
the results to date indicate that the present cobalt content (usually 10-18%) could be
reduced, but not eliminated. This reduction though, would require extensive laboratory
evaluation and costly engine verification testing. The designer is not sufficiently
motivated to consider this reduction without an offsetting technology benefit. Figure 5
depicts a typical turbine airfoil development plan and cost. Reducing cobalt content
from 157 to 5% in a one-pound airfoil by substituting nickel would save .1 pounds of
cobalt per airfoil. At a cost differential of $20 per pound, a cost savings of about $2
per airfoil would then be realized...little incentive for risk implementation or a large
scale development effort in face of the component unknowm of coating compatibility,
thermal fatigue life, etc. Therefore, again as in the disk case, the designer would be
motivated for change only when a significant and marketable (needed) mission benefit can
be achieved. This trend is evidnt when one realizes that the most recent changes in
turbine airfoil technology are driven by alloy/process innovations such as directional
solidification of tailored turbine airfoil alloys. In this case. a significant and
desired technological benefit is gained. The introduction of directionally solidified
airfoils has essentially eliminated the development/modification of equiezd turbine
airfoil alloys even though there has been concern for the critictl element content of
the widely used equiazed alloys.

a4.

Conclusions

1.

Current superalloys require two or more of the strategic elements, chromium, cobalt
tantalum and columbiu and will continue to do so in the foreseeable future.

2.

Readily adaptable superalloy system changes to conserve cobalt have already been
adopted during 1978-80.

3. Results from research-in-progress indicate that a significant amount of cobalt in
superalloys Lan be substituted for by non-strategic elements. Exploitation of
these results require costly and time consuming alloy optimization and engine
verification programs funded by both industry and government. These programs will
begin only when they are warranted by sufficient economic incentive and by a high
level of supply insecurity such as the sharp price rises and perceived supply
problems that occurred in 1978.
4

The development of advanced high performance alloy systems can and should be directed
toward strategic element conservation without 'eopardizing the risk of application
success.
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UNDERSTANDING THE ROLES OF THE STRATEGIC ELEMENT
COBALT IN NICKEL BASE SUPERALLOYS
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SUMMKARY
JTIIe United States imports over 90 percent Lr its cobalt, chromium, tantalum and
columbium -- all Key elements in nigh temperature nickel-base superalloys for aircraft
gas turbine disks and airfoils.
NASA. tnrough joint government/industry/university
teams, has undertaken a long-range research program (CUSAN - Conservation of Strdetgai
Aerospace Materials) aimed at reducing or eliminating these strategic elements by examining tneir basic roles in superalloys and identifying viable substitutes.
This paper
discusses research progress in understanding the effects of cobalt and some possible
substitutes on microstructure, mechanical properties, and environmental resistance of
turbine alloys.
INTRODUCTION
The United States is nighly dependent on foreign sources for many materials required
for Its economic health.
In the aerospace industry tne four metals, cobalt, chromium,
tantalum, and columbium have been identified as strategic materials. The United States
imports in excess of 90 percent of each of these metals, and one country controls a major
portion of the U.S. supply (ref. 1) for each metal. The National Materials and Minerals
Policy. Research, and Development Act of 1980 (ret. 2) has helped to focus attention on
this critical problem that faces not only the aerospace industry, but most other industries as well.
Government agencies are responding to this Act by conducting research,
nolding public workshops and conferences, and coordinating efforts througn various
committees.
NASA Lewis Research Center has undertaken a long-range program In support of the
aerospace industry aimed at reducing the need for strategic materials used in gas turbine engines (rts. 3 to 5).
The ;rogram is called "COSAM - Conservation Of Strategic
Aerospace Materials."
This program has three general objectives; tney are
(1) To contribute basic scientific understanding to the turbine engine "tecnnology
bank' so as to maintain our national security In possible times of constriction or
interruption of our strategic material supply lines.
(2) To nelp reduce tne dependence of United States military and civilian gas turbine engines on disruptive worldwide supply/price fluctuations in regard to strategic
materials.
(3) To help minimize the acquisition costs as well as optimile performance of such
engines so as to contribute to the United States position of preeminence in world gas
turbine engine markets.
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To achieve these objectives, the COSA34 program LS developing the basic understanding
of the roles of strategic elements in today's nickel-base superalloys and will provide
tne technology oase upon wnich their use In future aircraft engine alloys/components can
be decreased. Technological thrusts in three major areas are underway to seet these
objectives. Tnese thrusts are strategic element substitution, advanced processing conand alternate material identification. Based on criticality of need. initial
efforts are concentrated on the strategic elements cobalt (97 percent Imported), chromium
(91 percent Imported), tantalum (91 percent imported), and columbium (100 percent Inported).
Tnis paper will focus on the major thrust of strategic element substitution
and speificallty on tne role of cobalt in comercial,
nickel-base superalloys.
The strategic nature of cobalt in the U.S. arises not only because of the hign import dependence, but also secause of the location of the major soucces. gaire and Zambia
in southern Africa, as lilustrated in figure 1. The stability of the governments in
these two countries s of mejoc concern (rof. 6), and it was the Invasion or &aire in
1976 that led to the dramatic price increase and shortage of cobalt In the U.S. in 1970
through 1960. Am a result of the pcLce/supply situation for cobalt in 1976 through 1940.
the United States has experien d a decline in cobalt usage (cet. 7).
Figure a shows
that 20 million pounds of cobalt were consumed in 1976, but by 1063 usage was down to an
estimated 10.4 million pounds, a reduction of nearly 50 percent during the 4-year period.
It should be pointed out that the stunted U.S. economy in 191 and L9i2 nas ,unooubtOdLy
contributed to this decline In cobalt usage.
During this same period, the use of ooalt
to ptoduc saupetalloys, primarily nickel-base alloys for aircraft engines, Increased
from 4 million pounds in 1976 to a peak of 7.2 million pounds In 1960 before it aeolined
to an estimated 3.6 million pounds in 1962.
"e decline in U.S. aerospace consumption
of cobalt may be attributed in pact to the economy, but concoeted actions by the gas
turbine engine manufacturers to reduce cobalt usage through effots Such as substitution
and neac net shape processing also have contcibutod to this downward trend.
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SuperalloyS still remain the major user of cobalt within the U.S. economy as shown
in figure 3. Of the 10.4 million pounds of cobalt consumed by the United States in
1982, 37 percent of it went for superalloy production used primarily for aircratt gas
turbine engines (ref. 1).
The dependence of gas turbine engines on the strategic material cobalt as well as the other strategic materials is illustrated in figure 4. Tne
strategic metals cobalt, chromium, tantalum. and columbium are contained in superalloys,
stainless steels, and steels that are uaed in engine manufacturing in such components as
compressors, combustors, and turbipem.
The need for these metals has increased as the
demands have grown for higher durability plus higher performance, fuel efficient aircraft turbine engines. For example, the strategic metal input requirement for an P100
turbofan engine is shown in figure 5 to be about 2500 pounds. Based on tne essential
nature of these metals and in order for the U.S. aircraft industry to maintain its competitive position, supplies must be readily available at a reasonably stable cost or
conversely substitute material technology must be on the shelf which will allow engine
manufacturers to use alternative materials in the event of a strategic material cutoff
or price escalation such as occurred in 1978.
Because of the importance of cobalt to the aircraft engine industry several research
programs were initiated as pert of the COSAN program to determine the roles of cobalt in
nickel-base superalloys which constitute the major use of cobalt in U.S. aircraft
engines. A further objective of the programs was to identify less strategic substitutes
for cobalt in a variety of nickel-base superalloys. Such research efforts could nave
long-term national benefits, and, in addition, the methodology developed in these programs could serve as a model for future efforts involving other strategic elements.
Three nickel-base superalloys were initially selected for the COSAN investigation on
cobalt. The three alloys are listed in Table I with their typical applications in toe
aircraft engine industry, the forms in which they are used and remarks as to why they
were selected for the COHAN activity. Applications include turbine disks as well as
low- and high-pressure turbine blades. A variety of product forms are represented by
the applications of the three alloys as noted in the table. The sel- ion of the alloys
was based primarily on the considerations given in this table. Waspiloy* was selected
because it represented the highest tonnage of cobalt in comercial aircraft engines.
Udimet*-700 was selected because it has a composition similar to many of the cobaltcontaining nickel-bass superalloys, and it is used in the as-cast, as-wrought ingot,
as-wrought powder, and as-HIP powder metallurgy fabricated conditions. Thus, the composition versus processing study opportunities were great. The potential for determining
the impact of cobalt on both conventionally cast and D.S. polycrystalline and single
crystal turbine blades was the reason for selecting 1AR-NM247.
After initial evaluation
of these three alloys, additional alloys Nionic* 115 and Udimt 720 were added to the
program to further illucidete the roles of cobalt in nickel-base superalloys.
The COSAN Program is constituted as a cooperative program involving NASA, universities and industry. Various research efforts are being conducted under the overall pro-

grammatic management of the NASA Lewis Research Center.
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of this work is being

conducted in-house at Lewis. There are also cooperative projects under way involving
Lewis with both industry and universities to optimize the expertise at each organization
and to seek synergistic results from the combined efforts. This research cooperation is
presented graphically in figure 6. Typical roles for each organization are shown.
These roles, of course, vary from project to project. For example, one project can
involve an industry contract or a university grant for the bulk of the effort with a
range of supporting contributions from the other partners. Another project may be conducted mainly in-house at Lewis with a range of support from industry or a university.
Universities involved in the cobalt substitution program include Columbia University,
Purdue University, and Case Western Reserve University.
Industry involvement on this
program includes Special Netals Corporation, Battelle Columus Laboratories, and IIT
Research Institute.
R SULTS
ANetallurgy
A

Central to the studies being performed under the CUBAN Program are efforts to gain a
basic understanding of the alloying effects of cobalt In nickel-base superalloys. A significant effort nee therefore been directed toward studying the paysical metallurgy of
Low cobalt derivatives of several commercial nickel-base superalloys. Thee stuudies waill
be reviewed here with regard to the y - y' relationshipe and other microconstituents.
Ielationshi
.
The effects of reducing cobalt content on liquidus, solildue i
ama pr0Me so vus tempecatures were determined for Udimet-700. Nimonic 115,
Udimet 720, and NAR-247 reft. I to 1). The nominal aLloy composition and
Icontent of the alloys ace listed In Table 2. As one might expect In system With 4-7 components, no universal trends were observed. In these alloy systems, it was observed
that reducing wobelt increased the y' solvue temperature typically about 30 C per atom
percent of cobalt. Jarrett et al., (cef. $), have cationalised this behavior with finding of inelop (co. 12) and Msuer, et &I., (ref. 13) in term of a pSeudo-binary phase
diagram based on leslope work.
Their diagram shown in figuce 7 shov
that at low levels
of VI
formers (Al * TI), reducing cobalt lowers the y' solvus while at higher
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levels, typical of modern superalloys, the behavior reverses. A cross-over point occurs
at about 7 atomic percent Al + TI, the composition of Waspaloy, where it is inferred
that the y' solvus temperature Is independent of cobalt content.
Of interest for heat treating and working these alloys is the change in the solidus
temperature as a function of cobalt content. For moat compositions, reducing cobalt
content appeared to raise the solidus temperatures, the exception being the small (S wt.
percent ) cobalt content in the Udismt-700 alloy series (ref. 14), and in a single crystal derivative of MR-M247 (ref. 11).
The general trend however, is that while reducing
cooalt increases the y' solvus and solidus temperatures in higner y' fraction alloys,
the difference between the y' solvus and solidus temperature decreases with removal of
cobalt from the alloys.
In the alloys waspaloy, Udimet-700, single crystal KAR-N247 and Nimonic 115 nickel
substitution for cobalt had little effect on the amount of y' formed.
This would have
been anticipated from the reported (ref. 15) average y partitioning ratio for cobalt
For MAR-N247, however, decreasof 0.37 11.0 being equal partitioning to y' and y).
Ing cobalt decreases the amount of y' (ref. 10).
The independence of y' content
with cobalt level was previously reported (ref. 16) in the Russian literature tor the
cast alloy ZhS6K.
As one might expect, because the lattice parameter for face-centered-cubic cobalt is
greater than nickel or Ni Al, as nickel is substituted for cobalt the lattice parameter
for both y and y' phases tend to decrease. The lattice parameter of y' in Waspaloy
increased as cobalt content was reduced (ref. 13).
Nowever,the amount of y-y' mismatch
tended to decrease for Waspaloy and increased for Udimet-700 with reducing cobalt content.
It is thought that the effects on lattice parameter and mismatch result both
directly from cobalt and indirectly from the influence that cobalt has on the relative
solubility of the other elements in the y and y' phases.
Cobalt has been shown to affect the solubility of other alloying elements in nickelbase alloys by several investigators. Heslop (ref. 12) showed that 20 percent cobalt
decreases solubility for titanium and aluminum in nickel - 20 percent chromium alloys.
More recently in the COSAM Program, Jarrett et al. (ref. 8) and Nathal and Ebert (ref.
11) have shown that reducing cobalt also effects the relative solubilities of chromium
and nickel in y and y' in Udimet-700 and NAR-M247. Similar results have also been
reported by Maurer et al. (ref. 13) for Waspaloy.
Other microconstituents. The nickel-base superalloys normally contain significant
amounts of intentionally added carbon and boron. Therefore in most compositions one
finds a variety of carbide phases and borides. Further, after long time exposure, additional phases such as sigma, mu or terminal solid solution of the body-centered-cubic
elements have been observed. The single crystal derivities of MAX-H247 studied in this
program did not contain intentionally added carbon and boron - therefore their behavior
is not included here.
Radavich and Ingel (ref. 17) have reported that reducing cobalt in Udimet-?00 nas
little effect on carbide mass, but causes the major carbide to change from TiC to
chromium rich M 2 3C6 . The latter carbide further changes from a fine grain boundary
morphology at Intermediate cobalt levels to a massive morphology at 6.6 percent cobalt.
A small decrease in the amount of NMB 2 was also observed with decreasing cobalt amounts.
After aging at &15* C for 1000 hours sigma phase was observed in compositions having 8.6
percent or more cobalt.
Nathal (ref. 10) observed that for NAR-H247 the weight fraction of carbide increased
by I wt. percent and the morphology changed from discrete particles to a grain boundary
film as the Cobalt was reduced from 10 percent to 0 percent.
The carbides were identified as 14C types. Zxposuce to 9820 C for 1000 hour$ caused the formation of k5 C needles,
but no sigma or mu phases were observed at any cobalt level.
Observations by Radavicn and Engle (ref. 17) for Nimonic 115 also snowed a shift in
carbide morphology with changing cobalt levels. At 10 percent cobalt the carbides are
randomly distributed particles, while at 5 and 0 percent cobalt grain boundary films are
observed in the as-rolled condition. They suggest that reducing cobalt decreases the
solubility of the gam for carbon and boron. A similar effect of cobalt on carbon **lubility has been reported for MRL 76 (ref. 16).
Mechanical Properties
Of prime interest in the COBAN Pcogram is the assessment of how much cobalt might be
reduced from nickel-base supecalloys, while still offering useful engineering alloys.
The tensile, stress rupture and low cycle fatigue properties of low cobalt alloys will
be discussed in this section.
teaders rea cautioned, however, the data were obtained
from mall heats and commercial sine heats might result with differing properties.
UdI
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persture tensile peopertlea of obalt moditied
a partial or full Y' solution treatment are shown In figure 4

(ref. 6).
The elevated temperature strength of cobalt modified NAA-M347 (ref. 19) ace
shown in figure 9.
In all cases, it can be seen toat cobalt nan only little Influence
on the ultimate and yield strength of the alloys.
Zarller work (ref. 16) by Lashko
at el., also showed that additions of 10 percent oobalt chang d the tensile and ytela
strength of ShME only about 10 percent.
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Stress-tre life.
The stress rupture behavior of Udiset-700 (ref. L4) was also
stuald
tohat
ti treatment conditions. One heat treatment, typical of that which
might be given to materials intended for low temperature service, for example disk applications,
used a sub-solvus treatment, thus retaining a relatively fine grain sxse. Tne
other treatment intended to maximize high temperature properties as required for blase
applications. used a full y' solution treatment. Tne stress rupture results ace summarized in figure 10.
or materials given partial y' solution treatments, (fig. 10(a))
Hat's (ref. 20) results show that 0 percent cobalt and 17 percent cobalt alloys nave
about the same rupture life, with a Maximum occurring at about 4 1/4 percent cobalt.
Jarrett and Tien (ref. 14) however, show that the rupture life is Independent of cobalt
between 8 1/2 percent cobalt and 17 percent cobalt, but below 8 1/2 percent cobalt the
stress rupture life decreases significantly.
It can be seen that when the alloy is heat
treated to fully solution the y' (fig. 10(b)), that the stress rupture life at the low
stress increases linearly with cobalt reduction in Udimet-700. This has been attributed
by Jarrett et al.. (ref. 6) to be due to formation of increasing amounts of fine y' in
the lower cobalt alloys. No explanation is offered for the behavior at the higher stress
of 689 KPa where the life is independent of cobalt level.
It one examines the details of the heat treatments it is found that Harf used a
partial solution temperatue about 400 C below the y' solvus temperature for all of nas
alloys.
Jarrett et al., on the other hand, used a partial solution temperature about
401 C below the y' solvus between 8 1/2 and 17 percent cobalt, but used a constant
temperature of 11290 C for the 0 to S 1/2 percent cobalt alloys. That results In a
solution temperature which is increasingly below the solvus for the alloys between 8 1/2
and 0 percent cobalt. At 40* C below the y' solvus the amount of y' changes about
1/4 percent (wt.) per degree C as the temperature changes (ref. 21).
The y' solvus
increases at a rate of about 3e C per percent of cobalt removes. Thus one would expect
that the 0 percent cobalt alloy studied by Jarrett et al., would contain about 6 percent
less fine y' then the 8 1/2 percent cobalt alloy. In fact they report 28.8 percent
fine y' in tne 0 percent cobalt alloy compared to 34.2 percent for the S 1/2 percent
cobalt alloy or 5.4 percent less fine y'.
It seems that the loss in stress rupture
life, with reduced cobalt observed by Jarrett et al., can be largely explained in terms
of the reduced fine V' available for strengthening.
Nathal et al., (ref. 19) reported decreased stress rupture life for reduced cobalt
polycrystalltne NAR-N247.
This Is shown in figure 1lfa).
They attributed the loss of
rupture Life to both reduced y' amounts with decreasing cobalt levels and to the formation of a grain boundary carbide film at 0 percent cobalt. In contrast, Natnal and
Ebert (ref. 11) reported an increase in rupture Life with decreasing cobalt in striped
KAR-N247 single crystals as shown in figure 1L(b).
Tho absence of grain boundaries and
hence carbide filam formation may contribute to the reversal in behavior.
For the low y* volume fraction alloy, WaspoLoy, Kaurer, et al. (ref. 13), reported
decreasing stress rupture lives with decreasing cobalt levels.
The slight decrease in
the amount of y' in the low cobalt alloys could not account for the loss of wupture
life observed.
They attributed part of the rupture life degredation to both a change in
carbide partitioning at the grain boundaries and to increasing the stacking fault energy
of the matrix with reducing cobalt content. Law, et al. (ref. 18), used similar reasoning to explain the reduced creep-rupture behavior of 0 percent cooaLt KRIL 76 and AFi15
alloys.
Low czcle tati~uC. Creep-fatigue tests were conducted on axially-loaded specimens
of wasps
C and Udimet-700 at 7600 C (refs. 22 and 23).
Pour different type&
of strain-controLled test cycles were performed on each composition of the reduced cobalt
alloys. These cycles are Listed below and the resultant stress-strain hysteresis loops
are illustrated in figure 12:
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PP - High frequency, 0.5 He triangular wave form.
CP - Same as PP. except with a L-minute hold period at peak
tensile strain.
PC - Sam as PP, except with a I-minute hold period at peak
strain.
CC - Sae as PP, except with a I-minute hold period at both peak
tensile and compression strains.
rot direct comparison, the creep-fatigue test results were normalized by using a calculated life for an axial inelastic strain range of 0.0025 cm/cm, Nt.002S. The results
of this analysis are shown in figure 13 for the two reduced cobalt content series ot
alloys. Examination of the Waspaloy data suggests that reducing the cobalt content of
this alloy did not have an influence on fatigue life. The alloy with 0 percent cobalt
exhibited fatigue lives equal to the standard 13 percent cobalt aSpaloy for most of the
croop-fatigue cycles.
Iuamination of the Udimet-?O0 data sMggeats that fatigue life is
independent of cobalt content for PP and CP cycles.
in contrast, the CC and PC cyles
drastically reduced fatigue lives of the standard 17 percent cobalt Udimet-?00 alloy
while Ill the ceduced cobaLg content alloys exhibited loager lives for the" two cycles.
Based on these limited results, it is concluded that the reduction and/or removal of
cobalt free
s poloy and Udimet-700 t
not detrimental to theiC short-time,
reep-fatigue
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Iffects of reducing -eblt
ontent Is U imet-700 on toecmal fatigueiTdutdnEe et* determined by fluidised bed testing (ref. 24),
triplicate test
spemens of ek
alloy cmpoesition were heeted by immrsion In a hot bed for 3 minutes
followed by immediate transfer to a aoolc bed for as iomersiom time of 3
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cycle was repeated until specimen failure occurred. Specimens were examined after each
s00 cycles. Failure was taken as the average of the number of cycles at the last inspection without cracks and the number of cycles at the first inspection with a crack.
In
this investigation, the fluidized hot bed temperature was increased at various increments to obtain cracking.
A history of the teat conditions is given in figure 14 for
the Udimet-700 test results. Thermal fatigue lives are plotted as averages of tne three
teat bars for each composition. Udimet-700 was evaluated in both the bare and coated
(NICrAlY overlay) conditions. The thermal fatigue results shown in figure 14 indicate
that the best life (both bare and coated) was for the 6.6 percent cobalt content alloy.
Interestingly, for the 4.3 and 8.6 percent cobalt alloys, the coated thermal fatigue
life was less than that achieved by the bare material.
Based on these thermal fatigue
results, it appears that for both alloys the optimum cobalt content is about 8 percent,
or at levels substantially lower than the alloy specifications of 17 to 19 percent cobalt
for Udimet-700.
ENVIRON/EBT AL RESISTANCE
xclic oxid4ion. The three nickel-base alloys, Waspaloy, Udimet-700, and RAR-9247
were t
in cyc lic oxidation over the temperature range 760' to 11500 C for I-hour
exposure cycles for total times ranging from 100 to 1000 hours (ref. 25).
Specimens were
weighed and the surface X-rayed periodically throughout the duration of the test. Typical specific weight change data at 11000 C are shown in figure 15 for the reduced cobalt
Udimet-700 and NAR-M247 alloys which represent the extremes in oxidation resistance.
Reduced cobalt Waspeloj alloys exhibited oxidation behavior similar to the Udimet-700
alloys. Based upon specific weight change data, removing cobalt from Udimet-700 and
WaSpaloy substantially improves oxidation resistance and slightly improves oxidation
resistance of MAM-K247.
To compare the oxidation resistance of these alloys over the
entire temperature range an oxidation attack parameter
Ka
was used. This was accomplished by fitting the weight change - time data to:
/2

Aw/A - K91
what*

.112
K1/

- K2t

(1)

I
represents
an oxide growth constant and 9 2 an oxide spelling constant.

ai sn then defined as:

K.

a /2

*10

2

(2)

This Ka valve has been shown to correlate well with measured thickness changes (ref.
26).
Figure 16 summrises the oxidation behavior for the three alloy systems.
The
attack parameter is plotted on a log scale versus the reciprocal of absolute temperature. Only the 13 percent and 0 percent cobalt alloy data are plotted for Waspaloy and
the 17 percent and 0 percent cobalt alloy data are plotted for Udimet-700. Based on
extensive testing history at NASA Lewis, K. values can be qualitatively rated as shown
in the figure.
lxcellent' implies a low growth rate with minimal spelling while *catastrophic' implies the test specimen is almost totally oxidized and converted to massive
spell.
It should be noted that the higher temperatures represent substantially accelerated testing compared to the normal use temperature of these alloys. At temperatures
above 9001 C the 0 percent cobalt content alloys of Naspaloy and Udimet-700 are clearly
more oxidation resistant than their counterparts with the nominal 13 percent ano 17
percent cobalt alloys, respectively. Cobalt content does not appear to affect oxidation
resistance of NAR-M247 although the reduced 5 percent cobalt level alloy was on the
lower side (better oxidation resistance) of the data band shown in figure 16.
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X-ray diffraction data suggest an explanation for tne oxidation behavior of these reduced cobalt alloys.
Figure 17 schematically sumearizes this behavior.
In the Waspaloy
and Udiet-700 alloys with Cr/Al ratios IL (on an atomic basis), Cr 2 03/chromite spineLs
and Ni form. Formation of NiO leads to excessive spelling and catastrophic failure.
The presence of cobalt in the alloy accelerates this oxide breakdown process for the
Waspaloy and Udimet-700 alloy series. In contrast, the Cc/Al ratio is I for MAR-M247
and A1 2 03 and aluminate spinels are the chief oxides formed. These slower growing oxides
are less prone to the formation of NiO in the scale which leads to accelerated spelling.
In addition, the cobalt content does not appear critical in NAR-M247 suggesting that
cobalt removal does not degrade oxidation resistance.
ott corrsion. Both uncoated and coated specimens of Udimt-700 and uncoated
rJr4
"we
ted, Wedge shaped test bace and the Mach 0.5 burner cig are shown
in figure 18. Specimens were tested for 300 cycles. Bach cycle consisted of holding
the samples at 9000 C for I hour followed by 3 minutes out of the flame during which
time the samples Cooled to near ambient temperature while in an air stream. The ournec
rig used jet A-I fel and pre-heated 1-.2300 C) air which was seeded with a sodium
chloride solution sir aspirated into the combustor. Sodium level was maintained at 0.5
ppm in term of fuel plus air and the sulfur content of the fuel ranged from 0.05 to
0.07 pecoent during the duration of the test. photographs of the uncoeted ceduced coalt
Udimst-700 ad NtU-M247 are shown In figures 19 and 20 (ref. 27). respectively.
se
on amarcome and weight change, hot corrosion resistance Improves as cobalt is reducea
in tealloys
Date ace currently being analysed to quantitatively describe these results. In
contrast, an aluminide costing applied to the reduced cobalt content Uiimet-700 alloys

t

T'

indicated (fig.

21), that at 1100. C ina Mach 0.3 burner rig, optimum corrosion resist-

ance was achieved at a concentration near 12.6 percent cobalt (ret. 28). These result&
along with the low-cycle thermal fatigue results vhere uncoated specimens gave better
lives than coated specimens, suggest that coating composition must be tailored to tne
reduced cobalt nickel-baso suporalloys.
CONCLUSIONS

The COSAM Program, through the cooperative research efforts of NASA, industry, and
academia, is providing insight into the roles of cobalt in today's advanced nickel-base
superalloys. it is apparent that some generalities can be made as to the major effects
of reducing cobalt In many of the alloys investigated in the COSAN4 Program and by otherw
cited herein. Por example, tensile properties and low-cycle fatigue resistance are
essentially independent of cobalt content in the alloys investigated. Oxidation resistance and hot corrosion resistance have been shown to improve with decreasing cobalt
content in the alloys normally used for high-temperature blades (Udimet-700 and
MAR-M4247). Stress rupture results gave mixed results with rupture lives both Increasing
and decreasing as cobalt was raduced in the alloys. These results could De related to
the effects that reducing cobalt had on fine y' content, carbide composition and morphology. and to stacking fault energy. In the case of Udimet-700, reduced rupture lives
at cobalt contents of 4.3 and 0 percent were Increased to values exceeding or equal to
the standard 17 percent cobalt alloy by modifying the heat treatment for these low cobalt
alloys. Thermal fatigue resistance and Mach 0.3 burner rig oxidation resistance of
coated specimens indicated that best results were achieved in reduced cobalt content
udimet-700 alloys with 8.6 to 12.8 percent cobalt.

based on the results obtained to date, It is concluded that a number of today's
nickiel-bas* superalloys used In gas turbine engines appear to contain more cobalt than
is needed to meet engine requirements. Cutting the cobalt content in half appears to be
readily feasible. The first generation of modified cobalt content alloys has been the
result of substituting nickel for cobalt. Now that some insight has been gained as to
microstructural and microchemistry changes that accompany mechanical and environmental
resistant changes in the reduced cobalt alloys, alloying elements other than nickel may
enhance the properties of low/no cobalt content nickel-base superalloys. Large scale
neats of the reduced cobalt alloys will have to be produced and evaluated to assure
reproducibility of findings to date on laboratory size hosts.
The results from tne COSAM Program are encouraging In that they hold the potential
of reducing vulnerability of superalloys to cobalt in the avant of future cobalt shortages or total cutoff of foreign supplies to the united States and other NATO nations.
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SECNE ALLY ALLOYED POWDER PRODUCTION
7Ue devebopimet of be mseobeelcal alloying pIee
baben revied Is several pre vious papers by Weber mod
Boesjam .5 aL (2-4). Additional Independent labarry waf r olddpoesehnalobwrprekrm
SUm, to Close I the literatmure ("). mod therefore Me desription Is *e present paper to lied to do coomrolal
prodution of alloyed powder for the imfooat of superalloya.
Typical raw materials ane listed Is Table a. Elemental imetal powder@. crused msater alloys mad proalloyed powders ame all saftal for uas feedstock.
Spectal analytical teausqa have been developed to isure OM tbe b1iA purity yttia Powderitdwr
ies with aa
narrow romp of crystallite sloes sultable for tue as a diapareold atrommbeaemr.
vom eotdwr 9 a
obeieol coimoim of Wea "pw-bleed" to verifiad batoes aflocatimn.
Mehnial albyt to carried ad In pidwm sile of 34 kg mid 1000 kg powder ospaulty. IU larger unals,
(Figure 1) ame being Introdued i toampif queaiy neutrl as cammrcia powder productio Jowls mow *ooeed 100t/
year.
Figure 2 ehows bhe powder raw material bloed being isalrred fromn a atable"m seel coaianer go me of the
100 kg sile. Both since of wilt sorat ae de Identical petoolpie of a weler-oeohd M0*bietl sor ball smill
to which bhe raw msartal powdere are mailed logefter by throug-bardened steel bulls. Costoombatbe (romp contact
between be powder oharge @Mthe Iternal perin of be will to prevemled by a stable peotv
"n unslig of the sqwralloy which amooeslaft. an be steel balls &d other surfaces. Figure 3.
A repetitive sequence of particle weltbeg and fracturing c-run tmo eMill at a role defortated by the prwesa"
kinetic energy. isaperatur mod shcephae. Figures 4. A. S. Durig doe rad
m wfilineg. sm equilibriums particle
alas, distribtio to established md ah IsdIvidumal particle eqarem ae alloying committe to bhe correct Proportions.
Further willing emeltoumy,1
r th e powder 11tresa d bhe p;-ee to ommridered esplt wile aompeit
pertices have a beely Iaetwd suh-pileal structuare. FgUUe 7. At bWe stag bhe aversge epoeteg of jttria dioersoldJ
at On layer tole 0 ,e to aimillar to bhe average layer bicimess.* resellingto ma Wdeal ra
disim a of be 60:1110
wtlb m orpert*Ich apat loo
e
.5 mxcos. No further mling Is neceseary ace Use emilirno has been
aftalsed.
reserved far peIre power. FlomreI. The powder@ from eash proetc rn awe ieved as dedicatied equipment,
Filore9. ad evaluated by several toewbMe Incudig eteve analyess. cemical maolpaa mid powdmfiteloapy
Pats ad several jp1e , " ram mtay be bloded teother to a atainessee
eotimer dI "a-ed to ane particular
alloy. Fgs I&. Tis bloed Is tbem oabjastd isoe full Annabel smablpe. aqateleelt to a eookt mlysto in convetionalI
alloy pa-wI1 11. M all stages 0rUPulow clealose aof e viuwmt mod boiling oqvAtmat to observed tprevent
ocalmoattosoff be powde.
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Emats is caruied l to ecmmorcial 500 ad 600 kame presses at tempueratures.* ratio*sad spieds wh
a sue
bto~pt
vsrldbhe sod which meet be doeiwined to owfjmotin with thi adneeunut ressatotg hot workig
parameters. AtauOrir comuplication i that HM charsctewlatice of bdvldual extrusion press"s have to be considered
as part Of the total 1twmomeebmlecal wowkbeg equation. 31is3no possible. for eample * to msale-up @assaly the
required variable from experimnal work with mall lahorabry presses.*or even from expeience with other larp
commercial sells. Fortuasky
e.oft oping
paramete are etablshd .
ecall afe reproducible wlebout
INohne-exard odition* 008 alloys have a very fbi equiaed istb-miorn grab structure sun"bl for
furfte hot woutng11e,
a.
0ownever. cme bar produts arn detibersisly eatwied amler conditios e lped
to low a hlo thormcnmbhadcal work ocalot wich to sullsaitto permit ecoadary ecorystaftim to a coarse
*build grab structure wilboulim wied low huuiher bat worklag operdtima. Vow samplettrbiobidealloy
DICON L ifoy INA 6000 bee been ma& eixperimentally by 11i m~~o (10) and 41m Ins boe oxideft resistimt
alloy. DICOLOT alloy MA M6. am be maoe oommerclally to bar form by a etmlar mula. Vlware 11.
bo O majority of pndta
mes" So
teetrod
bar tois- bromeat stope whic Is Normally looed by
hat roling. This is a hioiy cotrolled opere1ta which to Ideal low optmising theI
esr energy colsoda
aom
be Need bo a sophistoubio wey lo gn onI tetate, For eample, the tutibe vw alloy, UhCOfh alloy MA 754, I
th e m at flut bar passsie anoepttesal thorm&[ (sligue resistace which Ia derived from On (100) toubfre idued
dutog H1ormomeolmoioul wowkbng.
Acaor agsnt 9"lostin of hot rellig occurs Istho prodution of VSCOWYT alloy MA 56 sheet. isotropic
mechanical propiertlee and coes "punais" asped grubs ane eeistmtly predsood In thi product by a carefully
controlled programme of hot cose-rolling of the extrudeid bar stock. Different orosa-rolling eidulie have beass
desigeed to ahieve tha best p aopeulees &eset ot verb=m standad Ildolmosses.
11enewal ot the mild etoel from the eatrusia. ems Io carried out either by mumbabi or by picklig. depemding
as So ay aed the preduct Seem.
he lsfttr factors deterinbe S stoge at whic fe am INrweved, soe the am
may be benefii t pro Wthg micssive enlacme ocelog da baht rolinog No aftloyb No UONEL alloy MA 600
wiIs thermally senitive bn the e puab cndilla.
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Voflowbg Womiltong, moot predate are ready lt secondary reryetalllsdloo bhoM-tratsat. 0Ae obwtom
emeplim i NICOWY ufloy INA O bIntned for eold diew wire, NOW reied Mshet ad ewes l.
Other excpios
are low g stocd and products for hot fabrioadla, wIch-Smoasrlly resondm more vemilly lo deialis
on thn ebs
fli puab candita. As wit bImwiled poole . the Ebal major aperat
"
thet secondary rseryutallinatta. bent-

BIW0DART RMCRYBTALLUATO IN
3006 ALWDY3
The Et
b 6tfeas r comma. t 06D etyewslleys I Hoir remarkckl eapety hor econdary pub pgweh
Ohm anneald at very "i tompewdus lolwg epiend thermoeeeatoal vatkbg. Shle On bar have Iham
St the elevaed ltaea
mechnaical properties are p "portlamal to Ase grab eepeet ralls up to chest Oil. ohmv
wic 11my ame relatively Iependent (S). Is pracice, a mtma grab apect ratio Of 41a is Nommally ouashieried
DICOWYT alloy MA SON ad RIC0119L alloy MA 754

Do& thseuye
rea"peo
edu Is a stic anmal at lempersrwe bNthe reap 13W0C to 1330C. When stehed.
DICOWYT alI* MA I" extmied ad mealed bar resembles retomally slidifed tevbe blade afloye bo aearae
DOCOWT alley MA Me
cod oled sheet has a struture composed of a low larg "psehe" pibit Ohrovi the sPia
mubuial.
A*u&WwbNVD
alhlhs
UOIL alloy KM 5 ben bee a wuberflner shtim.e, pugrb aspect ratO exceds
6,1. F irms 12. aediHo eewdd temperOur strMSb to
lr
h fofetl
r DIOLY alloy MA UL Thi
i believed to he a s t of d*4111rat rolftnsilp behtes the ipeeti and dsm
a useboams b fee ad
bee bdgbie. Fundmabil researcho ON 09Mt hI surs*detInIs
ea
s
DUCOIL afto MA SW br

*mInauprfr

Tie afty Ima nowe simpla eompesittrn hb
sumoom.ei *1th seveal .W nise
hllients. Poma
Prime S be ~m dble temp"es itr4
ad ytonh exdrue shaded opua
stee reONIANe (11).
Ieaa
ureysle
bda to a see elagied Irbr
b4e
has
bem iwses deilewed bw @Wb mueg,
posl* hesme Ho MIbITv low Memo o spuftatl ISSIC prau anb
th-rtmesae
ft 1v8 . ANo SEp114 11111PAb SINVI0 ON he puwbeed ever
f *40
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ISse
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tIII ANop MeW
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ledlao Of a melfts ho imm membyg is 61"M 11. 18). go afebe of beeh mems Ad
t
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Is order hi mosufactur ICONCL alloy MA SO00 to ommercia*l acoeptable lMSgth o1 iifrm etruagurs .
mowing ass teciique awl be used which to. Bentegral p&olb =l.saive closely controlled lbarmownecanlcal, processIg sequesma.
Wis ~saoasary to optimise the final prain strutures a~d maximise IMeresulting elevated temperature
moolmaloal properties.
71* final major Step hIthe manuaciture of INCOfIML alloy MA 600 bar in Soluiona treahiasat sad apng to develop
correctly, the gamma prime striute hor Itermediate temperature strougth
ibis best-tresnwt to as followst0. 5 h/123OPC/AC - 2 b/%&SC/AC - Mh/84 0 C/AC
PRODUIDNfl ZONE ANNWEAL040
71s Important parameters hor sne mesoling are maxmm sass temperature. temperature, gredlmst, sod linearity.
bar seatl= etae. travel speed of the bar relative theo o ansd ti beating charecelsic ad the power vait. leprleowe with a small reattms" bated eBa* mealer Idicated that steeper leagttwtlsaJ temperature gradleats Bad faewer
proaoa rawtei perticular. would be ily
deirabl objectives, best achieved by moing direct low frequascy
mcionu
beating. Aproduotion ease samealer wa therefore destiped Bad buil using 0hi eperience for the Bamnereta! ears soeaing of ROCONEL alloy MA 000. Tigers 14 Blame the find Idention beatig *ell on this producstion
mitt. Adom~atic temperature oaafel. is by optical pyrrometer Bad the bar speed Is stailled elactrenloaly.
71e manimum temperature, of Owebat mono forma pert of the 1"ta thetmoaomcal working equlao ad must
be selected frov e liited $&mperatore rasp In which seocdary !!.jisteafalla Is pse"i In INCONL alloy
MA 000.
711is ryp is boyded by the ooba at the appr and (121 C) Bad a teeparature slightly above the gama
prim* Soles (1100 C - 1180 C) at the lower sad.
The longitudinal temperature gradient has to be aboes. In retails. to bar speed sad Owfucias frequeny Is
order hi sohieve theouat-heallig of the ber sad to avold oeesive hrrmal stresses during healing to I the sew
maxims Itempeaur.
The relatioinship betwoem the important parameter of bar speed and stree-raptur poperties haw been investied In same detai as show, InFigure 16.
At very low speede * a properties of the Blared soergy In the bar is mfesled out before directional reorystallIsatloe ac occur. SamOs thioiequivalet I s mdr-worksd oaionaslanfrior otes-rufftr. properties are
obtafted. Wham very "g speeds are used I s atiful I m&aiai a ~ia temperatue proftle throug the bar
eati wad shetter. arved pateas result froms growh away tram Me bar estreine I the directias of Steepest
tempertue gradient. Meisetrouur again adversely aetef the strege-rptnre propertie.
Flasily * at very
high apeed. the centra of the bar may a* .m rec the lowest temperature possible hor geonary frerystallellis sad the mekamlcal propers
fail I very low valuae.
It has been knd Oat the best asobamical preortie are ascitated with a characteristic "quedrost" structur
which Is seen In etchedf trmnverse bar aectas.
Meis Illustrated i Figref 16 sad Is believed hi reprosent four
fouilies ad paIns, with almost Idetia ortsettudms witi eack peepging. Itos mpected flat olil& symmetrical
tampratur grodient. Superimposed as file prinalpol overall iser gradest. are repasble for these inmml praln
ortefftatlas ptters.
Aftempts have bes. madbh rode
,
NONL allay MA 6000 an sing& crystal bar. 8B a material could be
more attratve as a turbine blade material then eilker existing single crystal alloys or OMS multicrystal materials.
Oadt he main dAlclle hi be oversoes the* favoured lamgituihal pran growth mode which ihbte the amount
by wihlateral Spreading of a so'ete crystal orlastatb am occur In,a neesarily sold State, press".
FAIRRWCATN 07 C0194MZMf
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DIOWY alloy MA 604 sol rolled. msaled sheet is readly fabriested late somplea compassat.

A

However.

maerrlicstel, t hs r4-e doolty below tUs Ormitis. temperue ad thrormal preeadis hor thi clase
4(amaterial have hi be observed durtg fabsteattas. Urno Simple sheet tabreioase ar esble at room temperature
but own acaples Spa ",m are best earried at by slight warming the muatral to 100 C (14).
Uot hr p se' 6fof a D100? slloy MA 606 are fabricated In the fle pete oendUMa. Iurn ringa
Sa be remily welled In 3O0W alloy MA 164 end wre beft ossdered htr beth toublae cstp Sad eaoobon
ewahers. FIPMr 17. do" do ats whic have bess Ped d hio m
35th 30010 alley MA 9114ad IWOKL alloy MA M1as. be bet spa in the fe pae semditis. to ake a
"Nodt eose hasing thoe" symasky sash a eSOAsser dec sod swirfer pidee
Wipe, 1. dim30010? aGoY MA I"6 aw he weledl sft a mewa matskf 7.-Cr-Al-? fllr wire har Srol reetetskmee
d seth
"a
we~duped I*oPer U&Ir less "ever OseNdii then hor ubbb hr wnre
abset a~oy Insepakis. Nbeutes hm ad loser welde have bees allws I have Social hig tempr
prorte (18).
S hoe hroed fei.
N Mit. wg 350010? alay MA I"e ivea red his also been e3sfve bnSeveral Gaftenaideoplliss. Pe £. abw
e
e oebadm cilbr
na by livetiing a lier at 350010 a&le
MA 606 dade teo ade
ulot
atrd in bass shiy (16).
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in common with most high tempteratuare eupernalloys. INCONiEL allay MA 754 oumnot be welded easily but it
does respond very well to stndard high temperature vaem brain operetions (1Sl. 7he most common presnft
commercial opplioatlam Is a brazed assaembly of vowsa nd bad sepoals.. Fpure 20.
Until forging tecolqoe have been developed. the Immediate applications lor INCOtiEL alloy MA 6000 are for
firat saap turbine blades machined from solid bar. The alloy Is no more difflut to maghtos than established
blade alloys such "a IN 738 wad IN 792. nd respade well to all the uual moeal removing techniques.
The ohaaoertutlo. of INCONEL alloy MA 600 make It Ideal for Increaing the m&Wa lemperafture of turblo.
blades by 100 C or more to enginee where the streses ame mediumn or low. Thia is because gae Intermediate
temperature strength of the alloy to limited at Mheroot and of the eerodall eaction by the smovat of gama prime
strangtheolog available. Studis have nhoen however. that oatto
of biade ae a nd Iempratme diatribuilo to fit be unique atrangthAlempamturecharauteristics of bhe alloy an minimize the apect (17)
Figure 21
demonatratee a design study for a aobimed solid firet sae blade to DICONEL alloy MA 60M.
C014CLUSIONS
Oxide Diapersion Strengthened alloys form a unique prow with bhe proportion of " higtegth nd stability
beyond thon noble veble with convectional materials.
7he conarcial development of mechanical alloytog as a
peace"a for producing 0131 alloys on a laeale oel a allowed their special properties to he utilized to a large
number of severe applications. especially In advanced weo engineering. but now incteavingiy in todotria bigh
temperature envlrooments such as ioal fuel burning, nuclear power generation. chemical plant nd glean making.
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Summary
Chromium I a highly strategic and critical metal because of its significant import dependence and its essential uses for defense, energy and
Industrial products. It is used In such diversified applications as stainless steels and tool steels; alloy steels to provide hardonability in heat
treatment, in air frames, and in landing gear; heat and corrosion resistant
alloys; superalloys for jet engines; alloy cast iron; electroplating; and
corrosion treatment for aluminum alloys. This paper presents information
on appllcation areas where substitution and conservation appear feasible
in a supply crisis based on present tvailable technology. Likewise, applications where research is needed to expand the substitution potential will
be indicated. Opportunities for co,servation and displacement with emerging
Pl ially, the value of an organized effort
technologies will be discuses.
on *substitution preparednesst to oether and develop information on chromium
substitution and conservation technology and have it ready as a contingency
plan will be presente
Chromium mast be rate at the top of the priority list of critical and strategic
metals because of Its signifi ant import dependence and its unique importance to defense,
the aerospace industry, and sbdern industrial technologies. Its versatility as an alloyIng element Is exemplified by its uses in many engineering materials including stainless
steels, tool steels, alloy steels for hardenability in heat treatment, structural steels,
heat and corrosion resistant alloys, superalloye, alloy cast iron and plated metal.
At the outset we should note that a significant factor contributing to the strategic importance of chromium is that many of its applications in essential alloy materials,
particularly those used by the aerospace inJuetry. are irreplaceable at present technolog
levels.
Because of its availability, effectiveness, and low cost, research in chromium alternatives has not been pursued as throughly as for other alloying elements. However a
number of substitutes and technological options exist and implementation of these alternatives in a crisis would extend supply :or the specific heat and corrosion resistant applications for which there are currently no viable substitutes for chromium.
In this presentation we will consider alternatives to chromium as an alloying
element, both available technologies and opportunities for new technologies. Major points
of emphasis are that technolog for substitution, conservation and innovative displacement
materials are among the most viable options for reducing vulnerability to a cut off of
chromium and that nov is the time to develop those technologies rather than after a
crisis is upon us.

A.
d

The issue of concern is vulnerability to disrupted supply and this suggests preparto national security,
edness to adapt to a supply curtailment without serious consequences
industry and commerce. It is prudent to have technolog for alternatives tested, on the
shelf, and an information system on their use ready for emergency preparedness. However,
It should be recognised that the chromiumfree alternatives may not be economically
viable at this tise because of the low cost of chromium.
Chromium in Superalloys
. Chromium is essential for elevated temperature oxidation and hot corrosion resistance of superalloys for aircraft jet engines. The chromium content of typical superalloys
in given in table 1. However, Prof. John K. Tien and his associates at Columbia University have pointed out that the high chromium content required for surface protection is
not needed for the mechanical properties of superalloys and is often considered more
deterimental than beneficial for those properties.

The possibility that over 90 percent of the chromium
of chromium while eliminating the bulk of it from the alloys.

not be needed opens the

8urface alloying with chromium utilising ion implontation with controlled laser
S
asnealing of the Implanted layer shows promise for conservation of chromium. With this
method a high oonoontration layer of chromium near the surface can be built with a minima
number of Implantation cycles.
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Chromum Stel for AerosaR!ce Applications
Other requirements for chromium consist of alloy steels and stainless steels for
general aerospace applications as shown in ?igure 1. The applications range from ultra
high strength steels used in landing qear parts and structural fittings to stainless
steels for tubing and ducting.
Not to be overlooked is chromium used in steels for forging dies and fabrication
tooling. Etimated requirement for forging dies for a large transport made by one
aircraft producer is 14 million pounds containing from I to 5 percent chromium.
Chromium containing ultra high strength steels, shown in the compilation below
from Republic Steel Corp., are employed in forging applications for load bearing applications In engine mounts, tail seotion forgings, wing mounts, and landing gears.
On a
weight basis the largest use is landing gear.
Aircraft Landing Gear Steels
Composition
Alloy

C

Nn

St

Ni

Cr

No

V

Other

98 BV 40
4330 M
4340
300

0.43
0.30
0.40
0.40

0.85
0.95
0.75
0.75

0.65
0.27
0.27
1.65

0.75
1.80
1.80
1.80

0.90
0.85
0.80
0.80

0.50
0.40
0.25
0.40

0.04
0.08
0.80

B

IP 9-4-30
HP 310

0.30
0.40

0.25
0.75

0.10
2.50

7.50
1.80

1.00
0.90

1.00
0.40

0.10
0.20
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A workshop on chromium substitution held recently at Vanderbilt University brought
out the fact that there is not any alloy research In progress which has as its goal the
developeent of a chromium free steel for ultra high strength aircraft landing gear applications. As both military and commercial aircraft utilize the same alloys for landing
gears this is an appropriate and vital area for alloy substitution research.
This is in
contrast with research work, that will be discussed subsequently, which has resulted in
development of substitute chromium-free heat treatable steels and the establishment of a
high technolog base for chromium-free structural alloy steels.
The potential exists for displacement of high strength steels in new projects by
titanium, and composite materials and by such alternate design approaches as illustrated
by the hydraulic cylinder shown in Figure 2.
3ubstitution and Conservation o1ons for Chromium
n Stainless Steels for Corrosion and Oxidation Resistance.
There is a favorable trend toward substitution of precipitation hardening stainless
steels with lower amounts of chromium in airframe applications.
In some applications
precipitation hardening bar, forging, and casting alloys of 17-4PH with 17 percent chromium
are being replaced with 15-SPH containing 15 percent chromium and with PH 13-8No with 13
percent chromium. The vacuum melted PH 13-8No has improved mechanical properties without
a compromise in corrosion and toughness characteristics.

a

Another trend affecting the use of chromium by aerospace is use of a higher chromium
containing 21-6-9 alloy in place of ISI Tfpe 321 stainless steel for hydraulic tubing.
This to attributed to the superior cold worked mechanical properties of the 21 percent
chromium alloy which results in significant weight savings over the 18 percent chromium
321 stainless alloy.
Titanium i an alternate material for hydraulic lines but its substantially higher
cost, sore difficult fabrication requirements and sensitivity to phosphate ester hydraulic
fluids have limited its use. However it may be regarded as a viable alternative in the
event of a chromium crisis.
Development of substitution and conservation options are evident in diverse engineering applications for stainless steels which can relieve sone of the pressure on
There is increasing acceptance that although
for chromium.
uses
aerospace
austenitio
irreplaceable
stainless
steels
contain
18 percent or more chromium for corrosion resistance,
passivity is achieved with 12 percent and for many ap lications this amount will provide
adequate corrosion resistance. Chemical industry applicatlons may be exceptions.
The function of chromium as an austenite stabiliser in stainless stoels can be
fulfilled by nickel or mmna~neme so that in an emergency the chromium content of replacesent steels could be reduced to 12 percent. Austenitln steels with 14 percent chromium,
compared with the traditional 18 percent chromium, have oxidation resitance and adequate
strength for 14009 T service.
A 9Cr-lNo steel Woifted with mall additions of niobium and vanadium shows promst
as a replaoment for 18 percent chromium stool in sto"e
power plant heat oxohauere.
Now
higher strO th dplzex stainless steels can lower total chromium demand by util
sing 50
--

-

o

percent reduced cross section although chromiua content of these steels is higher.
Research on an Pe-8Al-'4o alloy has demonstrated that a chromium-free iron base alloy can
achieve high temperature oxidation resistance in air superior to that of A1SI Type 304
stainless steel. Development of other now alloys without chromium is also underway:
Iron-Manganese-Aluminuo Alloys are being developed to substitute for austenitic nickelchromium stainless steels in heat resistant applications at moderate temperatures and
some corrosion resistant uses including the ocean environment.
Oilicon Alloys Worthy of Development Efforts
High silicon molybdenum ductile cast iron is already in direct competition with
Si-No
high chromium steels in some high temperature applications on an economic basis.
ductile Is basically a standard ferritic nodular iron containing 4 percent silicon and i
It is being used for turbocharger housings, exhaust manifolds, and
percent molybdenum.
furnace grates. It is probable that with minor design changes Si-No ductile iron could
function in place of high chromium steels in numerous high temperature applications. A
comparison of properties of the two materials is given In Figure 3.
While small additions of silicon, as noted above, enhance the oxidation resistance
of materials, alloying with larger amounts (9-18 percent 31) provide excellent resistance
to acqueous corrosion in many agressive acid media. Despite the excellent corrosion
resistance of the high silicon alloys, the trend has continued toward more extensive use
I.is can be attributed to the limited mechanical
of chromiam-containing stainless at elm.
properties, impractical fabricability, and poor weldability of the high silicon alloys.
It is evident that to expand the potential of these alloys as a viable chromium
substitution option for corrosion resistant applications development efforts should be
pursued to Improve their mechanical properties and fabricability. Wrought, hot and coldworkable silicon containing alloys should be regarded as a goal to be achieved by recent
advances in metallurgical processing declared A. 1. Asphahant, Cabot Corp. at the Vanderbilt University workshop on Chromium Substitution.
in another approach, since many corrosion reactions occur on exposed surfaces, the
high silicon alloys would be useful for weld overlaying, thermal spraying, and surface
impregnation. A silicon impregnation process was developed in the early 1930's to provide
components with excellent corrosion properties and to get around the brittleness and poor
physical properties of high silicon alloys. The alloy surface containing 14 percent
silicon had a thickness of 0.010 to 0.05 in. It is interesting to note that the developer
of this process almost half century ago recognized the "strategic importance of replacing
imported chromium with an element obtained from common sand." (Metal Progress, Oct. 1939)
Aluminides for Structural use at Elevated Temperatures
Both iron and nickel aluminides, as intermetallic alloys, have unique properties
which make them attractive for structural applications at elevated temperatures. They are
hard, stable, strong and resistant to elevated temperature oxidation and corrosion. The
major difficulty, however, is their tendency to exhibit brittle fracture and low ductility.
lignificant progress has been reported by Oak Ridge National Laboratory in improving
The approach I based on addition of microthe ductility of nickel aluminides (N13 Al).
alloying elements (Dopants) to control grain boundary chemistry and cohesion and reduce
the tendency toward brittle intergranular fracture. Boron-doped nickel aluninides exhibit
room temperature tensile ductility above 50 percent, the highest ductility ever achieved
by polycystalline aluminidem.
Unlike conventional alloys, the yield strength of microalloyed N1 3 A1 increases
at elevated temperatures, reaching a maximum around 6 0 0 * C, as illustrated in Figure 4,
showing test results for boron doped Ni 3 AI and for advanced aluminides developed in
recent research utilizing sicroalloying and thermosechanical treatment. The advanced
Ni 3 A compositions have higher tensile strength at elevated temperatures than Vaspaloy,
an aircraft engine superalloy, as shown in Figure 5. These advanced aluminide alloys
displsy at 600 C a yield strength of 120,000 psi (830 NPa) which is more than three times
that of Hmstelloy 1, a ductile nickel base alloy. The resistance of aluminidee to oxidation and mulfidising atmospheres is a useful property for aerospace applications. Companies involved In production of aerospace alloys have expressed interest In the structural aluminidso and plans are being made for preparation of large commercial heats for
evaluation of properties.
Bearins Steels of AII TYPI 52100 with Reduced Chromium
An alternate to standard AII Type 52100 bearing steel, designated TB3-9 by its
developer, the Tinken Co., roduces chromium content from 1.5 to 0.5 percent. The low
chromium alternate developed in anticipation of a possible chromium shortage satisfies
all of the technical and bearing performance requirements of standard A18 52100 bearing
components.
Because the new at-ol is more economical than 52100 it has receive4 wide
acceptance from users. The process was mimply one of subetitution of maganee and
molybdenum for chromium based on prior aurk conducted on the Influene of various alloyin& elements on hardenability of hiajh carbon steel@ as shown In Figure 6.
Useros experience has confirmes the equality of the substitute bearing steel and
Timken reports that TD3-9 has replaced at least one third of its high carbon bearing
steel orders, the best verification of its viability as an alternate ball bearing steel.

'%;W
I I AI
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Bulk savings in chromium could amount to 910 tons annually in the U. S. if the TB3 steel
was substituted across the board in an emergency. It's likely that the producers of Type
52100 bearing steel have chromium-free proprietary compositions that could be brought
forth in a crisis but are not being offered now because economics of applications are not
favorable due to the low cost of chromium.
Heat treatable steels without chromium
About 17 percent of chromium consumed annually In the U.S. goes to produce conatructional alloy steels where it used primarily for its effect on hardenability in heat
treatment. While chromium is both highly efficient and cost effective in this application
it can be replaced with alternative alloying elements.
Two grades of heat treatable carburizing steels widely used for gears and shafts
are the A131 8600 series containing nickel-chromium-molybdenum and the AIlSI 4100 series
,-ontaining chromium-molybdenum. These two grades account for 60 percent of the chromium
ined in heat treatable alloy carburizing steels, which is about 10 percent of total U. S.
requirements for chromium. Conservation by substitution of other elements for this
ohromium will reduce U. 3. needs by 10 percent or extend the supply for those applications
for which there is currently no viable s.bstitute for chromium.
Research to develop new alloys to replace chromium in heat treated carburiuing
steele for gears and shafts was conducted at International Harvester Co. under sponsorEtip of U. S. Bureau of Mines and was reported at the workshop on "Conservation and Substitution Technolog for Chromium" held at Vanderbilt University, October 1982. The
chromium-free steels consist of a manganese-molybdenum substitute and a manganese-nickelmolybdenum substitute. The composition ranges for the replacement steels for AISI 4118
and AII 8620 are given in Table 2. Tests conducted on experimental heats show that the
chromium-free steels provide microstructure. heat treat response and mechanical properties
equivalent to the 8600 and 4600 chromium containing grades. Hardenability bands for
A131 t1620 and for AISI 4118 compared with the replacement chromium-free steels, given in
Figure 7 and Figure 8, show an equivalent hardenability response.
Experience has shown that standard steels for applications requiring heat treatment
can be replaced by new steels of different alloy composition provided the new steels
exhibit the same hardenability. heat-treat response and mechanical properties. Thus by
control of composition new chromium-free steels can be developed to replace standard
steels in current parts without the need for redesign of the parts and with only nominal
changes in process control parameters. Computer models for predicting hardenability,
properties, and heat treatment requirements are now available to facilitate the development of new alloys. Basic assumption in the development of substitute heat treatable
steels are:
Engineering performance of a heat treated component is controlled by the carbon
content, sicrostructure and residual stresses.
The mlcrostructure and residual stresses are governed by the carbon content,
hardenability, and martensitic start-and-finish transformation temperatures.
Alloy composition controls hardenability and transformation temperatures.
Thus opportunities exist to develop substitute steels composed of alternate nonstrategic or less-strategic alloy elements provided the new steels have the same carbon
content, hardenability, and martensitic transformation temperatures.
Chromium-Pree Alloy Steels Ready when needed

a

Industrial research and development efforts by the steel industry in the United
States have developed "on the shelf" alloy steels which conserve chromium, and are ready
for use if the demand arises.
Examples include a modifica AISI 3120 alloy with chromium
reduced from 1.50 percent to 0.60 percent. This alloy is already off the shelf and in
Another alloy dssignated "2 Mi- 2 go" is being
Suse in automotive steering gear systems.
evaluated by Republic Steel Corp. for use in rock drilling bits and would reduce chromium
content from 0.55 percent to zero compared with the currently used SAE-ZZ-55 steel.
In terms of alloy bar steels, there would not be a serious problem. The technology
is available to readily find alloy substitutes for chromium through the judicious use of
molybdenum, boron, vanadium, manganese and nickel. Whether it is a carburizing steel,
such as AISI 8620, or a through hardening steel suen as AISI 4140 adequate non-chromium

substitutes can be made available. Computerimed hardenability prediction syotems, previously noted, have proven to be accurate and fast and would shorten alloy development
time for new steels to conserve chromium in a crisis.
Carburisin& Steels for Elevated TeMmeraturee use
Additional rwemrch is necessary to determine the full potential of ohroalafree
heat treatable carburizing steels for elevated temperature aservioes In range of 600" 7
S315C) but prospects appear promising. To a largo extent elevated temperature properties
depend upon precipitation of alloy carbide* during tempering at temperatures above the
intended service temperature to form a strengthening dispersion stable at the operating
temperature.
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The extent to which chromium enters into these various carbides
fined.
However carbide precipitation and secondary hardening do occur
zolybdenum and tungsten alloyed steels without chromium additions, and
i:4 the major prerequisite for good elevated temperature properties. A
'B' 1000 with about I percent chromium, as shown in Table 3, performed
with almost 5 percent chromium in tests conducted by Climax Molybdenum

is not well deIn vanadium,
such precipitation
steel designated
better than X-2M
Co.

ieioarch on Pressure Vessel Chromium-Free Oteels Needed
.hromium-free steels are available for most structural plate, an exception being
ireasure vessel plate. Annual consumption of ASTM A-387 steel grades used for pressure
v,:isels, boilers and heat exchanges is 8,000 to 9,000 tons per year.
The common grades
n.tan either 1.25 percent or 2.5 percent chromium, which is required for high temperataro otrength, toughness and resistance to hydrogen.
Pressure vessel steels are utilized
r criti,,ally important applications and there is no research in progress to develop
•hromium-free alternate alloys for an emergency.
"hina 3ear Cteel Without Chromium or Nickel

Whatt

Ii~ described as a "Rare Earth Boron Oteel" Is being used In China for heavy

Iaty (,arburized gears, and properties are reported to be better than those attained with
,-onventional nickel-chromium gear steels. The steel used at the Nachang Gear plant has

the following composition ranges in weight percentage: carbon 0.22-0.28; manganese 1.30-

1.b; silicon 3.20-0.45; titanium 0.06-0.12; boron 0.001-0.004; Rare Earths 0.05. Chinese
mptal!.urgists attribute the improved rupture strengtn and toughness of the carburized

gearsi t.,the r~re earth additions.
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:i.,A steels constitute a new class of steels with high strength, toughness and
frmatility achieved by applying advances in understanding of processing/microstructure/
pr,,prty relationships.
The strength of these steels does not depend on traditional
hardenability approaches and the majority do not contain chromium.
Properties are achieved by using microadditions, generally less than 0.1 percent
of alloying elements, principally niobium, vanadium and molybdenum with controlled thermomechanical treatments. The use of these steels may be expanded to supplant chromiumcontaining heat treatable steels and low allor steels in airframes.
zurface Modification and Alloying Systems
Metallurgical coating systems utilizing surface modification and alloying techniques
such as ion implantation, laser and electron beam heating, ion bean mixing are currently
undergoing
rapid development. Coating techniques including electroplating, vapor deposition, sputtering, plasma spraying, and ion plating are currently in use in relevant
applications.
From the technological viewpoint the use of all these techniques could be rapidly
increased in the event of a severe chromium shortage. Certainly further technical progreas and new capabilities will rsult from continual research in the area of surface
modification.
However, the potential for chromium conservation presented by advancement
in coating systems should be pursued aggressively to develop these technologies into a
viable option for emergency preparedness.
Established Coating Processes Conserve Chromium
Cladding with stainless steel is an important option for reduction in use of
chromiua where its primary function is to provide surface protection from corrosion,
oxidation and/or wear. The technology for cladding carbon steels with stainless steel is
well established and it is estimated that a substantial amount of the stainless steel
plate used could be replaced by clad plate to conserve chromium.
Electrolese nickel plate and nitriding are being used now where they are cost
effective and could be used more widely for wear and corrosion protection if chromium was
unavailable.
4Alloying

elements may be introduced by diffusion into the metal from a powder
applied to the surface at elevated temperature. Chromium, diffusion bonded (0.002 in.)
on low carbon steel sheet, may be used as an alternate to ferritic stainless steels in
some applications.
Alumnium diffusion coatings on steel are being employed in heat
resistant applications.
Often surface treatments are effective in conserving instead of replacing chromium.
An example is aluminized hot dip coated steel where the substrate instead of being a low
carbon steel is a low alloy steel. Adding small amounts of chromium, aluminum, and
titanium to the base metal Increases the coated material's upper oxidation limit to 1500 e
versus 1250* P.
In times when low cost chromium is readily available, as it is today,
for conservation to be effective a cost advantage inducement must be built-in. While

material Inertia holds back conservation In many existing applications. It's important
that emerging high alloy applications be guided toward strategic material conserving
alloys.

The Potential for Displacement Technologies
High performance ceramics offer many of the valuable properties
contributes Including highJ temperature strength, corrosion resistance,
'eramics such as silicon carbide, silicon nitride and silicon alummium
pitential for use in high performance aircraft engines and hot section
temperatures comparable to those attainable with superalloys.

that chromium
and hardness.
nitride have the
components at

However to realize this potential major problems must be solved. The brittleness
of ceramics is a major shortcoming. A better understanding of how to avoid flaws In the
manufacturing process and the development of design approaches suitable for brittle
materials are major challenges in the advancement of high performance ceramics as displacement materials for chromium ccntaining high temperature alloys.
-omposite technology is being pursued in all major areas of materials including
p,olymers, metals and ceramics.
Conservation of critical materials can result from direct
liziplaneemsnt or from benefits due to a lighter aircraft.
Composites represent one of the
more Fromising technical possibilities for displacement of critical chromium by advanced
materials.
Rapid solidification processing is another Innovative materials technology which
promises improved high temperature and high strength properties for engine and structural
applications. This technology may lead to improved performance and to conservation of
chromium and other critical metals.
American jet engine manufacturers are devoting
substantial research and development efforts to the process.
,he Concept of Substitution PreparedneEs
in conclusion I would like to emphasize the value of an organized effort to gather
and develop information on chromium substitution and conservation and have it ready as a
' ntlngency measure in event of a crisis.
As a spokesman for "substitution preparedness", which is how I referred to my
recommendation, in testimony in the Congress of the United 3tates, I pointed out that It
!a essential that appraisal and recording of substitution and conservation procedures in
apeific applications be as complete as available information allows. Thus, it is recommended that a plan be developed to "stockpile" this information. As research and development programs are developed to plug gaps and create new options for substitution and
'onservation, this technological know-how would be added to the information stockpile.
Needs for additional information on conservation options should be identified and
defined so that research and development projects can be assigned to gather data required
to expand capabilities in those areas which appear to be sound and achievable with available means.
It should be noted that leadtime is very short in an emergency situation. Thus a
stockpile of information on substitution and conservation technology Is also a stockpile
of time, and a valuable, yet relatively low cost supplement to a strategic materials
commodity stockpile.

Programs on substitution and conservation should be an important part of strategic
planning for individual manufacturing firms.
In presentations before company management
groups I have encouraged an organized effort on strategic materials planning, including
the development of substitution and conservation programs, pointing out that the objectives of a governmet initiative on substitution technology can be applied to company
research and development programs on alternative matertalj for present and future products.
aAcknowledgement:

Much of the information in this paper is gleaned from presentations and discussions
at two industry/government/university/public workshops held at Vanderbilt University,
Nashville Tennessee. The first workshop entitled "Conservation and Substitution Technology for Critical Materials" was held 15-17 June 1981 under sponsorship of U. 3. Department of Commerce/National Bureau of Standards and U. S. Department of Interior/Bureau of
Mines.
The second workshop entitled "Conservation and Substitution Technology for Chromium" and "Trends in Critical Matei.als Requirements for Steels of the Future," was held
4-7 October 1982 under sponsorship of U. S. Department of Commerce/Nattonal Bureau of
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FIGURE( 3.-ComparisOyn Of Prooertios of High-Chroml wi (K~
Steel and 4SI-.lMo
Nodular Iron
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FIGURE 7--Standard Jaominy Hardenability Band for AISI 8620
Steel Compired to the Calculated Hardenability Band
for the Chrolw-Free Replacement Steels.
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ABSTRACT
1'he potential of metal-matrix composites as gas-turbine blade materials has largely
been Judoed on the increased temperature capabilities they offer over the strongest
current superalloys. However, several composites that have been rejected on this basis
are either independent of or have low concentrations of critical alloying elements.
Consequently they should be reassessed as reserve materials matching the performance of
existinq widely used superalloys that depend on strategically vulnerable constituents.
A review of metal-matrix composites for high temperature applications will be made in
order to identify materials that are insensitive to the supply of critical elements.
An alternative approach might be to consider the potential of regenerating the
original creep performance of certian monocarbide reinforced nickel based composites such as Cotac 744 developed at OMERA - after service exposure.
In this context the
combination of perfectly elastic fibres in a creeping matrix would imply that high temperature deformation of these materials is almost completely recoverable
Hence, one
should judge the potential of these materials in the light of total Ii
expectancy
throuqh
both the alone.
processing and regeneration conditions rather than fro their simple
creep behaviour

INTRODUCTION
The principal motivation for the development of high temperature composite materials
for qas turbine applications appears to have been to exceed the temperature capabilities

of the very strongest superalloys. The aim has been to produce materials with an additional strengthening mechanism that remains operative after the usual hardening agent of
nickel-base superalloys, viz y' precipitate, has dissolved in the y-matrix. Alloys

have indeed been described that offer a clear technical advantage (1,2,3
over existing
superalloys; however, processing difficulties affecting the economics of production have
inhibited the exploitation of these materials. VerSnyder (4) has expressed the optimistic view that cost-considerations will only delay acceptance of these materials until
the 1990's; however, there must be a danger that the advantages of these high strength

composites will be superseded by developments in other materials (eg single crystals,
oxide-dispersion strengthened alloys, ceramics).
The aim of *his paper is

to reassess the potential of high temperature composites in

the context of the themes of the present meeting.

*
,

Firstly, they will be considered as

direct substitutes which match but do not necessarily exceed the performance of existing
materials but which may offer significant advantages of reduced cost or reduced dependence
on certain strategically vulnerable elements.
Secondly, the response of composite
materials to post-service rejuvenation procedures will be considered in order to assess
the full potential service lives of components.
The emphasis will be on in-sltu, rather than synthetic, composites since they are
broadly compatible with existing investment casting and directional solidification
technology and, consequently, are more likely to be accepted as direct substitutes for
existing materials.
It may be necessary to modify the processing conditions significantly
(temperature gradient and solidification rate) and use different moulding materials in
order to prevent mould-(or core-)melt interactions. However, the basic equipment and
experience ar( ivailable to allow commercial development of in-situ composites if an
economic or strategic benefit warrants their exploitation.

CRITICAL METALS CON ENT
*

*•

.

~.,

Analyses of import dependence of the US on critical metals have recently bean
published by Bradley (5) and by Metal bulletin Monthly (6).
These show that of the usual
constituents of superalloys more than 900 of cobalt, chromium, tantalum, manganese and
niobium originate from predominately Third World, South African and Eastern Bloc sources,
consequently their supply is vulnerable to political and/or economic pressure. The

V...

situation is even more severe for the European industry which is dependent on virtually
100% of its raw materials so that nickel, titanium, tungsten, molybdenum and vanadium are
also of strategic importance; the supplies of these elements, from ally nations, are
It would
parhaps politically assured but they are still subject to economic pressures.
clearly be politic to have alternative materials less dependent on certain critical metals,
It is
available for use in important components in the event of disruption of supplies.
unreasonable to consider the total elimination of all strategic elements in a metallic
component; rather we shall describe the structure and properties of composites that have
no or low concentrations of specific critical metals in relation to current materials.
Their compositions are listed in Table 1.

CO-FREE ALLOYS
The mechanisms by which cobalt strengthens nickel-base superalloys have not been clearly
established (7).
Tien et al (7) have surveyed current evidence showing that the presence
of cobalt can influence the volume fraction and solvus of the
y' precipitate, the
stackino fault energy and the carbide chemistry which cumulatively lead to a large effect
that makes cobalt an indispensible constituent of most advanced nickel-base superalloys.
While the benefits of Co have been incorporated in the development of the most
advanced tn-situ composites, such as the NITAC (2) and COTAC (1) series, some of the
earlier versions were cobalt-free. However, the processing difficulties, low transverse
ductilities and poor thermal fatigue resistance militate against any commercial exploitation of these materials. The y-y'-Cr3C 2 alloy, developed at NPL (8), although not
matching the high temperature strengths of the strongest in-situ composites is both cobaltfree and compares favourably with many current alloys.
a) Processing.
Unlike many in-situ composites which must be directionally solidified
"
very sowly T< 10 mmh 1) in vor high temperature gradients (- 20 Kmm-1).
y-y'-Cr 3C 2
-1
can be successfully prepared at high rates (up to 1000 man ) and in relatively low
temperature gradients. This is similar to the conditions used in the directional solidification of superalloys. The alloy Is relatively insensitive to the precise compositions
acceptable microstructures being obtained from a range of casts made to commercial
specifications (Figure 11.
It would be necessary, however, to develop new mould and core
materials since there are significant interactions between the melt and the conventional
silica-base shell moulds (Figure 2).
However, such a development may also be required to
allow effective recycling of directionally solidified superalloys since silicon leached
from the mould% can apparently weaken the longitudinal grain boundaries in directionally
solidified components prepared from revert superalloys.
3

b)

Physicalpoperties.
The den-ity of 7.5 Mgm- is lower than that of most current
siilar to IN100) and the melting temperature of 1320*C is as high as present
perao
superalloys.
c) Oxidation/corrosion resistance. The alloy has excellent cyclic oxidation resistance
assessed by laboratory thermogrsvimetric tests and metallographic examination; this has
been confirmed in burner rig tests performed by Rolls-Royce Ltd at 1323 X in an atmosphere
containing 4 ppm NaCl. The results, shown as depth of attack as a function of time in
Fiqure 3, compare favourably with previous data for typical stator and rotor blade alloys
Indeed the uncoated y-y'-Cr 3 C 2 has similar oxidation
(C 1023 and NarNoo2 respectively).
resistance to aluminised superalloys.
In the more severe corrosion rig test for 303 h at 850"C with fuel impurities of 0.15
sulphur and 50 ppm MaCI injected in the atmosphere there is no detectable loss of section
although 1N713 is severely afected in these conditions (Figure 4).
d)
Pro,,
rties. The stress rupture data for y-y'-Cr 3 C 2 are compared with
those for currenty available materials in Figure 5. The absolute comparison of 1000 h
rupture stresses, relevant to stator blade applications, shows a substantial benefit
over current stator alloys. A density compensated comparison, of interest in relation to
rotating coeronents, shows that
y-y'-Cr 3 C 2 matches most blading alloys in the approIn addition y-''-Cr 3 C 2 has adequate impact, fatigue, thermal
priate stress range.
fatigue, notch sensitivity and transverse creep behaviour.

FERROS-ALLOYS
Although the NATO nations have a reasonably assured supply of nickel, there would be
both cost and technical advantages if iron-base alloys could replace nickel-base superalloys for certain applications.
As with Y-Y'-CrIC2 , the processing conditions for
in-situ composites with NyC3
reinforcement in Ni, Co or Fe matrices are broadly
compatible with current co ercial directional solidification practice, economic solidification rates of
- 30 mah"
beinq possible (9J.
A typical microstructure of an (Fe, Cr)CrTC,
in-situ composite solidified at 30 mah"
is shown in Figure 6. Several studies of
such'ron-Us alloys have been reported J10,11,12) and the current status of these

materials is summarised below.
a)

Physical Properties.

"2

The alloys have low densities (- 7.3 ftm

0

am

) and melting

I

II

temperatures of

-

1200*C.

b)
Oxidation/corrosion resistance.
Iron based alloys containinq aluminium and chromium
together with minor additions oT active elements (such as yttrium, cerium or lanthanum)
have outstanding oxidation and corrosion resistance but are relatively weak.
There has
been considerable success in increasing the creep strengths of such materials, by incorporatina carbide fibres, while retaining the excellent surface stability.
The alloys
with ferritic matrices tend to have better oxidation resistance than those with austenitic matrices although the latter have improved creep resistance.
Figure 7 indicates the
critical role that yttrium plays in improving the oxidation resistance.
c) Mechanical Properties.
The stress rupture data are summarised in Figure 8 as plots
of the stress to cause rupture in 100 h as a function of temperature.
Information on
current iron- and nlckel-base superalloys are included for comparison.
The ferritic
in-situ composite (NPL A) shows a very substantial strength advantage over the singleHowever, the
phase FeCrAIY alloy which is finding increasing commercial application.
combination of strong fibre and weak matrix would be expected to lead to poor thermal
fatigue resistance.
Conversion of the matrix to the austenitic form has the dual effects
of substantially increasing the rupture strength (Figure 8) and of giving better thermal
fatigue performance.
Two approaches have been taken to stabilizing the fcc form of the
matrix by substitutinq nickel (11)
(NPI. B) or manganese (12) (UTRC) for iron.
Both lead
to similar stress rupture properties with about three times the rupture strength of the
ferritic alloy.
More importantly, they exceed the performances of advanced austentic
ferrous alloys (CRM-6D1 and of some nickel-base superalloys (Nimonic BOA, 90).
Indeed
with suitable density compensation these alloys are comparable to the strongest wrought
superalloys (Nimonic 115).

CHROMIUM-FREE ALLOYS
Chromium is, perhaps, the most vital constituent of superalloys imparting the required
oxidation/corrosion resistance; however, it is also among the most vulnerable to
political or economic pressure.
Rapid developments in coating technology, the subject
of other sessions at this meeting, give the hope of using chromium-free or low-chromium
alloys as the main structure of a component which can then be protected by a corrosion
resistant coating.
Several studies have been made of in-situ composites in the
Ni-Al-Mo (3,13,14) system which show some promise.
These range from alloys having
superalloy-type
y-y'
matrices reinforced by
a-Mo
fibres (3,13) to
y'-a (14) eutectics.
a)
Procsing. These alloys can usually be directionally solidified at relatively high
rates (up to 30 or 40 mmh ) but this reruires very high temperature gradients.
Thus
exploitation of these materials would require substantial modifications to the current

commercial directional solidification equipment and procedures.
coatings would introduce a substantial
b)

1350

Physical

This family 3of
8.5 Ngm .
about
7andenitesof

roerties.

Also the dependence on

cost penalty.
alloys has melting temperatures in excess of

cl
Oxidation/corrosion resistance.
The total absence of chromium means that these
materials have very poor intrinsic oxidation resistance.
Some preliminary work has been
carried out to determine their compatibility with coatings, but a great deal of further
work would be required before such composite/coating systems could be exploited.
y-y'-a
shows a substantial temperature advantage in stress
d)
Mecha niclgproperties.
rupture te
n
over all available eirectionally solidified and single crystal materials
(Figure 9).
Marf (13) has demonstrtited that suitable heat treatments can give the
material adequate shear creep performance and, like most in-situ composites the fatigue
properties are very good.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
The basic raw material costa of the various alloys described above, at 1980 prices,
are listed in Table 2 together with similar information for current and projected rival
materials.
There is a clear potential cost advantage in all of these materials if they
can be shown to be technically acceptable.
The most advanced In-situ composites, such
as COTAC 744 and NITAC 3-116A are presently much more expensive.
Hoever, one must
consider the future usefulness of these materials both in terms of specific applications
and the potential for savings through multiple service/rejuvenation cycles.
Perhaps the
most promising application of monocarbide reinforced eutectics Is in small aeronautical
engines 19 1500 kM).
Here the use of advanced cooling technoligy is extremely difficult
due to the small dimensions and thin sections of high pressure (HP) blades.
It is not
surprising that even the most modern small engines generally use solid uncooled blades.
The turbine inlet temperatures (TIT) can therefore not be increased substantially as in
the case of large
gas turbine engines which benefit from the latest cooling tchsol
.
However, the present trend towards higher TIT for achieving a higher specific thrue. will

either require cooling of these already very thin airfoils or use of materials capable
of sustaining higher temperatures.
selayque
(15) has discussed and analysed in detail
the various compliatlofns arising
from an increase In TIT from 1050"
to 1200"C which

I

-|

I

I
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will necessitate the introduction of cooled blades in these small engines if conventional
materil,

are used.

Since some advanced eutectic composites give a temperature gain of about 75"C over
presently available DS superalloys and about 50S over current single crystal alloys, the
use of uncooled eutectic blades for such specialised applications may be viable. Examples
of such components are shown in Figure 11.

CONPONENT RECYCLING
Another interesting property of certain monocarblde reinforced eutectics allw.s the
original creep performance to be regenerated after service exposure. Therefore the overall economics of these basically expensive materials must take into account the life that
can be achieved by multiple service/regeneration cycles.
The creep deformation of composites consisting of refractory fibres entrained in a
relatively weak matrix is quite different from that in superalloys. When the fibres and
in
matrix have widely different melting temperatures as, for example, NbC or TaC
nickel (eq in COTAC and NITAC alloys) it is unlikely that both phases will creep. Indeed
transmission electron microscopy shows no carbide dislocations after creep at temperatures
up to 1100*C. Rather, in service conditions the fibres, operating at very low homologous
temperatures, will deform elastically gradually off-loading stress from the matrix to the
fibres. The elastic deforma.lon of the fibres is recoverable by heat treatment. This
effect was first proposed and demonstrated by Khan et al (1) who designated it the
"lenqth memory effect".
Specimens of COTAC 744, whose microstructure is shown in Figure 12, were creep tested
at various temperatures and stresses to about 1.21 strain in 200 to 300 hours. Previous
work had shown that fibre fracture did not occur until about 1.3 to 1.6t strain. The
specimens were re-heat treated without load (20 mine at 1200'C, AC * 16 hours at 850*C/P
and observed to contract to virtually their original lengths as documented in Table 3.
On re-testing, the material had similar properties to the virgin material. Consequentl',
the life expectancy of such materials can, in principle, be substantially extended by
repeated rejuvenating heat treatments and an effective evaluation of the potential of
advanced in-situ composites should take this into account. Clearly, the number of cycles
that can be used in practice will depend on the dominance of other factors such as
corrosion or fatigue crack growth.
Not all in-situ composites fully exhibit the length memory effect. For example, heat
treatment of creep tested y-y'-Cr3C 2 results in recovery of only part of the creep
strain, the extent of recovery being greatest at low temperatures (Figure 10).
This is
probably due to the relatively high homologous temperature of Cr 3C 2 , particularly at
825"C, resulting in creep of the fibres.
An important consequence of the stress carrying capacity of elastic fibres is that
established extrapolation procedures, such as Larson-Millar plots, that have evolved for
conventional engineering alloys, will always underestimate the long term properties of
In-situ composites. In a recent theoretical treatment, McLean (16) has shownthat for
elastic fibres in a creeping matrix there is:
a)

no steady state deformation

b)

a decreasing creep rate that approaches zero when all of the stress is carried by the
fibres

cl

a break-down in the linear relationship between log (stress) and log (creep rate at
It extension) or log (tim to It extension) at low stresses where the creep performis much better than indicated by data extrapolation.

-ance

CONCLUSIONS

Although in-situ composites have so far failed to meet the combined economic and
technical targes for premier components such as HPI turbine blades, at least some alloys
appear to offer less direct benefits that could be of importance in the event of disruptions of supplies of critical metale

I

i

a)

y-y'-cr C

b)

Several

is a cobalt free alloy with good oxidation resistance and comparable

stronqth ilomost existing superalloys.

ron-beo
cmposites with

N7C3

reinforcement having no or little nickel,

combine good oxidation resistance with the creep performance of many nickel-bass
saperelloys.
y- -a Is a high strength chromim-free alloy that may have uses in combination with
rotoctiveoatnmi.
In addition, the potential of the most advanced composites, such as MIT/U 3-116A and

1
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COTAC 744

(or their derivatives),

may not be fully appreciated for the following reasons-

1)

Time-dependent deformation in alloys with hiohly refractory fibres is totally recoverable so that the original properties can be re-established several times by heat treatment.

2)

Extrapolation of short-term data always provides a pessimistic estimate of the long
term performance of in-situ composites.

1)

Introduction of cooled HP blades in small engines (< 1500 kW) may not be a practical
way of increasing the overall engine efficiency and consequently the higher temperature
capabilities of some eutectic composites may offer an attractive solution.
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The low yield of COTAC and NITAC alloy components due to slow processinq
rates and the small number of blades produced per cycle may lead to a
substantial premium on the processinq staqe over the cost of DS and
sinqle crystal superalloy castings.
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ABSTRACT
The worldwide shortages and price escalations of cobalt, titanium, tantalum and other
key elements in the late 1970's instigated manufacturing development programs to reduce
their usage In gas turbine engines. This paper describes several programs which provided
significant results in reducing raw material requirements, that have been reduced to
practice
The programs include forging and casting complex parts to near net shape,
recycling of machining scrap and used parts, repair and refurbishment of damaged or worn
parts. and component retirement for cause.
In addition to reduction of strategic material
usage, these programs have resulted in lower cost parts due to reduced material input
requirements and less machining.

INTRODUCTION
The spectacular growth of the aerospace industry in this century has been, in no
small way, made possible by the accompanying growth in materials and process technology.
In the span of a lifetime, we have been witness to the growth in aircraft capabilities
from the wood and canvas aircraft with their piston engines made from off-the-shelf iron,
steel and aluminum alloys, to the modern gas turbine powered aircraft of today. These
advances required the development of specialized titanium, aluminum, and superalloy
materials with high strength-to-density ratios, and very high temperature capability.
To achieve these levels of performance, alloying elements such as cobalt, chromium,
nickel, tantalum, titanium, and columblum were required.
These elements are highly import
dependent, as can be seen in Figure 1, being mined in some areas of the world which have
been highly volatile over the years.
Their importance to modern aircraft production
coupled with their high import dependence has led to their classification as "strategic
materials "
Table I shows the amount of strategic materials that are required to make
an FlO0 engioe.
The first non wartime connected disturbance in the availability of strategic materials
occurred in 1977 when civil disturbance in Zaire interrupted the mining of cobalt containing
ore and resulted in allocation of su plies to users. This was accompanied by severe
escalation of price ranging from 500. for producer cobalt to as high as 100 for free
market material.
At the same time production requirements for civil and military aircraft
and engines was high which aggravated the problem. Accompanying the cobalt problem were
shortages in other key elements such as tantalum and titanium.
The titanium shortfall
was not due to a shortage of raw material (rutile) but rather was caused b: insufficient
equipment required to convert rutile to sponge.

*1

MANUFACTURING

DEVELOPMENTS

These shortages, which lasted for several years, resulted in programs at aircraft
and engine manufacturers to reduce the usage of strategic materials. The programs
initiated at Pratt and Whitney Aircraft at that time consisted of five basic elements.
First, efforts were initiated to substitute alloys with less strategic material content,
or to develop new alloys with less strategic material content.
Second, a major manufacturing technology program was initia ted to reduce input material requirements for
forgings and castings and to revert scrap material.
Third. programs were started to
repair and restore damaged or worn parts. Fourth, a major effort to extend the cyclic
life of rotor components was undertaken in the USAF Retirement for Cause program, and
fifth, advanced technology engine designs were initiated with greatly reduced parts count.
This paper will primarily address the reductions in strategic materials achieved through
manufacturing technology, component repair and rejuvenation and retirement for cause.
time

It should be recognized that there are no basic strategic materials problems at this
Cobalt is available at 1976 prices, and titanium sponge production capacity is more

adequate.

But, it

should also be recognized that the primary sourc. of relief from

strategic
materials
has been
the worldwide
in 19/7.
the aircraft
industry,
with credit
also to problems
the strategic
materials
program recession
started in
The potential
hor
strategic material shortages and price escalations still exists particularly as new
aircraft and engine orders increase.

In the area of manufacturing technology, two generic parts categories offered the
promise of significant savings, Fan, compressor, and turbine disks have traditionally
involved significant scrap in machining to final shape from conventional forgings. The
advent of GATORIZEDQDsuperplastic forging of superalloy and titanium disks resulted in
considerable savings in input material due to the inherent capability of forging closer
to net shape. The GATORIZING process developed by Pratt and Whitney Aircraft takes
advantage of the phenomenon of superplasticity of certain alloys, where the amount of
energy needed t.odeform the metal diminished by producing the right structure and grain
size

Figure 2 shows greater than 50% raw material savings in a typical FIO0

engine disk

from conventional hammer or press forging compared to GATORIZING.
Refinements to the GATORIZING process were made to further reduce input material and
reduce cost.
Figure 3 shows a 40% reduction in input material for nine F1O0 components
progressing from prototype GATORIZED forgings to today's production. Much of this
technology was developed by Pratt and Whitney Aircraft under U.S. Air Force Materials
Laboratory sponsorship.
The second area that has historically required very high quantities of raw material
is large structural engine cases. Typically these cases are made from forged rings and
struts which require extensive machining and joining. Under U.S. Air Force sponsorship.
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft initiated a manufacturing technology program to apply and
scale up conventional casting techniques to large cases. Initially, individual struts
and rings were cast and tested for structural adequacy, and finally entire cases were
cast in one piece as shown in Figures 4 and 5. The results of this technology are being
incorporated in production engines. To date a reduction of 50% has been achieved, with
potential for even further reduction as the technology continues to mature.
In 1977 when the pinch of cobalt and titanium shortages were first felt, an immediate
action that was recognized was to utilize scrap material more effectively, Traditionally,
aerospace scrap had been sold to dealers and downgraded for uses in less critical
applications. To keep scrap material within the industry, it was necessary to segregate
scrap material to prevent cross contamination and maintain chemistry control, and to
develop processes for degreasing and removal of cutting tool material. Several government/
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft sponsored programs involving both cast and wrought titanium and
c.halt containing superallovs were initiated and carried through successfully. As an example,
high volume I?:lnf chins from FIO0 engine disks were kept segregated from other scrap, were
,ereased and cleaned, packaged and returned to melters for reuse. After laboratory and

engine testing. eighty percent of the chins ended up in new disks with as much as 100%
revert.

Figure b shows the revert

,v'tle

that was developed and put into production.

Another key technology area that was identified to have significant potential for
reduction in strategic materials requirements was component life extension through
rejuvenation and repair. Programs were initiated under U.S. Air Force Materials Laboratory
sponsorship and Pratt and Whitney Aircraft to rejuvenate and restore to service previously
scrapped parts. This not orly reduced the need for new parts and raw materials, but also
provided significant cost savings to customers. Two typical examples of parts that have
been rejuvenated are a first stage turbine vane and a large structural case. Both parts
are of superalloy construction, the vane being cast and the case fabricated from sheetmetal and forgings. Vanes with platform cracks, leading edge erosion, and airfoil cracks
in Figure 7 were subjected to hot isostatic pressing (HIP), and weld repair. The
successful repair procedure was implemented in the field early in 1982 and is saving
35,000 pounds (15,910 kg) of cobalt containing alloy a year as well as an annual cost
savings of 10 million dollars.
The cases have been resolutioned, weld repaired, reaged and returned to service.
The rework cost on a typical case is less than 10% of the cost of a new case. Figure 8
shows that 4,288 pounds (1,950 kg) of input alloy are saved for each set of three cases
which can be rejuvenated
The largest part, a diffuser case, requires 2,820 pounds
(1.280 kg) of superalloy to produce.

Potentially the most significant single program for conserving strategic elements
short of complete engine redesign is extension of the useful life of critical rotating
parts through the use of Retirement for Cause (R C) methodology. The PWA/USAF RFC effort
started in 1979 and could be implemented as early as 1985 in engine overhaul centers.
Traditionally, cyclic life !imited gas turbine engine components have been retired from
service when they reach an analytically determined lower bound life where the first fatigue
crack per 1.000 parts could be expected. Be definition, 99.9% of these components are
being retired prematurely as they have (as a population) considerable useful life remaining
RFC is a procedure which would allow safe utilization of the full life capacity of
each individual component.
Since gas turbine rotor components are prime candidates and
are among the most material intensive of engine components, adoption of a RFC maintenance
philosophy could result in substantial material savings. A study conducted on 21 FOO
rotating parts showed that 3,050 short tons (2,775 MT) of strategic materials could be
saved over the life of the system through the implementation of RFC methodology (Table II).
A major technical area being worked to achieve the potential savings is automated nondestructive evaluation. Computer driven systems such an that shown in Figure 9 are being
developed to enhance flaw detection reliability and reduce inspection costs.

Finallv, the greatest savings in strategic materials will he accomplished when
iproved engine designs are implemented with 50". fewer parts.
These advanced technology
engines will utilize new materials including non-metallic composites which are designed
1,, minimize our dependenicv on foreign sources
Near net casting and forginga will he
exlensively utilized
Facilities such a- the t'WA dis5k facility
under construction will
1,e designed to more elfectively handle scrap and reduce recycling cost.
Componen ts will
the Aesigned to 'meet -stringent durability goals to maximize component life.
Table III
.- mpAres the FlOO engine strategic materials to an alvanced engine of the 19 90 '4 and
an overall reduction in strategic material utilization of 6.01%.

~.how

While most of these efforts were Initiated during the period of strategic material
shortagqes, their worth Is still
apparent in cost savings even though strategic 'materials
ire Solft icientlV avai lable today
In the event of future interferences in the flo w of
'r.iteriads. they will streatly reduce the impact.
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Import dependency and sources of seven elements termed strategic

Input (lb)
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Table 1.

Amount of strategic materials required for an FIOO engine
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0.5
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0.5
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Advanced non-destructive evaluation systems are key to part life extension
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SUMMARY
Aluminide coatings have been in use for some considerable-time as a means of
protecting nickel and cobalt based superalloys from oxidation and hot corrosion
usage however has
Their practical
attack in both aero and industrial gas turbines.
In examining the overall role of coatings in
not been achieved without problems.
advantages and disadvantages have to
achieving or prolonging component life, their
be considered most carefully, especially as the diversity of potential substrate
alloys increases. The primary objective of this paper is d Ml kUCL to consider in
the difficulties incurred in the pack aluminising of
some detail the nature of
in terms of prolonging component life without prejudice to
superalloys, especially
performance, integrity and safety of the engine.
In considering this, the paper will first of all review the objectives and
requirements of using aluminide coatings, the processes currently commercially
available, the compatability of aluminide coatings with various superalloys
substrates as well as the more general question of overall quality control of both
the coating and the coated component. The properties of coatings themselves will
be considered in terms of their corrosion resistance, overall thermal and
the substrate.
structural stability, and effect on the mechanical properties of
be examined in terms
Finally, the problems of long term corrosion protection will
of the practicalities of reclaiming and recoating of ex-service turbine parts with
view to extending component life and conservation of critical matori&a4j
INTROOUCTIO

e

,

modern aero and industrial gas turoines are expected to function for prolonged
periods under a side variety of operational and environmental conditions with the
Additionally, both operators and utilities expect
maximum degree of reliability.
extended engine end component lives at progressively higher power outputs in a
climate where increased engine firing temperatures and decreasing fuel quality are
As a result of such demands, current
becoming the rule rather than the exception.
engine development is aimed at improving efficiency and reliability as well as
extending component life and reducing operating costs. The use of higher component
stresses and engine tiring temperatures in combination with progressively poorer
grade fuels leads to severe metallurgical problems in the selection of suitable
for prolonged and reliable hot component operation.

kmaterials

Wistorically, the demand for improved component life at higher stresses and
operating temperatures has been met by alloy developments which, while leading to
significant improvements in strength, have invariably been associated with poorer
corrosion resistance. Whilst in the age of pure fuels this did not constitute a
serious problem, the poorer corrosion resistance of these high strength alloys
could lead to significant reductions in component lives in turbines which are run
on low grade fuels, or in environments where agressive species may be present in
the turbine air intake supply.
attempt to
During the pest decade further allay developments have taken place in an
introducing
improve corrosion resistance without loss of properties mainly by
In the came of wrought nickel base alloys, corrosion
higher chromium levels.
81, and
via. Wimonic
emerged,
have
105
90 and
of aimonic
resistance
in having
are notable
and
1U931
alloys
1734
of cast @GA,
while variants
in the field
101,

I
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similar strength but improved corrosion resistance to the well known workhorse
alloy IN7lI.
Some improvements have also been achieved in the field of cobalt
based alloys, rsX414 being a weldable, corrosion
resistant derivative of X40.
Aithought such developments are highly desirable
from the point of view of
improving component lives in agressive environments,
components tend to be much
more expensive to produce. This is due to the corrosion resistant alloys being
richer in expensive alloying elements particularly chromium, as well as often
requirlng more sophisticated and costly heat treatments to develop their
properties. As a result of this, and
in an rttempt to conserve strategic
materials, there has been a movement to
resort to the use of corrosion resistant
protective coatings on less
sophisticated and hence less expensive alloys. Whilst
the cost of coating can
be significant in itself, it is often the case that in
combination with a cheaper basic alloy the required component life and performance
can be achieved at an overall lower cost to the user.
In situations where an
improvement in life is achieved the overall financial benefit to the user is
further improved.
During the past decade extensive developments and improvements have also been made
in the field of corrosion resistant coatings.
As a result commercial
coatings are
currently available in a wide variety of compositions and forms which are applied
to the substrate concerned by an equally wide variety of processes. Essentially
these coatings can be divided into two groups which have been designated as
reaction or diffusion type coatings and overlay coatings.
In the first type, the
coating is produced by a controlled chemical
reaction with the surface of the
component to be protected. Overlay coatings on the other hand are produced by
deposition of the protective covering by a variety of techniques such as
sputtering, physical vapour deposition (PVD), argon shrouded plasma spraying (ASPS),
and low pressure plasma spraying (LPPS) before being partially diffused into the
substrate by means of a suitably chosen heat treatment. Whilst the use of coatings
is clearly advantageous
from the point of view of protection of compopents from
agressive species in
the turbine, there are features of the processes involved
which, if not
suitably accounted for, could lead to reductions in component lives.
Whilst, as already noted above, there are a great number of commercially available
coatings and coating processes currently available for the protection of hot gas
turhine components, it is the intention of this paper to concentrate on those
produced by reaction or diffusion type processes, in particular the
aluminides.
Aluminide protective coatings have been in use on nickel and cobalt based
superalloys in gas turbines with a considerable degree of success since the
1950's.
As a result a considerable amount of experience has been gained in service
applications.
Initially this was primarily in the aero engine field where short
lives and high temperatures prevailed, the presence of the coating enabling the
design life to be achieved in situations where oxidation and hot corrosion was life
limiting in the engine. As operating temperatures
increased In industrial
applications, the use of aluminide coatings also became necessary in order that
blade design lives could be achieved and in certain circumstances even extended.
In these situations blade lives of
20,000 hours or greater were expected compared
with up to 1000 hours in the case of the aero engines. Whilst the use of aluminide
coatings in these
applications was generally advantageous a number of problems
emerged in their
use. In considering the use of aluminide type coatings in
practice both t- , advantages and disadvantages have to be considered for each
particular service application.
As far

as advantages are concerned, tie following points are relevant:-

I.

The use of coatings potentially prolongs the life of the component in the
engine and as such conserves both materials and resources. This means
that
in the long term fewer engine sets of blading should be required over the total
life of the turbine.

2.

The use of coatings allows cheaper and less corrosive resistant materials
be used thus conserving strategic materials.

1.

The use of coatings permits the use of cheaper
life of the component.

4.

The us* of coatinqs permits the recovery and/or recycling of parts, by
limiting corrosion damage to the top part of the coating only.

5.

All in all, the use of coatings results in significant economic savings
materials, resources and fuels as well as limiting the exploitation of
strategic materials, i.e. their use is cost effective.

fuel without any penalty

Whilst the above indicates that there are clear economic and technical
in using coatings, there are a number of potential disadvantages:I.

to
to the

in

advantages

The coating process adds to the cost of pr,,ucing the final component
in
terms of the coating process used, e.9. platinum aluminide coatings are
significantly more expensive than simple aluminide coatings. Whilst there is
initially an added cost, this may be more than recovered by the expected
extension in component life.
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2.

The coating process may prejudice material properties
in component life.

3.

The use of coatings necessitates the use of expensive reheat treatment
components to achieve the required specified properties.

4.

The presence of defects in
turbine integrity.

leading to a

reduction
'f

the coating can affect component and hence

Considered as a whole, however the advantages generally outweigh the
disadvantages
since most disadvantages can largely be overcome by the use of
suitable post
coating heat treatments and quality control measures.
The overall aim should therefore be to use the cheapest and most effective process
appropriate to the particular turbine application being considered consistent with
achieving the maximum degree of protection without compromising the mechanical
properties of the component or prejudicing the overall component life expectancy.
An awareness of the various coating
processes and their effect on material
properties is therefore important.
This will be considered in this paper
particularly from the point of view of aluminide coatings.
COATING PROCESSES
The commercial processes currently most widely used for the application of
aluminide coatings to superalloy substitutes are those of chemical vapour
deposition (CVD) and pack cementation (PC).
Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD)
In the classical CVD technique the aluminide deposits are generally produced
in
reactors into which an appropriate gas mixture is introduced and where only the
components to be coated are heated to the required temperature. Both gas pressure
and flow rate are controlled to ensure that the desired coating is obtained and
that the reaction by-products are carried away from the vicinity of the components
being coated. The actual coating is produced by either
chemical decomposition
(pyrolysis) of the gaseous phase or chemical reactions between the gaseous phase
and the component substrate.
The composition of the
gas phase used depends largely
on the type of coating required but can be composed of metal halides, metal
carbonyls, metal hydrides or complex organic-metallic compounds. In the CVD
process adequate control of parameters
such as substrate temperature and gas
compositions, pressure and flow rate are clearly essential if suitable coating
thicknesses are to be achieved on different superalloy substrates. In practice the
CVD technique is widely used
for well defined applications and series production of
similar pieces such as coatings on turbine blades, cutting tools e~c.
Pack Cementation (PC)
In the pack cementation process the components to be coated are placed in
semi-permeable boxes filled with a powder mixture containing the metal or an alloy
of the metal to be deposited and a suitable halide which is volatile at
the
temperature at which the coating is formed. During this process the container pack
and components embedded in the pack are held at the same
temperature, surrounded by
an atmosphere of hydrogen to minimise oxidation.
Unlike CVVD, the gas flow rates in
the pack cementation process are almost
zero.
In one particular variation of this
process coating occurs exclusively through the vapour phase with no direct contact
between the pack and the component.

/
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Although the chemistry of the coating process is complex, the essential processes
which occur are as follows.
At the coating temperature interaction occurs between
the metal and halide in the pack, resulting in the formation of of a metallic
halide which in turn reacts with the surface of the component
being coated. The
metal resulting from this reaction diffuse* into the
substrate with a consequential
lowering of its activity at the substrate/peck
interface. This transfer reaction
between the pack and the substrate continues during the coating cycle, with an
equilibrium condition between the gaseous phase in the pack and the substrate being
established. Coatings produced by this process may be based on packs containing
silicon, chromium or
aluminium or in certain cases a combination of these elements
(1).
In the case of aluminide coatings produced on nickel and cobalt based
superalloys, interaction between the metal applied and the substrate is a necessary
part of
the production of the coating, this consisting essentially of HAM and CoAl
on these alloys.

ALMUIN105 COATING OF SUPURA#WOS
Nickel and cobalt based superalloys currently used in advanced gas turbine plant
often operate in agressive environments and as such require to be
protected from
oxidation and hot corrosion attack in service. This is achieved by the use of
coatings, often of the aluminido type (eg hIAl or CoAl), these being applied using
various pack cementation processes similar to
that described above. The morphology
of the costing@ produced is dependent on a number of factors the most important of

.
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which is the type of process, the composition of the pack and the composition and
structure of the substrate material.
Apart from variations In the process type and
substrate material,
the overall formation of the coating is largely governed by the
aluminium
activity of the pack. (2,3).
In processes where the aluminium activity of the pack is low, the base element of
diffusis
the alloy, viz nickel or cobalt depending on the superalloy substrate,
preferentially through the coating being formed. This outward diffusion is a
characteristic of a low activity pack cementation process. On the other hand, when
the aluminium activity of the pack is high preferential diffusion of aluminium from
the pack through the aluminide layer being formed and into the substrate occurs.
This type of inward diffusion is thus a characteristic of a high activity pack
cementation process.
Aluminide coatings produced on superalloy substrates by these processes do not
exhibit the same resistance to oxidation and hot corrosion attack. In consequence,
it may be necessary to carefully select the optimum aluminising process/substLate
combination for specific turbine service environments. In this respect the overall
coating/substrate stability is important especially
in applications where extended
periods of operation are envisaged, viz > 20,000 hours. A comparison of the
potential problems encountered in the aluminisation of nickel and cobalt based
superalloys using low and high
activity processes is detailed below. Specific
aluminisation of carbide fibre reinforced and oxide
problems pertaining to the
dispersioned strengthened
(ODS) alloys as well as directionally solidified and
single crystal materials are also discussed.
NICKEL BASE ALLOYS
Low Activity Aluminide Coatings
As previously described, the formation of aluminide coatings on nickel base
superalloys in pack cementation processes in which the aluminium activity is
low,
occurs as a result of the outward diffusion of nickel. In consequence,
the
original substrata surface is finally located withk 8 the coatigg itself.
As a
result, the coating which Is formed at between 1000 C and 1100 C,
exhibits a two
zone structure, each zone lying on either side of the original
substrate surface as
shown in Fig. Ia.

*

*

The outer zone consists of NiAI, containing various alloying elements in solid
solution which have diffused together with nickel from the substrate alloy during
formation of the coating. The internal zone, on the other hand, consists of iAl
containing various precipitates formed from those elements in the substrate
material which are insoluble or incompletly dissolved in NIAI.
As a result oi
diffusion of nickel from the substrate to the coating, the underlying zone becomes
denuded in nickel and enriched in various other substrate alloying elements,
especially aluminium. This leads to the
formation of NiAl
-phase. A further
their low aluminium content, which varies by
characteristic of these coatings is
very little across the whole of
the NiAl coating thickness. Due to this latter
factor these coatings are held to be particularly structurally stable in service.
Whilst the low activity aluminide coatings are generally succesful in protecting
components from oxidation and high temperature corrosion attack, certain problems
can arise which may affect their potential performance. Foreign particles on the
incorporated
surface of the component to be coated will, as described above, be
These will not
into the coating in the position of the original metal surface.
generally affect the performance of the coating provided that
they do not occur in
quantities which might result in local delamination of the coating between the
first and second zone.
It is therfore important to ensure that the substrate
material is as clean as possible prior to the coating operation. Contamination of
the coating can also result from the cementation pack itself. This generally
occurs in the external zone of the
coating and in the case of contamination due to
metallic inclusions from the pack, the oxidation/corrosion behaviour of the coating
may be considerably modified (4).
Finally in alloys which are particularly rich in
chromium and certain other alloying elements, the internal coating zone may become
excessively brittle leading to delamination of the coating during service.
High Activity Aluminide Coatings
In the high activity peck cementation processes, the nickel aluminide coating
is
formed by diffusion of sluminium into the component substrate.
As a result
of this
the coating is formed below the original surface of the component.
Furthermore
this aluminisation process is carried out Lt a lowe& temperature than in the low
activity process, usually in the range 700 C to 950 C.
Initially the coating
formed b a post c8asting
the desired NiAI structure being
consists of NI Al,
range 1050 C to 1200 C. The
diffusion treame t carried out in the temperature
coatings thus obtained exhibit a high aluminium gradient through the tHAI
layer and
are reported to degrade during high temperature utilisaeion due to interdiftusion
effects with the substrate. (5).
The NM 2 Al

layer

formed during the aluminising process contains all of the

in the suBstrate material either in solid solution or as
in the alloy ot which have formed during the
-rW

elements

precipitates, pro-existing

aliminising treatment.

Transformation
M I

y

of the initial Ni2A1l
coating to the
final NiAI form during the post coating
diffusion heat treat ent is a complex process involving inward diffusion of
aluminium in the outer coating layers and outward diffusion of nickel from the
substrate through the inner coating
layer, Fig. lb. This process results in the
cocting exhibiting three distinct zones. The outer zone consists of NiA which
contains various precipitates either from the original substrate or which have
formed during the coating and
subsequent diffusion treatment, together with
elements from the substrate matevial held in solid solution. The internal region
formed by aluminising of the subjacent alloy, onnists of two regions: one close to
the alloy similar
to the internal zone of the low activity process, and the other
corresponding
to the low activity outer coating zone.
Since the co'position of the external layer of high activity coatings is
strot,gly
dependent on the substrate composition, so must be the oxidation/hot
corrosion
characteristics.
In certain instances th* corrosion resistance may
in fact be
unsatisfactory, particularly if the substrate material contains
titanium carbides
(4,6). Problems may also result from the use of high activity coatings on substrate
material containing massive carbide precipitates, particularly of the NC-type, Fig.
2. The presence of such
features not only affects the coating continuity but may
also provide sites
for preferential oxidation and/or corrosion attack (4).
Unlike
low activity
pack processes, the presence of contaminants on the component surface
prior to coating or due to pick up from the pack, are less problematical in high
activity aluminide coatings.
Finally, whilst Kirkendall porosity is a significant feature of pack
aluminised
nickel, no effect has been observed in pack aluminile coatings on
superalloys
produced by either high or low activity pack cementation
processes.
COBALT BASE ALLOYS
In the case of cobalt base auperalloys aluminide coatings can in principle be
applied by both high and low activity processes. The thermal cycles associated
with the aluminising treatments are, on the whole, generally longer
in duration or
conducted at higher temperatures than those used for nickel base alloys.
The protective coating in this class of alloys is the cobalt aluminide CoAl.
As it.
the case of the nickel base alloys described above the CoAl will contain
substrate
elements both in solid solution as well as in the form of
precipitates. The
significant difference in the structure of aluminide coatings on cobalt-base alloys
is the presence of a more or less continuqus layer of large chromium and/or
tungsten-rich carbides between the substrace
and coating itself, rig. 3. This may
lead to spalling of the coating in thick deposits or under thermal fatigue
conditions in service. In certain commercial processes such as CODEP DII, packs
with relatively high aluminium contents are used which minimise the formation of
the intermediate carbide
layer by permitting a considerably reduced thermal cycle
to be used during coating.
In general however low activity processes are preferred
for the aluminide coating of cobalt base alloys.
SPECIAL CASES
Directionally Solidified and Single Crystal Alloys
No significant problems have been encountered in the pack aluminising of
directionally solidified superalloys, since in general the substrate
compositions
are similar to their equiaxed counterparts. In the case of alloys
containing
hafnium additions some reduction in the oxidation/corrosion
resistance of high
activity coatings may occur due to the presence of hafnium-rich precipitates in the
outer coating zone.
The absence of major segregation effects and coarse carbide precipitates is a
positive advantage as far as aluminide coating of single crystal superalloys
is
concerned. This advantage is realised irrespective of whether the coatings are
applied using high or low activity processes.
Directionally Solidified Carbide Fibre Reintotced
In principle,
only possible
high activity
the very poor
outer zone of

utectic superalloye

the aluminid. coating of fibre reinforced eutectic superalloys
is
using low activity pack cementation processes, Fig. 4. The
use of
processes would lead to very unsatisfactory aluminide coatings due to
osidation/corosion resistance of the HfC, TaC or NbC fibres in the
the coating ().

Oxide Dismersion Strenethene4 Suoperalloys
The improved high temperature properties offered by oxide dispersion strengthened
euperalloys are of particular interest in gas turbine applications where extended
compnent life tines are required at very high
temperatures. It is anticipated
however that protective coatings will be necessary if the full potential of these

mater ials is to be achieved.

Mowever serious problems have been encountered with

regard to the chemical and mechanical stability of coatings on alloys containing
fine oxide particle dispersions.

j
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In early teats on aluminide and duplex chromium coatings, void formation and
rapid
substrate interdiffuaion effects led to premature coating spallation and failure.
This type of premature failure mode has continued to persist despite
the
introduction of new coating systems such as overlays and duplex
overlay/diffusion
systems. Glasgow and Santoro (7) noted that the substrate composition was clearly
important in that the tendency amongst oxide dispersion strengthend alloys to
become porous, decreasud with the alloys'
increasing oxidation resistance. Boone
et al (8) have recently investigated this in further detail arriving at the
following conclusions:
1)

The thickness and structure of aluminide coatings, particularly the inner
coating zone on OS alloys, is a strong function of the composition of
the
sibstrate alloy. Increased aluminum levels and possibly refractory
strengthening elements appear to be beneficial.

2)

The structure and stability of aluminide coatings on 0DS alloys are
of both the coating type and deposition process.

3)

Coating void formation and the resulting spallation occur in the inner
coating
zone and are delayed but not prevented by the larger more
dispersed zone
produced by low activity coatings on alloys with a high aluminium content.

4)

For all ODS alloys and aluminide coatingb studied, the coating systems
appeared to have insufficient protectivity to match the available mechanical
properties. The lack of stability was manifested both by void
formation in
the coating and resulting spallation and by aluminum diffusion into the
substrate (8).

functions

Clearly there are significant problems associated with the coating of the oxide
dispersion strengthened superalloys which must be overcome if the full
potential of
these materials is to be realised.
Alternative Processes
In addition to the pack cementation and chemical vapour processes described
variety of other methods are available for producing aluminide
coatings on
superalloys.

above a

Slurry
In this process a mixture of powders of suitable composition is applied to the
component surface by painting, spraying or dipping. The components are then
subjected to a suitable heat treatment during which the protective surface coating
is produced by:1.

Melting of the powder mixture accompanied by superficial dissolution of
substrate with the consequential formation of a multiphase coating by
diffusion.

2.

Chemical reactions in the slurry occurring concurently with
with the substrate.

This

latter process is known as the reactive slurry process.

the

interdiffusion

Dipping
This process consists of dipping the components to be coated into a liquid metal
bath containing the elements to be deposited. The desired coating is
formed by
diffusion either in the bath itself or during a subsequent heat
treatment cycle.
Electrolysis in Fused Salts
*

In this process the component to be coated is immersed in a bath of molten alkali
flourides held at between 500°C and 1200'C under an inert atmosphere.
Coating is
affected by electrolysis in the molten bath with the metal to be deposited acting
as the anode and the component to be coated as the cathode.
During deposition the
metal from the anode interacts with the component to form the coating required.
Whilst the above processes can be used to produce aluminide and other metallide
coatings on nickel and cobalt base superalloys they are not as widely used as the
high and low activity pack cementation processes already described in detail above.
COSRACIAL PROCRUI
Coatina TYR**
Apart from the high and low activity pack cementation variants already discussed,
commercial pack aluminising processes can be divided into two basic categories, via
single stage or direct aluminising processes and the more complex two stage
aluminising processes.
-

,

-
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Direct Aluminisation
for
Direct aluminisation treatments were amongst the earliest processes developed
activity types
Amongst the low
the corrosion protection of superalloy components.
introduced between
commercially available were the CODEP and HI-IS processes
PWA73 were introduced in
1964-66 while high activity aluminising processes, such as
process has been developed
Recently a new single stage pack cementation
1969.
and aluminium (1,9).
involving the simultaneous codeposition of chromium
Two Stage Aluminisation
Two stage aluminisation processes represent a more recent development in the
corrosion protection of gas turbine components, essentially consisting of a
pretreatment or predepositicii process conducted prior to the final aluminising
stage.
Typical pretreatments used prior to pack aluminising include chromising,
typical
particularly of low chromium containing substrate alloys such as IN100 i.e.
MCI2 and
Other chromsiing treatments are also used, such as
alumina formers.
precipitates in
-chromium
PWA70, these being designed to avoid the formation of
and Elcoat 240 actually
Some chromising treatments such as DP24
the final coating.
Finally, pretreatments are also
lead to the formation of a layer of -chromium.
are co-deposited with chromium prior
known in which other elements such as tantalum
(10).
to the final pack aluminising treatment
In the case of predeposition prior to pack aluminising, pure metals such as
or
platinum and/or rhodium have been used as well as deposits of certain nickel
making use
Perhaps the best known of the commercial processes
cobalt based aloys.
LDC2 and RT22
of the predeposition of platinum prior to pack aluminisatlon are
to 10 microns in
In these coatings an electrodeposited platinum layer, 5
(Ill.
a temperature in the
thickness,ia often gartlally diffused into the substrate at
Depending on
aluminising treatment.
range 1000 C to 1050 C prior to the final pack
applied the
conditions
the aluminising
the thickness of the platinum deposit and
either
of
consist
may
structure
final coating
1)

a continuous external &one of PtAl 2 approx
overlaying a 70 to 80 micron thick ione of

2)

a basic coating ofP -phase the outer

3)

a coating

consisting solely of

ately 10 microns
-phase (NiPtAl).

part of which

-phase

containing

in

thickness

contains PtAI 2
platinum

in solid

precipitates
solution.

has
The oxidation and corrosion resistance of these platinum aluminide coatings
This
been shown to be markedly superior to that of the simple aluminides (12).
their
makes
stability
structural
together with the fact that they exhibit excellent
components lives
application in industrial tirbines particularly attracoive where
in excess of 30,000 hours are required il3,14).
nickel
Studies are currently in progress on coatings in which corrosion resistant
plasma spraying
and cobalt based alloys are predeposited using sputtering. PVD and
on some of these
Whilst tests
techniques prior to final pack aluminising (IS).
there are no
combinations are providing interesting and promising results,
commercial coatings of this type currently available.
PRACIICAL PROCESSIMG PROBLE14S
of
Whilst thee are many practical problems associated with the aluminide coating
via, (a)
gas turbine components two of particular importance are considered here,
coating of
selective coating of specific areas of components (masking) and (b)
cooled blades.
lasking
during
The masking of areas of gas turbine components which are not to be coated
concerned with a
the alumintsing treatment is effected by simply painting the areas
activity
high
in
This process is most successful
refractory slurry e.g. ZrO 2 .
relatively low
packs where the aluminIsin4 treatment is carried out at
temperatures.
to
In low activity packs successful masking of components is much more difficult
achieve due primarily to the higher temperatures required by this process.
substrate
Interactions occur between the refractory powder slurry, the superalloy
occurs in the
and the pack powder with the result that some aluminide coating
developed, for use with
Efficient masking systems have however been
masked areas.
alloy powder mixtures tailored to
the low activity aluminiuC process, using neutral
The actual details of the
be coated.
match the composition of the superalloy to
processor to another and may have to be modified
msking procedures differ from one
component being coated.
to suit the particular
One process

Is based on a system of building up successive mask-coatings by

repeated dipping to obtain a protective shell.

r

In this process the first layers

consist of a mixture which is neutral with respect to the composition of the
superalloy. The final layers are almost pure chromium which, when sintered, become
the mechanically resistant part of the protective shell.
roots in
Another commonly used comercial process consists of placing turbine blade
a can filled with an appropriate masking agent and then placing the
whole assembly
Into the pack for the aluminising treatment.
In processes making use of vapour
phase aluminisation masking can readily be achieved oy covering the areas required
with a metallic sheet.
Coating of Cooled Blades
It has been well establised that in turbines using cooled blades in agressive
environments, the long small diameter (<0.5mm) holes of the internal cooling
passages must also be protected.
The use however of conventional pack
cementation
processes in meeting this objective faces several serious problems. Not only are
there great difficulties in feeding the reactants
through the cooling channels but
also in removing the pack mixture after the coating treatment. Obstruction of the
cooling holes must be avoided at all costs since it can lead to blade failures in
service due to local overheating
effects. This is most likely to arise in the case
of low activity pack cementation processes where the high pack operating
temperature will favour
sintering of the pack powder.
Furthermore in this process
the formation of
the NiAl layer by the outward diffusion nickel from the substrate
favours the
embedding of pack particles in the coating, as well as leading to a
reduction
in the diameter of the cooling holes themselves.
In high activity processes, such as PWA73 the pack temperature is much lower
and as
such sintering of the pack powder in the blade cooling passages would not be a
problem. Moreover the formation of the coating by the inward diffusion of
aluminium is less likely to lead to entrapment of pack particles
in the coating
itself. Whilst there are clear advantages in using the high activity processes
from the cooling passage blocking point of view this process is no better as far as
efficient coating of these cooling passages is
concerned. Aluminide deposition by
a vapour or vacuum pack cementation may
lead to more efficient corrosion protection
of blade cooling channels.
A process has recently been developed in which the substrate to be coated is
isolated from the powder mixture.
During the treatment the powder generates a
metal carrying gaseous species within the coating chamber.
These species then
reach the substrate by gaseous diffusion. The characteristic of the gaseous
transport agent required by this type of process is called 'throwing power'.
It is
related to the ability to deposit aluminium on internal surfaces which then
interacts with the base material to form the required aluminide coating.
Various
transport agents have been evaluated and their relative deposition rate measured.
It has been found that complex halides of aluminium such as
aluminium fluoride and
alkali metals such as sodium, have sufficient throwing
power (16).
A novel method of simultaneously metallizing the internal and external surfaces of
turbine blades has been developed by the National Gas Turbine
Establishment and
Fulmer Research Institute, (17, 10).
In this technique the
components to be coated
are placed in a retort separate from a near-conventional coating pack which
consists of an aluminiuI source, a halide activator and an inert diluent.
The
retort is heated to 650 C and the
pressure is then cycled by evacuating and
re-filling with argon. Pressure cycle frequency may be in the range of up to about
ten times per minute. Using
this technique the coatings on the external surface of
a blade aerofoil are
typically 50 microns in thickness while the internal surface
coatings are
nearer to 25 microns thus minimising the danger of blocking the narrow
cooling
channels.
The method has also been shown to be suitable for the generation
of
graded composition coatings where the final stage in the coating operation may
include pulse aluminising, chromising or siliconising designed to seal microcracks
or other defects in the surfaces of overlay coatings deposited by plasma-spray or
other methods (19).
The coating of cooled blades has also been extensively investigated by G.E.
Aluminide coatings were first obtained by the thermal decomp 8 sition of a
etalorganic liquid (trisobutylaluminum - TBA) at about 200 C (20).
The aluminium
deposit is produced either by dipping the pieces into the liquid or by cir 8 ulating
the liquid throughout the blades. A heat-treatment of a few hours at 1050 C is
then carried out in order to form the aluminide coating.
Other metallic deposits
hayg also been produced by similar processes: nickel
from nickSl carbonyl at 150 to
250
and chromium from liquid dicumenylchromium at 350 to 450 C. The deposition
of successive layers of Ni,
Cr, and Al allows the formation of alloy coatings.
more successful methods have since been developed to coat internal surfaces:
electroleas deposition of nickel and slurry with a halide activator for chromium
and aluminium deposition (21).
Quality Control of foatines
The existence of coating defects has been recognised as a problem from the

earliest

days of using protective coatin s in turbines, fig. S. Not only are

defects

undesirable from the point of view of potentially negating the value

of the coating

as regards corrosion protection but also due to certain forms

of them acting as

sub-critical defects which can lead to premature blade failure. In order therefore
to ensure high reliability in coated components, careful quality control procedures
must be excercised before, during and after
coating (22).
Such procedures are not
only desirable but necessary if the
life of the component Is to be achieved and the
integrity of the turbine during its operating life is to be guaranteed.
Most defects in coatings can be readily detected using a number of well
establised
techniques. There are however no generally accepted standards of
testing nor
standards of defect acceptance or rejection of coated parts. The
final control
measures are currently exercised by
the turbines makers or the end user, where
component refurbishing is involved, and generally defined in
the specification laid
down for the coating cnncerned.
Apart from the usual quality audits of commercial
coating producers and the routine monitoring of
the coating process itself, the
quality of coatings is generally determined on
the basis of test coupons and/or
randomly sampled component cut up tests.
In cases where the components are large
and expensive, such as high power
industrial gas turbine blades the coating quality
may be largely assessed on
the basis of cut-up tests on test coupons alone.
Evaluation of Test Coupons
The homogeneity of a coating is greatly dependent on the manner in which the
components being coated are distributed within the pack cementation box.
This
being the case it is necessary to sensibly distribute test coupons of the
substrate
material throughout the box in order that adequate checks on the quality can be
made after coating. Whilst the increase in mass of these
testpiecea is the first
valid indication of the coating quality, other tests
may be necessary to establish
the final coating quality, such as
1)

metallographic determination of the coating thickness and assessment of
structure by comparison with established standard microsections

2)

determination of the surface aluminium conteni (or platinum in the case of
LDC2 or RT22 types) by X-ray fluorescence or
-backscattering
techniques.

3)

assessment of coating integrity using fluorescent dye penetrant,
ultrasonic,
eddy current, radiographic, infra-red emission or other
appropriate
techniques,

its

and
4)

static and/or dynamic oxidation tests followed by visual and
examination.

metallograhic

Evaluation of Coated Components
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It is equally and arguably more important to carry out the quality control
tets
lescribed above on actual aluminised components randomly selected from
each batch
being coated. Whilst there Is a considerable degree of merit in
this approach,
there is a danger of overkill, not to mention the increased
commitment of resources
with a subsequent increase in costs.
A compromise
must therefore be reached with
respect to adequately assessing the coating
process from the point of view of
achieving the required quality control
standards without resorting to unjustifiable
commitment of resources and consequent expenditure, all of which will reflect
itself in the final cost of
the component.
In other words, the proper and most
efficient use of resources
must be exercised without compromising the quality of
the end product.
This
in especially important in the assessment of actual coated
components since,
as is the case in large industrial turbines, they can
individually coot
several thousand pounds each.
In this case the assessment of
quality must
largely rely on the use of non-destructive tests of components in
association with a more rigorous background of testing based on test coupons which
have
been coated in the pack at the same time.

K

In assessing the quality of coated components two principal sources of
defects
have to be considered, viz. (a) those originating from the component and (b) those
originating from the actual coating process.
With regard to defects arising from the substrate being coated, it is
necessary to
distinguish between new (virgin) components and those which have undergone repair.
The latter being more complex are dealt with below in the
section dealing with
repair and recovery of ex-service components.
In the case of new components,
certain defects detected after coating are generally
associated with residues from
the precision casting moulds which have not been adequately removed from the
component surface by sand-blasting after casting.
In practice only 0.3-0.50 of all
pieces tested are rejected on this basis and these are generally recoverable by
stripping and recoasting. Defects arising
from surface porosity in investment
castings are relatively rare since these would be dressed out prior to coating.
Some defects may also arise due to
large carbide outcrops in the substrata.
hgain
these are relatively rare.

:' !
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Defects arising from the coating process itself include various types of
cracking,
porosity, entrapment of inclusions, compositional variations, thickness variations
and interfacial separation, Pigs. 5 & 6. Whilst many of
these defects can be
detected by visual and/or other non-destructive testing techniques, others may
depend on the destructive examination of test coupons
and indeed actual components
themselves.
Defects may also arise during the
finishing of the coated parts such
as locally too severe sand-blasting leading to overthinning of the coating. This
can often be reclaimed by use of a supplementary coating treatment without
resorting to stripping of the part
concerned.
In the case of the other defects
recycling of the component is necessary to recover the
described above a complete
part.
Repair and Recovery of Coated Turbine Parts
In order to conserve both materials and ciergy, and prolong the service life of hot
section, stationary and moving gas turbines, repair and recovery procedures are
becoming genermlly accepted practices (22, 23).
These procedures include recoating
of turbine parts, repair welding/brazing of
cracks, replacement of aerofoils and
hot isostatic pressing (HIP) to recover
the effects of creep damage. In pursuing
this philosphy however, the quality control procedures which must be exercised are
even more vigorous than those
imposed in new components.
Not only must it be shown
that the recovered part
is indeed fit for service, but this must be done in a
situation where
extremely difficult technical problems must be overcome to ensure a
sound part.
The main problem to be overcome in attempting the recovery of used
turbine blades is to -nsure that they are .ufficiently clean before the
refurbishing operation is commenced.
This will be highlighted in the discussion of
the basic procedures outlined below.
The

recoating of turbine components may be necesary due to a number of

causes

such as
1)

faults which have developed during the original coating treatment, Fig.

2)

general or local corrosion attack whereby after a period in service the
coating can no longer fulfil its protective function, and

3)

local damage to the component by impact etc.,

5.1)

Recoating may also be carried out as part of an overall refurbishing programme on a
component in association with brazing and welding repair work.
In each case the
original coating has to be effectively stripped from the component
before recoating
can proceed. This is generally achieved uding a combination
of abrasive blasting
and chemical stripping procedures. Great care is
necessary to ensure that the old
coating is effectively stripped down to the
unimpaired base material and in the
case of corrosion damaged parts, below any effects the corrosion attack may have had
on the substrate. This means that
the dimensions of the component will be reduced
after each stripping
operation, thus reducing the effective load bearing cross
section of the aerofoil. Stripping and recoasting can therefore only be carried out
a limited
number of times expecially in blading where the aerofoil wall sections
are
thin, e.g. high performance cooled aircraft blades. For example, if a 60
micron thick aluminide coating which has penetrated the base material by 25 microns
.
is stripped from a blade having a wall thickness of 0.5 to 1"
a 2 to 5% reduction
in the cross section of the aerofoil will occur with a corresponding increase in
the nett section stress (24).

A

It has been suggested that the problems associated with the reduction in
aerofoil
cross section can be avoided by simply removing the corrosion
products without
stripping the coating as a whole (24, 25).
This means that
the effective substrate
being recoated will have a higher aluminium content than the original substrate
alloy.
Lehnert and Neinhardt (24) have however
shown that this technique can
succesafuly be applied to LDC2 coatings and that the recoated product exhibits the
normal chemical composition and structure expected in this platinum aluminido
low activity pack cementation processes
coating. Further work has suggested that
If the
repair using this procedure (25).
are the most suitable for coating
original costing however is not
removed the risk of spallation after recoating is
likely to increase due to the new coating thickness being increased by a factor of
(23).
2,
approximately
The success of any recoating operation will be largely dependent on the
availability of stripping and cleaning techniques which can remove both the
corrosion products and remaining coating without undue damage to the turbine parts
(26).
Whilst stripping and cleaning procedures must be effective in order to
ensure a successful end result they must not be too vigorous. Grain boundary attack
or preferential dissolution of the substrate alloy must be
avoided or at least
minimised especially in thin walled components such as cooled aerofoils.
In such
components it is particularly difficult to remove oxides and sulphides from
internal cavities and narrow cooling channels. In such cases it has been found to

be advantageous to subject the parts, after

chemical stripping, to an additional

cleaning step in hydrogene.
Rven more efficient cleaning of these difficult areas
is achieved by treatment in gaseous fluorine or using the Fluor Carbon Cleaning
process (26).
These procedures significantly reduce the reject rate after

• ",p,.
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recoating.
In the case
of chemical stripping a reject rate of approximately So is
experienced compared with 1-2% using the additional fluorine cleaning step.
However, a reject rate of 5% on recoating is poor when compared with the 0.3-0.50
recorded in the coating of new components. Finally, should the stripping
procedures described above have been unsuccessful in fully removing all traces of
sulphur
penetration in the substrate, 'sponge-like' features may occur on the
component surface after recoating.

.

Following stripping and cleaning the new surface to be coated may differ in
chemical composition and structure from that of the originAl alloy, primarily due
to coating/substrate interdiffusion effects which have occurred during service.
In
consequence, both the structure and composition of the 'new' coatings are likely to
differ from those produced on virgin substrates.
Currently relatively little Is
known regarding the behaviour of recoated components in service, particularly with
regard to their long term corrosion protection capability.
Nevertheless reliable
coatings appear to be generally achieved with records of both blades and vanes in
aero engine applications having been recoated up to 12 times (25).
Successful repair of coatings which have been locally damaged due to impact
etc.,
has been reported using the Sermalloy I procedure, in which a powder
containing 880
aluminium and 120 silicon is applied to the surface. Coating 6epair is effected by
a thermal treatment of approximately 15 hours duration at 1000 C, this being often
incorporated into the quality heat treatment cycle required by the component alloy.
Certain users however automatically reject
impact damaged components on the basis
that the coating crack may have
extended into the substrate.
These become
candidates for stripping and inspection before resorting to possible salvage by
recoating.
If repairs by brazing or welding are necessary, stripping and cleaning of the
component has to be meticulously controlled since the presence of any coating or
contaminant will seriously affect the repair procedures, as has recently been shown
by Haafkens, (26).
Repair welding is usually effected using a TIG
process with a
filler wire which may differ considerably in composition from the original
component material. The differing compositions of the filler weld materials will
result in a zone in which the final coating may be
significantly different in both
its composition and hence potential corrosion
resistance.
It has been reported
that these compositional differences are more marked when high activity rather than
low activity processes are used during recoLIng. A further complication is the
formation of Kirkendall porosity during recoating, particularly when simple filler
metals such as 1N62 are used in the weld repairs. Amongst other problems
encountered in the use of simple weld metals, such as OCr2ONi, is the formation of
chromium rich
layers at the coating/weld metal interface which might lead to
spallation of
the coating, (22, 23).
Recoating of components after brazing repairs may lead to problems associated with
coating composition and integrity, due to the formation of complex low
melting
point ternary eutectics such as N-Al-Si or N-Al-B. In the case of
cobalt-base
alloys repaired using nickel base braze metals, the coating in the brazed areas is
much thicker and of a different composition to that on the
rest of the component.
This may lead to a reduction in the anticipated life expectancy of the coating in
service either due to differential corrosion
effects or thermal fatigue damage at
compositional interfaces in the coating
itself.
The repair of thin walled sections associated with cooled components create
complex
problems in their own right. Not only is there a limited availability of adequate
material to support the repair but in many cases the repaired areas will
effectively prove to be non-load carrying and even less so due to further
reductions in load carrying area resulting from diffusion effects
associated with
the recoating process.
j

Finally should hot isostatic pressing be used as part of a component
refurbishing
programme to recover creep damage or other microatructural
defects, it is essential
that any coating present is completely stripped beforehand.
In the case of
aluminide coatings, rapid diffusion of aluminium
into th8 substrate would occur at
the high temperatures associated with the process (>1200 C) resulting in a
significant lose in surface ductility.

....

It is clear from the points made above that repair and refurbishment of high
temperature gas turbine parts is not only feasable, and cost effective but
also
desirable from the point of view of conservation of energy and materials.
Great
attention to achieving and maintaining the quality of the refurbished parts must be
exercised if the safety and integrity of the turbine is to be assured. The user
has the final say in this respect, since should components exhibit defects after
repair, they can be rejected, reprocessed or, if not too serious in nature,
life-limited in engines operating under less demanding conditions.

Severs hot corrosion attack and degradation, particularly of components in the
sections of marine and stationary gas turbine may occur due to deposition of
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sulphate/chloride colts originating from the presence of sulphur end chlorides in
the fuel or in the Ingested air.
This degradation principally occurs as follows.
During the course of a short incubation period, a protective scale develops on
the
surface of the component, which Is comparable to that observed under conditions of
pure oxidation. In the case of components protected by
aluminide coatings a
protective layer of Al
will be formed during this stage. After this incubation
or initiation period,
al~id attack occurs by hc.
corrosion, the rate of this being
ccntrolled by the actual composition of the c')ating. For example, the presence of
chromium prevents basic fluxing of the A1 2 0
4cale during the incubation period
while yttrium and platinum prevent access or igreassive salts to the subadjacent
coating by reducing the risk of
cracking and spallation of the surface protective
oxide (27).
Besides basic
fluxing, other mechanisms such as acid fluxing may be
induced by certain substrate elements or gas contaminants, leading to further hot
corrosion degradation. In addition to this, the rate of coating degradation is
considerably increased if the surrounding environment periodically fluctuates
from
oxidising to reducing conditions. Under these conditions pure
-phase nickel
aluminide coatings have ben found to provide better corrosion
protection than
those containing noticeable amounts of chromium (28).
Assessment of the corrosion resistance of coatings and determination of the
mechanism of the degradation prcess has ben the subject of extensive
laboratory
based studies (29).
These include a variety of hot corrosion studies conducted on
salt coated material exposed in 80 /80 environments
under both isothermal and
thermally cycled conditions. Similar Lests have also been conducted in
ash-mixtures the composition of which are based on deposits removed from ox-service
turbine blades.
Blectro-chemical methods
using molten salt baths have also been
used in an attempt to ascertain the conditions under which breakdown of the
protective scale on the coating way occur. Tests have also been performed using
burner rigs where a closer
approach to 'real' gas turbine conditions can be
simulated in terms of gas pressures and velocities as well as thermal fluctuations.
In addition, various of these tests have been performed on coated materials under
stress in order to determine the penalty that this additional factor has on the
overall likely performance and hence life expectancy of a coated component (30, 31).
All of these approaches are valuable from the point of view of selecting the
most
likely coating/substrate combination to succeed in a particular turbine
application, as well as enabling nom
of the fundamental processes of the corrosion
process to be studied.
In the final analysis however, it is the
performance in the
turbine which will be the ultimate determining factor in deciding whether the
correct selection has been made in terms of achieving Improvement In overall
reliability and life expectancy.
Degradation and Corrosion Behaviour of Alumninid. Coatings.
The primary objective in using coatings is to provide protection of the component
substrate from corrosion due to agressive species in the turbine environment for as
long a period as possible.
It therefore follows that the coating composition and
thickness are of significant importance since It is
these which determine the
availability of protective scale forming elements during the life of the coating.
Furthermore the overall integrity of the coating is vitally important since once it
becomes breached, either due to cracking or chemical attack, it is at the end of
its useful life in terms of
protection of the component.
Another factor which may
lead to a reduction in the effectiveness of the coating as far as protection of the
substrate is concerned, is its overall thermal stability.
Due to coating/substrate
interaction effects the chemical composition of the coating may be changed
such
that its overall corrosion resistance may be reduced to even less than
that of the
substrate material it is designed to protect (13).
During service, two basic coating degradation mechanisms have been observed on
aluminide coatings.
1)

outward diffusion of nickel in combination with inward diffusion of
alumintum
leading to an effective increase in the overall coating thickness with
consequential reduction in the aluminium content of the outer coating sone.
and

2)

consumption of aluminium due to Al 0 scale formation and spallation at
the
outer surface of the cating. This 2 cn le
to significant consumption of
aluminium in the ccmiting resulting in the
'-phase (Ni 3 Al).
oxidation resistant

-NiAl being

converted

to the less

This process occurs progressively with service exposure untilY' fingers penetrate
throught to the outer coating surface after which rapid failure of
the coating
occurs, (32, 40).
These effects are noticeably accelerated by other processes such
as but-cor o ion, erosion and thermally or mechanically induced spallation damage
to the coating during its service life.
The joint affect of the two basic processes described above leads to an

increase In coating thickness follow
equation

by a decrease which can be

initial

described by the

I

dh

A e

Q / RT

at
where h, is the coating thickness. Q is the activation of energy of nickel
diffusion in NiAl.
Substrate compdsition also plays an important role with regard to the overall
potential corrosion resistance of the coating, due primarily to coating
substrate
interaction effects such as those described above. This has been amply demonstrated
for a number of different coating/substrate combinations, Fig. 7, (32).
Aluminide-coatings were originally developed for protection against oxidation
(i.e.
enhanced formation of Al ,O)
in aero-gas turbines.
Under hot corrosion conditions,
such as that typically e*c6untered in stationary gas turbines,
such aluminide
coatings can only provide limited protection since by
interaction with molten
sulphate deposits, the Al 0
is being converted into unprotective aluminates (basic
fluxing).
However, it hai Aeen shown that even under corrosive conditions some
noticeable extension of service lives can be
achieved, Fig 8.
hs already described, the presence of chromium in aluminide coatings promotes
and
sustains the Al 0
formation and therefore reduces the effect of basic
flux ing
However due to h1 limited solubility of chromium (and other
elements) in the
-phase there is also only limited potential
to improve the hot corrosion
resistance of the simple aluminides.
A significant advance In the field of aluninide coatings has been the development
of the two stage processes utilising electrodepostion of platinum. In these systems
the improved oxidation and corrosion resistance is associated with the formation of
PtAl
in the outer ion
of the coating together with the presence of platinum in
soli. solution in the -phase. The presence of PtA1
results in the retention of
aluminium at the coating surface and as such promotes Al 0 scale formation with
the minimisation of spallation.
Furthermore the PtAl aiti as an aluminium
resevoir, also reduces the rate of
inward diffusion oi aluminium towards the
substrate.
Finally extensive studies by Strang and Cooper (32) have demonstrated
that the thermal stability of the platinims aluminide coatings is markedly superior
to that of the si
1. aluminides, the presence of platinum suppressing the
transformation ofr-phase to the loes corrosion resistant Ni Al observed in simple
aluminide coatings.
The overall improvement in thermal stability exhibited by the
platinum-aluminide coatings has been particularly exploited in industrial gas
turbine applications, where component lives in excess of 30,000 hours in agressive
environments is expected.
BFFCTS

OF COATINMGS ON THN PROPTZS Or SUPZRALWYS SUBSTRALM

One of the most significant difficulties associated with the use of pack
thermal
cementation coating processes is that their associated and often protracted
cycles are generally imcompatable with that which is required to develop the
modern superalloys.
desired mechanical properties, particularly creep strength of
The presence of a coating can also affect other important properties, e.g. high
cycle and low cycle fatigue. Care must therefore be taken to ensure that
the
choice of coating is optimised with respect to the corrosion protection, mechanical
application of a
property and hence life requirements of the component. The
and hence, of the
coating may therefore affect the properties of the substrate
basic component in a variety of different ways. These are now considered in
detail.

camE
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Coating Thermal Cycle
The prolonged periods of exposure at high temperature and slow cooling rates
heat
associated with pack aluminising processes are generally imoompatible with the
In
treatments required to develop the required properties in modern superalloys.
particular the creep properties of nickel base alloys are likely to be severly
reduced due to an unsatiafactory distribution of
' being produced during the
coating thermal cycle. unsatisfactory grain boundry carbide distributions may also
occur, resulting in poor high temperature ductility in the material. If costing of
gas turbine parts is necessary, it is therefore important to eliminate any
deleterious effects on material properties arising from the coating process.
This
can generally be achieved by implementing the full quality heat treatment for the
In certain alloy
alloy after the coating process he been carried out, (32).
can be carried out with the material in the as-east or fully heat
saytems. cating
In other
treated condition without the properties being unduly affected. Fig. 9.
alloy system deleterious cha"es in the miorostruature of the substrata due to the
comaing prcess can only be reversed using the normal quality beat treatment tot
Certain other oases exist where it is possible to guarantee
the alloy, rig. 10.
thermal cycle within the
the substrate alloy properties by combining the coating
quality beat treatment cycle required by the alloy.
In

certain situations minor modifications

to the substrate alloy composition

can

I

I

make the application of a coating feasable where previously no success was
possible. This is well illustrated in the case of the commercial alloy CoTac744,
which requires the following quality heat treatment.
Solution treatment
Ageing

0

30 mins.
1220 C AC
0
16 hours @ 850 C AC

As already discussed high activity pack aluminising processes are
unsatisfactory
for coating carbide fibre reinforced eutectic superalloys. The alternative low
activity processes whilst being more suitable can still be detrimental due to the
effect of the slow cooling rate associated with the coating thermal cycle.
In work
conducted by ONERA, (33) the creep rupture lAfe of CoT8 c744 was found to be reduced
by a factor of 3 at temperatures
between 850 C and 900 C, when aluminide coated
according to the following process;
30 sins. @ 1220°C AC
- solution treatment stage
10 hours @ 10500C
slow cool - low activity aluminide coating
0
16 hours 0 850 C AC
- ageing stage
0

At temperatures of 1000 C and greater no loss in properties were recorded due to
the fact that at these high temperatures the creep properties are dictated by the
properties of the carbide fibres, while at lower temperatures the
Strength of the
matrix dominates.
A significant improvegent in crep strength and transverse ductility in the
temperature range 900uC to 1000 C can be achieved by modifying the composition
of
the alloy (CoTac784) and utilising a modified 3-stage quality heat
treatment, viz.,
Solution treatment
First ageing treatment
Second ageing treatment

30 Sins. #
16 hours @
16 hours @

0

1220°C
- 1240 C AC
0
1050 0 C AC
850 C AC

By combining a low activity pack aluminising process with the first high
temperature ageing step it is possible to coat the modified alloy without
affecting
the creep properties, provided that the cooling rate after the coating cycle is not
unduly slow. The improvements desgribed are due to an increase in the 5 I stability
resulting from an increase in the y-solvus
temperature brought about by the
modified alloy composition.
The quality heat treatment for monocrystalline alloys such as CMSX2 normally
consists of a 3-stage process, viz.,
Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3

2-3 hours
@
15 hours
:
15-24 hours

0

1260°C to 1320 C AC
1050 C, AC
or
4-6 hours
0
850 C, AC

0

@ 1100 C, AC

Low activity or high activity aluminising processes can be incorporated into
the
quality heat treatment cycle for this alloy without detriment to the creep
properties provided the cooling rate from the stage 2 cycle is fast enough.
Should, in the case of a low activity process, the post coating cooling rate prove
to be too slow, thmicrostructure can be restored by incorporating an additional 4
hour treatment 1050°C, followed by a rapid cool, into the total
heat treatment
cycle. This procedure is also valid in the case of the coating procedure adopted
for the modified CoTac744 alloy. The above example clearly
illustrates how coating
processes can be incorporated into the normal quality
heat treatment cycle for the
component material, as well as indicating the
need to ensure that both the coating
and quality heat treatment procedures are compatible.
Reduction of Cross-section
Aluminidt coatings are normally assumed to be non-load bearing.
Furthermore as a
result of their application a certain portion of the substrate is consumed thus
effectively reducing the cross-sectional area of unaffected substrate material.
This means that the nett section stress in a .gated component, such as a turbine
blade will be effectively higher than in the same component in the uncoated
condition. This effect has been recognised in the
study of the effects of coating
on the creep rupture properties of
supralloys, stress correction factors having to
applied in the case of coated testpieces, (32, 34).

*

For esample, the formation of a 60 micron thick aluminide coating on INI00 will
result in the consumption of approximately 40 microns of substrate
material. In
the case of thin walled component I=
in thickness, the load bearing section after
coating on both sides will be reduced to 0.92mm. The corresponding 90 increase in
stress at a constant load implies a reduction in
ctreeg rupture life by a factor of
two times, vis 500 hours instead of 1000 hours at 850 C. According to Heuser et al
(34), the creep rupture life would be reduced by more than 60% for a wall thickness
of 0.5Sm.
Practical considerations such as this are clearly Important in the case of
thin
wall sections associated with cooled gas turbine blades, Fig. 11.
It should be
noted that thin section materials ace already known to exhibit reduced rupture
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lives when compared with normal thickness materials, and that
application of a
coating would reduce this further (35).
As a result of such
factor the repeated
coating of thin wall blades is clearly limited.
Finally, the additional weight of the aluminium in the coating may, in the case of
very thin walled blades, lead to increase in the overall section
stress and hence a
significant reduction in component life, Fig. 12, (36).
Coating/Substrate Interdiffusion
In various studies on the effects of coatings on the high temperature
properties of
nickel and cobalt based superalloys, significant coating/substrate interdiffusion
effects have been observed. This is hardly
surprising since the composition of the
coatings are substantically different
from the substrate upon which they lie and as
such, strong chemcial
interdiffusion effects during high temperature exposure in
service would be expected. These not only lead to changes in the structure of the
coatings,
which in time may change their effective corrosion resistance, but also
to substantial modifications to the microstructure of the alloy zone adjacent to
the coating. In this respect Strang has reported the presence of extensive 0-phase
precipitation at the costing/substrate interfaces of both simple and platinum
aluminide coatings on IN73LC. (37,38,39).
In studies conducted on ocreep rupture
testpieces exposed for up to 40,000 hours duration at 750 C and 850 C platelets ofr
-phase were shown to extend from the coating/substrate
interface for up to 100
microns into the substrate itself.
Under certain conditions the0-platelets were
also observed to offer an easy path for crack propagation from the coating into the
substrate material, (39).
Lang and
Tottle have made similar observations on coated
IN738LC specimens exposed for
various periods at temperatures up to 1000 C, (40).
In these studies R-phase was detected at the coating substrate interface in
addition to the
-phase already reported, Fig 13.
Whilst the presence of these plate-like phases in the subcoating zone has so far
not been found to be detrimental to either the creep or low cycle fatigue
life of
super-alloys, (14,38,41) no studies have so far been reported on thin
section
material.
Their potential effect on the high cycle fatigue properties
of a number
of nickel based superalloys is currently under investigation in a number of
laboratories, (42,43).
Whilst no detrimental effects on basic high
temperature
properties have been reported due toO-platelets in the
sub-coating zone of
aluminised nickel base alloys, Strang has suggested that they may be potentially
dangerous on the basis of sub-critical crack growth considerations.
In the case of
a normal aluminide coating a through thickness crack or defect may be 75 to 100
microns in depth. Should however extensive C -phase precipitaton occur during
service in the subscoating zone, say up to a depth of another 100 microns, then the
total defect to be considered is now 200 microns in size. Under certain
circumstances such a defect may extend by sub-critical growth processes such as
thermal and/or high cycle fatigue and thus lead to failure of the component.
It can generally be concluded that provided that all of the necessary precautionary
steps are taken, the application of aluminide coatings should not lead to a
deterioration in the basic creep rupture or tensile ptoperties of the substrate
alloys. On the other hand, since the presence of a coating
does not confer any
strength to the substrate, any benefit can only be expected under conditions where
environmental effects are likely to be life
limiting. A useful coating will
therefore, by appropriate protection scale
formation, effectively seal the
substrate off from ingress of any agressive species likely to reduce component life
by grain boundary attack (44) or
reduction of load bearing cross section due to
corrosion, Fig. 14, (45).
COATING DUCTILITY
J

Survival
the its
coating,
in strain
terms oftolerance
its mechanical
integrity,
will be
dependent ofupon
Inherent
capability
or ductility.

critically
Strains

imposed upon the coating during operation of the turbine will be due to the thermal
and mechanical stress cycles experienced by the components concerned. As a result of
this, the strains generated will be a combination of those resulting from thermal
expansion mismatches between coating and substrate as well as those transmitted by
mechanical deformation of the substrate itself. The ability of the coating to
accommodate such
strains will be dependent not only upon their magnitude and
frequency ofapplication but also on other factors such as coating type, thickness
and the temperature range over which the maximum strains have to be tolerated.
Due consideration of these factors is especially important if premature mechanical
failure of the coating is to be avoided.
A certain disadvantage of aluminide coatings in this context is that while at
high
temperature they possess fairly high ductility, below a certain
temperature, known
as the ductile/brittle transition temperature (DSTT), their
failure strain drops to
lse than 0.20, i.e. they are effectively brittle.
While the ductility behaviour
of NCrAIY overlay coatings can now be adjusted by compositional modifications, the
ductility of sluminides however varies only slightly with oomposition, CoAl being
generally more brittle than NiAl, rig. 15. To a minor extent aluminide coating
ductility is also dependent on the substrate alloy composition, coating process

route, straining rate and on coating thickness. However this typical behaviour of
aluminides need not be
detrimental provided that proper actions are taken to ensure
that (thermal) strains are minimized, particularly at temperatures below DOTT so
that the
maximum strain range level experienced by a coated component does not
exceed
the failure strain of the coating. This can generally be achieved in
practice
by careful control of turbine start-up and shut down cycles.
FATIGUE PROPERTIES
Varying results have been reported concerning the effect of aluminide coatings on
the low cycle, high cycle and thermal fatigue properties of superalloys. Since
fatigue failure is generally (in the absence of internal flaws and
porosity)
initiated at the surface, and affected by the environment the application of a
coating on the surface may potentially affect fatigue properties of coated
components. Whether it does or not will depend on the
relative intrinsic
mechanical and physical properties, and their temperature dependence, of both the
coating and substrate alloy, respectively. These
properties include yield
strength, elastic modulus, thermal expansion coefficients, ductility and DBTT.
If
the relevant properties of the coating
are worse than those of the substrate then
cracks can be generated in the
coating, whereby the coating will lose its prime
function to provide corrosion
protection. Furthermore such cracks may propagate
into the substrate by
subcritical crack growth process and lead to premature
failure of the entire component (see above).
On the other hand, if the coating
(fatigue) properties are better than those of the substrate, ther an improvement of
the overall
behaviour can be anticipated, in air and even more so under corrosive
environment.
For the fatigue behaviour of coated parts residual (or intrinsic) stresses in
the
coating will also be of vital importance to its behaviour under cyclic
loading
(47). It is know that such stresses will increase with thickness of
the coating,
however little is known about their relative magnitude for the various
coating/substrate combinations. Betz et al.(48) have reported some
results on how
coating ductility and LCF-endurance decrease with increasing coating thickness,
Fig. 16.
Low Cycle Fatigue
Relatively few studies have been conducted on the low cycle fatigue properties of
coated nickel and cobalt-based superalloys, and variable results have been
obtained, this being mainly due to differences in testing technique, coating
type,
test temperature range and so on.
Wells and Sullivan (41) have demonstrated that significant improvements in the
low
cycle push-pull fatigue propertieg of U700 can be achieved by pack
aluminising this
alloy.
In tests conducted at 927 C, the cyclic strain
tolerance of coated material
was up to 503 higher than that of the uncoated alloy. Although crack initiation
resistance was improved by the use of a standard pack-aluminising treatment
followed by the normal quality heat
treatment for the alloy, further benefits
resulted by the inclusion of an
intermediate coating diffusion treatment, Fig. 17.
The effects of pack-aluminide coatings on the push-pull low cycle fatigue
characteristics of Reno 80 have been evaluted using a strain range partitioning
analysis technique by Kortovich and Sheinker (48) and Halford and
Nachtigall (49),
Fig is.
0

In tests conducted at 871 C and 1000C under ultra high vacuum conditions,
Kortovich and Sheinker indicated that whilst the fatigue life was
significantly
affected by the strain cycle type, the introduction of a creep
factor reducing the
life considerably, there was little or no effect of the
coating or test temperature
on the fatigue properties. In a parallel
programme, Halford and Nachtigall
demonstrated that there were no significant differences between uncoated and
pack-aluminised Reni 80 in push-pull low cycle fatigue tests conducted in air at
1000°C.

*
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A comparison of these data on Rene 80, however, indicated that whilst there is
a
significant effect due to environment, via the fatigue strength is higher in
vacuum
than in air, there is no difference between material in the coated and
uncoated
conditions within a particular environment, Fig. 18.
Although this situation would be expected to be maintained in long-term tests
conducted in vacuum, a progressive weakening of uncoated material compared with
coated might be expected to occur in high temperature, long-term tests conducted in
the Rene 80 work
In
air.
This would be especially true in thin section material.
the coating treatment was incorporated into the normal quality heat treatment
schedule for the alloy.
The effects of various aluminide and platinum-aluminide coatings on the reverse
bend low cycle fatigue properties of IN73ILC and FSX414 have been reported by
Strong (J3).
in tests which incorporated 8 30 minutgC dwell period between each
cycle, at various temporatures between 500 C and 900 C, no
significant differences
between coated and uncoated material were found for durations of up to 700 hours
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and 1500 hours in the case of FSX414 and IN738LC respectively (Figs. 19 and 20).
In all of these tests the full quality heat
treatment appropriate for IN 730LC and
FSX414 was carried out after coating.
in practice the actual coating response will be the result of the strain cycle
imposed by a combination of mechanical and thermal effects. As a result of
this
there has been a move towards achieving tests which are more representative of
actual turbine blade operating conditions by carrying out programmed
thermo-mechanical fatigue tested on coated material. Whilst relatively little work
has been reported in this area, the data reported
indicates that cracking is likely
to occur in the coating in relatively few cycles if a sufficiently high strain
level occurs below the coating transition
temperature. Conversely, should the peak
strain be imposed above the
transition temperature, crack initiation may take many
thousands of cycles to occur, and be in the substrate below the coating rather than
in the coating
itself.
On the basis of the work reported to date it can therefore be concluded that
there
appears to be no significant negative effect due to coating on the low cycle
fatigue properties of nickel and cobalt superalloys, although premature cracking of
the coating can occur, if it is is too thick, or is excessively
strained below its
DBTT.
High Cycle Fatigue
The effects of coating on the high cycle fatigue properties of nickel and
cobalt-based superalloy blading material have not been comprehensively
reported to
date.
Various workers have reported the results of limited
studies indicating that
the application of coatings can have both positive and negative effects. The wide
variance in coating influence is due to factors
such as variations in testing
techniques, viz push-pull, rotating bend, cantilever bend and so on, as well as
variations due to other factors such as type of coating, method of application,
coating thickness, use or otherwise of a post-coating heat treatment.
In a general way, the high cycle fatigue response can be favorably influenced
if
the coating provides a surface that is fatigue resistant, especially at low
stresses, if favorable residual stresses are introduced as a result of the
coating
deposition, or if the coating protects the substrate from the environment. On the
other hand, the fatigue lives could be reduced if the
coating is less fatigue
resistant than the substrate, if the diffusion zone which usually exists between
the coating and the substrate significantly
reduces the load bearing capability of
the coating/substrate composite, or if
unfavorable residual stresses are introduced
during coating deposition.
Bartocci (50) found that aluminide coatings lowered the 10 -cycle fatigue strength
of the alloy SEL 151 the thicker the coating the greater the effect.
In tests
0
performed at 815 C, 25 and 50 micron thick coatings reduced the 10
cycle fatigue
strength by approximately SO and 150 respectively, even though a post-coating heat
treatment had been carried out. Similar reductions in the
fatigue strength of
aluminide coated U500 have been observed by Betts (51) in tests conducted at 7340C.
Pack aluminising was alsooreported by Llewelyn (52) to lower fatigue strength of
Nimonic 105 tested at 900 C, but use of a corrective post-coating heat
treatment
improved the fatigue strength beyond that of the uncoated alloy.
Belgaew et al.
(53) reported that protection of the nickel baeg alloy Zha8U with aluminide
coatings did not reduce fatigue strength at 950 C and 1000 C and led to improved
properties at RT provided coating thicknesses were controlled to between 40 and 60
microns. At thicknesses of greater than 60 microns premature failure occurred
primarily as a result of cracking in the
less ductile aluminide layer.
Improvements in the room temperature fatigue properties of aluminide coated nickel
and cobalt based alloy have also been
reported by Puyear (54) as well as by Lane
and Geyer (56).

U

A more comprehensive study of the effects of pack aluminide coatings on the
high
cycle fatigue properties of nickel based alloys has been reported by Paskeit, Boone
andoSullivan (56).
In studies conducted on U700 in the temperature range RT to
900 C, using reverse bend specimens, they were able to demonstrate that application
of a 7S micron thick aluminAde coating could lead to improved properties in the
tempera ure range R? to 500 C and impaired properties at temperatures between 500 C
and 900 C, Fig. 21.
The enhancement of properties in the lower temperature range
was attributed to the aluminide coating having a higher crack initiation resistance
than the substrate. This was based on data indicating that the room temperature
yield strength of NiAl
is greater than GI9Hga at strain rate equivalent to that
achieved in these
tests. A room temperature endurance limit of approximately
44SNPa is therefore not inconsistant for a material consisting principally of NiAl
phase. It is of interest to note that in spite of the substrate stron th
being
lower than that of the coating, initiation is reported to occur at RT in
the
coating. As the temperature increases the endurance limited for NIA1 decreases
while that for the substrate increases, at least up to 00o C. A croma over in
properties therefore occurs with the result that above SS0C the coated material is
marginally weaker.
This occurs in spite of a post-coating corrective treatment
being carried out and is a reflection of the relative properties of coating

0

and aubstrate.
At 900 C the fatigue properties of coating and uncoated U700 are
the same and it may be that at still higher temperatures, due to a further cross
over effect, coated material is again superior, due to the substrate being
protected from oxide fingering effects
leading to the early failure of the
material.
In more recent work the push-pull high cycle fatigue properties of platinum
aluminide and plasma spray overlay coated IN734LC and 1N939 have been evaluated by
Grunling et al. (57) in collaboration with other COST 50 Round I
rrkare
0
(58,59,61).
Tests on LDC2 and RT22 coated IN73GLC conducted at 650 C and 650 C
indicate that provided the appropriate quality heat treatment io carried out after
coating there is no significant loss in the high cycle
fatigue strength and in some
cases an improvement. These daa are supported by independent studies on 122
coated IN73SLC conducted at 750 C by Cooper
(61).
In the studies described above, initiation of the fatigue crack always
occurred in
the substrate and not in the coating and as such it can be argued
that the coating
has no negative effect. This was however reversed when samples were aged prior to
testing. This resulted in a lowering of the
fatigue strength and the observation
of initiation occurring in the coating.
Whilst other evidence indicates that 0
-platelets form below the diffusion
zone, these play no part in reducing the
fatigue strength in the section
thicknesses considered here, viz appproximately
4mm. It must, therefore, be
concluded that some reduction in the strength and/or
ductility of the coating occurs and that may be in part responsible for effects
observed.
Summariaing the effect of coatings under cyclic conditions, it may be suggested
that in order not to degrade the fatigue properties of a substrate
over the entire
range of cyclic stresses, the coating must have not only the
ductility of the
substrate at high stems levels (LCI) but must also have the
strength of the
substrate at low stress levels (HCF), i.e. high yield strength or low elastic
modulus. In addition, the coating must protect the substrate
from oxidation during
high temperature exposure. A coating with optimum properties, therefore will have
to be tailored to the substrate by controlling
the composition, ductility, and
strength.(46)
Thermal Fatigue
In many respects the thermal fatigue behaviour of coated superalloys might be
expected to be similar to that observed in low cycle fatigue studies on these
materials. The overall observations on the eftects of coating thickness, coating
ductility, control of the applied strain cycle, and so on, are all
equally
applicable, as are the remarks made regarding coating integrity.
Additionally,
however, as has been demonstrated by Strangman (62). the degree of thermal
expansion mismatch between the coating and substrate must be considered since this
is likely to be the major source of strain generated in
the coating during thermal
cycling. Large differences in thermal expansion
coefficients between a coating and
its substrate may lead to premature cracking in the coating, particularly if the
coating is thick and peak strains occur below the coating DBTT. Theme cracks may
in turn propagate into the
substrate during further thermal fatigue cycles,
ultimately leading to failure of the component.
Selection of coatings for each application must therefore be based not only oi
their corrosion resistance but also on their DOT? and compatibility with the
substrate alloy in terms of their thermal expansion properties.
In general
terms
it may therefore be considered that the most important overall mechanical property
of a costing is its resistance to thermal fatigue cracking. In spite of such
observations, however relatively few data on the
thermal fatigue properties of
coated superalloys have been published, which in addition are difficult to
interpret due to the large variety of specimen shape* and testing cycles used as
well as the varying definitions of what
constitutes specimen failure .
Boone and Sullivan (63) have investigated the effects of aluminide coatings,
produced by inward and outward diffusion processes, on the thermal fat!Que
properties of a number of nickel and cobalt-based superelloys, incl
U700 and
WI-52. The results indicated that in polycrystalline substrates
inward-type
aluminide coatings generally improved fatigue performace while the outward-type was
detrimental. These differences are explained in terms of the
microstructures of
the coatings. The fine grained structure, characteristic of the outer layer of the
inward-type aluminide, appears to inhibit crack
initiation, while the coarse
grained columnar-like structure of the outward
type is loe
resistant.
Some other results of thermal fatigue testing of coated and uncoated
superalloys
are sumirised in Fig. 22.
It was further found (64,65,66) that coatings on
DoS-alloys generally did not improve the thermal fatigue resistance, but it should
be recognised that 08-materials are already vastly superior to their
polycristalline counterparts.
It has also been observed that even where coatings
led to an improvement of the thermal fatigue strength, once initiation had
occurred, the crack growth into the substrate was faster than in the non-coated

alloy (67) irig 23.
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Cycling .coated and uncoated Glenny discs in IN73OLC between 9500 and 40 C showed
that on discs giving rise, due to their geometry, to high strain levels during
thermal cycling, a detrimental effect by LDC-2 coatings was observed while the same
coating on discs involving smaller maximum strain levels
induced a significant
improvement of thermal fatigue resistance.(14)
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Whilst there continue to be a number of technical difficulties associated with the
use of aluminide coatings on certain superalloy substrate., these are more than
outweighed by the overwhelming advantages offered by this type of system for the
protection of high temperature gas turbine components.
The cheap and effective
aluminide systems developed for the protection of sero engine components have been
extensively developed to the extent that they are also currently finding
applications in long life industrial gas turbine systems.
These coating systems are generally well understood, can be appliei with confidence
and efficiency to complex shaped components and provide protection
for many
thousands of turbine hours in agressive environments. Blade repair and recoating
processes are now well developeJ and can be applied with a high degree of
reliability and quality control, thus extending the potential lives of many gas
turbine components. This approach is not only cost effective but
also conserves
energy as well as strategic raw materials.
Whilst the use of aluminide coatings is clearly cost effective care must be
exercised in ensuring that they continue to be applied to superalloy systems
without prejudice to their mechanical properties and hence life of the components.
In this respect it is important to ensure that the coating system is properly
matched to the alloy heat treatment in order that no losses are incurred in the
basic mechanical properties of the material. Coating
thicknesses should be
optimised such that the required degree of protection is obtained without the risk
of premature cracking due to high strain and/or thermal fatigue effects in the
component.
A continuing high standard of quality control should be exercised in
order to ensure that defective coatings are not put into turbines, thus minimising
the risk of component failure due
to sub-critical crack growth processes daring
service.
AS is evident from the above, the use of aluminide coatings as a cheap and
efficient palliative to high temperature corrosion in gas turbines will continue
well into the future. There is however need for further development work, not only
in ilproviny the coatings themselves, but also in their
practical application. ror
example, ODS alloys and carbide fibre reinforced eutectic alloys are still
difficult to coat effectively using aluminide systems. Improved processes are also
required for protecting internal passages in cooled blades. The use of alloying
additions or Al 0 particles
to aluminide coatings should be investigated in an
attempt to improve their mechanical properties, in particular ductility. The
effect of coatings on the mechanical properties of thin section superalloys Is not
yet fully understood.
Finally whilst the quality control exercised in the
production of commercial
coatings is generally high there are no internationally
accepted NDT and quality control standards for coatings. The development of such
procedures could only improve the overall effectiveness and reliability of the most
cost
effective coating system developed to date.
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The application
,f thiee coatinq techniques to, problems of fuel economy or materials
itut
i,or i
escr ted.
the coat n~j techniques are plasma spraying, Sputter Ion
I ating (SI11 and Plasma Assited Vapour [)eposition (PAVI)), and the applications range
from thin coatinqs for nuclear and aerospace use to free standing furnace elements.
ruf'st

I IlOlDUCTION
Surface coatings are asssuming an ever increasing importance in many spheres of
industrial activity especially when the use of relatively small quantities of high
performance materials can significantly extend the operational range of inferior
Ilbatrates.
Thus, coating technology is particularly relevant for materials substitution
and fuel economy.
The objective of this paper in to, present an account of three coating
techniques that are being exploited at Harwell with examples of their application that
are appropriate to this theme.
The emphasis has been biased towards the applications and
materials development rather than on the processes themselves.
Two of the techniques,
,lasma assisted
(PAVD) and
sputter
ion coatings.
plating (SIP), deposit thin
films,
while the vapour
third, depositio)n
plasma spraying,
produces
thick
PLASMA SPRAYING
Plasma spraying
s ,ne member of a family of coating processes known generically as
flame or thermal sprayingj.
In the plasma process the heat source is
n electric arc
1
utruck between two electr-des, the anode of which serves as a nozzle( ). Making the
diameter of the latter smaller than that of the free-burning arc results in very high
current densities which generate temperatures up to 20,000&K and force the ionised gases
(i.e. a plasma) to be ejected as a jet with velocities up to and exceeding the speeI of
sund.
Such vrc-plasmas serve as efficient sources of kinetic and thermal energy.
Most
devices use argon or nitrogen as the main plasma jas, often with small additions of
hydroxjen and operate at power levels between 20 and 60KW.
The coating material, in powder form, is injected into the plasma at a position
mainly dettrmined by its thermal characteristics.
Hecause of the high temperature and
inert nature ,f plasmas and also since residence times for the particles are typically no
longer than a millisecond almost any material can be sprayed provided it melts without
significant diss',clation or evaporation.
Thus, many metals, ceramics and even some
plastics can be sprayed.
However, as far as the substrate is concerned plasma spraying
is effectively a cold process and so it is possible to coat a wide range of materials
including those ,f low melting point with minimum risk of oxidation or distortion.
Substrate preparation usually consists of degreasing and blasting with alumina grit to
provide a surface texture onto which the sprayed particles can quench and adhere.
Plasma spraying is a rapid process which can deposit thick coatings 1 0.1-2.0mm) and
require the use of ,i inert chamber,
Sprayed coatings have a unique
anisotropic. lamellar structure (Fig. I) built up from splat-quenched particles with an
2
ultra-fine microstructure and often containing metastable phases( ).
Their major
limitation is residual open porosity which results from the rapid solidification,
material shrinkage and gas entrapment.
In some cases, if the economics allow,
post-coating treatments such as sealing, shot-peening, hipping or laser-glazing are used
to reduce this porosity.
Por the important class of MCrAIY overlays considerable claims
13
are made
for the use of low pressure plasma spraying to produce metallurgically
bonded coatings the microstructure of which is refined by annealing with the plasma in
either the transferred or non-transferred arc mode.

does not

An important pre-requisite for successful plasma spraying, especially with ceramic
imaterials, is to have well characterised free-flowing powders.
Single- or multicomponent oxide coatings are frequently used and their spray powders are made
conventionally by crushing the fused ceramic followed by selective milling and sixing,
which for hard substances, can often be lengthy, dusty and energy-consuming processes.
Improvements in coating quality are obtained from the use of small particle size (e.g.
5-25 Pm) but this frequently results in bad flow properties.
Methods based on gel processing IJve been developed at Harwell to prepare a range of
powders suitable for plasma spraying
.
Typcially a concentrated aqueous dispersion
of an oxide or oxide mixture is gelled by some appropriate means to give spherical
particles of the required S id
which are then calcined to yield free-flowing powders.
5
More recent developments(
have enabled a small quantity of a sol to be used as a
*vehicle* into which relatively large amounts of ceramic powder can be carried as a
*passenger' yielding non-sedimentary dispersions of even higher concentrations.
The

4

latter are added to an
spherIcal paiticles of
techniques.

immiscible solvent and agitated to a predetermined degree to form
the required size and simultaneously gelled by any one of several

The extremely small particle size (l150A) in the sols and also of the passenger
material (typically
2 mm) yields an active oxide powder which readily allows full
For example, high
reaction or xintering to take place at relatively low temperatures.
Many
density spheres of fully stabilised zirconia can be formed at only 900"C.
homogeneous, multicomponent oxide systems have been prepared as free-flowing powders down
t,, 5 om diameter by either conventional sol-gel methods or by the gel vehicle route.
The principle advantages of gel processes over
Typical products are shown in figure 2.
traditional powder fabrication routes are control of particle size (and shape), materials
ecnomy, energy saving (low temperature firing) and reduction of the dust hazards
associated with crushing and sieving.
The n-! vehicle route offers further benefits
through less use of expensive sol, low rhrirtvage on calcining the gel and substantial
reduction in processing cots.
The scope of plasma spraying at Harwell has been further extended by developing it
1
6
).
If a plasma sprayed coating is deposited on a mandrel
As a fabrication technique
which is subsequently removed by some appropriate means then a discrete "free-standing*
artefact remains which accurately reproduces the mandrel shape.
The method is
patticularly suitable for preparing 'one-off' or prototype components.
Its main
advantages are (I) the preparation of items from materials which are difficult to machine
''r process by cenventional .tea
but which can be sprayed, (ii)
the processing of pure
materials without the use of
Jditives. (iii) the preparation of thin sections or complex
shapes and (Iv) the manufacture of high density components which can frequently be used
without any subsequent heat treatment.
One of the earliest uses of Harwell plasma sprayed sol-gel materials was in the
,l.velopment of high temperature fuel cells using I6.9W/o yttria stabilised zirconia
(
,ws the electrolyte ?).
The operating principle of such cells depends on the
diffusion of negative oxygen ions through vacancies in the oxygen sub-lattice.
Provided
suitable electrodes are attached to either side of the ceramic the ions are transported
(rom an oxygen-rich atmosphere to an oxygen-deficient atmosphere and an electric current
,an he drawn from the cell.
Above 800'C the anion mobility is sufficient for useful
power jeneration.
Such cells are attractive because they have no moving parts, the
Plectrolyte is invariant with a long life and they can operate at high electrochemical
efficiency on a variety of hydrocarbon fuels and air without the use of the expensive
precious metal catalysts required for low temperature fuel cells.
To avoid power loss
through internal resistance working units were composed of thin (-200 om) spray formed
tubes interconnected by an electronically conducting material compatible with both
xidising and reducing conditions.
The latter-Nb 2 O5 doped TiO 2 -was also produced
by je1 processing and deposited by plasma spraying.
A third gel processed oxide, SnO 2
loped In 2 0 t , served as the air electrode.
As fabricated the thin electrolyte tubes were slightly permeable to air and more so
t, hydrogen.
The residual porosity reponaible for this was removed by sintering the
cmponents at 10UUC in a zirconia tube furnace.
The elements for the latter were also
tabricated by plasma spraying stabilised zirconia and could be operated as resistors or
susceptors (a resistor version is shown in figure 3).
The high purity of the sol gel
materials enabled susceptors to rea.
2400"C whereas comparable tubes spray formed from
,-mmercially available powders suffered serious loss in mechanical strength above
17uu(.
A combination of high temperature fuel cells and zirconia furnaaes has been proposed
).
recently for the production of hydrogen by the thermolysis of water (
This could
be an important development for a hydrogen based economy, piped hydrogen, for example,
avoiding the high energy losses occurring during the conventional transmission of
electrical power.
Zirconia furnaces with elements made by the Harwell route are being
The reliable production of a high qualityf
used in the manufacture of optical fibres.
fibre will play an important role in reducing the quantity of copper used in cable.
Fusion reactors are expected to play a vital role in the long term strategy of the
developed nations.
To achieve steady state operition in such reactors devices called
'limiters' are incorporated primarily to prevent unstable plasmas damaging their toroidal
(onfinement.
In an experimental reactor such as
he Joint European Torus (JET) limiters
must withstand energy impulses of at least 2K~cm
at 1OO*C from intense proton
bombardment.
Conventionally limiters are constructed from copper faced with either
molybdenum or tungsten but unfortunately contamination of the plasma by refractory atoms
can have a cooling effect.
However, materials of low atomic number could avoid this
problem and some work has
in
carried out to evaluate whether plasma sprayed oxides
could meet the requirementJI*
Under carefully controlled conditions materials such
as Alo j , NgAl 2 4 and Tie 2 have been sprayed onto copper.
These have
subsequently withstood repeated thermal cycling up to
OO'C and irradiation by ion beams
of 2EeVV 2 * ions without degradation.
Figure 4 shows the surface of a T102 coating
after this treatment and it is indistinguishable from that of an as-sprayed coating.
The desirability of using cheaper but often more corrosive fuel together with
Increased operating temperature to achieve better efficiency from both turbines and
reciprocating engines has resulted in higher levels of damage from corrosion and thermal

stress.

Corrosion arises from liquid malts formed on combustion from Na, S and V

impurities

low~

commonly present

in lower grade

oils, while the higher temperatures

are responsible for faster oxidation rates and stress cracking. The most vulnerable
components are the blades and combustion cans in turbines, and pistons, valves and
cylinder heads in dieael engines.
lmprove&ints in coating technology will be vital in
combating these problems.
For example. pk
aluminiming or the application of MCrAlY
overlays by low-pressure plasma spraying''' and other techniques have proved very
effective in combating oxidation of t irbine blades.
Considerable effort is also being
expended world-wide to develop thermal barrier coatings which resist the higher gas
temperatures but keep the substrate temperature below the critical levels foi oxidation
and mechanical failure.
Because of their low thermal conductivity ( 1-2 Wm
C
plasma sprayed airconia based ceramics are currently the most favoured materials.
Their
main disadvantage is inadequate resistance to thermal cycling and shock for realistic
lifetime especially in aero gas turbine applications.
Figure 5 shows a small turbine
blade coated with .lm of NiCrAIY and a l2w/oY 2 03-ZrO2 ( .4mm) derived from gel
processed powder.
The ceramic did not fail until some 2000 cycles (each of 10 minutes at
1100'C and lOmina in a cold fluidised bed) and considerably out performed commercially
avaiiable coating materials subjected to identical tests.
No oxidation of the substrate
is apparent beneath the NiCrAlY even though this was air plasma sprayed.
In contrast
unprotected areas of the substrate suffered considerable oxidation during the test.

;

f

Kvernes and colleagues have developed thermal barrier coatings for diesel
sO
applications(
).
In particular they found that a triplex coating of
NiCrAIY-Cr-Y 2 03/ZrO 2 (composition ;jnspecified) showed no degradation after 6000
hours in service testing in large bore marine diesel engines.
Figure 6 shows typical
diesel exhaust valves coated at Aarwell with a metallic bond and up to 2m of various
ZrO 2 materials.
In laboratory tests such coatings have survived severe thermal testing
with oxy-acetylene flames but their long term behaviour remains to be evaluated.
PAVDCOATIN3GS
In Plasma Assisted Vapour Deposition (PAVD) the samples to be coated are either
suspended or supported in a glass reaction vessel (normally silica) and the samples are
connected to earth.
The glass reaction vessel may be evacuated by means of a rotary
pump, and a range of gases may be fed into the vessel from a gas handling manifold where
their individual flow rates are accurately monitored by means of mass flow controllers.
The pumping speed and rate of supply of gases to the reaction vessel are controlled so as
to give a pressure in the reaction vessel of a few mbar.
In the simplest form of
apparatus, a helical RF induction coil is present around the glass reaction vessel level
with the samples.
When the coil is energised an axial magnetic field is produced which
causes samples to be heated according to their magnetic susceptibility; in practice it is
found that most metals are readily nested to at least 800"C in the system. If the sample
temperature is raised to 800*C or above (depending on the reactive gases present in the
system) then a thermally activated reaction is liable to occurs since the reaction occurs
at the hot substrate this naturally resulty in a coating on the surface.
This is the
1
basis of chemical vapour deposition (CVD)(
) and deposition can occur at atmospheric
pressure as well as at pressures down to a few mbar (where the technique becomes known as
low pressure CVD (LPCVD)).
However the energised RV coil also produces a radial electric
field between the samples (at earth potential) and itself.
In the pressure range 1-10
mbar this results in a glow discharge formed within the gas and a high excitation rate
for the gas molecules present.
These activated gas atoms and molecules are far more
likely to react and since the greatest electric field exists at the surface of the
samples, then a coating is likely to result.
The region of high electric field close to
the sample surface (the plasma sheath) follows closely the contours of the surface
allowing uniform coating over complex surface geometries.
This phenomenon was well
illustrated by the original use at AERE of the PAVD process i.e. that of coating
12
continuous tows of 7 am diameter carbon fibres(
). Ten thousand of the carbon
fibres were passed along the axis of the chamber together and a plasma sheath formed
ar, und each individual fibre and resulted in uniform coating(in this case of silicon
carbide).
By suitable arrangements of the magnetic and electric fields, samples can be coated
by PAVD at any temperature required and with a wide range of materials.
Experiments at
Narwell have been largely restricted to silicon-based coatings, and two applications of
these coatings will be described in some detail.
Silicon carbide and silicon nitride coatings have been studied as wear resistant
surfaces, and a particular example of relevance to the themes of the conference is the
application to fibre heaters.
Yarn is heated to thermally 'fix' a twist in the fibres by
passing the fibres over a hot surface under tension, which requires a substrate material
with good thermal properties and resistance to wear from the abrasive particles used as
delustrants in the yarn.
An ideal bulk material would be brass since it is inexpensive
and has excellent thermal properties, but the wear resistant is inadequate.
Hard-chromium-plated brass has been employed with some success, and the plating has the
added advantage of producing an ideal surface topography for fibre contactl however, even
with thick chromium deposits the component lifetime was limited.
Brass heater shells
(hard-chromium-plated) were coated by PAVD with silicon carbide (on which the favoured
topography wee faithfully maintained by the PAVO coating) and the resulting surface
carbide proved to be far more resistant to wear by the fibres.
A heater shell 1which had

been used prior to PAY!) coating)
carbide at

about

is shown in Figure 7, after PAVD coating With silicon

3SO"C.

PAVD is currently being used to develop silica ??atings for applications to the
British Advanced Gee-Cooled Reactor (AM)
programme(3
The fuel for the AGJt is

• •

*

C

in

the iorm of (102 pellets packed under pressure into a 15mm diameter 20Cr/25%Ni

niohium-stabilised stainless steel (20/25/Nb) can (termed the 'cladding'), the length of
the sealed tube (or fuel 'pin') being approximately 1 metre.
Chemical interactions
between the cladding of the fuel pins and the carbon dioxide based reactor coolant can
affect the performance of the fuel in two principa] ways.
In the first, oxidation of the
cladding leads to a loss of section by general and localised attack which reduces the
capability of the cladding to contain the fission gas pressure within the fuel pin in the
event of a reactor depressurisation incident.
The second effect is that the Fe and Ni
constituents of the oxides formed on the pin surface catalyse the formation of
carbonaceous deposits onto the pin, which impair its heat transfer characteristics.
Thene deposits derive from the radiation and thermal induced degradation of the
precursors
formed from the methane and carbon monoxide, which are added to the coolant
to
limit the corrosion of the graphite moderator.
There is a considerable economic incentive to exploit the development potential of
the LA,R system by extending the target mean burn-up of fuel from the current It GWd/tU
t- at least 24GMd/tU and even possibly to 10 t.Wd/tU.
This extended burn-up would reduce
fuel cycle costs both at the fabrication and reprocessing stages.
However any extension
in
the dwell time of fuel in-reactor obviously increases the extent of oxidation of the
claldilnq.
It is prudent therefore to investigate means of reducing the oxidation of the
iA 1a:ng and the use of protective coatings is one such technique.
In addition, these
cAtinis could inhibit the catalysed formation of carbonaceous deposits onto the fuel pin
.urface.
They would allow, therefore, greater flexibility in the choice of coolant
-1position
to limit
moderator corrosion,
leading to the use of less
aggressive
coolants
in the reactor and hence to an increase in moderator life.
Slicon coatings deposited onto small sections of 20/25/Nb fuel can by PAVD have
jr.atly
reduced the extent
of oxidation
in C0 2 , as can be seen in figure 8.
The upper
band represents the weight gains from a large number of 20/25/Nb control samples, whilst
the 'and of low weight gains represents ten samples PAVD coated with 5102.
In fact
this data is biased against the coatings, since well over 90% of the weight gain that
1-e accrue on the coated samples is from the unmachined internal surface of the drawn
tub,
whereas negligible oxidation occurs on the carefully machined outer surface (which
is the inly surface exposed to the reactor environment).
The coatings have also been
sh wn rt. prevent metal catalysed carbon deposition in tests in the DIDO reactor at
Harwell, leaving only a thin pyrocarbon (which forms on all surfaces exposed to the AGR
Jaq mix).
Complete fuel pins have also been coated by PAVD and tested in the Windscale
AL.l, and the results were in line with the small-scale experiments described.
Figure 9
shos a PAVD system being used to coat an At;R fuel pin, a larger system has now been
Jevelo.ped to c,,at 12 fuel pins at each loading.
PAVU coatings such as the silica described above have potentially wider application
t,rr,)son
pr,,flems, and a programme in this
area has been approved by the Commission
-f the turopean
omunitles.
The programme entitled "silicon-rich metallic and ceramic
=
coatings
for substitution
of chromium in high temperature technology .
is being carried
,-ut in
,njunction with the National Physical Laboratory (NPL), Teddington, London and
Imperial (
Llgs
London. and also includes work on coatings based on sol-gel technology
and laser glazing.
SPUl"II: 10l

PLAYING

(SIP)

SIP is a coating technique whtch employs atoms and ions sputtered from solid plates
as the source material, and a negative bias on the samplem during deposition to control
(14 )
. A
the structure of the coating as described in a paper by Nattox and Macdonald
schematic diagram of the equipment which indicates the main features is shown in Figure
iU. Samples are suspended within a stainless steel cylinder and are surrounded with
plates of the source material; electrical connections are made (separately) to the
samples anI to the plates.
The stainless steel vessel can be heated with external
heaters and its temperature is monitored.
Purified argon, or other gas, is passed
continuously through the coating chamber at a pressure of about 10/d mbar, where d is the
chamber dimension in m.
A mechanical pump is sufficient to maintain the working
pressure, provided a vent tin the coating compartment is designed with a high aspect ratio
such that back diffusion of external contaminating or reactive gases cannot take place:
for a related reason no condensible vapour within the enclosure can escape.
The general
procedure is as follows.
A flow of high purity argon at reduced pressure is established
and further purified by passing it through a continuously working titanium getter.
The
coating compartment and its contents are then heated to about J00*C to outgas all the
exposed surfaces and to establish a very pure atmosphere, which is important for good
adhesion of the coatings.
In many cases, the samples are then cleaned by ion bombardment
to remove thin oxide layers and further promote adhesion, but if the naturally occurring
oxide is tough and well adhered to the parent metal ion cleaning may not be necessary.
In order to produce a coating a large negative voltage (typically
OOOV) is applied to
the plate* of source material which causes a glow discharge to form in the vessel and
argon ions bombard the inner surfaces of the plates.
Atoms and ions of the source
material are sputtered from the plates, and move in a random manner through the chamber
with a short mean free path.
Ruch of the material is redeposited on the plates. but
material arriving at the sample surface (or eposed parts of the chamber) settles to form
the coating.
A relatively small b
voltage on the samples (0 to IQOV) results in *ion
polishing' of the nascent coating?(ii
to form a dense structure without significant
re-sputtering.
The use of a DC bias limits the technique to conducting coatings, but the
substrates may be either insulating or conducting, since once the coating commences the
surfaces rapidly become conducting and the bias effective.
Sputter Ion Plating has beon

am.4

.4

|I
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used to deposit a wide range of metals and metallic alloys, as well tt the carbide* and
nitrides of many metals, and further details may be found elsewhere(1 ).
Applications of the technique include materials conservation (longer lifetimes),
materials substitution and greater fuel efficiency, and an example of each will indicate
the versatility of the sputtering method.
An area where coating development is extremely active at the current time is coating
of tool steel* for wear resistance.
It has been shown that for many different cutting
processes the lifetime of the cutting tool can be increased by a significant factor if it
is first coated with a hard layer of low coefficient of friction. Widespread use of such
tooling would then result in a reduced consumption of tool steel, which is taking an
increased amount of strategic materials as compositions become more complex. By far the
most common coating applied to tool steel is titanium nitride, and in SIP this is done by
sputtering titanium targets with a partial pressure of nitrogen added to the argon gas.
Drills coated with TiN by SIP have shown a factor of ten improvement in useful cutting
life, and a range of other tools have also given encouraging results. When directly
compared with an uncoated tool, a coated tool also requires less energy to maintain a
given cutting rate than the uncoated tool.
Because TiN is relatively straightforward to
deposit and works well in many cases, there has so far been little work on alternative
coatings which may outperform TiN in certain instances.
It may also prove possible in
the future to combine a wear resistant coating with a simpler (and cheaper) substrate
material.
However, the current emphasis is on improving existing tools with TiN on an
economic scale; the latest SIP system coats approximately 1000 small components (e.g.
drills), per loading and further development is continuing.
There is frequently a desire to use a particular bulk material for which the surface
properties are unsatisfactory. for example, lightweight alloys such as aluminium or
titanium alloys might provide adequate strength and fatigue properties, but have
inadequate wear or corrosion resistance, and coatings are being assessed in a number of
these situations. One such case concerns the increased use of components made from
titanium alloys in aircraft engines, where the primary limitation on the use of such
components is the rate of oxidation at increasing temperature.
If the maximum allowable
temperature can be increased by 100"C by using coated titanium alloys, then very useful
savings in engine weight can be made.
It is possible that SIP could be an appropriate
method for tackling this problem.
Whilst lightening a gas turbine engine improves the effective efficiency by
facilitating a commensurate increase in payload, the turbine efficiency may be directly
improved by either running the turbine at higher temperature, or reducing the percentage
of air used for blade cooling.
In order to achie-. these improvements in efficiency, it
is inevitable that components in the turbine (notably the first stage rotor blades) will
run at higher temperatures. First stage rotor blades already use highly sophisticated
bulk materials together with a surface treatment such as pack aluminising to reduce
oxidation but further improvements in temperature capability can be achieved using
surface coatings to prevent oxidation at higher temperatures (i.e. overiay coatings such
as the N-Cr-AI-Y alloys, where N is Ni, Co, Fe or a mixture of these elements) or as a
thermal barrier. SIP has been used to deposit a range of overlay coatings (1 ) and
the results compare well with coatings deposited by more capital-intensive equipment such
as electron-beam evaporation and low-pressure plasma spraying (LPPS).
Figure 11 shows a
series of micrographs of an CoCrAl¥ coating of nominal composition Co-2UCr-AI-0.3Y on a
wrought superalloy turbine blade. The four micrographs show the coating as received and
after 250, 500 and 1000 hours at 1000'C in air; in each case the part of the aerofoil
shown is the trailing edge, whirh is the region where defects in a coating are most
likely to appear. In the early stages at 1000,
the as-coated structure transforms into
a fine two-phase structure, the lighter phase being a Co-Cr solid solution and the darker
phase p-CoAl which coarsens with increasing time at temperature. A uniform region
depleted In Al is formed at the outer surface of the coated blade due to outward
diffusion of Al to form the protective alumina scale. The Al level near the
coating/substrate interface is also reduced due to inward diffusion of Al to form regions
of nickel aluminide within the inconel substrate.
It can be seen from Figure 10 that the
extent of the inward diffusion increases with time, as also does the outer region of
depletion though this is not very evident in this particular series of micrographs.
SIP
coatings have been included in a series of corrosion rig tests which also examine
jhlh)ua, of such coatings for resisting hot corrosion with very encouraging results

,overlay

Harwell has a wide range of coating facilities of which just three have been
discuased in this paper, plasma spraying, plasma assisted vapour deposition (PAVD) and
sputter ion plating (SIP). All the techniques are engaged in a wide variety of
experimental programmes, many in collaboration with industrial companies, which
concentrate on aD I aio na of coatings rather than development of the coating
techniques. Al
the 0e4I es chosen in this paper have som connection with materials
conservation/subetitution, indicating that thereis widespread interest in this topic,
and that coating technologies have a fundamental role to play therein.

V-
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fig.

I

Cross-section of a plasma sprayed titanium dioxide coating showing the typical
lamellar structure and a shrinkage crack.

rig. 2

(a)
(b)

17 V/o Y23 - ZrO2 powder made by saol gel processing.
TiO2 powder produced by the gel vehicle route.

4I'

Pig.

3

A mirconia resistor furnace with the element fabricated from a gel processed
powder by plasa spraying
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Surface of a TiO
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coating after irradiation with 2 Key O2*

ions at 500*C.
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rig. S

0.4m of 12 /0 Y203-2r02 over
A small turbine blade coated with
NiCrAlY after extensive thermal cycling to 1100*C.

fig. 6

Diesel exhaust valves coated with up to 2WI ot stabilised uirconia over a
bondcoat.
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Fig.

7

A chromium-eloctroplated brass heater shell coated with SiC by PAVD.
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fig. 11

Schematic view of the Sputter ton Plating system.

CoCrAIT coatings on a turbine blade as-coated, and after period* of 2S0. 500 and
1000 Nours at 1000*C in air.
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In response to the United States President's endorsement of research and development on
critical and strategic materials (CSM), the Navy has initiated a program to develop design
options for CSM in future weapon and platform systems. Key objectives of the program are:
development of a data base, fabrication of materials and components, demonstration of
hardware, and establishment of manufacturing processes to provide reproducible materials
and components. Four materials thrusts are addressed. They are: utilization of domestically abundant materials, development of domestic high temperature materials, evaluation
of new materials and alloys. and conservation of critical materials.

The President of the United States and the Congress recently endorsed and emphasized
the role of research and development to decrease U.S. dependence on imported materials
used in advanced defense systems. This endorsement motivated the U.S. Department of
Defense (DOD) to formulate a research and development plan for satisfying potential critical and strategic materials (CSM) requirements. () The Navy, in response to the intent of
the DOD Plan, initiated a pro ram aimed primarily at development of design options for
CSM in future Navy weapons and platform systems. The philosophy of the program is outlined
in this paper and selected examples of possible design options are presented.
The Navy's program is not limited to consideration of imported materials; it also
addresses certain domestic materials believed critical to the performance of future systems. An example of such a material is beryllium, whose availability may be limited by
U.S. environmental protection standards or worker health safety considerations. Figure 1
presents the objective of the critical/strategic materials program, and defines the Navy's
concept of critical and strategic materials. Research and development studies will
include, but are not limited to, the strategic and critical materials listed in Fi
e 2.
The selection of these materials was based on documentation from the U.S. Congress' ,
3
the DOD General Accounting Office (GAO)( ), the U.S. Bureau of Mines('), and indeapendent
nonprofit corporations, such as the Institute for Defense Analysis (IDA). Note that
eluminum oxide is identified. While there are domestic sources of bauxite in the U.S..
economics have favored importing this material and it is listed by the GAD as a critical/
strategic material. Also note that the Navy Research and Development Program is confined
in scope to structural and thermal protection materials.

t

a

As previously stated, the Navy program goal is to provide substitutes and design
options for critical and strata ic materials. Since resources are limited, it has been
necessary
to devise
program that
maximize
probability
of successfully
the necessary
desin aoptions.
The will
intent
of the the
program.
therefore.
is to developdeveloping
specific
substitute materiaIs and design options, and to encourage their use in selected system
applications. This will be accomplished by the methodology shown in Figure 3. Key elements
of the effort to encourage systems utilization are: (1) establishing a sound data base,
(2) conducting hardware demonstrations and "in use" tests, and (3) developing proven
manufacturing technology that will provide reproducible component hardware. A detailed
flow chart for development of substitutes and design options is shown in Figure 4. It
should be noted that, while manufacturing technology is shown following component demonstration and evaluation, these program functions may have to be reversed if facility
scale-up is required in order to produce components for demonstration. Although Figure 4
shows systems integration as the final step in the development process, it actually occurs
concurrently with all the activities. However, the systems designer must make the final
materials choice, b esinghis decisions on performance comparison, mission cost, and long
range availability of the strategic material.
A number of Navy systems have been analyzed, both for quantity of CSN required, and
for potential as test beds for substitutes or design options.
The results, suumarized
in Figure 5. lead to the conclusion that ordnance systems are most attractive for introduction of alternatives to critical and strategic materials. The decision is based on
the findings that: (1) almost all of the CSMs are utilized in ordnance, (2) weight
savings, valued at $2,000 per pound for almost all system can be realized, and (3)
because they are nonman rated, early introduction of alternate materials into systems
use is possible.
The organization of the Navy program is based on the requirements shown in Figure 6.
Of the four program requiremnts. a definable systems advantage resulting from use of the
now material/design option is most important.
It is the system advantage that will
justify qualification of the design option for actual use, and convince the systems program manager to provide the necessary funding support. based on these requirements the
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decision has been made to emphasize utilization of composites as substitutes and design
option materials. Cmposite. which will be considered include organic, matal, carbon and
ceramic matrices reinforced with graphite, boron, glass and silicon carbide fibers.
How can composites be used to conserve critical/strategic materials? Consider the
hypothetical case where aluminum is in short supply. With appropriate technology development. some of which is currently ongoing, aluminum can be diluted through the use of
either continuous fibers (graphite, boron. SiC) or discontinuous reinforcement (whiskers
or particles of SiC. 54C, etc.). Because many properties will be significantly improved
by the fiber additions, less material will be needed to met system requirements. This,
combined with the "dilution" effect, can reduce the amount of matrix required by 50% or
more. To continue with the aluminum example. Figure 7 shows an example of a "hybrid"
composite containing both graphite and boron fibers, with graphite being used for maximum
specific modulus in one direction and boron used to provide specific strength in the
direction transverse to the graphite fibers. Even more complex composites have been shown
to be feasible, using both boron and graphite fibers in aluminum and particulate silicon
carbide added to meet system requirements for shear strength. Such a composite material
not only conservcs the base metal but, through system-specific design, can be used to
replace structural steel containing high percentages of chromium, cobalt, etc.
Another composite material which offers strong incentive for development is reinforced copper. Copper is a domestically abundant material with a relatively high melting
point (1083oC), but it has not been used extensively for high temperature applications
ecause of high density and poor mechanical properties. The potential as a composite
matrix, however, is outstanding because of its chemical compatibility with a wide range
of reinforcements. Figure 8 lists some continuous and discontinuous candidate reinforcements. Fabrication feasibility of several of these has already been shown. Figure 9 is
a photo-micrograph of copper reinforced with continuous graphite fibers. Excellent translation of mechanical properties was obtained. Moreover, mechanical properties are quite
attractive at temperatures up to 800oC. Strength as a function of temperature is shown
in Figure 10. Clearly, the effect of reinforcement on high temperature strength retention is worthy of note. In the same manner, modulus characteristics are markedly improved,
as shown in Figure 11. It can be concluded that selection of low density reinforcements
makes copper competitive with stainless steels and Inconel in the 5OO-800oC temperature
range on the basis of specific mechanical properties. For some applications, the extremely
high thermal conductivity provides another major advantage. Figure 12 is a photomicrograph of continuous silicon carbide fibers in copper. These fibers have extremely high
compressive strength in comparison with graphite. Property translation is excellent at
room temperature but additional high temperature data is required in order to show the
potential of this system.
The Navy program to develop alternates for critical/strategic material is sumarized
in Figure 13. As shown, the effort is divided into four categories. i.e., evaluation of
domestically abundant materials, development of domestic high temperature design options.
fabrication of new materials and alloys, and conservation of critical materials. Tasks
within each category are sumarized in the remainder of this paper.
A.

Utilization of Domestically Abundant Materials

Three programs in this category, will be oriented specifically toward future
systems applications. The objective of the first program will be to replace CSM components in a generic tactical missile design with components constructed entirely of domestically abundant materials. Missile operational requirements will be selected, materials
design concepts and tradeoffs will be identified, and a data base on selected materials
test specimens will be generated. Promising design options will be selected for scale-up
and evaluation. The second program will address secondary structural components of aircraft. Alternate materials and designs will be selected, fabricated and tested. The
objective of the third program will be to provide a metal matrix composite alternate as a
Preliminary work has shown potential for
components.
for beryllium
sselected
econd source
composites
in this application.
B.

Development of Domestic High Temperature Materials

There are numerous high temperature domestic metals which, when reinforced with
graphite or silicon carbide fibers have excellent potential as a design optiog for high
temperature strategic metals and superalloys. Under this task, metal matrix composite
samples will be prepared and evaluated to determine mai mm feasible operating temperatures. A thermal
and mechanical properties data base will be generated on selected matrix
alloys, fiber reinforcements and fiber volume composites. An effort will also be carried
out to extend the objectives of the metal matrix composLte task by addition of high temperature metal foils to the basic composite material.
Effects of the foil on physical.
mechanical and thermal properties of the resulting "hybrid" design options will then be
determined for selected combinations.
C.

Evaluation of New Materials and Alloys

The development of ceramic composites is in its infancy in the United States.
Although there has been extensive work to develop high performance carbon-carbon composites (one class of ceramic composite) little else has been done to advance the state of
technology of reinforced ceramics. A program will be started to identify materials
property requremts which may be mat by ceramic composites, define promising coposite
constituents, and conduct laboratory evaluation of selected fabricated materials. Under

-,

another task, an analysis of the potential for using zirconium as an alternate material
will be conducted. Zirconium, although domestically abundant in the U.S., has been underutilized for many years.
If the analytical results are positive, a program to introduce
zirconium into a few selected applications will be organized and initiated.
In the final
task planned for development of new materials and alloys, a thorough literature search to
determine the feasibility of developing a corrosion resistant ma resium alloy will be
carried out. Magnesium, also abundant n the U.S.. corrodes readily, particularly in the
range of operational Navy environments.
It is believed that corrosion may be significantly reduced by alloying the base metal with appropriate domestic alloy metals.
If
results of the literature search are positive, a materials fabrication and evaluation
plan will be developed.
D.

Conservation of Critical Materials

Work has been conducted to develop a near-net shape casting process for subcomponents of a post-boost propulsion system.
The sub-components are currently machined
out of billets of columbium, resulting in most of the starting material being reduced to
scrap. The proposed casting process will reduce material requirements by more than 80
percent, and result in signi ficantly reduced labor and machining costs. An exploratory
task is also under way to develop a pressure casting process which will eliminate the
"pipe" formed during recrystallization. Utilization of the entire cast billet is thus
achieved.
In conclusion, the Navy has responded to the Department of Defense plan to satisfy
potential strategic and critical materials problems. A program to develop design options
based on exploitation of advanced composite materials has been generated, and particular
attention will be given throughout the program to transition of the new technologies into
advanced systems applications.
It is believed that, by concentrating on the development
of new composites and design options based on domestically abundant materials early on,
major problems resulting from our inability to import strategic and critical materials
can be avoided in the future.
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FIGURE 1

DESIGN OPTIONS FOR STRATEGIC/CRITICAL
MATERIALS
OBJECTIVE:

TO DEVELOP MATERIALS AND DESIGN OPTIONS, BASED ON
DOMESTICALLY ABUNDANT MATERIALS, WHICH WILL DECREASE
DEPENDENCE ON POTENTIALLY STRATEGIC AND CRITICAL MATERIALS

DEFINITION:
STRATEGIC MATERIAL CRITICAL MATERIAL

SCOPE:

ONE IN WHICH THE PROBABILITY EXISTS FOR
SUDDEN SUPPLY DISRUPTION OR SHARP
PRICE INCREASE
ONE WHICH IS ESSENTIAL FOR THE
APPLICATION-AFFECTS U.S. DEFENSE
POSTURE

-

RESTRICTED TO STRUCTURAL AND THERMAL PROTECTION MATERIALS.
RUBBER SUBSTITUTES ARE NOT CONSIDERED IN THIS PROGRAM

FIGURE 2

REPRESENTATIVE CRITICALISTRATEGIC MATERIALS
(CSM)
TANTALUM
CHROMIUM
COBALT
BERYLLIUM
MANGANESE
COLUMBIUM
PLATINUM GROUP METALS
OTHER POSSIBLE CANDIDATES
TUNGSTEN
GOLD
ALUMINUM OXIDE
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FIGURE 3

METHODOLOGY FOR DEVELOPMENT OF SUBSTITUTES
FOR CSM
" SELECTION

OF CSM FOR SUBSTITUTION

" DEFINITION OF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
" FABRICATION FEASIBILITY DEMONSTRATION OF SUBSTITUTE
" SUBSTITUTE DATA BASE DEVELOPMENT
" COMPONENT DEMONSTRATION AND EVALUATION
" MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
" SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
FIGURE 4

DEVELOPMENT OF SUBSTITUTES/DESIGN OPTIONS
FOR CSM
CSMA USE -
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SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS OF NAVY SYSTEMS

CHARACTERISTIC

SPACE

ORDNANCE

AIRCRAFT

SHIPS

MAN-RATED

NO

NO

YES

YES

VALUE OF 0.45 KG (1 Ib)
OF WEIGHT SAVED

$20,000

$2,000

$200

$20

OPERATIONAL LIFETIME

VERY LONG

VERY SHORT

LONG

VERY LONG

TIME FOR SYSTEMS
UTILIZATION OF NEW
MATERIALS'

5 YR

S YR

10 YR

20 YR

AMOUNT OF CSM REQUIRED LOW

HIGH

HIGH

VERY HIGH

TIME FROM LABORATORY DEMONSTRATION OF PROPERTIES TO ACCEPTANCE INTO A NEW SYSTEM

FIGURE 6

REQUIREMENTS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF
SUBSTITUTES/DESIGN OPTIONS
* DOMESTIC AVAILABILITY OF PROPOSED SUBSTITUTE MATERIAL
o NEAR-TERM SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS RECEIVE PRIORITY
o DESIGN OPTION MUST OFFER A DEFINABLE SYSTEMS ADVANTAGE,
SUCH AS:
- REDUCED UFE CYCLE COST
- REDUCED PROCUREMENT COST

~- IMVED SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

j

o

A COMMITMENT MUST BE MADE TO CARRY SUCCESSFUL
DEVELOPMENT THROUGH SYSTEMS QUALIFICATION; AVAILABLE
FUNDING MUST INCLUDE:
-

TECHNOLOGY SAE

MRUWACTURMG TECHNOLOGY
- SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDS FOR QUALNFWCATION AS REQUIRED

i

'
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FIGURE 7

PREDICTED AND ACTUAL TENSILE TEST DATA FOR
CROSS-PLIED Gr/B/AI HYBRID COMPOSITE
SAMPLE
ORIENTATION
Ir
w

ULTIMATE
STRESS
P N 10 - )
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(F"phit.)

PR.DiTIED
TEST
PREMICTED
TEST

h"

544.7
233.0
235.8

MOOULUS
(CPa 10-)
1"l.61~.0

I
ELONGATION

10.6
10.3
60.1

0.42%
-0.40%
0.4V

!
•
,

V9632 ORN
6061 MATIX

|
,

Jmd
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"m
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FIGURE 8

POSSIBLE REINFORCEMENTS FOR COPPER
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SiC
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SELECTION WILL BE BASED ON FIER-MATRIX COMPATIWLITY
AT MAXIMUM FABRICATION TEMPERATURE AND/OR MAXIMUM

USE TEMPERATURE
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FIGURE 9

MICROSTRUCTURE OF GRAPHITE REINFORCED
COPPER WIRES
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FIGURE 10

EFFECT OF GRAPHITE REINFORCEMENT ON
ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH OF 113 COPPER
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FIGURE 11

EFFECT OF GRAPHITE REINFORCEMENT ON TENSILE
MODULUS OF 113 COPPER
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FIGURE 12

CROSS SECTION OF SILICON CARBIDE COPPER (0.14
MM DIAMETER FIBERS)
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FIGURE 13

NAVY DESIGN OPTIONS PROGRAM
(PRIMARY CATAGORIES/PERCENT OF EFFORT)
* UTILIZATION OF DOMESTICALLY ABUNDANT MATERIALS
-

"

DEVELOPMENT OF DOMESTIC HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS
-

"

-

-

(20%)

CERAMIC COWEOSI
ZIRCONIUM - POTENTIAL FOR UTILIZATION
CORROSION RESITANT MAGNESIIUM

" CONSERVATION OF CRITICAL MATERIALS
-

(30%)

FAIIRICATE ANM EVALUATE GRAPHITE REINFORCED) COPPER
INVESTIGATE STASILIT OF HIGH4 TEMPERATURE METAL CLAWDING FOR
METAL COMPOITES

EVALUATION OF NEW MATERIALS AND ALLOYS
-

(40%)

TACTICAL MISSILE1. SYSTEM COMPONENTS
AIRCRAFT SCONDARY STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS
GUIANCE SYSTEM COMPONENTS

PRESSURE CRYSTALLIZATION

(10%)
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,.ramyis ts Substitutes

for Scarce Metals

R. Nathan Katz
Army Mat'rlals & Mechanics Research Center

AD-P004 224

MA 02172

Al s'

ra -

'I.ik f ,"'c, avallabi 1y ,f critir-al industrial metals, such as chromium and
tail rIak,'
t,. .2. er',rmy vuln.rablo to supply disruption, or cartel inspired
r !', rr,
ar,i)i 1
1,-n. These crltial metals are primarily used as high temperature,
rr s!:n restslaril
r metal 'utt'ng alloys. Modern high performance ceramics
irf,a' ra-" dIv s.uts.Itotes f, r ,'rltiral metals In many of these applications. This
Ia; r w'.i exi I re - prr*uvitier for the use of ceramics as substitutes in several

.
. r my has hecomc Increasingly dependent upon imported minerals and
...
r...
....r... . ..
;as' rew decades.
In the case of oil, this was dramatically brought
,,ra
11t'!.e
i
by !I
p(.st 1973 energy ,risis with its attendant gasoline
t.
.ru,.d
"ransportatlon and utility costs. Less obvious to the public,
tu" -q',*ali,, .
, 'ntial
for economic disruption, is our heavy (and growing) dependen-e
r. ....
r any .vital i1dustrlal metals. Various studies over the past. ten years
tA,.ve
d,'i w
't:s
!%t
.
Table I lists several Industrially important me
Is
a,",,,,'
whl'h the U.S. relies ;r, imports to satisfy its national reqp-remerits.
;ap..r wA1
us ' nromlum and cobalt, because they top most lists of "crltlcal"
it: s,,rvv, ris lypical .xamples )f the critical materials problem in general.
IMPORTS OF STRATEGIC MATERIALS

Table I.

DOMESTIC
PRODUCTION %

METAL

PERCENT
IMPORTED S
(1910)

COLUMBIUM

0

l0

MANGANESE

0

97"

COBALT

0

97"

TANTALUM

0

97"

CHROMIUM
PLATINUM GROUP

NICKEL

0

91"

NEC

87"

9

73

*DIFFERENCE IS DUE TO SALES FROM FEDERAL STOCKPILE
DATA FROM REF. I

4TABLE

I
Before addressing the question of how ceramic technology can help reduce the
severity of the "critical" materials problem with respect to chromium and cobalt.
and Ni, we need to have some perspective on several issues. First, why are these
metals industrially important? Second, is it really a problem that they are imported?
Once we have some perspective on these issues we are in a position to ask the third,
and key question, namely, what is required of those materials which might substitute
for chromium and cobalt.
A fourth important question that one might ask ts "Are there
different types or categories of substitution?"
This paper will briefly address the above questions and thew. pioceed to provide
illustrations of how various high performance ceramics are curre tly contributing
to the industrial world's technical options for materials substi4ution.
In several
of these cases the potential for conservation of "critical* materials is accompanied
by major opportunities for energy savings or productivity enhancement.
The Industrial Importance of Chromium and Cobalt

- *

Chromium and cobalt each play significant roles in the metallurgy of high temperature
and/or corrosion resistant structural alloys. These alloys are the backbone of a
modern, industrial society. The superalloys used In gas turbine and jet propulsion
engine technology are critically dependent on these two metals. Thus. their availability

-

II.

I

l

['

.-

-"..-.

14-:
Is key t
ur civil air transportation system, our military aviation, and in many
l,.cs'ns
the availailiit y of adequate elect rical pea' load generating capaci ty.
Chromium
esnential for stainless steels.
Aesthetics aside, food processing, high
lempfrature chemical pr cpsses, and several fuel processing technologies are dependent
on thils metal . Cobalt In aisc, hijavi ly used in superalloys (445% of the UJ.S. Consumption
-I. ,obalt goes into superalloys' ).
17obalt io a major constituent of the "steilite"
familly of high hardness, high temperature alloys used where wear resistance at high
temperatures Is required.
Cobalt also plays a major r',le In magnetic alloys arid high
performance magnet ic compounds such as the AlNICo's anid
imo Indeed, one sixth
4 the free world's co~balt usage is for magnetic maiterial.
?hIs el1ement also, Is
impsortanl as a liquid phase sintering aid for WC cuttinig tooils or wear components
(it. ilwell drilling
equipment for example). Many more e'xamples could be cited, but
!h~e central ;,.Int Is clear. the availability of chromium anid cobalt Is essential to
Tt.e maintnance of an Industrial economy as we now know It..

*rr;-! !;Iated. while U.S. economy is criticfally -lepenident upon these two elements,
11r.port virtually 100% of our needs.
Moreove-r, the sonurc7es of supply are vulnerable
*itsrut
I.n either In the event of civil
.or regional war,
r as thes result of adverse
IqIcs
decisionis of unfriendly governments (see Table 11).
In addition, the pos.ibllty
f at. (JEC-1IKP cartel cannot. be ignored.
If all of this seems a bit melodramiatir
-. *I'well
1,c recall *that in 1078 one result of civil
war in Zaire's Shaba Province
i
tir
nt errup!
-n <-f c-obalt product i anid the prifce of cobalt on the spot
.S$1
tc -$440.
Even if supplies are not actually cut off or interr.;,I so..h price T urbulenis not conducive to economic stability.

we

~;r~'~r~dfrom

CRITICAL INDUSTRIAL ELEMENTS
RESERVES
EI.EANT
Cr

PRODUCTION

t%VORLW)
-REP. S. AFRICA
*ZIMBABY&

-

-

IS WRLD)
69

30

-REP. S. AFRICA
-USSR

4CNROAITE)

-

-ALBANIA

*ZIMBABK*

-ZAIRE
-USSR

-

-

6

6

-ZAIRE - 50

-- 30
--

35

11

-

-PHILIPPINES

Co

-

25

20

-ZAMBIA

441W CALEDONIA

-- 18

-

-USSR

-

8

-CUBA

-

7

-CAN4ADA

-

10

5

TABLE II
_?ejtjlremerntt

Fo.r

C ubtItutes

What is requirod ot' substitute materials for chromium anid cobalt?
The answer
rollowo directly frr~m a -onsideratir. of the applications of these two metals as just
discuased.
A primary requirement Is the ability to function as a structural material
at high tempe.rature.
This Implies hIgn temperature strenugth, strength retention as
a function of time (I.e.. good stress rupture behavior), and reasonable fracture tot ;hniess.
Chemical Inertness is of particular Importance for applications In severe environmerits such as chemical processing, gas turbines, industrial heat exchangers, or metal
c7utting tools,
Thus, corrosion and erosion reisistance of possible substitutes will
be important. These are all rather obvious considerations, there are several others
whi-h are less oAvious.
When ore Is presented with an opportunity to make a materials
subs" itutiori ore should also ask:
Is It posible to use a material which will require less energy to produce
lire cycle?

and utilize throu'ghout the material's

Is It possible to use a domestically available as opposed to an

material?
Is It

Imported raw

possible to use a raw material which would minimize environmental

impacts?
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As we shall s,- .'
th" n.-.xT
'I: 1tin.
the modern high performance ceramiles (silicon
,rt. e , al 1,-n nitfrIlde, ItrnsC rtt I on toughened zirronia, and ceramic matrix rcompo)sIles ) have pctenl Ial tc sat ,isfymot, If rit.O allI, of the abnve requirements.

Hig~ru~flyrnan

Cerami

As

,ubsl I tutos

lfigl,;erf-rwmance .erauslcs, fr
the most part. -exhibit outstanding strength at
r ,mr tempierat or..
With the *-xcept
1i.on o 1 ransformation toughened zi rconia (TTZ) these
mater~ala retain their s~trength
,, 2000 9F. and beyond (see Table III).
As shown In
Flirg
1, SIC. and S1 N 4 o)ffer significantly better stress rupture perforgance at
-_,, F *'han the high iemreratur* NI and Co containing superailoys at. 2000 F.
The

:,.gnlficant. dlfference,:

'.n 'hermal

expansion and conductivity, Young's Modulus,

and

lenrity between the rerasslos and metal nhown In Table III
mean that one cannot,* in
general, simply substitu~e a ceramic component for a metalli' one.
As a result of
?teedifferences, Ino-rp ratoni of n ceramic substitute will usually result In largeA
c'hanges In. temperature anid stresl distribuations. moment~s of Inertia, component deflecT!ins, anid weight distr'ibutions.
Therefore, the entire system must be re-analyzed
rind red-s Igr,,d
taccommod(ate the ceramic substitution.

10D
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TABLE III

Silicon nitride and SIC have demonstrated outstanding corrosion and erosion resistance in such aggressive environments as gas turbine engines, heat exchangers and a
variety of seal and bearing applications. Zlrconia Is one of the rew materials which
can endure the rigors of contact with molten steel for significant times.

*

.

Concerning the energy input for making a ton of superalloy versus making a ton
of high performaunce ceramic, Davidge, has performed some Interesting calculations.
Comparing the energy Input to win the elements required to produce a ton of a typical
Ni-Cr-Co alloy with that to produce a ton of silicon nitride, he cilculated 36.000
vs. 19,000 kWh/ton, a nearly two to one advantage for the ceramic.
After this point,
comparisons became very Imprecise, but If a near net shape sintered or HXPed ceramic

14-4
be substituted for a metallic one which required significa.nt machining.
part ,uld
it
likely that the energy advantage of the ceramic can be maintained. However,
the main energy savings which will accrue from ceramic substitution are to be gained
The author has calcilated
Through improved systems efficiency as illustrated in Table IV.
That Such fuel Ravings 4 would be in the neighborhood of - $17 billion per year for
the U.S. Prornomy alone

TIe IV. EXAMPLES OF PROJECTED ENERGY SAVINGS FROM US( Of CERAMIC TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY

REDUCTION
IN FUEL
USE (1I

SYSTEMS CONFIGURATION

GAS TURBINES
AUTOMOTIVE

-150 hp. REGENERATED, SINGLE-SHAFT ENGINE.
13MOC TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE

2?

1RUCK

-350 hp. REGENERATED, TWO-SHAFT ENGINE,
IIOC TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE

17

INDUSTRIALSHIP

-1000 hp, SIMPLE-CYCLE. THREE-STAGE ENGINE.
13700C TURBINE INLET TEMPERAURE

10

DIESEL ENGINES
TRUCK

0

-500 hp, ADIABATIC-TURBOCOMPOUND, 1210 C
MAXIMUM COMPONENT TEMPERATURE

22

SILICON CARBIDE RECUPERATED SLOT FORGING
FURNACE OPERATING AT -L!OC

42

INDUSTRIAL HEAT
RECOVERY
RECUPERATORS

TABLE IV

The use of high performance ceramics is likely to be minimally disruptive of
the environment. Many commercially exploited metal ores yield only 1% or less metal.
Thus, to obtain a ton of metal, one may have to mine 100 tons of ore, crush and leach
Commilnuting
it, and then have to put 99 tons of comminuted ore back Into the excavation.
a solid (ore) into a powder approximately doubles the original volume. This accounts
for the mountains of tailings surrounding most mining sites. Since high performance
:eramics depend upon N , C, 0,, as well as Si or Zr(from sands), no such unsightly
rail will be created. Of course, one of the most
environmental dlstruption is
important benefits of the N , C, 0.. or SI based ceramics Is that they are universally,
abundant and potentially cheap.
The one drawback to the use of high performance structural ceramics is their
In order to successfully utilize the e materials, one must
iirerernt brittleness.
In a previous paragraph,
deal with this by using the appropriate design methodology.
the term "reasonable toughness" was cited as being an important structural requirement.
A material can be brittle, and at t;ie same time be tough enough for structural use!
Figure 2 gIves the range of several metals and polymers commonly used as engineering
materials, It is important to note that the high performance ceramics possess fracture
toughness in the same range of values. This strongly Infers that structural design
with ceramics can be successfully executed. As we shall see later in this paper,
that is indeed the case.
Substitution Models
In order to devise a successful strategy for materials substitution, it is important
to know what type of substitution you are trying to affect. Figure 3 lists two major
types of substitution, reactive and proactive, with examples of each. Reactive substitution is sub-divided into two classes, replacive and displacive. Replacive substitution
Is done for purely economic reasons. Material A is getting too costly so use material
B. No increase in, or benefit to, systems performance is sought. In displacive substitution, Material B may or may not be less costly than Material A, but using it enhances
systems performance to such an extent that It will displace Material A. We are all
familiar with this type of substitution from the current displacement of copper telephone lines by optical waveguldes (SiO ). The concept of proactive substitution Is
rather new. Briefly, it is to have a Ciable technological alternative to the application

of scarce materials sufficiently developed so that the scarce materials will not have
to be utilized in the first place.

1
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FIGURE 2

11, talance or the paper will give examples of ceramic teckmlogy applied to each mjor category
of materials substitution shoun In Figure 3 and discussed above.

MATERIALS SUBSTITUTION MODELS
FOR Co ALLOY MAGNETS

R IFERRITES

SIC FOR STELLITE MACHINE GUN
BARREL LINERS

SUBSTITUTION

SiALON FOR WC/Co TOOLS

REACTIVE

FIBER OPTIC WAVE GUIDES FOR
COPPER WIRE
UNCOOLED SV4 OR SIC FOR AIR
COOLED AIRCRAFT ENGINE

DISPIACIVE
SUBSTITUTION

COMPONENTS

P
ICI

OR SIC FOR SMALL AUTOMOTIVE
5131N4
GT COMPONENTS
S4.
SIC. OR ZrO2 FOR "WATERLESS"

ADIABATIC DIESEL ENGINES

^A-OR

FIGURE 3

A Ceramic 50 Cal. Gun Barrel Liner
The application of high performnce ceramics to substitute for the current stellite

-60% Co) 50 cal. barrel liner in the N-2 machine gun, Is a good example of a potential
replaclve material substitution. The driving force to initiate feasibility studies
for such substitution was economic; the previously ited quadrapuling of the price
No significant gain in performance was anticiof Cobalt due to the civil war in Zaire.
pated.

aFigure 4 lists the properties that one would desire of a ceramic to be utilized
Ssll caliber gun tube liner. Based on these properties, sintered SIC, sintered
8I 3 N 4 , transformation toughened zirconia, and a glass matrix composite were selected

w3

.

Availability of material led to Investigating sintered a-SiC
as viable candidates.
, have previously reported on a successful 1000 round, sirgle
first.
Bunning, e . &l.
shot smooth bore feasibility demonstration.
Wong
has recently demonstrated that
rifling of such inserts is feasible and should not be excessively expensive in production.
lRerent tests have shown that graphite rehnforced glass composites can survive single
shotr firing tests, but erode excessively . However, the limited success indicates
that a wider latitude in material properties exists than previously thought.
Also,
as improved matrix materials are developed ceramic matrix composites might be very
well suited for this application.

DESIRED PROPERTIES FOR CERAMIC GUN BARREL LINERS:
MELTING POINT

2t 2600OF
_5O kI

MORIRT)

a

se1510C

E IRT)

Z 30 x 10

H

HIGH

K

LOW

P

LOW

ATC

HIGH

6

psi

FIGURE 4

Before SiC or alternative high performance ceramics are deemed acceptable for
jse as small caliber gun barrel liners, more testing of durability under single and
burst firing conditions and rifled as well as smooth bore testing must be carried

1' 4 (Cuttlng Tools
The recent introduction of Si N
based cutting tools into the marketplace will
make an interesting case study of diOplacive substitution vis-a-vis cemented WC.
In this case the substitution will be displacive since significant enhancements in
pr ductivity are attained.
Figure 5, based on a recent press release from the Ford
MWt,r Cc.., shows the major potential for incr ased pr
uctivity in machlning cast
ir r,. Similar gains have been cited by Jack,5 Lumby, 6 and promotional literature
from Kennametal and GTE.
Several of these sources also indicate that Si 3 N4 based
provide enhanced rates of metal removal for Ni based superalloys.
tcis
As noted in Figure 1, researchers at Ford have found that Si N
based cutting
*QoIs do not fall catastrophically, they become dull and can be r~sfarpened and reused
(as a smaller size tool).
This is an interesting illustration of a ceramic possessing
a "reasonable toughness" in a most aggressive application.

CERAMIC CUTTING TOOL.S
FORPRODUCTIVITY ENH4ANCEMENT
FORD S4 ISILICON NITRIDE) CUTTING TOOL DEMONSTRATED:
9L(NGER LIFE

*220% PRODUCTIVITY ENHANCEMENT
ESCORT CLUTCH CYLINDER MACHINED IN 18 sc
VERSUS 96 sec STANDARD
eCAN BE RESHARPENED AND REUSED
(SOURCE - FORD MOTOR CO., CORPORATE NEWS
DEPT. RELEASE, 11122DM)
FIGURE 5
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14.7
Ceramics for the Adiabatic Diesel

Engine

The diesel engine is capable of considerable development via the turbo-compounded
"Adiabatic Diesel," which runs hot, eliminates the water cooling system (and consequently
the heat lest to that system), and extracts useful heat from the higher temperature
exhaust gas via a turbine. Use of such an engine can ieduce specific fuel consumption
by 35 percent and simultaneously increase specific power.
As a consequence of eliminating
the water cooling system, a 50 percent increase in engine reliability Is projected.
In order to ,btaln such gains, very efficlent insulation of the combustion and
exhaust portions of the engine system is required so that the exhaust gases will have
the highest energy content to transfer to the turbocompound system.
Therefore, the
two potentially contending technologies would appear to be Insulated high temperature
metals or self Insulating hith temperature ceramics.
Thut, the adiabatic, turbo-compound
diesel engine provides our first example of a potential proactive substitution.
And
In fact, proactive substitution by opting for ceramic technology Is what Is occurring.
Even casual readers of the business or popular scientific press have become aware
of the world wide race to develop a ceramic based, waterless or "Adiabatic" diesel
engine.
While it appears th;,t the Japanese may be leading at the moment in the area
of light duty diesels for passenger car use, the U.S. appears to have the lead In
the development
f the adiabatic engine for heavy trucks.
The world's most fuel efficient
(.285 lb/hp-hr specific fuel consumption) engine is a Joint development of the U.S.
Army's Tank and Automotive Command (TACOM) and the Cummins Engine Co.
A recent paper
by Bryzik and Kamo (11)
provides an in depth status report on this engine.
Briefly, an early version of this engine utilizing ZrO, based coatings In the
combustion and exhaust areas, has been installed and succes fully run in a 5 ton truck.
On the road fuel economy exceeded expectations going from - 6 to , 9 mpg (in a lightly
loaded condition).
Over 3000 miles of successful testing has been carried out.
This
engine has demonstrated reduced emissions and enhanced multi-fuel capacity.
The engine
has no radiator, hoses, fan, or associated belts.
In fact, this version of the Adiabatic
engine has 361 fewer parts than the standard cooled engine from which it was derived.
Presently, the piston, cylinder liner, cylinder heads, exhaust, and intake parts
are coated with a ZrO
based coating.
Future versions of the engine will utilize
more ceramic coated oi even monolitic ceramic components.
The fact that a viable ceramic materials option (ZrO based coatings) was available,
has enabled the TACON/Cummins design team to take a proacilve materials substitution
position eliminating the need for extensive use of critical materials to provide the
worlds most fuel efficient vehicular engine technology.

Summary
1.
It is becoming increasingly apparent that high performance ceramics can function
in many of the industrial roles now filled by chromium or cobalt containing alloys.
2.
Re[larJve, displacive, and proactive substitution of critical materials by
,.,gh performance

ceramics are

currently under development.

3.
Major areas where structural ceramics are likely to substitute
metals In the near to mid-term future include:
heat engine components,
and small caliber gun barrel liners.

for "critical"1
cutting tools,
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NEW

DEVa"MENTS IN MATERIALS RE3Y0AWI
bY THE U.S. BUJREAU
OF MINES

by Robert C. Horton. Director,
and
Charles B. Kenahan, Chief'. Division of Materials and Recycling
Technology, bureau of Mines. U.S. Department of the Interior
2'I01 E Street, MW klahington, D.C. 20211
AIISTRACT
The U'.S. bureau of Mines has been a strong advocate or mterials recycling for over 50 years and
nas emerged as a world leader In the devle-ant of innovative recycling techbolcgy. Because
ecycl I ' conserves mineral reneroeo, the Bureau considers the mineral-based waste prodocts generated
by industry and the consuing public a potential 3econdary mineral resources. 'Albis paper preet
proaisIng technical solut ions to ocaplex recycling probem such as recovery of cobalt, nickel, and
chromium fromsnupersiloy scrap; the separation, recovery, and raiuse or n.,kal and chromium trcm
stainles and specialty Steel wastes; precious metal recovery from elsotronic scrap; an
envirormental ly acceptable mothod for recycling lend-acid batteries; recovery of nonferrous metals9
from scrap autombiles; and raPid scrap identification methods suitable for today's modern allQys.
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The mission of the U.S. bureau of Mines is to help ensure the contimiMe' viability of the domestic
inerals economy and the mintenence of an adequate minerals base so that the Nation's economic,
social, strategic, and environmental needs can be met. As pert of that mission, the Bureau conduacts
refteah progrm to provide new and improved techlogy for recovering and recycling metals and
minerals from a variety of waste mterl.s. The recycling progrnm addreeses the basic objective of
recovering for rouse the metal and mineral values contained In west"s. This recovery and rouse will
lessen U.S. import dependence on strategic end critical metals (Cr, Co, and NO., as well as other
economically Important codities (Pb, Al, Zn, Cu, and precious metals). The &hwauof Mines vies
recycling as an Important and valuable smane of conservitng minera.l reserves SWeconsiders the
mineral-based waste products generated by industry and the consuming public an potential secondary

*a

the Organic Act of 1910 (30 U.S.C. 1-Il), whica.
Authority for this research is derived frocm
etablished the bureau of Mines. It was later reinforced by the Mining and Minerals Policy Act of
1970, Public LAi 91-131, which states In part *9esit is the continuing policy of the Federal
Government in the national Interest to foeter and encourage *00the use and recyolc
ot scrap to
or our natural and reclaimable mineral rs"1ce Va." The moat
promte the wise and efficient usem
reet legislation affect Ing the bureau, the National Materials and Minerals Policy, Research and
Development Act of 1980, Public Law 96-1179, specifically directs it to increase the level of
metallurgical research In the area or strategic and critical materials. Current recycling program
is on recovery of Co, Ni. snd Cr from superalloy, stainless steel, and specialty steel scrap

temhasis

Th ueuof Minee has been involved In recycling resarcvh for over 50 years, and in the 1970's
was recognized an a world leader in the field by the Bureau Intenaticnal de la Recuperation, a
worlafrid4 organization of recyclere. That organization presented its first gold moel to the Burea
in April 1979, In recognition or its outstanding achievements in recycling technolg over- the yars.
As a result of its ostensive research efforts in racy Ling. the &wvieu has trained and developed a
cadre or scientists and engineers who use their metallurolial and minerals pr-ocesing training end
expeience to solve the owl=a recycling probam creste by moderm metallurgical technology. The
Minerals and Mterials Research activity, which is compsed of over 6W0 emlyees at 7
imus
rieerch facilities located acrcas the United States, is well equipped to address modern reoy life
Fproblems and has mamay significant contributions to recycling technology.

In the late 1950's, Bureau scientists developed the technology needed to dispose of 9 million
surplus Cd-Mg casings produced for World War I bombe. A vacuum distillation and selective
condenestion prcs was devised that allod the surplus casings to be refined into mwketble Cd
and Mg products (1). A more reooent achievement was the development or a practical method to recover
Co and frractory carbides from omnted carbide scrap. The Bureau patented process (2) involves
heating the carbide scrap in molten Zn, which breaks down the C matrix. W
the Zn is moved by
vacusu distillation rot rease, the carbide and Co rmain in a brittle mass that can be ground to
reusable powder. At least seven ompanies are ncw using this process to recover carbide scrap that
was previously discarded. Another Bureau patented process (3), for aeparating and recovering the
metal, mineral, and energy values contained in municipal solid waste, has bon adopted in whole or in
part by mny municipalities in the United States and abroed.
A $50 million recycling plant based on
this technology was comtructed in Monroe County, Now York, and is capable of processing about 1.8
million kg (2,000 t) of municipal waste daily.
This paper presents m
eaaples or recent Bureau research that show promise for solving complex
recycling problem. Topics discussed include recovery or Co, Ni, rd Cr from superalloy scrap;
s% rtion, recovery, and ease of Ni and Cr f-ca stainless and specisalty steel wastes; precious
metals recovery from electronic scrap; a hydrometallurgioal method to recycle scrap Pb-acid
betteries; recovery of nonferrous metals rrlm scrap automobiles; end development or scrap
identification methods suitable fr

today's modern alloys.

To accplish its research effectively, the Bureau, throug formal and inforeal agreements,
consults and cooperates with suc prestigious U.S. recyclng organizations as the Nationsl
Association of Recycling Industries, the Institute of Scrap Iron and Steel, the Alumiam Recycling
Association, the American Iron and Steel Institute, and the Aerioan Foundrymen's Society, as well as
witth many Individual O mpanies Involved in handling and recycling ferrous and nonferrous scrap. This
mutual cooperation ewwe that the Wureu's reoyclirg progrem addresses rwl problems of natlonal
sinlificanoe and enhance@ tehnology transfer to users.

SUPERALLOY SCRA (SAS5)

bureau of Mines interest in finding an efficient and economical method to treat SAS dates bac to
Techniques for recycling Ni- and Co-base alloys had bee devised but were ocmplex,
costly, and/or inefficient in recovering both the mejor and minor co ponent of scrap alloys. One
early bureu achem to treat SAS involved a sulfation and leaching treatment or oxidized alloy to
rmve Co and NI sulfates with Mo, W, 'nd Cb ri ining in the residues. Electrolysis in H2304 was
used to diassolve the alloys (4).
A
bureau technique consisted of a ocabined solvent
extraction-electrolytLe method for priucng hL-quality Ni and Co from NiO 2 containing 76 pct Ni
and 0.8 pct Co as well as other metals (5).
Still another method involved cheioal reclaiming of SAS
turings, borings, and grindLngs ins chlorinated acid solution with separation and recovery of each
cpOcnent metal by a series of operations comiing carbon adsorption, solvent extraction, and
selective precipitation (6).
Several electrochemical techniques also were developed using
diaphro-type cells. One was a combination solvent extracton procedure to remove and separate Co
and F. from NI followed by electrodeposltion of pure Ni and Co from chloride-based purified
electrolyte (7).
The other mloyed a diaphrogm-type electroytic cell that was 80 pet efficient in
recovering Co and Ni. IHoevr, no satisfactory method was developed for reclaimir Cr from the scrap
the early 1960's.

(8).
Rontly a ocmprehensive study (9) of the dmstic availability of Cr rrca six classes of SAS was
conucted and published using 1976 data. (Sme Table t.) The six alloy celases in this availability
study wer as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Investment cast NI- and Co-bame,
Ibrdfacing cast Ni- and Co-base,
W04ht Xi- and Co-base,
tairo t Ni-Fe-base,
Hat-resistant alloy coatings,
Corr ion-remistant alloy coatings.

Table I - U.S. availability of six classes of US containing Cr
Remlted ....
.............
owngraded. . . .............

Iporte.....d

I N9.0
I 1r7.6

.............
I
8.9

Total (1976

.. . .,
.

1 416.5
I 104.9

1

19.7

I
I

1

72
1

3

Ia

The lost material was primarily oxide ocntaminated and not econoaically oooverable.
The
doongrsied and expoted categories, hwever, contained tO million kg Cr (22.1 mllion lb), 2.7
million kg Cc (5.9 milion Ib), and 24.0 million kg Ni (53 million lb).
Based on this inormation,
the bhaem of Mines Initiated several reesaro projects to develop economical methods to recover the
Cr, XI, and Co from
o
this material.

j

A scheme for recovering Cr anid other metals from SAS is described in detail in a Bureau publication
(10). A in other procssems, a blended scrap charge is salted and partially oxidized, reaulting in'
Ti, Al, Zr, and Hit, but little Cr is segrated to the slag. The bath is then sulfidized to fore a
partial matte, a mixture of molten metallic sulfides. Whien solidified, the mtte contains three
major components: nickel sulidie (Ni 3 S2 ), chromiu~m sulfide (Cr2 'S3 ), anO a Ni-rich metal Phase. The
sulfur content of the mtte Is critical.
At the optimum sulfur level. virtually all of the Cr is contained In the Cr2 S3 , and a good
separation is poexible. Subeequent separation of the metal anid sulfides can be achieved by
conventional Magnetic separation and froth flotation or by ottwr mineral processing techniques. The
essentially Cr-free. Ni-rich compnents are then given a hydrochloric acid-chlorine leach (HCt-Ct 2 )
that leaves elemntal sulfr as a recoverable residue. The Fe and Mo are remved by hydrolysis.
Solvent extraction andi
electraoinning steps then produce pure electrolytic Ni and Cc. The Cr2 S3
contains aoe dissolved Ni that can be removed by leaching. However, since a Cr metal product
containing Ni would probably be acceptable for the superalloy industry, further separation was not
extensively investipted. The preferred process involves roasting to a low-sulfur oxide product in a
fluidized-bed converter, followed by aluinothermic reduction that produces a Cr-NI metal ingot.
The basic process was tested in a series or laboratory experiments. In some cases, modificat ions
of the basic scheme were defined, and limited testing was conducted. Based on the results of the
experimental wortc, a pilot plant was desiffed to treat 45 kg (100 Ib) of scrap foed per hour. A
sleplified flowsheet for the proposed plant is presented In Figure 1.
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from the experimntal work Indicated that Cr reovals from the Cr-barng SA

exceeded 99 pet rqardless or the presence of other lloying elemnts.
As expected from commrcial
practice. no difficulty wasz exprsmoad In reducin Cr203 (in a slag[ phas) to Cr metal. There was
no evidence of N1 or Ccoxidation wile Cr oxidized.
it was possible using re. i1 Woo to reamer
up to 95 pot of the Cr Initially pre nt in a slag phase. Suff"iciently good Fe-Cr seartion to
prode
a rerhro
m product suibleor toolmking also was acCirvd by bottm-blodiu.
Cmaraon o t4op-blain
ndxottmn-blwinl
i
pla
enta wth melts havinh
s
Crilarlevels of Cr
Indcate that with bottm-blsn
Cr n be oxtied with
little
or no Fn oxidation oourrin. al
ould not b achlevd wt ope-blrin
ing ctheti
lapO
slasa pla
tat wret noterdwas
In an oxidation ex
orxidnta, forrw iCra
cumprodut w a posuc ed
onained 65 pet Cr t c
that
Sreovery

Additional wort needs to be ocnducted using an electric arc fl'naos to
of 95 pot of the Cr.
inme a high-taperaturo slag to promote fluidity. Oxygen lancing onto the top surfaoe of the wit
I also proposed as the simplest way to achieve Cr oxidation. Although appropriate Cr-Fe ratioe have
bon obtained, the ultimate purity of the ferrochroium product with respect to alloying elementa
such an W, No, and Ta. which report to the slag, needs further investigatio
Current bueau research on treatmnt ad recovery of SA includes investigations of lqproed
metals from grindirg and oily contaminaed sludge as well as bulk
alloy sap. One promisin" technique involves reacting bulk mrap with molten Al or Zn to form an
easily oruahable and readily dissolvable intAermtallio cmpound.
Anothr schema is based on melting
mixed 3S3 into anodes fllowed by electrolyti recovery of a NI-Co ally by ocntrolled-potential

mthods to recover Critical allo

electrolysis.

,

?be objeotive of the burea's current wo* on grinding wastes is to devise a meutd for separating
end re cover
Co, El, and Cr as well as asociated metal values frI' hardfaoed grindlng sludge
aste that read~t from Irluotil
grinlding of valve and valve mants (FI4Nro 3).
to Incroa
WO..

durality. hwdfmU% to
is alied to steel valves and Smau'G to finisheO aims.

ImharfLng allay eantaln no ?a, the S.Im W onstn as mb an 30 pat P ho
f
-stal-f alitg aperatiom
Cowentional mineral benerfoistion tecmique

Althoum
the Initial
astar4 oantImai
such an tablin,

lotatio, a*e
Il separatton were inefftetive for
parat
mtallice fro troublesme
grlading debris Martials or A120 3 beom entrained In Um
eetalic shreds and prevet the use of
PIWeil sparation methods.

k

Figure 3 - Harfaed valve before grinding and Co-rIcn grinding waste,
(left); finished valves (right).

A ctvceptual flowsieet being examined to treat Such wastes is ahown in Figure 4. The grinding
wante is usual ly continated with cooling oil and first requires degreasing before leaching. The
,egreaseo grlrr.ngs contained in pt,
30. 1 Fe, 20.9 Cr, 15.14 Co. 13.6 Ni, 3.9 Mn, 5.4 W, and 10.7
acidj irm lubl material, which was mostly abraded grinding media. Leaching results shaowed that HCi
and aqula.4 chlorine were effective solvents for the grinding waste. Satisfactory metal extractions
were readily achiavel with both K)Ivents in 6 h or leaching at boiling; however, with HC W
extraction was vnly 13. pet whereas with aqeous chlorine, it was 75 pct.
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lesearch is currently In progress to separate and recover metal values from both the Il and
squaos chloride leach liquors. Methods being considered are ion exchange, solvent extraction,
adsorption and sale live precipitation. Only when an appropriate metal recovery system has been
developed will a cmpatible leaching procedure beoms apparent.
Another promising technique under study involves the rormtion or interuetailic ompounds of SA3
with Al or Zn. The key to this woric is formation of a readily crushable intermetallic ompound by
melting oflrgrade scrap with Al or Zne in an inert atmosphere (Figure 5).
It was determined that an Al
content of 30 pct at 1.873 K (1,600 C) was optiun for obtaining an easily
crushable alloy.
e
Leaching alloys of this composition with 6N MCI or 6N H2.SO at 368 K (95 C) resulted in dissolution
or over 90 pct of the alloys tested in only I h.

71
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Figure 5 -

A

-friable,

Intersetal lic copound technique for reducing bulk SAS to powder.

Table 2 shows the dramtic increase in dissolution rate for three commercial alloys using the
intermetallic coapound formtion technique. Current studies are focused on using Zn in lieu of Al.
At 1,123 K (850* C) molten Zn also will dissolve the suparalloy mterial and produce the ame
caliable characteristics obtained with Al, although more Zn is required than when using Al.
4oever, the advantage of using Zn is that it can be vecuub-istilled from the r-cted alloy mteriatl
and recycled back to the process.
Additional research is being conducted on precipitatic of the
component mtals from the acid leachates with the addition of CaO or NaeO. Controlled potential
electrolysis also will be investigated as a possible method to recover the individual mtal values
frm the leach solution.
Table 2 - Weight loss after leaching SAS with
6! MCI at 368 K (95" C), I h. peroet
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Another schem under investigstion in t-au laboratories involves mlting SAS to torm anodes for
electrolytic proceeing. Figure 6 depicts the steps involved with treating deoiled, mixed
Contamnated machining chips in an induction furnace under a protective atmphere, followed by
casting into anodes.
It should be noted that any new technology mot be applicable to s
Ran
mixtures
of Ni, Co, and Fe-i base alloys with relatively high Co, Cr, and NI oontents. Mixture raes of 10
to 20 pat Co 15 to 2S pot Cr, sand50 to 65 pot NI mast be used I order to be effective.

iW

15-7

Synthesized ompositions or these fixtures have been cast into anodes andSare being evaluated. lsmo.
W. Mo. Cb, TI, V, and Al must be recoverable in order for note technology to be efficient lin interials
conservation.

00*

Figure 6

steps involved in produicing a soluble anode from SAS for
electrolytic reoovery of Co anid 9I.

-basic

Soluble anodes are being evaluated to determine the feasibility of using a controlled potential
electrolytic mthod to effect Co-NI depoeition Or sufficient fAwitY for direct recycle as a mester
alloy. The controlled potential electrolytic method was primerily an ana.lytical tool In the past,
tout Is no. considered a viable approach for comlex scrap recycling technology. It Involves control
of the potential between the cathode and the reference electrode that is Irserad in the electrolyte
within the r.ng of depoeition potentialse of the metal(&) being depoeited. rather then direct control
The controlled potential results in variable cotrol
of the aerage between the anodes and cath'e
of the anode-cathode merage and voltage to mintain the desired electrolyte-athode voltage for
continued selective depoeition, in this came a Cc-MI produ~ct, with other metal tons rmInng in
solution or reporting to the sludge. Other options such as the use of an Je baskets to contain the
scrap, in lieu of rmieted anodes. or electrwinning from solu~lon also are under consideratiu
STAMMZS

STMl

(SS) WASTES

An availability study (12) wam mode of scrap metals containing Cr In the Unilted States that covered
wrouit 33 and host-resistant alloys. This report concluded that the total SS scrap generwted in
1977 as prmt Industrial and obsolete scrap, somted tc 761.0 million kg (861,000 0). A breadown
is shown in Table 3.
Table 3

-

U.S. availability or ~pmt industrial
and obsolete SS scrap
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utensils, and cutlery. A aigniioant f~actor in the amont of 38 available for rvuse in the flture
will1 be the degree to which ait~mbile atalytic converter sheIla made from type 40 35 are recycled.
At a production rae of 10 million care per year, the 16-kg (35-1b) converter shell oculd Venerto as
much an 158.7 million kg (175,000 t) of 38 scrap per year. Care containing theme oatalytic converter
shells are only rica being retired in algnificant, quantities from active service in the L~imted 3tates.
It is estimated that over 9 million kg (20 million lb) of Cr and 3.6 million kg (8 million Ib) of
11 plus other stal values ewii as No and Mn are loet annully to frwrace dusts, mill scale, and
conta~mated grinding weaifa in the U.&. stainless and specialty steeleaing Industries. Recenatly
the borew of Mines devised a promising pelletizing procedure (13) for treating and recovering 90 pot
or more of the Cr, Ni, No, andl Fe in these waste&. Manganese a1lso can be recovered by this process.
The commecial feasibility of the pelletizing method was shown by a numer of Industrial-fixed
electric arc furnace heats, wherein the pelletibed wastes represented as mich as 19 pot of the
furnace charg, replacing part of the nonwma SI scrap chaere. Pelletized waste products used in the
laboratory and oommrcial scale heats were electric furnsce (W) baghouse dust, argon-oxygen
decarbuilzation (*00) vessl beghouse dust, oenterless grinding awarf, and mill scale. Figure 7
slais a typical mixture of the four types of wastes used to prlajoe the pellets and the final furnace
product. Wate mterials were supplied by a privae coemany, and analyses of the principal
components are given in Table 4.

1Ni

4.I

rigure 7-Sieplfied sahmtio mhming flor omm 3 wastes, Pellets prepared
from the wastee, an ay
eylable easter alloy ingot ande by smlting
tin pellets.
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pellets

Mill scale

Flow. diagrm for laboratory agglmration of four con
SS
wastes by pelletizing with oke breeze reduotant And oment
binder.

Early laboratory tests in a 454tg (100-1b) Induction furnace indicated that a variety of
ominatilons of pellet omositions could be used, and the carbon content of the coke breeze would
reduce Iron and nickel oxides and suet or the dcoiun oxide. Ferrosilloon was added to the sulton
both to scavenge the rminifng Cr fl-ca the slag. The furnace was charged with 90 to 95 pot pelleta
and 5 to 10 pat loose .11l scale. An all-pellet charge also can be used to reduce a backlog of
wastes at a plant. Iloweiver, it is anticipated that In norm.1 camrcial practice only 10 to 20 pot
of the furnace charge would consist of pelletized wastes to replace a portion of the SS sorap charge.

Pellets containing ansumch as 55 pot mill scale fron five different plants produced equally good
results. Blending and pelletizing all four waste typs represants the muet omliated set of

*

onrditions

siopUfied.

In those plants thet generate only one or two of the four wastes, pelletizing is

Subsequently, 907-kg (1-t) heats of the pelletized mixture were conducted in a cinrcial plant.

A

*
*

*

Chrcais recovery was ailer than experienced in the laboratory aime tests, but still acceptable. The
Ni reported to the ingot as expected. A 3,6Z9-kg (8,000-1b) mostor alloy ingot from all-pallet heats
ade at a Private Plant was Incorporated into a oamoroial 17,2374%c (19-t0 heat of type 316 33. The
xprmintal Ingot was amletely ceptible with the 8S scrap sand
ende up the balance of the charge.
At this point it was decided to &msass the asopler, sure econcaical nothod of substituting part of
the scrap charge in the production arc furnace with pelletized waste. Five heats were amd in which
Pelletized onterial constituted 14 to 19 pot or the charge. The pellets were added to the furnace
with the SS scrap. All five heata not or exceeideld the required specifications afte procesingr
tugh the AGO vssal and were inatted as oamral 35 bar, rod, or forging Ingot. With only a
tea exoeptinim, Cr, 11i, and No reovere exceeded 90 pot.
The work was onclusives in shwig that 33 wastee such as flue dust, mill scale, and grinding wmart
am be pellestized ad chargd suaaeeetlally, along with scrap, into product ion heats of S& This not
Only OfCtbrs an opportunity to rcer and seoyle criticdsal sa Wt alsol solves waste staoge ad
Aditional teas ( j *er specil~ty alloy wastemsua s thoe generasted in Producing alling 901
al ar~ 1111drinfi showe resui rpmithe treatment air Spent, ao'.CO SaiN Plating
80ities iieett
thot thems and similar Wastes aim be converted Into pellots for JNMAim "VMgz
with Poll rem"Itai.
f.4ries4

Other wort on stainless said specialty stealmaking wastes in the early staes of Investigation
includes methods to reover Cr, Ni, sandCo values from slagp and spent SS pickling solutions. Tests
on specialty steelmaking aslp are being conducted to segregate said upgrade Cr-bearing fractions from
onished, grund, and sized slag es1es. The slags are characterized as to composition sand the
various phasea preent. Chromium is present in the slagp both as metallic particles sandas comlex
oxide phases. Selective leaching and X-ray diffract ion analysis indioate the presence of Cr-bearig.
spinel-type compund in a membe~r of the slagp. By using selective sixing, magnetic separation, and
tabling, the Cr-bearing constituents have been liberated said segregated into upgrded tract ions.
Recent tests hae shown that net reooveries of about 60 Pot Cr, 98 o Ni, sand85 pat ?e can be
achieved using conventional mineral benefiition techniques. Efforts ame now directed toward
improving Cr recovery sand the grade of separated fract ions.
Bureau research on recycling and reoeerV of spent amed acids and sludges from acid picling
operations is being oniducted in oooperation with the American Iron sandSteel Institute. Acid
Pickling is WidelY used In the metals Industry ror cleaning annealed and hot-uceited S&. The mset
commnly used pickling bath tor stainless
and specialty steels is a aixture of' 1103 and WFacids. It
is astimated that at least 111,000 a3 (30 million Sol) of spent sixed acids are generated each year
in the United States. This not only represents a significant loss In valuable mtals, nitrate, and
fluorine values, but also presents a disposal problem. Research on acid pickling is focused on
electrogenerat ion of the spent acids with secondary efforts on other potential recycling or recovery
technology such as selective crystallization, solvent extraction, and roasting.
In related research, the Bureau is studying the fundaentals of the acid pickling process used for
cleaning annealed sand hot-.aorked SS. Greater widerstauiing of the effects of Important both
parameters such as temerature. concentration of 0"0 sandWF, chemical comlex formtion, scale sandI
alloy ocaosition, agitation, aeration, Imrsion time, said dissolved metal concentrations could
result in the selection of a set of operating ondaitions that would yield impoved surface quality of
the SS, reduce loss or critical =tals, lessen the disposal problem, and exutend the beth life.
Initial Studies are focused on two widely used 3 types, 3041and 4130, thet hae been subjected to
cold or hot rolled-mill anneal treatments. The etfects at solution temerature and composition on
the rate of metal dissolution are being evaluated. Analyses also are being sofe to characterize the
comosition sandstructure of the surface arid the bulk material of s~les reacved at selected times
during the acid pickling process.
MZCRK3NIC SCRAP (ES)
Several years ago, in copration with the U.S. Department at Defense, the Bureau initiated a
research program to assess the precious metal content of obsolete ES said to develop a method to
mechanically procesa ES generaited by the military. Precious metals can be tound in electronic
equipment oonpcnets such as pin connector. contact points, silver-costed wire, terminals,
capacitors, plugs. and relays. Som electronic equipment, my have relatively high concentrations at
precious mtals, said some apperatus my have little or none. fthe problem is to determine which
comonents contain high concentrations of' precious metals and segreate those pieces mechanically
from the less valuable &l, Cu, said Pa. Initially, 36 military surplus units were han-diinntled,
and the potential yield of base and precious metals from each was determined (141). More then half
the nwits were radio receivers, transitters. tuners, and power supplies; the remainder were
miscellaneous navigation said oomuioatione equipmnt (Figure 9). All 36 units were produced prior
to 1957 said did noot contain any printed circuits. Mors recent somles of 9S equipment did contain
printed circuits.
After shredding and screening, IS can be treated as a comlex ore trom which the various oomcnents
are concentrated in discrete fractions. In an effort to estimate the distribution of precious metale
In obsolete electronic equimnt said determine Its fair maket value, a minerals processing concept
was first developed and Am Itrated successfully on a laboratory scale. Based on the laboratory
model.* a small pilot plant was assembled for upgrading the scrap Into metal concentrates at teod
rates up to 0.063 ka/s (500 lb/).
The pilot plant c ists or a series of unit operations designed to take advantage of the physical
properties or CS coonenta to effect separation. As shown in the flowsheet (Figwre 10), the sequence
of principal operations is shredding, air classitication, wire picking, magnetic separation, sing,
and finally eddy-current and high-tension separation (M17).
All or the equimet, with the emomption
of theek -ars mgnetic precleane is aurrantly in use in the mining ard recyling induatries,
and the flarshest represents an *off-tho-shelP" approach to the overall pilot plant design.
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The pilot plant operations are contiuusu through the troml and roll crushing steps. The
batch operations. An overall vlso of the ontinuous
eddy-moret and high-tenion saparators are@
to the ta'inol, air
Uquimnt, loft to rlit,
pilot plant operation Is shcn in Figure 11.
magnetic separator, oreen., and roll crushers. The
duct
work,
curved
discharge
with
the
olaaeifiers
shredder Is in the center bacground.

Figure 11 -Continouu

porticon of the 0.063-lug/a (500-lb/h) ES pilot plant.

Products from thin procss are an Fe-bane fraction6 an Al fraction, a mixed metal fraction, a wire
fraction, air classifier lights, and a minus 0.006. (1/4-in) nonagnetic metal fraction. The latter
traction represents only about 5 pot of the total Input for certain
Is recovered by 11TS. The 11TS
types or mixed scrap, yet contaiun one-alt of the total Au and Ag. Typical Au and AS contents In
ttn M17fraction range from 0.6 to 1.? and 9.4 to 18.7 g/kg (20 to 40 and 300 to 600 cu/t).
respectively, depending on the age and type of electr'onic sorap processed. A typical precioussetals-bearing concentrate after WM7of mechanically processed circuit bootd assemblies Is shown in

A

Imall particle size or the HIS fraction soes It ideal for hydrmtalurgloal treatment to
recover the bane metals and further oonoetrat* the precious metals. Precious metal toll refiners

charge by weight of sorap treated, aid shipping this material without extracting the base metals,
even though it is acceptable as is, is an added ex;e-e. Typical feed material for

hyd ntalltnrioaL proomsaing (MIT fraction) is cIhvn in Figure 12. Alumian ise extracted from the
feed material in the first-stapgemient temerature Ma&il leech, follcuad by incineration to remove
orgenic mtter. Uiael' lt extracted in the socond-tp oxidative dilute 112301 Leach at 363 K (900
C) and in rave from the agent leachate by osmatation with the Fe-bane megntic fraction. The
third-stege leach wan conducted in concentrated 112101 at 1123K (1500 C). The leech residue and

leachate contained at

of the precious metals.

Laboratory tests drntrated the techmical feasibility of treating the processed 85 by a
hydrmietallurgioal ethiod to smowr precioa and bas netals from an upgraded fraction of obsolete
U (15). Ine three-tags leech g-ee produced a final residu iwnmtIng to only 12 pot of the
____

LaitIsi feed to the lemohift process, yet It contained all af the Au end 55 pot of the Ag. This
Ismb
to pr'ecious metal recovey by toll reining at a fraction of the cost required
meSiA is
for the orIginal feed mstertal. The rnIhng 45 Pat of the Ag is recaoee from the third-Sage
filtrate. can"e wan rieee an an 88-pat-@rade asmnt Cut OWnd r ifteleexceeded 90 pot.
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Precousi esta-bsar w ocetrte (lceer right) after HllS
of echanically processed circuit board assmlies
(ncm..mstallio rejects on left).

-Typical

SCRAP LEAD ACID SATRIBS
The secondary leand industry in the United States is the largeet producer of fb, acounmting for
about 45 Potatofdometic production. Over 90 pot of the metal supplied to the @secdry anatere is
in the t.au of Pb-acid batteries. In current U.S. oinmrcial practice, fb metal And sludge are
separated fromi the battery cae and the acid and miated in a reerberatory or blast furnace.
Miselons of Pb ard 302 fum duIJ smelting are difficult to control and present the industry with
oostly tecnical control options If It is to met U.S. lead miission sandards (16).
4

*

this in mind, tnhe Mara investigated a omimation eetcf.nz.etrimiWmethod for
~~With
recycling Pb fron scrap batteries with the dual objectives of eliminating the Pb ad SD eissions
aseociated with the pesntA py raetallwgioal anlting procese and producing Pb pure onotig for use
in Minteimos-free, betterie (17.
The discarded metal and battery sludge used in the Invstition was obtained frois a lamg domestic
A fully
ducar~ed to a cinmroial rverbertr AsiMoS.
seconary smelter and wae typical oat
pat U2 S0_4 electrolyte, 4. 5 kg (9. 9 lb) at
0(111))f18
dishared utobattery contains 3.6 x
~le washing to
fmeaInthe frids and lugs, and 5.7 ka (12. rb) of Pb as eulfate-oxide sludge.
ria
edhering slug screening, and lund-picking to remove plastic and rubber, the eterlal
Pbft9 sulfate-amide sluge and 5 plastic and rubber. The sludge analysed,
analysed. in PerceWNt.
in peruent, 60 PbBMt. 21 fb, and 19 ft0 2 . The Pb metal Srlda and lugs were melted and oust Into
anode. for electrortniqg. Lad was leaced fra the slug by treating it with NM4M3 end
(EIAflhS0, tolicevd by diesoluation in wests fluasilo sold (HM *;.) ar: reOV ft
eotroreing and for
*ectrauwzvtizg (Flgurs 13). * he6*40~ used as electrolyte
reted during the production or pboaato
leaching the slug is a largb-voluem wateenemt
la
nd
Irpae
fbr eleotroreflnIng by malting the tb-lb metalo
fertilizer. Impue sades were
asting In a arbon sold. Patented (18) insolubles PbO2 -oosted Ti anodes developed by the huemau were
used for ebsotrwimeing. Cathode starteir shmet. were made from comrcial thick ocrredrg-Ws fb
aMst. Flare 14 ohs the ounigtlwat of the anodes used for eleotraretlalng ad eleoti'wiimlog.

I I4

Figure 13

Flewire 1-

PILMW

of comination eleotroretining (top path) and
electruiiqgI
(bottom path) method for recycling Pb Cram
Pb-acid batteries.

-Depiction

*nod
usd ror eleotroreinins (left) am eiectrwinniU
(right) ft flra sorap Pb-wid batteriee.

In past workc, Pb electraoinniw failed because much of the Pb In solution reported to the anodes as
an insoluble PbO 2 compound, at the expense of eatanlic Pb deposition at the cathode. A mjor
technical Weekthr~gh wan made with the discovery that PbO 2 formation can be prevented by having as
little as 1.5 kgi'm3 (1.5 g/L) P In the electrolyte. The waste H2SIF 6 .H20 is particularly suited for
electrwinning since It already contains the necessary P.
One- and two-liter plastic vessels were used initially for the electrolytic cells and later were
replaced by the O.02-m3 (20-L) mltielectrode cell showin In Figure 15. The multielectrode cell whioh
consisted or 3 cathodes and 4 anodes In both the electrcsiinning and electrorefining sections produced
about 45.4 Kg(100 lb) of Pb during a 7 day cycle In each electrolytic section. The bench-3cale workc
demcribed above 3hows a great leal of promise, and Pb of 99.99+ pct can be produced routinely.
Preliminary economic and technical evaluations Indicate potential for this process, but additional
larger scale demonstration is needed to ensure its viability.

Figure 15

unit for electrorefining and electrouinning Pb. On
the right, electronic control panel with prosflow diagram.
On the left, electrolysis section with 0.02-0 (20-0)
malt ielectrode cell and ancillary equiint.

-Laboratory

SCUtP AUrOKtULES
The atmtive industry Is one of the largest conmous or metals and also one of the largest
sources of new and old scrap in the United Statea. Light to ten million motor vehicles are retired
annually from active service. Developmets and trends In the automtive industry are indicative of'
the natur~e of the changes that my ccur in scrap oar recycling technology. Automotive materiala
specification end design have bee nwdergoing dramatic changes, especially since the energy crisis or
1974. The ese of U.S. aIs
being r'educed, dimnsaions of oompnents are being decreased, And
lighter materials are being substituted tor steal and cast Iron parts. Chages such as a reduction
in the use of plain carbon steels and cast Iron and an increase in the use of low-alloy high-streth
steels, alumi~in alloys, and plastics have already cowered, and the recycling technology to deal
with these changes must be developed now.
The burea of Mines has had an active research program on recycling ferrous and nonferrous values
om woit also has been dons on the effect of increased
care silae the late 1960's.
plastic content on autombile recycling (19-2n). The inItia work on scrap cane b~n with the
dwsip and development or' a smokeless incinerator that served as an Interim solution to the problem
of barnl ncumtallics from scrap care (21). Later, bosms researiche determined the omposition
of a typical autmbile including ferrows and naiterrews metals, glass, rubber, and plastics.
Fifteen U...@Wmde amobilee were statistically elected and o lately hand-dimntled and
aoeated If"o faiaws, nonfterws, and ncmmtallIc fractions (2). Proa them data. the comoition

from sMa

of' a typical automobile, alros 1960, was postulated.

later, several 1972-73 and 1975 mosdel U.S. caren

IP
were dlimentled, and average ccapositkofs for these oars were determined. bureau rewearders also
hand-disntled four wdels of 1981-82 Apnese oars. Figure 16 shome the mteriala contained in a
hand-disfntled 1982 Nissan Sentra.
In addition, two identical Japanese cars rrom each Minufacturer
were shredded in a comsrcial automobile shredder, and all of the products were collected for
analyses to coapare metal recoveries with materials distribution. Table 5 stamrizes the composition
based on hand dismntling of the various domestic and foreign cars described above.

Figure 16 -

Hand-digntled

1982 Nissan Sentra automobile.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Light iron
Cast steel
Stainless steel
Heavy iron

1l.
15.
16.
17.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Zinc
Spring steel
Chra-plated steel
Hardened steel
Coated copper wire
Cast iron
Copper and brass
Alumirn
Vinyl

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Plastic
rmbustibles
Rubber
battery

LAd
Carbon
Ceramic (magnetic)
Csrmaio
Asbestos
Circuit board and electrical
comonents
24. Glasa
25. Polytiretlwne fo

Table 5 - Distribution of mterials in automobiles as
determined by hand dimntlin
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The dismantled 1982 Sentra contained about 12 pct high-strength, 1G.-alloy steel that was not found
Recovery rates for ferrous and nonferrouis values of the Japanese oars
after shredding were 88 aid 60 pet, respectively. Comparable recovery rates for U.S. cars after
shredding were 90 and 80 pet for the ferrous and nonferrous values, respectively. The lower recovery
rate for the nonferrous values fr-om the Japanese oare appears to hae" resulted from generation of
large aots of aluinum fines that are lost to the nonmetallic fraction during shredding and
processing. There were no materials used in the foreign cars that would present secondary metal
recyclere with handling or processing problems; hGwever, the amount or rejects generated per ton of
ferrous product recovered my be or future concern.

In the other Japanese cars.

D)uring the pitst
10 yr, over 80 pet of the care scrapped in the United States have been processed in
over 200 shredder operations in crcial
scrap yards. With the advent of these shredders, the
Bureau fooused its attention on recovering nonferrous values contained In the nonmagnetic materials
disposed of by these processors. Air classification methtods used initially yielded concentrates of
up to 90 pct metal. However, to obtain these higher purity concentrates, about 140pct of the stals
are lost in processing. Bureau researchers then adapted a water elutriatlon treatment technique to
recover the meta~l values ft-om the nonmgnetic shredded mterials. A 0.65-a (18-in) dimter,
2.52-hg/s (10-t/h) column water elutriator (Figures 17 and 18) was designed. tested, and evaluated at
a cmmrcial shredding operation for recovery of mixed nonferrous metals frome the nonmgnetic
material and has proven to be efficient and economical.
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Figure 18

Water olutriator in operation at cINNrCisl scrap Yard.

After proving tfle comircial viability of the water elutriator in recovering nonferrous metas from
scrap autombile shredding operation@, bureau reearchers now afe investigatingu the use of
evy-eudia techniques to separate the nonferrous metals from each other. Lot-cost barite was
sal, Led as the medium, which is prepared by aixing it with water to the desired dosity. The barite
imetins An suspension in densities (specific grattia"e) ab"v 1.700 kg/a ( 1.7 g/
), and the medium
is eksily pumed at densities to above 2.6W0 kg/mi (2.6 g/onS). The metal separations ame deterained
by the Lamina
oeocity )f the particles and the density of' the medium. Total separation and
recovery of
3 Mg from a mixA metal concentrate is acomplished uaing a adiue density of 1,900 lcg/u3
( 1.9 g/os ); a 9§-pot separation with "5-pot recovery or Ai Is achieved at a adlim density of 2,3W0
xg/a 3 (2.35 g/omi). Seventy-five percent Cu and Zn base metal conoentrates have been obtained of the
respective metals; however, becase of overlapping alloy densitiee, distinct separations have not yet
been achieved.
The barite-mdlum metal separation is conducted In a trough with the mediumn flwing through and
overflowing at the end of the trough as shown in Figure 19. Barite madium is pumpd through the
trough at a flow rate that vails with the density and the separation desired. Metal being separated
is carried from the trough In the overflow. while the other metal or metals sink through the medium.
The 1.8"- (6-ft) traAgh shown In Figure 20 serates 1.26 kg/s (5 t/h) shredded automotive
nonferrous aised metal concentrate containing Mg, Al, Cu, and Zn. The Mg is rooovered in the
rirat-atage trouh no ill in the seondi. The Cu and Zn are presently hand-sorted.
Barite is we.e for recyclin by shaking the sink and float products on a vibrating screen and
then riming with a water Way. The barite weovered by shiting Is immdiately regyolable. The
water-wAilini barite will not rinin in simpension at a density Ieee than 1,700 kg/m3 (I.? g/ftJ) and
is reomered for QWsp ftam the bottaf ot the waslW settler cirait. Periodic screening of the
ovenflacing barite tNrough a 100.meh screenremves the fines that could inhibit separation. Barite
Sao to have an waelihated recycling life, and 99-pot reovery appears practical.
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Another problem that has an Impact on recycling nonferrous shredded materia. from scrap auinbiles
Is the Al alloy aix recovered froma
the scrap. Present-day U.S. oars contain about 465kg (100 Ib' of
Al, and projections show that this my increase to abouat 90 kg (200 lb) by 1990. This could
represent an Al scrap resorce of over 907 imillion kg (2 billion lb) annuially. A significant portion
of this increase in Al will be in wrought gafes. The typical mix in ruture, oars will be 50:50
wrought and cast alloys. The secondary foundry industry In the United States is unable to absorb all
of this scrap for casting alloys, and high levels or St, re, Cu, and Zn In the cast alloys OMM the
unseperatad scrap unsuitable for wrought alloy production without the addition of large a wts of
primary Al for dilution purposes.
Bureau researchers investigating the problem or separating cast and wrugt Al alloys discovered
that wrought alloys remained ductile above 873 K (6000 C), whereas the high..Si casting alloys
exhibited considerable loss of' ductility above 773 K (5000 C). This property behavior of the two
alloys was exploited by the bureau in a patented hot-crush method ror separating wrought from cast
alloys (24).
Laboratory experiments consisted of heating mixed scrap to 833 K (5600 C) in a small rotary
eleol - furnace and then fragmnting the hot mixture In a cruisher or small h r mill (Figure 21).
After screening, the fragmented cast alloys were recovered as an undersize faction, while the
oversize wrought alloys were collected froma the top of the screwn. Figur 22 shows a typical
separation achieved by this method. M~agnetic separation is normally required after the crushing step
to . ve any loome ferrous Items. Feasibility tests showed that the method can be adapted to a
single-step operation in a heated rotary furnace that would heat and fragmeint in a single operation
through repeated lifting and dropping in the furnace.

A
Figure 21

haimat sill, end drus anet used to separate wrought
and cast Al swrap alloys.

-Furnace,

Figure 22

-

Separated wrught and omut 4l produots obtained by the

hot-ofrhshing pr100m.

SCRAP METAL ItSNTWICATION
The National Association of Recycling Industries and the Institute of Scrap Iron and Steel, a veil
inicated thet many alloy groups require ne or impoved
Zn fact they hams identified this as one of the mt seriu
Identification and sortling taOdKUl4ue&
probem In scrap prooeealizs. More then 205.9 million kg/yr (2n7,000 t/yr) of 3S scrap is not
recovered owing to lackc or rapid and accurate Ldentiflostion mthods. An additiona~l 126.8 million Xg
an many indilvidual scrap processocrs, hm

(142,000 t) is doongraded Lo lessear value meterials.

Wrvght SS and heat-resistant alloy scrape

alone account ror a loss of 56.2 mLilion kg (62,000 t) of Cr annually in the United States (12).
Efrective recycling~ Is of vital concern in the n kited States becaus of both thesatrategic and
critical element content or many alloy groups a* well as the potential enerw savings assoiated with
recycling them.
For scrap metals. to be returned to operations where they can
sorted and segregated into lots that contain similar materials.
alloys is the first and eat critical phase in this operation.
scrap yard, Identification and sagrption of scrap metaln are
The degree or separation the scrap mtals reeve at the scrap
sorters to identify alloys and an the value of the materials,

be recycled effectively, they mast be
Identification of thenmemtals or
In routine operation of a crcial
oarried out by experienced sorters.
yard depends on the ability of theae
Identification of scrap my be

nature of sparksa resulting when a metal or alloy is tauched to a riiing wheel, and cheical spot
tet. ien highly accurst* analyses are needed, more tim-oommming methods, suah a chemical and
speotragraphic auelys is, are used. Es. alloys nw entering the acrap maket are making recognition
Inceainlydittioult. eve for eperienced morters. The problm ise ond 1 by the decreasing
reacrition can bacivdonly through
orters.
* klli
numbs o available, skilled ns
m
ador plant.
years ofday-to-day, hands-on experence in tj
To alleviat. this proben, the awrew ham been omautzW the rbllZwiog studmes
1. Determine areas requiring new or Imaroved sorting teahmology,
2. Evalusa anddewelap nee and Improved identification aNd mortIng

3. Test, problism alloy grvAipe much a Ni- and Co-bas allc'e, to
4.

determine the eat PIrSIo rapId idetificmtlai meto"
Tektmue in na llc developent In ordar to better pa'sdiotA
their impot an aormp rcyclUM.

1

T

Early work involved identification and analysea or copper-baa. alloys by fluorescent X-ray
sPetrMap
(25). peently a o I aheml
survey or the mthods used for identifying ammp motals
has been imde (26).
ament methods that hae been revi d am evluIated Include objeot
recognition; density determiznti ; meIet, par, and ohemical spot testin; thmeoeleotroi and eft
current iimueimnts; and varioua analytical tonlqrui.
figure 23 Ohws
ian
aPPEstu being used by Breau cientist to oKain arwoduaoble apek ptternI
to meaIre the spatial radiance of arwt& It conista o a grinder and a smor that Is cosected
by riber optic cable to a apeotrq Itfmtter that eaaes the Intemsity of the Light raya
characteristic of the alloy ued to gSnerate the qaa.

Figure 23 - Laboratory apmortu c - istLng of a grinder, optical eneor, and
sepotrophotomter used to obtain rwrocaible apr Pattens.

Spectra of park patterns have bo reorded for several alloys Including mld stoola; hI4h,..trength,
low-&lloy500stoele;
200,
400 mrte
Inooloys;
b-2.
bewee
wi TOO
m. 300,
the and
spectra
show 4f ;r Inooala;
except
In the Hayes
cas of 20300N0;
sos and Hastelloy
33 and their
low carbon analoge; e.g., 3 3 and 304L 38 and 316 and 316L M.
In eneral, as the NI content of an alloy incerie, the Intenity mxaim Is shifted to a higher
wavelength. It is onpecod that the obeerved ditfkrIoee will mke it Possible to amparate alloys
not meable to aeparation uaing aoovet onIl p"
testing.
In addition. a floa Iet for aeparating NI-base allop and 33 has bee desiged (Figue 2). This
flwa1e1, which ues thermoelectri
Se
am opticl 41I00
epeotiwmom teo uies, reuireeM
Ies then half the operatione p eeee in a
w int l mprtiom sahme bed an dwodoel spot
testa. This methodology bqein with themelaotrio mammments to ak the frst separation Into
alloy grm,
followed by use at a portablie
ea
a em spectraonap to amam the Ideifiatim to

momspecific group or inividual alloys.

IMs coat flor both or those irAtnmmta Is quite Im.

mking thom available to the smal oeap procesr.

Plane call for tetiq

this fIlebet In an

operating aorap laid.
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Figure 214- Propoed instrumental technique for sorting high-value scrap.

It mhould be noted that the research described in this paper representa only a crosn section of the
type of work the Bureau of Mines is conducting on the recovery and recycling not only of strategic
n,
and critical materials, but also econofically important commodities such as lead, aliinzinc
copper. and precios metals. The current Bureau of Mines research prga in recycling consists or
411intiouse projects dealing with a broad spectrum ot probem on motal- and mineral-based waste
products. a well as work on mineral tailings, slims and process waterwater.
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RESUME
La recyclege des superalllages procide d'uns ndcessit# 6conamique at stratlgique. Dos
recyc lage @out examinE.. teut au point do vue tharmodynamique quo technologique.

votes privildgifee 4.

Fusion oxydante intermidiit pour filiminer to Titan. at
'Alsininii &fin do ddbuter l'Slaboratiom aon. wide
sat un bairn oxydd
- Fusion inert. sous wide 4e riblona recouditiounds.
Ia teste passe successivesmat an revue l'action du wide our Is rdaction CArboee/0.yglue Is ddsulfuratiom et Is
dfaitruratiom #ventualle iei qua Is distillation des adtaus lourds.
L .4ffet ult~rieur do Ia refusion sous wide (VAR) et sousnlaitier (313) But Is qualitf du produit final set pris
an compt*.
-

VACMIN

RECYCLING EFFECT ON MINOS

ILEIMS IN SIU9ALWYTS

Superalloy recycling isean economical and strategical necessity. Two different ways of *crop reoery are eamined from a thernodynamical and technological point of view:
-

Air malting with oxygen blowing to remove Titanium and Aluiium before Vacuum treatment
Non reactive melting of conditioned scraps tn MI.

This paper examines in detail the vacuum effect on Carboon/O'aygem reaction, doealfurizatiou and Nitrogen roinwal
as well se heavy metal diotillatioo.
Further reactions during remelting in VAR or £53 are taking account to &&sure the quality of the final product.

INTRODUCTION
La Ion
conamie do Is production des supoalliagee pesse per to rocyc laa dee chutes 66aM.600 taut ao long du
processus do fabrication. Cat aspect du adtior *at important dfdfait du coft et de to ratztd croissants des me-

a

*

~ ~

*

tiat.. premilres.
$nso men enquite
litg, our 140 000
an oeqawre done de
sout effectiweimt
*art
5 at 10 ana.

"ais aueai pares quo lea quantitiB do chuteB produiteB Beat particutlreftat Ole n.
(ref. 1) r~alisle ean 9TATS-UNIS on 1976 male duet Is*
dMna tecismiqune resent d'actudtnes
4e BuperaliagoB issues doe fours d'Alaboratims. eeulam t 40 000 tool ant #t# mines
ensembles (cf. figure 1). to Ventres terms, our 100 tosses couldee. 25 tenonesB"element
atiliseso et *elae-sibm Bout recycilge
an grand* partle ar& e ntome do a"tvice Cowgie

Solon lee M~ANauteurs.

on *@time que lee lite do fusaion "at

comtitude as msa"

per 41 1 do swtiareB sm-

54 2 do matire recycldes. Ce &@rotor chiffre repr~sent. was mayeame fluaetumt on fonctiom dee condiwa
tiomaet 6comnmiques at des disposibilitis awec des variations do cycle. Om oberve as e ana
disparitf awlwant le meaces. lear utilleation at too made@ do wive am euvre IlI team do notifree recNiee pouwat Stt.
trIa faible pour too allages pour atbe. do turbine type IN 100 et powvast attandre so I pour des places f orSa apt&* double fusion *one wide (WIN # VAR).

1- CROIX DES CONDITIONS D'ELABORATION EN FONCTION DU TYPE DE MATERIAUX ARECYCLER
Les motirteaus A recycler doivant Stro considdrde a priori coama de metirs promlree cme
a etree. Ile
so diatlfeuat cepemant de" matture. nawas car its "at a Is faiB plus peto en wetums et plus pollwe a surf a

ant diJA saki ums double dlabozettan
bean qmlitd I

-mcha

ons wide (TIN # WAR) qui on fait do* matibres proulbrs

do trbe

so prtsenat iee des fews warilee a~ as e 4" 6 aatm~ntion an swiftsa let eaajv
lorsque
Iles peeee des chutes *"ives aox chutes 1l8ghes et "im an tworain at satrae pmednita ivieda.
Lsilliation gui an et fsite at a particuller to usda 4Am~
as s wre dipead do to prdeatatieft do too
matlrlumn (eharge massive on Elviede). du dwgi do poihuglan it am to metuan do celle-ei. des poeeetbiltd
teabmaleglqse do purification A Vftat solid* at easel as is doatimatism do tlei.
-its

fit

ft point do wes proaentatian phpetqm. il eat 4e80s do distlaperI
SI*@ that"s wseves. blowin
dstitabloe, pia ne owin
meoemdse an varinee gel peamet &tre motteyima per

__IN

4

moeulage ou grenaillage avast to racyclate. Bliss repriamutont (rof. 1. tableau 1) 68 2 du total des chutes
riutiligables
- Lee chutes ligfraa at tournuras (25 2 du total des chutes) qui soot danm
tn itat plus dlviei at dont to nettoyes. relive do techniques adaptiss : broyage puts traitemata per vote humida, dicapsga at digraisas.
viart A Siminer en particulier I** buttes do coupe at d'uns, a;., ageniral* laa apporta do Carbons . 311am
constituent un metier an sot qui n'eat pas l'objet da cot empod Bauls una &ilection at urn conditionnament
rigouraux permattent Is recyclaae done lea aupar-rifractairas
- 1a sold* (721) aot diclasod at utiliso darnsdes nuances plus courantac tell*@ qua toosaciera
inosyablas.
L'efficacitf des traltstents depend ividament do lIStat physique at to mode da mias an oeuvre sot adopts an
fonction do Is nature des chutes reconditionniasi
Recyclags direct ea four I induction sous vide (VIM) des chutes massives qul out urn pedigree at qul out subi
urn atttoyaga approprid
- Affinage priliminaire au four A arc avac: traitmant complimantair* (AOl) on VOD) pout purifier lea chutes lea
-

plus polluies. On obtient ainsi usnemetric*. coutarnant lea ElEments lea plus intfrossants du point do vus
iconomique Nickel. Cobalt Chrome, . olybdine at, sauf cao particulier, BsMW Titans, at Aluminiumn.
Cotta mtrice entrt couns elmernt do charge au four A induction eons vide.

RSICLACK DIRECT AU FM~

A INDUCTION SOUSVIDE

IA recyclago direct des chutes au four A induction some vide eat Is solution Is plus evident* du point da vue
Ecornomiquo puisquil permet d'utiliser I& totaliti des matiftos premieres par to vote I& plus courts at pertaut avoc lea millours rendemente mstiire at Is plus faiblo consummation dinargie.
Toutefois, lea matiaus I recyclor contienment des ilduants rfactifs tale que It Titans at l'Aluinimi qul
loa readont agreasifa via-a-via des rdf ractairs at do l'eavlmemaur. Do co fait. lea risque* do degradation

du bain par doe reactions paraites sont importante at I&s tratigia d'iaboration, vie I consorver Is qualiti
des mtibrea snfournias an minirnisant ceo reactions. Lexasas ultiriour des cindtiquas do ddaourydatlon at do
dinitruration justifiers lorientation vero uns fusion &asa insrta quo possible. On salt, en offat, qua ts
four I induction some vide eat urn riactour chimique pou performent. aux possibilitla do purification limit#**
particulirment our bairn. cast complexes quo caux des suptralliagas.

Sous tos reserves et avec las precautions supplimatairee quiLl requiert, I* recyclsge, direct no doit pat Stre
consider& count une vale do rattrapage. 11 suffit pour aso porsuader do reppeler qua cleat 1o technique utilie&don
ars e
odories do preision, en particulier cellos do moulage on cire perdue dos aubea do turbines.
LA hboutrniveou do qualitS roquis set satisfait woyanuent des precautiorns qul. ai on lee transpose darnsto
tochnolosis dileboration d'alies, constituent des contraintas. 911ee most reprises let car *Iles illustrut
biernat do fajoa simple Is d~mrthe cooduisant aux techniques do recyclas* dos chutes massives:

conatitude par uine saute plies cyl indriqus. nottoyfie par muates ou tourmage pour gl1.se Is
surf ace polluse;
- Wn craseat asuf ituvG A haute temperature set utilied A chaqua fusion pour iviter touts, contamirnation par la
- La charga set

-

rastee do la could* precdeants.;
La fusion sot rapid* at ta could@ s fait die mlso a temporature du boa
La ae A tondra sot foible (au plus quelques disae de kilos) at Is surface do contact avec I atmosphlre
eat ridult.

Los conditions do recyclage dorns urnfour VIM do plusiours tonnes spec des chutes do diffirontas tallies at us
creuset. *4 subsistent toujoure des restes do is coulee precedents. @out ditffrentes sl to est lea siee
principsa qul guident is definition du proceseus.

FWZAFFIMM AV PONR
A ARC
Si du fait dos pollutias ou do leapect physique de chute*. lea techniques do nettoyata Ovoqudos plus haut
sont imouffileate., i1 set priferable d'svoir reconre aus opiratiou do purification prialobleauo four a arc

I

anivio, Oenotuellmmert per urn traitareat on paths on ou convert issour. Anst. 4u prix d'um, coat ineraitique non
migligeablo at do I& ports des Oldowts ozydables come.l I. Titans at l'Aluinium. on ricuparo at purifo Ws
part important@ do chutes nen diretemant utiliablos en jouant I Ia foi@ our lea possibilitia d'afflnew pneumetique at cur lea #chaoose aital-lsitier.

a arc permet
do recomatitmar I partir is nsas comptibles des compositions homogles do metric*
d16iaimer par osydastiom at icbaw mital-leitior lee ilmata : Cbiore, Sodium, Plab at Sinatra, proveneat des prodaits do combustion (rof. 2) on des rwi~tot des ables do turbine.

- Las fusion eta four

A

~

4~

.

I* traitsmost bors do four (O. OD). "ueos
prossion pertiallo d'Oxygina assure to dicarburation on sauvagar-4
Is Cbrome. Os traite cleai des chutes carbarioe par des buttls do coups on do@ produits do combustion.
ILajetim d'Argee at I* brassage dO an bull** do 0O favorisont 1. dipsaig do Ilydrogans, do l'Asoto
teI disalforatiom par to laitier so pratique darns lea conditios babitoollee spres riduction du boa metallique.

45.3

Sttajoare
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Lon cialtiqaes do riactiou at rapid"s at tomduiseut a de Stautprehs do Iiquilibre I ce qul nleat pas
oot*Aitable. Be perticulier, it ist difficile do prodeg to metal liquids I forte tensor em Chroni
entre ta -6m, dtiom at to remitrurstirn. loreque to bain liquids oat ospead A I'atworphera, Spicialefct
peadat to cole.
to pr~traiswme am teo" a we sffre cmasl Is possibiliti do cheisir to mive"ony~
~yian fin d'labersties t to bain ot suit aemi-ealmi, sct bies ddsouydi avae nma tarneu Slaes *a Alainium.
~Aimol.
Is ristilsgiem des matiaros A,reye
a fewt & induction soes vide so falt eve Eaoom
typ
do charso tine diffrt Ilea ewes am caruse am-eafi ql iso reppeabo ia motibres smwee, lloting coetoat
do Titans at do I'Aliati evea
f
cempoeltiam prose de to compoition finals. La cornits do Illasetiou

d*1

S

at Is contr~lo dea, 6liments rfidutis qui an diroolant eont done diffirmnts done I*@ dou procesaua, quiI.
hocus* vient A miniisT Its toneure final@* an Oxygine, Axotoo Soofre at oligodIiments. ta choix Peais
log options possible* rfoulte d'un oamen do* comportomsents, gui set fit don" to suits 6lisat par Elimant,
mai. gui done Is pratique met orient# par un souci 8. compromis indispensable.

2- EVOLUTION DE L'OXYGENE
Lors d'uns flaboration ou four A induction ovum vide, l'affinaga Carbone. Ozygln. conatitue urns part essentialIs do l'opiration. Sous wide, Is Carbone, eat on puissant disozydant qui prisanta I'Swantage do douner urnproduit do rfaction gasoux qul silimsins facilsst at qui entratns avsc lul d'autres imporetie talloo qua I'IHydrogin,* at I'Anots. On utilissa cotte possibiliti avec do@ charges an matilre stave, conceamnt do l1oxygins at dos
refusLona seal-calm#*@ car un be& wide set favorable au d6Sgmwsnt d'oxyds 8. Carbon.. Ia Titans at l'Aluninium est ajoutis sprainlaoffinaga dona urnbairnqui contient po d'Oyrns, ce qui minimiss is guantitf d'inclusiona ozydies qui doivent dicauter (figure 2. ref. 3).
Uas chares pridiebordes qui contionnest du Titans at do l'Aluninium sont besucoup plua riattives vie-&-Vim
do I'Omygbn. at do IlAmao, at diji, au cours do chauffag.. Is surface port&* au rouge agit cun un Pitt@
pour fixer too traces do as qui subsistent uims a faible prossion du fit do Is disorptioa dma pousiilrs
ou do* fuites rfsidu*lles. A li#tat liquids, non saulsant l'Alaininium at to Titan, a pormetent pas Is disoxydacioo par Im.Carbon* eous wide. note loraquo lour concentrat ion et flovie, (aupdrioure A 1 1) its no joua
plus lout rble habitual de disosydant.
Par examle. done Is camd'un &Ilia&@ Fe-Al (cf. figure 3), on montts quo asconcentration do l'ozyeane soluble paes par urnminim do 4 ppm poor on. toeur an Aluminium do 0.075. Au-dall do cette concentration, Is
solubiliti do l'Oxyginws ugget@ trio vita .t it an est do mime &ve Is Titans. L'accrolssommant do I& solubilit# 4o IlOzygina darnsto aital liquids favoriss lee riactions &ave Is rifractaire at l'atmoaphare residuelle.
L'Omygine en solution no pouvant pas itr a iin# soua forae do CO, pricipita sous, form d'osyde aux beassai
tammpirstuo,
caest-i-dire pendant Is solidification (ref. 4 at 5).
tn priaance de Titans et d'Alaminium. lapproch set donc inverse do coll.r adopt&* pour I*& matiirea naus
on chercho A fvit~r tos r~action. were lI6qullibra ou A en contr~ler Is cinfitique. En pratiqos eels signifie,
couti~er Is propreti at litanchfit
du four
is aussi Is qualiti dam riractaires at limiter Ia,duris do
I'laboration.

Lea tifractaires. pis#. brique at clement.

ne doivat pas contanir dos oxydas suscaptibles, diStra ridoite
per Alusinium et Titans. an patticulier lVow'da do Por at Is allies. Cepandent, Amm la pies le* plus
insrta, do type spinella alumina-aSpaisie riogissent partiolsment avoc I. Titr.,. at I& temontiado 'zygine
gui on risulto no pout itre limit#e qua*n riduisant l& dunde dilaboation.
- Si done I* cam dem matibres neuves urntrio bao wide set nicesaira, poor faworisor Is ddaoxydetion per Is,
Carbon. pour dig4aar I'Hydrogino st l'Asoto at poor ilizinar lea mitaux lourda volatils comensIa Plm at
Is vismoth. it n'en met pas do Mimo avec ons charge racyclia. La pr~sence do Titans at do I'Aliniam anplcbe is formation dozyd* da, Carbone at, quant al ga et miteos lourdi, its ont di iti Silume. lots
do l'diaboration prisoira VIM + VAR. 11 oat pr~firable do rocharchet on wide soyan dsrnviron 50. 10-2 Tort
qui meat obtenu repldeuent par les pampas nicaniques at lee loots &fin do rialisar uns fusion insrt, rapids.
-

DCSOITDATION DR LALLIAGS IN 716

d6

La figure 4 compare lIwdolution do I'activiti at do Is tanaur total., an Oxygins au cours do lIletboration do
l'alliaga IN 718 1 partir do watilras neuwes sous wide profond do io02 Tar at do astibree rocycliea, "so
wide ayrn do 50.10-~2 Tore.
Pour a charge, on mati~ro recyclia, on noter, en fin do fusion qua ac tiviti de l'Oxygine mao'6 I l aid.
dune
jauge flactrolytique,et Ia toesr totals masonia par chims most toutas, Ls done hi..tgroupie (do lordte de 5 ppm pour ilactivitf at d. 40 ppm pour Is concentration). Du falt do raccourciasomat do tomp dila4hortio. Is raprise d*Oyiro rest@ faibls, jumqoal Ia,mise das additions correctricea. La rnlwee final n'eat
sbais@$ que lore dam ajouts d'alcolinotorrous. Calcium at Magndiim. DarnsIs,cas do charge do typo mtilres
mu@.s l1ozygo ankfin de fusion set plus dispersd du fal d'State iniuls non "Doruolisfe", mal difirnia
on eoas playslco-chiniqua at do* difficultia I co-Itr8ler Is r~action C-0 pendant 14, fusion. Pendant affinaga
some wide profood do bain gui seaot progressivwant hmng~id
pour me rappcochar do li&quilibre. to Carbons
rdUmit llOzygino, ot Joe risulcate do* waauoe soot bierngroupie.
L'eddition d'Alminium as (sit abalasor ni Ilactiwiti, ni Is toneur en Oxygins at ce soot encore Ie Calcium
at 10 nsadiua gui poruettent daettoiadr* des, concentrations da 10 1 20 ps d'Osygina r~sidual.

e rjosig at A ra cossiddtar qua lea dldomnts Carbon. at Oxygins, pour lao produits qul mst destinEf A lila8barration do Ingots iloctrodesli sly a poeilitie riellas dilisinatiom do coo iiments goona I'absnce
do Titans at dAlaisue. Downcm cas, urn&ffinage sous wide profoad do matricts recouditionnies par fusion
prialablo persat como pour Je mtires nmes urn purification trio conpl~te.
Owns o10cas contralro. it oat prifirable do rochorchor naw opfration rolatiweaet rapids gui minimise, let nemctime parasites an particuliar asc to crouset at gui do co fait attend du wide oeeantiallemt on sufet do
protectieongs 4ldeantt riactife a t pain loqulle on to conternts du siwoaut do pempals moyo. Cetto, pratiguo
et dlatsat pls officaco qua Is four a urn taos do fuite foible.
[A poeibilitS U. riaction iteel tr4e lillit~s. catte technique set nissrvie, aux smatilres recyclee biem ienmtif lies ot o4 lta sources do Carbons at d10zygina son contriliss ant it0 ilisisies.

3- EVOLUTION DE L'AZOTE
Lee bsing mitalligma. cotita

concerna is tawser w ana
*

a partir is matibres recyclies seat en g~nial hors d'Equlibre on ce gui
at to pratique imdutrole visa dabord 4aaestir uam
rni,.oset bea quo pao-

ONsufet. to Cbrer at l'Alvitsimie csafret on boim ama grand., affiniti pomw l'Aste (cf. figare )qira
difielo Ia dimitrursulon pot ts wide store quo to praeipitattea at lillaination "sa sitwuree 6olides TiN No
cediget poseA doe slysau mosti hs, gus souhit6s (ref. 8).

PUVCIPITATIOI

MS NITRUUUS

L#. nitrufoc do Titan. qui pr~cipiternt au *@in du bairn
liquids pouvent Itre dlimnis~ par d6cantation at pi#toob sourI** patois du crouset.
A litre d'ozompl pour urn.iatrico type
Ni Cr Co No Ti Al
5'. 18
L# produit do solubilitf

18

4

3

3

oeprima sbus I& formt

1 5
2.5
T
102 aTi-tmN - Avec dam coofficionto d'Octivitf
'Tiu :3.8 or t. 2.8 jo-3. Ia toneut on Asoto, A 14.20
*C,on dquilibro
avc3? do Titan. *at do 60 ppm, co qu siufi. quo Von no pout pas eompror obtonir des valours ingitioutoc
par pricipitation ot dicantation do@ aitrurom. On constato (cf. figure 6 at tableau 2) quo @i I& toneur on
Agate des Chutoo oct foible ( 60 "am) st quo ml Ic fusion Oct conduit@ dena do boono. conditions dirtanciti,
il n'y a d'#volution du nivoau d'Asotromu couro do lI'lmboration ni par action du vido, ni pat precipitation.
IT

Du VIDE

Avoc uno chatge sans Titan. Is dinitruration pour m'accauplit par l'offot du wide. La cindtiquo do rdaction
*at du prossier ordre ot lirdape lisitmnto Oat constituso par to trassfort on phase liquids. Los vttooooo do
d6nitrurstion ant &tf momurgoc dona troia toure A induction sous wide do tallies diffirars
:6 tomeos, 1.5
tomenaot 50 kg (cf. figure 7 ot tableau 3).
Done us four do laboratoiro do 50 kg, an pout Gliminor soum wide on',ron 2O0 ppm d'Asoto pat bour@ (cf. tabloau 3) maio au fur ot A wacur. quo Io rapport surface dichango / Volume dot diffiroaco tour# disiamu. IS
vit sc" do dtnitruration 41minuo oIleoaumi. gIlo n'sor plus quo do 20 ppm. h' dons urnfour do 1.5 roaot
do 10 ppm.h. dean urnfour do 6 to=*.
In prmtiquo. an virifio, tableau 2, quo IS traitoment moum wide ontre Is fin do fusion or Is fin d'affinaga
porvot eulost do passer do 120 A 110 ppm an mponno at quo cosnt l'additiom do Titan. ot Is pricipitation
do TIN qui abaisso is concentration on Anoto A mama do 60 p"a, velour pridito par It calcul du produit do
solubilitil. D'oG l'intftit d'iiminar mutant quo fair@ ct pout l'Anote avant ilaboration ou four sous wide.
TRAITVUENT AV P0M1 A ARC
Au four a arc, lIvSolution do Ia toeur on Amote do cot charges chramiom rioulto do riactioma apant doe effeta
inverses. pendant I& fusion A lair. Is charge cs nitruro (cf. figuto 8). pusal Is soufflago d'Oxyim a
to
to.action d*oxyde do Carbono tmvorioornt Is dinitruration, to bairngardant per sillours son aviditil pourcot #Ifmet. Done corn conditions. do ligoro Scarts do prarique costuisoot infivitablmont I do* tofoure 41sperades.
ban# Vonooplo do Is figuto 8 , pour 8cm mallinge. typo U 5S0. Ia ronour - Anoto do fin d'affiago mint cQUIrimo
ontra 10 ot 40 ppm, Sale di. qua o1atlaeir qui iou. urnr~le protoctour Set dlliti,
Ic bain qui contiont
1862 do Chromo ontro on contact aeac l'atcosphiro ot il y a uno ronirruratlon quo Ion pout plus ou noies
limiter.
L'obtention do bases tenourm on AMots past* pat urnaft insgo poussi du bairnper l'ozydo do Carbone ou par
US bullago peatgsomutro &yec uno could* A labti do lair. Si I& could* a lieu I lasir, iI y a ume ronitruration supplamontaito qui oupliquo Io nivoaa flow# (120 ppm) choici pour lozom"bo do Is figure 6 ot Is dis.
parsiou do Is tonaour on Anoto do coo charges rofooduec auafour VIM.

4-EVOUTION DU SOUFRE
L'aboofto de laitior an four A Induction sous wide no pormt pam do dirnulfurer par Isafmtbodo traditiomollo
d'cbaao d'ozyglrno ot do Scufto ontro mital ot tattior. IS souls vota envisagoablto set Is pticipitatirn do
lrs
. Toto
@agImi
do Calcium ou do Nagnim tisultant d'un traitemt per Calcium,
Ru/rfic~bles
Rm indexant Is miss do dimulfurat aur Is tarnur on Soufro, on pout 6liminor jusqu'l 200 ppm do Soutro at obtemit urnriduel do lcrdro do 10 ppm. L'oscle do Calcium St do KaNosiim osilimino repidemost .aic wide
"ais too sulferv$ diPood. our los peao. du crousot cant tric oxydablem ot to Scufro O rodissoua dam. Is couNoe suivants. On observe store wamomrichioaosmrnt gradual en Soufto, could* apria couldo (cf. figute 10) qui ispooo I chasquo fois dauposnto IS does do disulturmrnt. race a Urnatoll* Evolution. it tout conmiddtot is dfi-1
sulfuratarn an four A induction sous wide coe urnmyon do riparor un accident local Saim non cam UPS proc~duto a utilizet oystimtiquement.
La vot. moraobo do dimutfuratios de. chutes sualfur#*% pasee par Io traitmat per usstatttler basique dun beift
biom dimosydi mu tour I arc. La boo goufro we do pair aea usnbaa Oxygimo at urnrdsidual plus on moisa tapertoat on Aluminium. La sital steal riduit mlapparente aue chutes. do Is nuance or, corn.s silos. relive d'um
gam typo recyclatio direct.

a

L

5- OL16OELEIEKS
La velouer d1USa
o@amncperallimaoe. cotrrespondent asunutilisationa ISO plus oxigeamtes. suppooo Ia misc .eum
costr~bo do 67 dilgmto East 39 rocoia omtf I lI'tat do traces (mima do 2S ppm peor clacm at umeme

infdriosere it400 ppm). Trois iidoonts ft. Ag, so doivrnt Otto istiriourm A 3 ppm, T1 ot To itost isfftise
a I ppmat Di isfiriour A 0.5 ppm. La tabloae" 5 8m loo risultato do quolquea asalymes. n par louer riactiwiti. lee iimost. " diffirosciout .omirmsr as den catigorto. (ref. 7 at 8)1
-Certaimae A.
Sm. 81s, P ma ons pa volatile at ms'ilisinmt Pa nSuComte do l'itabetatias at do Is roise.Lam
"s wide. On essetago us rihis~muset progrsaol dO sm rocyclage qui comerint & WroodSV A 400 di lutiem.
mIk So ddolassammmg poser Wistosir las taosas
a se alveas acestable I
- astree 41limcsto scst volatile. clest
1. cam as particulior do To. 31, IN. C, Of, to. On, .gol
0st illmo
mimice anmim so pettlo per lee tratmate ms wide car loo clmitiqu asd distillation ft tfar W=Neas

T

anes., do I'ordre do 10 ppm par hours pour Is Plomb au niveau do 20 ppm. La refusion VAR @at boaucoup
plus *fflcace
pour ddploober puisqu'olle potler do garantir dens Is lingot une toneur on Plomb Inflrloure
A 5 ppm, me I partir d'une lectrode qul on contiondrait 20 ppm.

6- EFFET DE LA REFUSION AU FOUR A ELECTRODE CONSOIMABLE
La r,.fiualon au four A electrode consommable eat destine A contrbler Is solidification dos lingots, c'eot-dire A assurer uno rpartition homogno dos phases secondairos St A minimiser to 'iux do sigrigation.
Du point do vuo qui nous intfrosse
ici. elil pormat susoi do completer to traitemont du four A induction sous
vide.
-

A a four VAR, t'eclatement dos gouttes mftalliques dans tarc offre dos poslbilitis d'fchango avoc I vide
taugmentation do surface accflre los cinltiques do Piso A Itdquilibre dane dos conditions do temprature
ot do prossion difflrentode cell@* du four VIM. Los gas risidue[s (CO. "2) sont dlsorbds ot Eliminds par
to systfme do pompago. Los port@s on Asot
no sont pas nfgligoablos puiaque au niveau do 50 ppm. on a Etabli
Is relation ompirique suivant:
AN

-

-0.74N

2 (lnitial)

* 5.8

Las 616ments volatile condensable* so
d4posont our I** prois do I& lingotibre et se retrouvnt on peau
dos lingots. Dons un coo ostrio. on a pu doser done Is distillat jusqu'A 0.1 X de Soufro. 40 ppm do Ploob
ot 80 pp do Line, slors que done Is metric@. Io Plomb at to Zinc Stalent A dos concentrations infdrioures
1 5 ppm. La concentration des impuretfs on peau des tingots reprlsonto copendant un risque flovE do fragil iet ion.
- La refusion KSI #pure to mftal par dissolution des oxydos done Is laitior at &ssure un comfintimnt do dlsulfuration. Pour dos tonsure initiales do quolquas ditaines do ppm. Io toux do disulfuratlon oat voisin do
50 2. Leo concentrations on gaee t Eluments volatile no sont pae abaisafs on ESA ot t* contrble du Titan@
et do t'Aluminium n'ost obtenu quo per un sjustement prlcis do Io composition du laitier.
En d'autros terms, to rofusion viont completer lea purifications qua ont ftE oplr6ee lore dos phases prfcfdonte. Lee possibilitfs qu'olle offre contribuont a amltiorer to velour d'usage A I fois par r6duction des
trnours moyounes ot dispersion plus rlgulifre des phases nocives. Nfanmoins, cat aspect no pout Itre consid~rE quo come scondairo devant l'objectif essential do cotto opgration qua domoure to contr8le do to structure do solidification.

CONCLUSION
Les chutes gdndrdoe au court du cycle do fabrication do pi&coa on superalliage at los piices eliti-mmes apr1e
usage sont do plus on plus systimatiquement rlutiliseos come matire premiere. L'aumentation du taux do rocyclao eat lid@ A des progris dnts too techniques physico-chiniques do nottoyage des matlres A recyclor ot
par use millouro comprfhension at miss soue contralo des oprations d'affinage on phase liquids at onfin une
adaptation des modes do conduit@ do Il'laboration au four I induction sous vide.
A lee considfrer individuetlement, le principaux 6ldments qui constituent Is pollution peuvont atre ramenls
A des tonoure compatibles avoc lea ezlgences, sle c'et lour presence simultanl. qui road lo opdrations
plus completes at conduit A des recommendations contradictoires.
Lorsque Is prlsentation physique des chutes ot leur nottoyage pr6iatble pormettent une operation directs au
four A induction sous vide. use Samm •'laboration rapid@ assimilable par captakns aspects A une fusion inerte
conserve touts to qulitf obtenue par t'Iaboration d'orlgine. Coct suppose quo to& precautions ncessaires
r
to conservation des chutes soiont prises tout au long du cycle, dopus to fusion du motal jusqu'l l'usinago
des pices. Do tles prfcautions sont A t'Evidnce cotousos. mois lenjou sot important devout to coOt matiare ot Onergdtiquo des opErations do reconditionnment par pyromdtallurglo.
Cellos-ci ofprant do plus larges possibllitls de purification par affinage pnoumtiquo et par &change mEtalalitior. toutofols ii eat difficile d'agir elmultndment our tous le flgents A to fols pour los asneor aus
niveaux souhaitds. D'autre part, le rendomonts mtiaers sont mning favorables quo dent Io rocyclage direct.
Lensomble do coo mesures judicieusoemnt combinles permot us taux do recyclage globalement flovE ot A co titr.
an pout considdrer, pour une part important des allisSg.
quo ton a alnil une source do matllre promibro
do qualit.
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DE L'AZOTE
Effet des Elements d'Addition
FIGURE 5 -

l'Asote on fonction de
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Nitrogen solubility as a function of alloying elements.
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FIGURE 6 - Evolution do l:Aote au four I induction sous vide.
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Nitrogen changes during VIM. Compersison of the melting
of revert and Arc furnace pre-refined materials.
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TABLEAU 2 - Evolution do a, teneur en &tat@ en py au €ours do
)'6laborerton au four A induction sous vide - Alliage
ATGI2A, moyanne do 1O coulfee.
Nitrogen changes during VIM - Alloy type U
value of ten melts.
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0cm
16_
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KS 11

666
Is

14

26

22

76
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TABILAU 3 -

Cmaralioa des cinitiques de ddnitruratlon desa trots
fours I induction sous vide : 6 t. 1.5 t. 50 kg.
Coairlson of Nitrogen dgalssisn
ferent vectmm induction furnace$

K'

Average

i

I.I

4
3

ls
15l6

,0

kinetic in three dif: 6 t, 1.5 t. 50 ka.

.9

I

I

I

I II2I

ANALYSE TYPIQt'E IN718
C

mm

Si

S

P

CR

0.041

0.15

0.17

0.002

0.002

17.97

FE

Co

1 .58 0.02

Po

Ne

Ti

2.92

4.P2

(.92

I

I

I
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0.61

B
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PG
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TE

Ps

A

75 0.0002 OA'2

0.0060O.0014 53.59 0.00011 0.(W2I0.00020.00]iXP
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0.00 1
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1.251 0.0017
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TASLLAU 4 - Analyse typique do I'alliqo IN 711
Typical analysis of a 7119Aloy
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PROBLEMES POSES AUX 140TORISTES
PARLE RECYCI.AGE DESMATERIAUX METALLIQUES
Y.MONN#ORAT -J.101AILLES
Socift# Nationale d'Etude et de Construction
do Moteurs d'Avistion
2. Bid Victor
?5724 PARIS CEDEX 15
FRANCE
RESUM
La fabrication dos pifkes principales de moteurs afronautiquos implique une garantie sur leur
valeur d'usage qul nest pas toujours complitement vfrifiable par contr~le non destructif. Or. I@% rondosent$ do fabrication sont sojavent tris foibles et It coOt des pikes est trfs influmnc6 par les konomies
do matifre
1.Imotoristo dolt donc recycler ]as chutes do fabrication et ceci est d'autant plus rentable
quo 1t circuit do recyclage est plus court. Ce rocyclage est susceptible do ginirer des probl~mes do qualit# vis A vis dosquels 11 fout so prdmunir.
Des exemplos rolatifi A )a misc en oeuvre d'alliages do tiane corroyts et do supttrllisgs do
nickel pour soulsg en cire perdue ilustrent Its okanismes par lesquels It recyclage des chutes est
susceptible d'infr1 er sur Ia qualitt des pikces. Le r6le respectif dos diff~rents partenaires quo sont
l'aci~risto. le febricant de pikes brutes. Ie motoriste et 1t recycleur est mis en *videnco. Los moycns
quo Its techniques do contr~le do recette procurent au motoriste pour maitriser It probidue sont explicitfs.
000-

La plupart des oatiaux mitalliques mis en oeuvre dens les turbines & gaz a~ronautiques font
l'objet. depuis l'origine do cette industrie. d'une production A partir do Charges i0loctionnies pour cc
typo despplication. dens dos four% con~us A cot effot. chez des flaborateurs spkialis~s.Ceci est particulitrement vrai pour let elliagos A hautes ceractfristiques A base do nickel ou do titan@ qui sont utilisis
pour Its pikes lts plus sollicitths. Compte tonu do to raretf ot dos probldwes deapprovisionnoment quo
posent certains ndtaux qui sont des constituents essentials do cos allieges. et du relatif isoloment des
chain#% d'flaboretion et de transformation do ceux-ci dans loensemblo do l'industrie mitallurgiquelo
problime do asrfutilisation des chutes l'est imvidietement pos#.Or Is prisenco simultanfe de witeix
difficilement s0perebles, dans ces alliages bouvent utilisis presque oxclusivement dens a&construction
des mateurs. rend tr~s difficile Isvalorisation de fours chutes dens d'autre classes WaWIage$ do )a
mtallurgie spilcile. 11 ost dooc vito apperu quo 'I solutions qul puissent Wtr satisfeisantes tent du
point do vue konomique quo du point do vue technique. dovraent 6tre recherchfes A l'intirieur du cadre
do I afmtallurgie aionautique.
NATURE
OUPROBLEP( POSE AUMOTORISTE ET DESENJEUX
1e probldme est d'autant plus eigu quo. compte tenu do I*complcxit# croissante do Is form des
pikes. los rendoments do production entro I& pike finie et Ie mat~rieu produit par lacilristo sont
souvent faibles. Ainsi. il nest pas raeo do mesurer dons 1t cas do motours modornes. des rendoments do
mist en oeuvre de 15% pour des eubes do turbine coultes en fonderie do cire perdue, ou do 101 pour des

disquos do comprosseur ou do turbine forgs en matrices ferokis. Pour obtenir Its rofidemlflts globaux doI

fabrication entre I& pike fontfe sur oteur et ascharge d'enfournenent do lascifriste. ces proportions
sont Amultiplier per )es rendevents diflaboration du matlriau qui sont respectivasent do l'ordre do 87%
ot do 55%.
On pout donc aisbnent calculor. sur Is base do cos chiffres. quo a&fabrication d'un kilogrmm
a.I
fabrication d'un kilogrse do disque gi~ro 17.2 kg do
chutes. (Curicusement lts risul tats do calcul do ce dernier chiffre sont trfs voisins. qu'il seagisse do

desube do turbine gnire 6.7 kg do chutes
-

a
-

suporalliages A base do nickel ou do superalliages A base do titans). L'incitetion 4konomique au recycl ag
des chutes cit donc trfs forte. A titre d'exomplo.on gagne 1% sur 10 co~t, do production d'un moteur civil
comes IeCFH.56 en abaissent do 101 10 coOt do fabrication des disques. et ceci pout Wte obtenu on gagnant
2S% sur ItcoOt do asmatifre else on oeuvre. Dans 1*ces do l'Alliags do titane TA6V PQ #labor# par triple
fusion sous vide. utilisf pour les disquos do comprtsseur bass# presslon, ci gain sur )a matihro pout otre
obtenu en rompiaent une charge do matifre neuve par une, charge mixte do 551 d'Oponge et 451 do copeaux
recyclfs. Do Ismime felon. on celcule quo. selgr# des fluctuations tr~s fortes du prix des jets muifs en
suppralliae do nickel IN 100 flaborfs A partir do matidre neuve (oes Prix ont variC dens une proportion
do 1 A 2 depuis dejix en) l~miraelisl par 10 fondour qui utilise des jets moults flabor~s Apartir
dune charge slat* coeprenat 501 do chutes do fondere at 501 do matilres neuves est constoment rest&
ce sq diates
difae.tOs
pr~iout a aitfbricato do,
en o % urix
techintiques d~ulbouron tt do 3ie
due
Co sqdouxct s
7s
on 441vr dp r o es. On pouet AIssfaricin
techntieurdune ourch tt do
do pikes. Is r~partition des poids do chute en fonction do four nature (chutes mossives. copeaux. mouluros.
port@ au feu. etc ... ) at l'ondroit oO Wles sont cr44os (Acifrie. forge ou fonderie. aelier dlusinege. etc..)
sont variables d'un ces A un autre.
Lo conception et Isfabrication des moteurs tent ouverndes par des r~glowets tris strict%dostinfs 6
des machines, 1 attitude des constructeurs vis A
garmntir assdcuritf des passage's d'evions Ct ,afibilt,
wis du problime do recycle" des chutes a 6t0 1on teeps tris conservetrice. En Wfet. I*dossin do as
plapart des pikes do motour ftent fondisur le prIncips "Soft Li to. pa d~finition. Ie duvl do vie des
"achines dolt atre garntie en tenant compto des endoonmuets naturals etaaccifentehs des plbcos. at donc,
capait# des mot~rioux A garder l'intgrit6 do lours caractfri stiques pendant tout*
pour he, disquos~de a&
dibris des pikes
Isdwreo do lowut
tillsotionj etapour los aubes do ha capacItO des carters Arotonir ilas
ro qiu s en service.

Ors'il Ost facile doernttre on evidence los variations dans I* comortoint ot I londommageuent des
mtfriaux sous lotffot do asreintroduction des chutes dons lour cycle do fabrication. jusqul 11l
y a dix
ans . lts factours influent& de Cette dispersion navaient pas ptaOtre suffismnt comes..
LES PARTENAIRES ET LES METHOCS DU PROGRES

Des raisons do doux ordrei peuvent Wtr invoqudos pour expliquer cola
-une,

connaissance insuffisonto des conditions do fonctionnoment des outils d~laboretion,

miconnsissance dos lois doendomagoment des matiaux. on particulior sous 1Peffet conjugub
des diffirents typos do sollicitations auxquellos Itspikes pouvent 4tre %*tmites on service.
Co West quo par dos progrfs parallfles dens Cos doux domaines quo Von pout dopuls quslques annios
%saffranchir poay
& peta
du principo stlon lIqueI I*%atfiaux doivont Wte flaborfs I pertir do matifres
neuves los plus pures possibles. ot Wis an oeuvre dens des pieces dessiflis avoc des coefficients do
sicuritk flevis pour so p.Omunir contre des skanismes deandinagemnt non modolisds. Los acliristes ont
effectub un travail considerable dlitudo et do modelisation des processus d'affinage at d'volution des
inclusions dons las fours d'Iaboation at do rafusion. En am tomps. los outils ont itO divorsifiis at
dotes do moyens do p)us on plus sophistiquis pour mottre sous contrle lour fonctionnamont. Cost star
ces
bases quo roposont les premieres publications proposant des mfthodes do rocyclago des superalllagos. at
parwi Callas qui ont ptas do faire avancor Ieproblem do fagon sin lficativ#.on pout citer Iapublication
do CRC"ISIO an 197? (1) qui fait une revue critique des techniques disponiblos pour Is traitamont. des
chutes. ot Call@ do WOULDS on 1960 (2). qui Itpromier. a donne des risultats dessels industriols dlaffiniage
do superalliages do fonderie on ciro perdue.
-uno

De leur c~t#. I*$motoristes ont effectu# des progris sensibles dons lidentification des modes do sollicitationks ondomagents et do baun offets siparts et comines. lts principaux itant asfatigue. Iofluage at
1 agression do I atuosphire AU Contact do 1a pike en service. Cos progris reposont tout d'abord sur une
large utilisation des theories do )amicanique do Isrupture. qui a permis do quantifier ast~nu a a*
propagation des fissures at a&nociviti des petits difauts do qualitt des mOatiiux. On a ainsi pta
mttre
en evidence 1*rble do certaines Iiuretis nocivos otado cortaines additions bihifiques sun Iavitesso do
propagation des criques.et determiner quantitativoment I* r~le nifaste des inclusions dons Is tenue A
ln'age des fissures. HERMAN et SENECHAL. dons une publication nicento (3). ont analysi on detail les
progros rialisis & ce sujet dons bs conception at Isfabrication des disques do tunbomachines.
Mais au del& dos trevaux do base effectuds par 1 acilniste ot Ieconstructeur. I.rocyclagW des chutes
requiert a&participation active do necyclours spicialisis qui regiroupont at. conditionnont Its chutes dens
des installations construitos &cot effet. ot solon des Procidis spicifiques ot des gamms figdos.
L'iqiortanco du r~le do ce partenaire intev iino dicoult do lapplication nicessaire du systems d'assurance do a&qualiti atarecyclage des chutes. ot depuis quatre ans plusiours sociitis so soot divoloppios
tent en Europe quasux USApour ripondre & I&demande do 1*industrie des moteurs aironautiques.
Par ailleurs. des travaux important% ont #td Ofectuisat sowmaatsut pour I* miss au point do withodOs do
contr~l. non destructif (4) ot. daonalyso *1lhentairo (S-6) plus porformantes ainsi quo pour porfoctionfier
les mithodes divaluation du comportoment des materiaux au cours do lour mist on oeuvre. En particutior. on
fonderie do precision. les travaux do 1ECOLE DES MINES do PARIS on concontotion avec I&SNECNA
(7-8) sur
ls solidification des superalliages ont dabouch& sun des progrfs iqanrtants dons 1*choix des qualitis
d'alliago difficiles A coulen.
Afin do pnicistr I&nature des difficultis & surmontor. des solutions adoptios ot des nisultats obtonus.
nous .1 Ions passer en revue sucessivement des oxomplos dapplication do la dimancho dWrite ci-dessus A

LECRECYCLAGE DES ALLIAGES DE TITMNE CORROYES
-

~Vis Avis

du rocyclage des chutes. l*%alliagos do titaow so distinguefit des eutros alliages utilisis dons9
los eatours per It fait quo lour cycle do fabrication no coqirond pas dtapo dilabonetion on maso*
liftat liquide. at quo Von no procide quo per fusion ot solidification locales ot progressives. Do co fait
asdilution des ipunotfs. at aoseparation ou Itreduction des inclusions me peuvent so faire aussi
compltement quo pour Ies alllages des motaux ferroux.

Fermi les inclusions eo
ws let plus nocives suscoptiblos; do so trouvor
figurent los carburos tr s diffici imnvt soluble& coa WC 1c figure I).
Do tellos Inclusions prviffenet giniwoleont do dibris d~outils. pour so
accideetollos do c*typo. oct tout d'amor ncesseiro pour to motoristia
gWies des chutes nicuptrablos. tout en ozigoent quo los chutes oocyclios
do preduits do qualiti &Or~eauiquo. guotllos sciant trtios par nuance ot

dons los allioges do titan@
pnismair contro los pollutions
ditablir tan
classomont par cot&-t
provienoent einclusivawt do
resssiblies on lots homgines.

Le SNECHA. dens son dociment HPN 24 qui difinit los conditions do riception des billettes at barnes on
allioge do titoe. a insioi ume grille do classification dos chutes qui distingue quatre Catigories
- l*% chutes nossivoc dent I&trieabilit6 oct acsurie ot gel provionnont des fabrications do
laciinisto gel ls rocycle.
-l)s chutes mssives. sons traabiliti. qui doivent itro contreloes unitairomt,.
-los chutes 1g6os ( potis 4WD0 g) sans OnagabilitO. cantnilioc par pnlwent.
- los coeoux latis avet un contr~te do bs nuance cur tan
ichatillon rapisentatif.

'
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Daons
Chacuno do cts catigaries sont distingufts is1Chutes usinhis avec des outils entcarburo.qui nlcissitet
tin tri At un contr~le particulliroment soign~s de cellos usi Oes avoc:
des outils in acier rapid@. pour
losquelles lexprionce a .ont,'4 quo Is%risquis do Persistence dinclusions noc ivis au cours des rifusions
suiccessive% *tsimnt ng ligeebles. Los chutes missives no dofvont pas prisontor A )our surface do traces
d'insortion accidint.l,?@ do morceaux d'outils. Los contr~les Ies plus rigouroux sont euigas sur Its copeaux
dont 1i plus grand Rtat do division accroit les risquis do pollution. Certains recycleurs ont Nis rkioent
au point dos chaines de conditionnoment spkialisles dons Is traitammont des copeaux do titane. qui rotbnent
des mthodis do tri fondios stir
plusieurs parttcularitts physiques des mattiaux I riparir Idensitf.
magntisma , opacit4 aum rayonnomwnts etc ...) at tincontr6le final A 100% par radiogrsphie X. Usi chainis
do tri ont considrablownt dirninutlei risque d'inclusions ezoglfis dens Its lingots. at let plus petitos
particulos do carburis trifts avic uno quasi-certitude par do to?)*% installations ont tindiamitre qui
S'kholonne solon Is$cas de 0.20 A 0.60 w.. ot qui on inoyenne ost do 0.40 ma.
Comtei tenu dos nivtaux do sollicitations des pikes. qui sont on particulier on fatigue aligocycliqui. do
lordri de S00 NWa. los facteurs d'intensitt de contrainte correspondent ea d4fauts les plus nocifs de
cetti tail)* de 0.40 wm sont do l'ordro de K - 105 NPOII. Dans cis conditions, los vitossis do fissuration
en fatigue restent trfs faibles, soit environ 10 sam/cycle. at lts inclusions do cotto taille no sont pas
do rduire sonsiblomint Is durfe do vie escomptdt des pikces.
Susciptiblos
Copindant
le forgeron nas pas toujours en l'ttat actuel des techniques do contr6lo disponiblos en atelior,
Ispossibilitt de v~rifier Ia proprit# inclusionnairi des produits livris par Vecihriste A tin niveau do
resolution Oquivaltnt. Cast ainsi qu'S Is SNECKA Its billettes miuldos sont contr~lies par ultra-sons avoc
uno frqunce do 5 44Z.Avic lIiniou do sensibilit4 courant 8 40. It taille du plus petit dffaut ditocteblo
tonir compte des attonuations li40S AUX facteurs d'imp4dancie it de formo di linclusion. est do 0.85
Isens
(di amtri du troi & fond plot Oquivalint). Avic le riviati A 20. & Ia limit# dos impositions possiblos stir
ci typo de produit. cette dimension so rdult A 0.60 a. Stir des barnes A ethos W Is structure est plus
porstable eux ultrasons. an peout
atteindre tinsoil de 0.35 =on contr6le US par imersion.
En r~sumt. on pout donc istimer quo, dons 10 cas qui nous prr jpi. Itsrisultats attoints par les nicycliurs
sent cohirents avic Is%exigences actuolles des constructours : motours. Cependant. Itspossibilitis de
contr~l# des desi-produits so rlvilont insuffisantes it il fout prodder onsuite A des contr6les plus onlriux
(radio A haute sonsibilitt en particulier) stir
pike pour garantir latin durlo do vie. Ainsi asr~duction de
cout do a&maturteost en pertie conso.at per V augentati on du coOt des contrles.
En donors dos inclusions duris do carburo, do nombreux autnis types do contamination sent susceptiblos
d'accompagnr le nocyclage des chutis de titans. tils quo des oxydes. des dbrls dlactrodis do soudage. oti
des morcmaux oticopoaix do ottaux rlfractaires. La figure 2 montri tincat do pollution do TA 6 Zr S0
(type IN! 685) par do tantale qui tire son origin* d'un ulange do chutes.ll st ramanquable do constater quo.
bien q9o l'inclusion puisse Wen moins dur0 quo lalliege qui Ia contiont. All* entrain@ des dchiruris en
forle (figure 3). toci s'explique sans douta per It falt que Is plastification d'une toll@ inclusion aticours
du forgeas" no Veccompagno pas deis recristallisation. astaqiratwre do corroyage do l'allie do titans
ftent trop basso On comprtnd donc quo Is rocycl a des chutes do titans pose des problas multiples qui
roltweat do cos diospk tnis vanifs. at nkcissite d'accusuler tin volue suffisant dexpkrience industrielli
choz Is% difffronts partonairts avant do pouvoir prononcir Vagrmont de nouvellos fillorts do recyclago.
L.ERECYCLAGE DES SUPERALLIAGES 0E NICKEL EN FONERIE DE PRECISION
Pour cis matiniaux qui participant d'un autro mode dilaboratlon it d'uni autrt technique domis en
oiuvrt. los originis dos contaminations sent diffhrtntis it ours manifestations 6ventuelles Ions du recyclage
des chutes so Situent A uno Ocholle do taillo 1nftrfourt dens ]a structure.
Plus do 901 des chutes ginrfes las doIs als oiin
oeuvre des jets vaults livrls par lecllniste at fondour
st rotrouvont sous asforme massive des alimontations do coulhe. La figure 4 montre un exomplo do telles
chutes aprls trontonnago des aubis Coultas on WK15 CAOT(typo REN! 77). On distingu. isidiatemont sur Cott*
chute lts oromlines causes do contamination que sont Itsrifractairos do coulko at I& zone do rotessuro. oO
It mital rest@ liquido suffiimnt longtomps pour qu'il soit difficilo d'Oviter Its r~actions avec:
latmosphko lors do louvirture du four do coulie. La figure 5 illustri des cas do r4action entro ctramiques do
fendino it
otal. it pormot de cooprwtdrt quo lot nettoyages par "&onI))* oi attaque chimiqui qul sent

*

I

systdiatiquevmat pratiquis par I* recycleur puissant no pas Wtr toujours parfaitmment off icaoS. Coeondant.

les techniques do filtration AIsa coul#o do jets qui so sent ripandues depuis deux ans chez tots lts aciites
(9-10) r~solvent sombli-til conveoblamnt 1t probllms do Is propntl Inclusionnairt.

*Par

contre. lts autres typos do pollution, plus difficilis 3 cafattre. ont conduit depuis 1ofgtamps Adistinguir difffkintts classes do coul~es-Wens Woon Is constitution do aschargo at A rlsorver lour utilization

chiz Itfondean en fonction do Ispikeo A couloer. plus ou mains sensible aux contaminants. On dI:i
pour los alises #laborls souis vide

ainsi

classo A. *labona A partir do matilnos nouves. od I'aclriste pout introduirq tine proportion
do 121 do sos propres chutes,

-Is

Isaclasso 1, dent I& charge coqmenod do 40

A60%

do chutes do lacllristo ot du fondeur Client.

Itclass. C dent Ia charge est constitute & 100% do chutes do Pacilniste ot du fendeur client.
Lisginrionco Mntre quo

Ar~

asqualitO du mtal recycll no dipond pas siuloment du maln apportf Amtri it au

mottoyagi des chutes. Cast ainst que pour tinepike dmendi en constato des difflvones iystimatiquoi do
caractiquos.lorsqew len chtange Is class Gdl#aoation. La figure 6 mantro, A titre daexamila.
I1sattemnt do Is duslo do vie en fatigue vibretaire dambes on K IS CMY itype RElIM7 cowstatG ont
coulat cos pikes amo urnalliaeo do class* I ao Ham do Is clams A. En ybnial. let chutes do caraetfristiss 'accmapen do modifications oicrostructurales mirewis affoctant. principalamant los *spaces

.Iitmd"Iiques.
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et 8 du stme aMligo NK 15 CAOT. Laonelyse rpotf do I& distribution do cot *l6ment par un do nos fournisseurs
principaux (10) au cours du tri do descendents do coulio analogues A coux do lafiguro 4. met on 6vidonce
dos variations significative% 8 1 3S ppm solon to point do prlvemoat )a possibilito de ilperor par
tron~onnage Its zones Its plus pollues attn do difffrencier los proc~dures do recyclago ot tenter do rbOuire
cot kcart.
Codciet un exe"lo des
lmlioratians successives apportles par UKaci~riste A to tonour risiduolleo O zotO.
D'autres trawaux portent Sur lts procidures d'affinageoau four A induction sous vide s'y sont ajout~s pour
obtenir des risuitats du typo do coux illustrols aux figures 8 ot 9. 00 Phistoyian dos tonotars on ezote
apr~s cos amliorations apparait dicalf do felon significative wors des tonours plus foibles dans I& PlClSCATu
(typo IN 1001.
Pour affinor IC classownt rodiographique du taux do poosit# A a6coulle. It laboratoire do asSNCA a mis
eu point Unae xpirionce do coulfe on source au four A induction sogs wide dprouvottts do microporositt.
Une grame do quetro prouvottes cylindriquos do dlemitre 13 -m et longueur 10m ost coulle on source dons
des conditions thersiques reproductibles ot contr616es. lina plaquetto do 2wo diOpaisseur est "nsuite prilowie
par un dicoupo parallilo A lax. des 6prouvettes aux fins do caractfrisation.

La msurt on sicrographie optiquo des tags do porositi a permit d*tlnr

los clichis do radiogrephie X
par cosparaison aux clichis-typos do I& mare* A S TN Jt ditblir It tableau do correspondence do
Isfigure 10. La welidit# do cot essel do micraporosit# a 6t0 Otablie par Is caractirlsation do lots
matifre uttlisks on fonderio. Cast ainsi quo I'on a obteng. awac 10 NICIS CATg par rapport A un lot do
class. A do rifirence conduisont a un clicht ASTiW
1. lts risultats suivants awoc:
des lots do class. I so
difffronciaent par des tracts do polluants

*avoc:

* 500 ppm do Hf un clichi AST14 3
# MOppmdo Nb u'n clichk AST14
4
*ovc.*Z0 pp doN un clich&AST4 4
-avoc

CUS rOSUltatS rocoupot perfaitement le*Xplinco do I'taor
do fondorle. Its ont conduit A adopter cot
essai do efcroporotti pour I* caractfrisation do lots industrials. 1U wime esset pormet do roller. do fa~on
plus priciso qm'& patir des dissections do pice. lts caractiristiquos wicaniques AIsa distribution do Ia
pooit# ot asfigure 11 montro, wn example d'une totle
corritaotion #tablie par dos ossais do fluage, a
partir didprouvettes dicoupis dens lts plaques prilovios pour asrediograpiti.
Un autre cas danalyso structural* quantitative. utitis# pour 1t classouont dos lots do NK 15 CDAT
cit iflustro IsJfigure 12 pui aontro, Isfriquonco cumae des carbures on fonction do lour tail
ftsurie
sur coupe polio ama
groisisswt x 1500 Alaido Cumi enalyseur dimae automatiquo. Co typo do mesure.
offectuO Sur un grand noabrt dichentillons peownt do randro comto do fa~on plus fine des difftrencts ontre,

lots du typo do cellos Mlustriolo I Il
furo 6.L& conjugaison do tellos ftudes structureaes awoc des

analyses thermiquos diffirentiolle

rocycla

cndut 11identifier quentitativesiwwt los fecteurs do contamination au
dos chutes I adaptor on lonsftuonc, l., splcifications et A ridutro
lta causes do rebut on aelier.

CONCLUSION
Le rocyclae des matiriaax mitalliquos utilisis dens Is construction des moteurs aironautiques,
impique, woe collaboration itroito entre los diffirtnts partonairos quo soot V ciiristo. 1t rocyclour. It
fondeur ou to forgoron at IC constructour do abtauri.

A
A

-

L'
"Jo iconomiquo, tst important. eels Its gains sur lts quentitis do atlres neuwes mists on oouavre no
quo Sur Isbaew dun systbw complet d'Assurance do I&Qualit# lupliquent, des documents
Wte obtonut
peuwot
spicifiqoet
ininagis. do procidures do tri et des procidis do retyclage bion itablis awac: des gms
floies. ainsi quo des mithodes do contrdleoadapties. 11 imports onsuite do vivfier par des audits piiodique, ascontfornltf des pretiques A co systfte.
Lo motorist@ dolt orchestror lo% actions do sos fournissours et no vottre ou faire wattre on oeuvre quo calls%
dont 'inocuit# sur asqualiti des plices a 0t0 dimontrieo par des dissections og des osseis partials. Dons
cotte diaarcho. taumalyse strwcturale quantitativo slavio Otre urnmpso perticulileot officace. on co
oquil poruet d'idontifier aec pricision lts fecteurs influen~ant Isvalour d'uaedopicslqul
lactiriste. eot avoir prise. cae ta propreta inclusionnOirt ou los traces dileti
tie (duels.
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ABSTRACT
Hot section gas turbine engine components have relied on the use of superalloys
which contain high percentages of strategic elements to attain an optimum compromise of
high temperature strength, corrosion and oxidation resistance. Due to limited availability and price fluctuations of certain key alloying elements, such as cobalt and
tantalum, selection and substitution of superalloys with lower strategic element content
is being accomplished. The change in alloy often leads to the use of materials with less
corrosion and oxidation resistance. This paper describes the development of protective
coatings that have enabled the implementation of les environmentally stable alloys with
no loss. and sometimes an increase, in component capability and life. Development of
tailored MCrAlY overlay coatings, improved diffusion aluminides. thermal barriers, and
alternate wear resistant coatings has enabled the coating corrosion and oxidation life
to be more independent of the base superalloy composition and hence allow more latitude
in alloy sele'ion. The resulting coating developments and their effects on reducing
strategic element use are presented

INTRODUCTION
The limited availability of strategic elements that occurred starting in 1977, and
the resulting price escalations, led to an increased awareness of the dependence upon
key elements such as Co, Cr. Ni. Ta. Ti and Cb used in the manufacture of gas turbine
engines. This situation led to the initiation of program at Pratt and Whitney Aircraft
to reduce the useage of these "strategic or critical" elements through the following
efforts.
o

Substitution and/or development of less strategic element containing alloys
and composites.

o

Reduction in the input material requirements in component manufacture.

o

Repair and restoration of worn or damaged parts for extended service.

o

Initiation of new engine design to reduce part count and/or extend component
durability.

o

Extension of component life through improved non-destructive evaluation (NDE)
and retirement for cause (RFC) criteria.

o

Substitution and/or development of metallic and ceramic protective coatings,
that are not only lower in strategic material content, but also allow use of
existing or new 'strategic element lean" alloys.

The results of this initiative for the first five items have been previously described
by Allen, Halfpap and Siegel.*
This paper describes the work in coating development,
processing and implementation that has and will continue to impact the reduction of
strategic elements in Pratt and Whitney Aircraft engines.
A

COATING DEVELOPMENTS
Historically the major use of protective coatings or surface treatments has been to
reduce the oxidation and/or hot corrosion (sulfidation) distress of hot section components
in the combustor, turbine and afterburner (augmentor) and exhaust nozzle sections of the
s turbine engine. Of the strategic or critical elements used in an engine today, see
Table I. he two most important elements impacting hot section coating usage are Co and
Cr.
These elements along with Hi are the backbone of the high temperature superalloys.
The composition of typical Co and Ni base superalloys t given in Tables 1I and III.
The chromitu with aluminum and/or minor additions of refractory elements give these alloys
their oxidation and corrosion resistance.
The emphasis of coating developments has been
to enrich the part surface, such that increased oxidation (temperature capability) and
corrosion resistance is obtained. Hence, the thrust of coating efforts to reduce
strtegic
element usage in the hot section has been focused at allowing the substitution
of ickel base alloys for cobalt be alloys, use of lower cobalt containing coatings.
andmleteding
compoent durability to reduce acrappage and spare part inventory require

*eMtn.

Pormjor coating developments have been responsible for meeting these objectives:

Presented this Conference.

rupr-

1)

Development of the HCrAIY overlay class of coatings

2)

Use of Pt modified diffusion aluminide coatings

3)

Development and use of insulative "thermal barrier" ceramic coatings

4)

Application of optimum wear resistant coatings

The greatest single contribution by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft to reduce strategic
element dependence was the revolutionary development of the MCrAlY (H - Fe, Co, Ni)
class of overlay coatings. These overlay coatings, applied by electron beam vapor
deposition. plasma spray and sputtering techniques allow the coating composition to be
designed independent of the substrate alloy, and to be optimized for the best compromise
of oxidation resistance, corrosion resistance and mechanical properties, Figures I and 2.
The development of HCrAlY overlay coatings has led to the availability of a family of
coatings that provide 2-10 times the oxidation-corrosion resistance that of state-of-theEarly developments led to a CoCrAlY (67% Co) series
art diffusion aluminide coatings.
of coatings that still today are the most corrosion resistant coatings available in the
gas turbine industry. These coatings have provided over a three-fold increase in
corrosion life of lst stage blades, see Figure 3, and allowed for the first time, substitution of higher strength nickel base superalloy vanes for cobalt base sluminide
coated vanes in advanced Air Force engines. This sutstitution reduced Co usage by over
16 kg (80 lb.) per engine.
To meet the demand for higher temperature capability, the NLCoCrAlY class of coatings
The coatings offer higher ductility, and approximately the equivalent
hot corrosion resistance to that obtained with CoCrAlY. while having approximately 45
The NiCoCrAIY coatings (23 Co), now replacing CoCrAIY,
percent by weight less cobalt.
Savings
reduced cobalt usage while still maintaining or increasing airfoil durability.
of 4.600-9.000 kg. (10.000-20,000 lb.) of cobalt are projected by this substitution. The
lartest benefit brought about by the NiCoCrAlY class of overlay coatings was the availb Iity of higher temperature capability coatings that could be formulated independent

was developed.

of the substrate alloy, and optimized for the engine mission and environment. These
coatings, when combined with less corrosion-oxidation resistant alloys lean in strategic
elements, create an alloy/coating system that has no net loss in capability. With the
use of advanced NiCCrALY coatings on newly developed essentially Co. Cr free nickel base
superalloys, corrosion resistance comensurate with that of conventional nickel base
superalloys has been achieved. see Figure 4.
With the cobalt shortage in 1978, the cost of CoCrAIY coatings approximately doubled
in price; attention was focused on developing cobalt lean coatings. In applications
where oxidation resistance was needed (over corrosion resistance) NiCoCrAlY coatings
were substituted. Where corrosion resistance and not temperature capability (i.e..
oxidation resistance) wa. life limiting. Pt modified diffusion aluminide coatings were
substituted for the CoCrAlY overlay coatings. Although not giving the corrosion protection of CoCrAIY, these Pt aluminides did provide corrosion/oxidation protection to
meet the needs of in-service engines, Figure 4. Although Pt is sls considered a strategic
element, its use in these coatings is low, approximately 0.01 go/cmi. or about 1/60 the
Co used in CoCrAIY.
Along with HCrAlY coating developments, advances in "thermal barrier" ceramic coating
elements in ga turbine
developments have further lessened the deendence on strategic
engines. Prior to the cobalt crises of 1977 cobalt base sheetmetal alloys, see Table III,
were being used for the manufacture of combustors, augmentor and nozzle components.
These alloys were selected over Ni base alloys for their improved creep/rupture strength
and fatigue capability. The czisis caused the engine design community to revisit nickel
bass alloys in all areas. The development of a more *pall resistant duplex MgO.ZrO2
thermal barrier coating (Figure 5) was instrumental in the substitution of nickel base
alloys for Co base sheet alloys. The improved coatings offer over SOC (100F) metal
temperature reduction, see Figure 6. Implementation of nickel base alloys with these
new coatings in plase of cobalt alloys ti being accomplished in all Pratt and Whitney
typical engine combustor,
Aircraft engines
The estimated cobalt savings obtained on
is shown in Figure 7. This savings includes the effects of : seven-fold reduction in
cobalt in the alloy plus improvements in manufacturing methods.
Beyond the combustor, augmentor and nozle applications, the use of these thermal
barrier coatings on turbine airfoils is also being investigated. Developments of sore
coatings that can withstand the higher
adherent thermal barrier coatings have yielded
0
airfoil heat fluxes end provide up to 167 C (30007) in metal temperature reduction.
With this insulation benefit, even less strategic element containing turbine airfoil
alloys can be used, thus reducing further our dependence on strategic elements.
U.S. Air Force Retirement for Cause studies have pointed out that the most fruitful
area for reduced strategic material usage, short of complete engine redesign, is through
comonet life extension. The exhaust nozzle of a modern engine is a complea assembly
of over 400 mjor parts which ts subjected to extreme wear conditions, elevated temperatures, vibrations, and constant part-to-part movement, Figure . Selection of
optimm wear coatings is not always straight forward because of the diversity of materials
used; titanium, nickel base superalloys, cobalt superalloys. columbium alloys and composites. At Pratt and Whitney, extensive developments have been conducted to optimise

thermal barrier and wear coatings for the exhaust notsle.

figure 9 shows a comparison of

wear rates experienced during testing of various coatings on a nozzle divergent flap bridge
This work led to tripling the life of thirty of the nozzle components.
clam.

A

~

FUTURE EFFORTS
Advanced coating technology will continue to be a key element in reducing our
dependence on strategic materials in gas turbine engines.
U.S. Air Force sponsored
programs are underway to develop coatfn s with increased resistance to oxidation and
corrosion at higher temperatures as well as improved mechanical properties. Some of
these coatings are void of cobalt content. When coupled with advanced superalloys
essentiall free of cobalt and chrome, these coatings provide higher turbine airfoil
capability with less dependent on strategic materials.
Development of thermal barrier
coatings for sheet metal and turbine components will continue and provide increased
capabi ity to all hot section parts. Efforts to be in a "state-of-readiness" to
rapidly implement these developments before a shortage or crisis occurs will remain a
major part of Pratt and Whitney's overall effort to reduce strategic material usage in
gas turbine engines.
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Comparison of wear rates of various coatings on nozzle divergent flaps
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SUMMARY
The
more efficient use of recycled foundry scrap or revert alloy presents an
alternative
to substitution as a means of conserving strategic raw materials and
represents
more efficient utilisation of valuable resources. A major difficulty is the
foundry performance of revert alloy which can result in hot tearing or
inferior
unacceptable
levels of microporosity so that recycled material has generally been used
for the tess critical components in the turbine.
The
present paper considers the general prolilem of control and specification of
impurity
elements with particular attention to the situation relevant to recycled
and
impurities on microstructure
and considers
the influence of certain
alloys
It will
be shown that there is scope for the improvement of specifications
properties.
for
impurity elements and that a better understanding of the relationship between
casting conditions and microstructure io required for conventionally cast alloy

INTRODUCTION
Uncertainties
in the price stability and long-term availability of certain elements
crucial
to the high temperature performance of superalloys has led to
increased
interest
in using larger amounts of recycled material to conserve these strategic
elements (1,2).
The general extent to which the USA and the countries of Europe depend
on
imports of elements such as nickel, chromium and cobalt, essential for high strength
superalloys,
is evident from Table 1. Although performance rather than price can be the
major
criterion for high strength superalloys a considerable amount of scrap (1) is
cuirently
recycled within the industry but this is largely used for less critical
components.
The need to recycle material arises because of the large amount of high
quality
scrap regularly produced by individual foundries. Thus, during the investment
casting
of blades only about 40% of the melt weight emerges in the final product and in
the
case of wrought alloys some complex machined parts may have a final product yield
of
approximately ton per cent, Generally it is estimated within the industry (41 that
the
weight of semi-finished products leaving the plant is less than 300 of the weight
of alloy melted.

*
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Although
the major element concentration of recycled material is
adjusted during
reverting
to meet the original specification it
is generally agreed that the foundry
performance
of revert alloy is inferior to that of virgin. This inferiority, which can
result
in increased microporosity or in hot-tearing, may be due to small changes in the
content
of minor elements such as sirconium.
silicon, nitrogen and oxygen etc as a
result
of contamination from the mould, cores and furnace environment. Thus some effort
has
been devoted to the determination of the influence of small differences in the
trace element content on the foundry performance and the high temperature properties of
Wi-Cr-base
alloys to provide a basis for the control of elements found to have a
detrimental effect on behaviour.
c*
purpos of this paper was to review certain aspects of the specification and
con trCOT
of trae elements during melting and casting with particular emphasis on the
associated with recycled material and to consider the effect on miccostructure
problems
and
properties of the minor elements generally believed to influence the behaviour of

cevert alloys.

SFUCIPICATIONS FON TRAC

SLMNTS

le
increased awareness of the harmful effects of elements such as ft. %i, Ag etc on
the
high temperature perfocmance of auperalloys led in the 1960's to the formulation of
specificetions
agreed between customer and supplier ftiing acceptable limits tor the

content

of individual trace elements. ?be$e specifications have becam**

nore stringent

in
the interveming years as mere
data have become available and
this trend is
in Table 2 where the values currently specified by a typical customier are
illustrated

4

shown
along with the limits fixed in earlier specifications. A further development has
been
the introduction of the concept of the lower reporting limits with the aim of
indicating
the presence of significant amounts of impuritles within the limits set by
the
relevant specifications and current values have been included in Table 2. The
trend in lower reporting limits which is largely a consequence of an improved
downward
analytical
capability is illustrated in Table 3 where it can be seen that the limit for
for Ca.
for
example
has been reduced by a factor of 10 since 1975. Also, the limit
Si
which
it is claimed can sometimes have a beneficial and sometimes a harmful influence,
is
now 5 ppm but was 100 ppm in 19S1.
It
is generally acknowledged that mony of the
elements
in question are regularly analysed at concentrations above those of the lower
reporting
limits but, at the amounts usually detected, none even approaches the maximum
specified
value. Several of the elements via Zn, Ga, and Sn are commonly agreed to be
of little concern for control of oroduct quality.
The
measures described have provided the basis for the control of deleterious trace
A9S 2280 for military aircraft
elements
but with the important exception of SAC,
applications
(Table 2), national specifications for superalloys do not, in general,
include
comprehensive limits for impurities. This is illustrated in Table 4a where
for minor elements from typical national standards for an II400 type
specifications
alloy
are shown and the most comprehensive from the point of view of impurities which
are
generally recognised as harmful, via AFTOR NXISCAT, gives limits for Ag, Pb and Si
only.
The corresponding 9S RC204 specification includes limits for only Ag and Pb and
the
latter is fixed at twice the AISMOR value. These specifications apply to both virgin
and
revert hasts and the levels of elements such as ITrand Si can readily be met during
reverting.
Also It will be noted that no limits are laid down for control of gases eg
nitrogen
and oxygen and variations in nitrogen content in particular can seriously
influence
the performance of recycled Ni-base alloys. An important feature of each of
the
specifications in Table 4a is that stress-rupture tests are required for release

purps*s
(760 C) to

but only the L

2.4674 standard includes a teat at a temperature

low enough

indicate the presence of unacceptable amounts of nitrogen.

The
specification for the Chinese alloy 1117 which i
similar in composition to IIOO
provides
an interesting comparison and it
can be seen from Table 4b that in this case
limits
are indicated for a comprehensive list
of trace impuritits. 1however the lowest
temperature for stress rupture testing for release purposes is 900 C.

INPURITY CONTROL OURING MiLTING AND CASTING
The
impurity content of virgin molts can in principle be controlled by choice of raw
and by suitable adjustment of melting practices (6,7,0.29). The typical
materials
content
of impurities for the major raw materials used is shown in Table S and it can
be
seen that the chief source of impurities, particularly of sulphur and phosphorous,
is the only metalloid
is
chromium. Tin occurs in both Cr and Co but, apart from Ga,
present in any significant amount.
When
typical impurity levels from several casts of certain superalloys with the nominal
composition
given in Table 6 are considered it
can be seen (Table 6) that for about
twenty
casts of %ar 4002 the impurities are for the most part, well below the specified
limits
(Table 2).
A similar conclusion can be reached for the casts of virgin and
revert 1N713 LC. In this case only the analysis for Ga, Sb, and Mg approach the limits
ad
Interestingly the fb content of the revert casts has dropped significantly while
the
Sn content has increased. This result is broadly consistent with the findings of
work (9)
to investigate the effect of vacuum processing on the selective removal of
impuritie,
from Vi-20
Cr which showed that Pb could be reduced to - 5 ppm in one hour
1560 C wheroas th*e Sn content was largely unaffected. Uamination of the date
at
available
for about twenty casts each, of virgin and revert
1730LC shows that similar
trends
can be identified in this material also. Some of the differences in the trace
element
content in the various alloys can be attributed to the variations in major
element
compositione and for example the somewhat higher concentrations of sulphur in
139 and 13736 can be related to the higher chromium content in these alloys.

4

The effect of mlting practice on trace element content has been examined for certain
wrought
alloys and when electro-slag remelting (US1) was applied subsequent to vacuum
induction
melting (VIN) for the alloys 13716 and C263 there was no noticeable reduction
in
trace element content (10.
The uee of a high fluoride slag Increased the Pb content
following VIm
am Table 7 shown, electron beam melting (M)
in
alloy C263. Nowever,
wimonic $0A Ill) and had a
reduced the content of Pb and oxygen in
sigificantl
There was however
effect on lead, bismuth, silver and oxygen in 13736 (12).
similar
little
effect on nitrogen content in the 13738 although some reduction occurred in
lieonic MOAand any lose of chromium was minimal.

K

-

V

tevert
alloys are in general charecterised by a higher content of nitrogen and in some
came$
slion
while. as has been shown, the amount of metalloids can frequently be
reduced.
Typical value
of nitrogen analysis have been included in Table 6 for virgin
and
rovert ceets of the alloys shown and it shoald be noted that the higher Cr alloys
generally contain larger amounts of nitrogen. In the vacuum melting
via
1M39 end lq737
of
virgin material nitrogen can be reodced by controllimg the melting procedure Is by
melting
the naichl and ctomeua and allowing time for the nitrogen to be ovlved before
the
strong mitride f*amers ace added. lowever even under these conditions the mltroon
is about an order of magnitude greater than the value calculated on the basis
content
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of
Sievertts Law (13) for a 20% Cr-Ni binary alloy, with a 10 us pressure of nitrogen,
indicating
that longer hold times would be required to reach equilibrium. Some control
of
the nitrogen level in reverted material is possible by careful selection of scrap
and
by removing the surface layer from recycled castings mince nitrogen contents of
greater
than 100 ppm 110,29) have been measured near the surface of cast superalloys.
Silicon
contamination results from interaction with mould. and cores and appears to be
associated
with small components and with parts cast by directional solidification and
is
relatively insensitive to the melting procedure. Ms a result of Improvements in
analytical
techniques allowing silicon to be determined to - 0.01 wts (10), it has been
shown
that revert sear l0002 can contain at least six times as such silicon (0.06 vtii as
the virgin stock (<0.01 wt%)

TUE EFFECT Of RRCYCLING ON NICROSTRUCTURE

AND PUOPERTIES

A
characteristic of castings produced from recycled superalloys is the higher levels of
microporosity (14,20)
compared with those normally obtained in similar castings from
virgin
heats. Typical data are shown in Fig 1 and, while the reasons for the high
levels
of sicroporosity have not been satisfactorily established, the stress rupture
properties
of material of this type are reduced. Consequently the tendency has been to
restrict
the use of revert to castings with good feeding characteristics or to use HIP
to
close the micropores. The effectiveness of this treatment is evident from Fig 2. in
recent
work (13) the deliberate addition of nitrogen to cast carrots of Nar R002 caused
an
increase in micrporoaity
end a drop In stress rupture performance, Pigs 3 and S.
thus
providing some evidence to link the high gas contents typical of revert alloys
(Table 6)
with the poor foundry performance. This investigation also showed that the
increase
in nitrogen content was accompanied by a change in the morphology of the NC
carbides
which became more blocky in appearance. Significantly it Wpeared that, in the
high
nitrogen alloys, the carbides had nucleated on smaller particies rich in Ti and
probably
TiN or TiCW, Pig 4. The results of subsequent experiments have shown that the
strees-rupture
properties of the alloys with high contents of nitrogen were largely
restored
to those of the undoped material by a HIP treatment,
Fig 5. Taken together
these
results would appear to confirm that the inferior performance of revert alloy can
be
mainly attributed to the increased microporoaity associated with the higher content
of nitrogen.
Earlier
work on virgin melts of I3100 (15,16) also showed that high nitrogen contents
gave
incroased microporosity and that Ti reacted with the nitrogen to form nuclei of
TICM).
Prow one of these investigations (16) it wes oroposed that contents of nitrogen
and oxygen should each be limited to 15 ppm in 114100. Purther evidence to indicate that
nitrogen
content can influence the morphology of 14C carbides in 1lO0 has been provided
by
Lamberigts (17)
and it was shown that in some cases the carbide particles were
enriched
in Ti. Rowever, it
should be noted that there is evidence that the shapes of
the
carbide particles in superalloys can also be influenced by cooling rate from the
casting
temperature (18,19).
Also,
while it
is well known that carbon content can
influence
the amount of microporosity (20,21) there is no evidence of -signif-sant
variations in content of this eloent between virgin and revert melts.

*
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Revert
material,
especially that originating from the directional solidification
process,
often contains an increased amount of silicon within the specification limit
(usually
0.2% son.) set for the individual alloys. At hither concentrations (5) Si i
known
to be deleterious to mechanical properties largely through the stabilising of
eLves phases although it is claimed that high Si contents improve oxidation resistance
and
weldability. The influence of Si between 0.1 and 0.90 on the microstruture and
properties
of a high strength wrought alloy has been considered by Wang et al (22).
leductions
in
tensile strength and in ductility
were attributed to changes in the
amounts,
types and morphology of carbides and in particular to the formation of a
continuous
film of W 8 C at the grain boundaries.
Study (13)
of
the effect
of a
deliberate
addition of Si (0.160) to lar R002 showed a substantial decrease in porosity
and
an increase in the amount of a mi-sf IntermotallAc which also contained Si and It,
Fig 6.
This phase was taken into solution at 1100 C and it
was suggested that the
reduction
in
porosity was due to the feeding provided by this low molting-poiit
constituent.
It appears that the major influence of Si may be in increasing the volume
fraction
of the Vi-Of intermetallic and in
the work of Surke (24)
the presence of
larger
amounts of this phase was correlated with the increased tendency to hot tesring
during
the directional solidification of revert Wat 1200 + If.
The formation and
thermal
stability
of Mi 5 Of in some superalloys has been discussed in some detail by
Tunrong and Yulin (23).
Although
there is little evidence to suggest that the content of Ir is increased during
recycling
this element remains a potential contaminant in revert alloy. Recent work by
Radavitch (2S)
has shown that deliberate addition of Sr to a complex Ni-base alloy
reasulted
in a serious deterioration in stress-rupture performance.
fhe life
to rupture
was reduced from 10Sh in the base alloy with no deliberate addition of Ir to 3Oh when
0.15% I
was present and this we accompanied by an Increase in sicroporeaity and by
changas
in carbide morphology. ir has traditionally been regarded as a beneficial
addition
in alloys (5) of this type and further work Is clearly necessary to establish
the
generality of those findings. Preliminar
work, bythe present authors, with the
deliberate
additir of 0.1% Ir to Nor 4002 -ow
little
charge in the stress raptore
properties
at 760 C
acpared to the base alloy. It sheuld be pointed out that &te se
of
recycled material
in
the casting of single crystal parts will give
rise to

-

-

.-.

-
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problems sinc* elements such as carbon, nitrogen silicon and sirconium which
particular
be picked-up duting oroceasing are not present as deliberate additions in the
will
virgin material (27).

IMPLICATIONS rOR POUNDRY

PRACTICE

i-Cr-base
There
appear to be two principal alternatives available to enable recycled
to be used effectively in the casting of complex parts for gas turbine
alloy,
applications. These are:
1i)

(ii)

the modification of the alloy composition during remelting
to restore the minor element content to that of the virgin
alloyg
control of the investment casting conditions to enable revert
alloy to be used to produce castings matching in soundness
and mechanical properties those obtained with virgin stock.

described in controlling the content of elements such
Searing
in mind the difficulties
above appears the more attractive. Some support
nitrogen and silicon, option (ii)
as
for
this view is provided by the observation that, despite the general difficulties
in using recycled superalloy material, there are certain foundries that
encountered
claim
to be able to cast with high revert ratios and produce sound castings in complex
shapes.
This experience encourages the belief that adjustment of features of the
casting
process itself
can have an important influence on the soundness of components.
It
is well known that casting conditions can be controlled to yield products with low
levels
of aicroporosity and evidence has been presented to show that low mould
temperatures
can
result
in
increased
numbers
of
sicropores (14,26).
owever
can also be encouraged by slowing down the cooling process by using mould
microporosity
and increseod pouring temperatures (26). Consideration of these apparently
backing
contradictory
findings has led to the suggestion that optimum casting conditions will
give small amounts of evenly
between feat and slow cooling rates which will
exist
have suggested, on the basis of creep
distributed
microporosity. Other workers (14)
test
results, that pouring temperature has an influence on the performance of blades in
nar 01002
cast
from revert material.
It
appears
that detailed
studies
of
the
relationship
between casting conditions, solidification structure and microporosity
have
been carried out for directional solidification (26) but not fUr conventional
casting,
and inforcation of this type woul4 undoubtedly aid in determining the optimum
casting conditions for recycled alloy.
technique of "crosS blending' as mentioned in a recent paper by de Barbadillo (4)
provide an opportunity for avoiding some of the foundry problems associated with
the
high nitrogen content of revert alloy. The example mentioned was the use of scrap
IN713,
which contains niobium but no cobalt, along with scrap IN100 which contains
cobalt
but no niobium to melt IN738 which contains both elements. The advantage from
the
point of view of nitrogen content is that, even in the virgin melts the amount of
nitrogen
present in the hiqh-Cr alloy IN736 is substantially greater than that reported
for
revert 11100. In this way valuable scrap could be recycled without prejudicing
foundry performance.
The

may

CONCLUSIONS
1.

Specifications, agreed
control of etalloid -

between customer and supplier are adequate for the
type impurities in recycled materials but improvements

arp required for elements such as oxygen, nitrogen and silicon.
"

Sisupecalloys

2.

IMationoll

standsrds ace qtnocally
and there is scope

inadequate tot the control of impurities In
for revision to take account of available

information.

-

--

I.

Control of mlting practice an4
selection of
raw materials offer
some
Opportunity for limiting the nitrogen and oxygen content in virgin melts whereas
scrap selection and cross blending appear to be the best possibilities for
revert alloy.

4.

Increased nitrogen contents se associated with changes in microstructure and
increased microporosity in Rtr N002 but the number of microporei can be reduced
and the creep petoIance
restored by an increased silicon content or by a IP
treatment.

S.

Purther studies of the relationship between csting conditions, solidification
structure and microporosity ae
required to provide a basis for optimising
coetinq conditions for revert alloys.

the
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Minor and trace elemnt limits in the specification ror
the Chinese alloy KiT.
(Weight per cent except vhere indicated)
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Sn
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I
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Pb

ppi

n
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Ag

<0,5

11

n.s

<5 pln

Information courtesy of Zhuarn4-Qi f1u. Institute of Wetal Reseaech, Chinese
Academy of Sciencies,
henyang, China.
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EFFET DUJRECYCLAGE SUR LES STRUCTURES BE FONDERIE
ET LA SANTE INTERNE DE L'ALLIAGE IN 100 :ETUDE BE LABORATOIRE
Sylvia RUPP, Jean MAISOL, Yves BIEPW1011
Contre do, Hatdriawi
Scole de Hines do Paris
1003 EVUT Coes:z- France

Gdrord LISSILT

tool* de Nines do Nancy
Pore do Saurupt
54042 NANCY Cedox - France

RESUMtE

Des Lots d'attiages IN 100 "viorge" et 'recycit" ant 6 sCLectionndi pardoux fonderies ourop6.fvies
do supenratlio"as Ctecherch* europdormi concort#*). Lftude do taboreotrs, vie" b nterprettr 1o$
tendoncee ptus oarqu#*s h to eicroporosit# not6*s per too fonde dens Le coo des Lots tOcycLIs
en toe" de d~rout ament do to solidification.

Laonolyse thormiqut difftrentietlo ne eanitre pas de6carts dons Les temp4rotur*s carectdristiques do
(a sotidification autres quo cotto, isputabl.. aus does variations do composition.
La trooeeo n cours do solidification dirfg#* poreet to euro do grandeur, iowphotogiques rdgissant
rrit do sotidificetion. DesI
a&circulation duiLiquid* dens to son@ p~tetase venant coepenser 1o
differences do cinktiquo do prtcipitation des otwases sotides sont observabtes mitre alliagos viergot
at rocyci#.

Los rdsuitmts prdliminaires d'uno 6tudo concernant Oattiage Hor H4002 "orant 6gatoemt prt*enths.
I- INTRODUCTION

La sicroporositt est un ddfout de fonderie dont Lorigine est en generaL attribute A un dggeeent
do gas lars do to sot idii'icat ion ou h unt alfoontotion Inauffi santo an liquid. pour c,kv-neor Le retrait do
solidification.

A"

Dons to cao des suporalliogee h base do nicktl, to pretique duirecycLago antralne un. augmentation
pieces coutdoo. Los outres ptdsendo to microporosit# II at uno ddttriorat ion des praprietes edcaniques does
tations do cotte session sont d'sitieurs en part 1. consecr*s h cette degradation du .atdriou.
Los origin., de Lotte degradation SOnt souvent attribu**s A Laugmentatian de oLatoneur do latti "a
en impurotos at parel ceLlos-ci, Oest L'asot* qui aet to plus souvent cit6. Le recycLago e'accompagno, en
gdndroi, dune augmentation do 1o tensur en *sot@ do quelquee ppm. Ls toneur critique poreottant to rocycLage
strait do l'ords. do 20 ppe ; su deLA, to taus do rebut deviendrait excoegif [2).
Une etude comartive do laboretoire a 0t6 conscr~e & La solidification do superattiage a~roneutieoedo typ. In 100 et Mar H 002 viergee at recyctes. La selection d'un on" alLiege vier"e et dun muvis"
alliago recyct# a #t# offoctudeoumr to base do contrltee microgtaphiquee ou radiographiques do La microporosite ou gur (a ba** dossaie do ftuagolrupture A Maute tsft~rstur*. La prdsanto etude slinscrit dons Le cadre
dune recherche concrt#* ouropeonne COST 50 aecociant des industriets et des taboratoires angaisr beiges
at fronfais.
Cott* #tude comperative felt .. aantiellauent appol 6 daus wehniquoo do taboetire, tLanaLyso
clieruique difftrentietLo et ta treepe do La zone pitous* soLido/Liqwide an cours do solidification dirigee
pour mettro en 6videoce des differences am nivoam duideoutoment do La solidification et tenter difntorpreter Lo dfferenc do tondanct b La formation do icroporosites contat4. an fonderie.
Des doux origines lea plus frquoment cite do La micragoratO : digagemot do gas ot difficutt
d'aimntation en liquide du retrait aesocid A La solidification, cleat gurtout La second. qui a roteata notre
eon Laocatioston prdfdrentietlo des defeute done des &ones porausos A
attention. Lo raions do ce choixsan
Texture dendrilque poovant attoindre pros do 1 ftdo dimension et Lee resultats d'uww itude prdliminoir* Suar
10 ceepertoment thermochieiquo et aur t Ianotyso do La'@ot@ conteew dons t1I2I 100.
2 -

.

LYSIE ET C OTEMENT THEMCINIOUE BE LAZOTE DANS ViIN 100

La adthads, analytige ftetnu Oct Ilostraction do lassieo par fusion reductriso do Laltiage an
creugot do graphite chauffC Wa induction St entralneent Waun courant dhCLIum suivi, does tine douxibas
*tage, par un dosage an chuoetogrepai oen olese gareuse.
La variation an fonction do ta tempiature do teterseur anetyode ett logatant. (Fig. ). On pout
mains do I Poe, to qul Pop 0
O"tier alel 10 tou en satee erineews mes forme do gas dons Los peree
gmie en terme do volume urns faibte proportion do to oloerpoeeeitC. Lextaotion taae do Vasete (geseuz,
got de fagilted per laOddition
neet obteous saC&portir do 1000C environ, mote sieOM
dise~u at ein6)
dt tiers eldasts dui platine en Loccurento.
Los catguts thormeutuliiues pritiainsires ant portd our lee Oqualibros

l IINJ
it (g)
ot
lit copdwisont a "tige to teegdature do podiitation doe nitiuroo Till don Vettiags1 ISO
I
e t Cpregeer to relation oulvont. engr. to preai on dsultlbre deOteO et to toneur on
tiquide, b
sea

diseeva 8

I
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Sion quobteos 6 partir dwun anteabie do donbo thermochtmiques tubs tncamplet, ceo rbsuttate
do calcul a ont an bon accord avec:
to conwnalosenc* do to stobiLitfl do Vasoto cafind ot dissous diduite do*
risuttats eogrimentaux. La foible velour do ta prossian d'quiLibre do taxota dans too sseoralliagos poomet
do comprendre oIaLentour do Is cinfltique do t'ostraction pendant ta fusion ubdoctrice.
Un. 6tudo thermochimiqu. at ciobtique do La ddnitruration ot to dbsoxydation des baine daltiages
&bast do nickel est on cours & Vitote des Mines do flancy at & Vfcole d'Electiochiaie do 6renobts pour
ditorainor avoc plus do prfcision lts donos thermochimiquos relatives A Vinteraction do lasote at do
l'oxygbnoeavec tos *ldents constitutifs do Valliag" liquid* [3].
3

THEORIQUES SUR LA POROSITE DE RETRAIT

-CONSIDERATIONS

Lot suporalliages so contractent A Is sotifdffication. ftwid Ia fraction solid* dipasso 0,7 environ.
Vatioentation on Liquift pour comper 1o rotrait no pout so fai'o quo do fa;on capitLairo A travers Lo
r#soau intordondritique au intorgranulaire.
tin port (vida ou contenet du gas) pout so dtvaloppor quand so pression fntern. Pint oat sip~rfouro
A to aomm do to pressian locale du Liquids P1 at to prossioni due aux forces capiLLairos P..

4

Pint > Pt#I'

La prossian intern. est,dons to cas du ddgagemet debtst dens lea conditions do VWquiibrereliho
A La toneur 11 M dane to Liquid. r#9iduet per t'6quation 131.
La pression local* *at dloutact plus riduite quo to pert* do charge associbo 6 La circulation du
liquid. dons to sone pltouoe, o'. sot imortant.
15I
PO 4Pa -AP
PjI
04 P0 dtsigno La prassion eorieure ot P at pression .atalttstatique.
oia do Darcy sappliquo, vaei
bans un milieu porous, Io pert@ do charge, doe to mosureo o
Waln La rolttion suivanto
k to perotabititfl du rbseau

o-:: design. to vitossa dbcoutont du fluid., M sa viscosit# ot

porous.
is porsbabititt du r~soau ost relies aux permobtres morphotogiquos do Vinterfaco sotido/liquido
fraction If ot surfaco dinterfacoe otid/Liquide a. Los rolations dbuitos soft de omdLes hydrody.iu,
pour
a67]snt
du type : k (At)
soft do aosures our dos rioaeux dendritiques mitalliquos ou orgoniquo
wne don*it# do dendrites prisairos donnA., ot, do facon plus ginrala

La vitesao ditcouLomot du liquid. ;.at to cinitique do formation du solid* poivent Stre roli**s
per loeprossion locale du bilon do "ase:
w

0Ija

*divp,;

soft, done to mss* ou o~ at p sent indipendants do to tomptraturt at do to composition dons tlintorvatte
do solidification

dl'

-*divv -0191
lor* do to solidification.
La cinitique do formation .. slide sat ello-mim rigie per to bitan tharmique dent tloxprossion
dffir dopcotta du bilan do "see A cause do to ginfiration fntornw do cftatour latents do solidification, it
* 0a

-

01*/a

Ott I'scontraction

S

a

y

1101

o4 a ot cF disignent roapoctivemen toI

Los iquation, 191 at 1101
thoraique at du flux do I iqufidao

diffiugivitol theomu at to capait# colorile do latliago.
poomottvant dtabatir to rotation ssaivento antre Lo. divergences du flux
da 1-1
I

div v
donctoI

I . -o

7r, -a

Is~ T

catcul dw chwo dma tsebraoures at ta eowaeisane do deMtOOMa

1

Jll

do to Solldifloatian.

La champ do. tomesturo powt uwho
aih do famioovie genie pout froe AwL6t we do* mithde
owmbriqwos, am diff~ronces I inlos m Sam&limenta finis (?X81, ow pw doe aftlabeiso tytifSoes daef to
cat do Io solidification dirigia 151(g].
Dmo notra ftuft OMOraltivo do to tendons* & toa Glorseeemit dattiagee vilago at react#, naws
avene aswpee O o t gagsd isagtivas do osapesmltimns seleops dfts "a ree aq
'olntratnDent qua
do* moilotiono n~iltea
des soose thers"Wue & typo do p16sa do fudrio
Ia t esaditione do omaha
identiquog. "aas nowe samoa don atteWA. If esa
avep1461alo tee ouWa-e dOn modifications
Ace.
chbolgue do I'atiag owr to dirmaluee mitattarieo do s o"illostlen eeoote pe a
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4 -TIECHNIqUES

EXPKAINENTAI.CS

Un "bon" a1110g. viergo et un "masuvais" ittiaga recycti ont 4t0 96tottiannia par its fonderie, de
suporottiagos partanairaa dans La progrmme COST. Los mattiuxsoa prisentont i*w: form. do randotlea dicoupies ou milieu do Lingotins cia do "csrottes".
Usia itude macro at microicovinue swmaire dos attiagos aontre une sont iqulaze plus Important* dons
it cas do Oattfoge racycld, tea grainis Otant plus fins quo dons lOatiogo viosgo. Uno itudeomtattograohique
plus fine do coo mtirieux est riatlido par Los autros Labortoires partonoiros.
La tonour en 6limonts mojours diffire Pau at Perot Los impuretiats et surtoat to tonaur en azote
1).
ciul augmeonts, an doubtant pratiqumont MTba
LaonsLys. thormiga. diffirontiette a 6t0 offectu69 6 difftrentes vitessos do chauffaga ou do refroi7). Loes
Ts4prituroi~*
djrcipitation sont obtanus par extrapolation & vitesse nutl. do.
disseent 7rQuatre ca cOno valours dens un diagrams tompirtur&/vites9& (Pig. J). LA vaLiditi do Cotte prociduro a 6t#
#tati liar
to liquidus des mitaux purl nickel at or.
La tro~e da to £onopiteuso on tours do solidification diriga set*ffectu6o soua argon ou "nus
vido. Le altt contsWli das Zn tb W13atuoine *at chaulff par induction ot refroidi 6 son extrimitt inftriour. par ui. circulation d'ou (Fig. 4). La vitotse do tire" ost constants at La troop. West dictanchte
quiparfstirago d'une tonguour suffiaante. La viteasa do troupe (do l'ordre do 10 K/i) pormet do figor t'interface sot id*/Iiquid*.
Apr#* troupe, to barrvau est d'abord sectionnd Longitudinstamont at potl. Lo ropirogo des tampiratiaras
so fait A partir do tOnrogistrmont du profit thermiquo pondant to solidification. L'icart antre ta
tewpiroture correiporOta cmtdsdnrtao to Liquidus (A.T.D.) oet foible (Pig. 6). Ls aesur. do
at do to surface Wpitffique d'interface a sont obtonuos h partir dos sections
La fraction liquida I
transyarsales apr05 potissago ot attaque Kalling. Coma lae anatyloure automatiquos dimagas no paurvont pas
diffironcier ta structure do tramp. do cello do La solidification, it tot nic*asira do rodoosiner mar popiar
catque t'inttrface phsotographiuo & ui groisisiomant Z3 (Nig. 6). L'anstyscar d'ioges du typo 7.A.S. cattule
sana succession daeirations morphotogiques sur image digitatis".
lea grandours sorphologiques ft at a
On est ime a t 0.0% to priclison sur fret . 20 ItLi pricision retative mar a.
It eat certain quo tea structures bosattiquos obtenu*a per traop@ - cours do solidification
diigO, no sont pas diroctomot comarobtes aux structures habitueLteont *quiaxes observabLes dans las
pl~c., obtanus an fonderie do pricition. It ast certair par siltaurs quo tea conditions do refroidisinont
du "itotsot diffdrontos. En fonderit iqulaxe do pices do typo aube, Lo gradient thesariqu* tot oniginrat
plus foible, alors "quo vitesse effective do croissanco duasolido ost plus forte (du fait du nore
Olav# do groins) qua I**vaeurs torPsOpondmntos isposios on solidification dinigo. Le tamps local do solidification (TL -T M~/G.V), do 11ordre do 1500 a (pour IN 100) dans lee conditions Los plus friquemmont
utiliaies dons tafto itude, eat an ginirol mapriour sux tomp. aesurft en fondoris [l]. Ceti so troduit sia
niveau do to microstructure dos aLtioges sotidifids par usia taitto plus important@ do Loipeomont interdondritique sacondaira at dos carbures par rapport aux conditions industniettos. fatgr# cos difrancos
du aitat trompi on tours do solidifiesimportante* ontre ts structure du oitat couti en fondenie at ceallo
I.,t technique do T.S.D. porsist do rtvdtor des diffirencas morphotogiques (ft at a)
tion dirigia (IS
at do. diff~rencas cinitiquai WSWld) ontre attias 6 conditions do refroidissmat idontiquos. La postutat
do cotte 6tude at quotla difftrencas observies idi en solidification dirigia correspondent A des dffirencam ansaoguos, sinan identiquoa, effoctives pendant Is solidification #quiae dos pl~tes coulias en fondetia
do pricision.

rr
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ESULTATS EXtRIEWTAUX
5.1. PmLaze

*

A

thor

di 4 imtiall.

Lo tompusaturea do tiquidua. do formation des carbursa primair*%, do pricipitation outtctique 'nY
at do aeotis sot saowtdos mat to tablew 2. Let foible* diffisonca. swtia ontro atLisg viergeaet racyt
povonu slintorpriter an fonction des foibles diffdronces do cooition at des variationa correspondent*$
do to tsoieturo do tiquidws, ostioiei ampiriquament b partir do to formula do Cook at luthioi t1O](tetta
formula no tiant pas cmte des tosre an impirot#a des aLtiagas). Lisitervalla do solidification L
O
*at do lords's do 75 K pour Valliago vier"e at do 90 K pour taltiago rocycti.
WA
Los thereagrammas des attiages IN 100 aontrent parfois deawpits carbines distinct:, to piiow
solat plus feiquant pour ta attiagos rocyclis.

I

-

5.2. 111crostrzucture 4. .oltdtfloatonm widirocttonallIe
Varietyoo .rplmotogiquo do to structure dondritiqua a 6t# efeotubeoumr trois borrowsx (doux itabordo A pentir do tlalliage viorgo, sal 6 partir do Vattiaga rocycli).
Li1volution do Lo fraction liquaid* f1 on fonction do La tampisatura mintre saw rupture do pontoF
coreop@ndont A La pricipitation des carb9s environ 20 K sous to tiquidus. gone cotta reprioontation, it
oat plus foible dant to cao do talliage recycti (Pig. Vj :ldsart *swLe .ignificastif amau des picisions
Le mattec: ipitifiao dlinterface a prioanto des ivolutoe tris prooch. pour tee trals altiagos,
to contact des sphingo wait do 0,7
sa,
u mealim A 1 a 0,6S (?4. 7), olAgwons to valour Idiato paoar
enviren.I
pour sai
It diemalo do sea somelsoans gas to Poemibiti: igiifiopa, (fit)'I10, eat *AWIiiau
o$ma iwt do ts@WatWr
& to timpil ftwar do L1i"a dons t a s des attiogas viergeo (14. 8). an fa it,
atte roprdoon ation awmduit A tiroc des conclusion kitivog at It ot plusojudicious do eompwor lo*
atlepos A un oo lboomin thetiguedn*. La lbael., thersique" oa gsantIti do ebowa 6 ext saie pour
paoaadoisaeif' powt Otro osriid PrI
4W sOP (L T)

Jll

.1
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t

por.E

oar to suits, nos evons edoptd une velour do 3000 cal/mol, pour H St uflOvoeour do 1ocel..ot*1jr
fin do solidificat ion, cOst-"-ire pour des 'bosoins thormiquos" do plus do 2000 cotlmote, La

psrohi61,1t

do to structure dondritique do solidification b to circulation do Liquid* eat tigiroment supd,-

rioure pour los 6chantillons sotidifiis b pertir do lellitge viergo (Fig. 9).

La dousibme grandeur cantrblent to formation do (a microporouiti, calls t4#@ b to cinitique de

croisoence du solids

dfs

_! f

a #t# ceLcut#* 6 pertir do" courbos trecios our to figure 8. Cotto grandeur, qut perfot do comperer to champ
des viteosos d'coutments d4 fluido, eat on ginral Plus #levie dens to cos do letligo recycli (Fig. 10).
Los compreisons prosentios sur los figureis 9 et 10 taissent privoir une part* do charge Plus iLovie
pour itcoulemont du liqujido A trovers to structure do solidification pour Vetligo recycli. Cos rioultato
do leboratoire, bien quo licert ontro te vaeours *mptrimentales camprios soit souvent du mi.. ordre quo
too incertitudes ettechios eus *osures, soeblent apportor un. explication do to prop@nsion plus marqudo A ta
gicroporosit# pour lelliego recycit.
it conviont do ripiter cette comperaison sur daoutres couples dlatliaes at ousel do s'inttrossor
aus phases mineures qui prtcipitont A ta solidification, (os carburos osoontiollemont, event do concluro A
to gindralti do lepprocheopropos*.
S*
.

ervations ourIs kr~c~yi tstio

des. carburos

Au cours do Cott@ itudo, to morphologie des carburos ne pee #td Otudi6* evec eutent do diteil
o dons its travoux do nos partoneiros du programse COSTSO qui concluent b uneomorphotogic plus massive
des carbures dens Vaolle recycl# (coulios industrialis).
Dans Los solidifications dirigies (T.S.D.), ta tattle des carbures approcho 10 WN at Lour morphologic eot "massive". La taille 6love. des carburts dens los atliagog sokidifis eu taeboratoire par rapport
A colt. wesurdo dens los pitces do fondiris Sot uno consdquence des difftrences diii montionnios .ntre to
fonderi. iquieo ot is solidificat ion dirigi. ou niveu du gradient ot do is vite*@ du "front" do ocLidificetion (§ 4).

Dons to but do savoir al, dons les conditions du lebortoir., tinflunce du recycleg. our Ia
morphologie des carburos n16tait pas maoquio per tlinfluenco dimpuretts epportios per l'argon au cours doe
solidifications unldirectlonnetos ou par to chois duno vitooo do tireg" trap faibte. do nombrouses T.S.D.
ant #t# Ofectuies on variant is vitosso do tirago do 0,5 6 3 mm/mn our leltio"
IN 100 vierge. Cols nes pas
felt sonsiblomont varier ia friquenco do formation do carbures do form* ilancie, dite on tcriture chinoiso
(Fig. 3b). Le posse" do to solidification ous argon b Ia solidification sous vide We pas non Pius ou
dleffet seanoible our La microstructur. dos cortmurs. Un. #tude plus fine do to morphologi* dos cerbures eat
on cours pour *@ttre on ividence un. ivontuoLL* corrilotion ontro donslti do sicroporos at morpluoogio dos
carbures comes coa& a it# oenc# par diff~rent, outours [Mi.
6

-RESULTATS

COKEMENTAIRES AVEC D'AAJTRES ALLIAGES IN 100 Oli Mar M002

Unt Otudo avec un eutrt couple deltieops IN 100, viorgo ot recyct#, siloctionnis par uno deuxiimo
fonderie do superellieges montr o
alms variations ou niveeu des courbos It (T)entro Allege vierge ot
rocycli (Fig. Ill quo Collo dEj& wiso on ividruce our to figure 6.
Ce douxuibm. onsebe do rtoutte conforte lhypothioo quo ta tendanco 6 ls micropoiositi6 et Is
forme do livholutian an fonction do to tompireture do to fraction solidifiio oont kies. II conforte donc
linterpritation thiorique simplifiio qul a #t# donnie on term* ddcoulomot chi ('quid@ dens is structure

I

dendr i t ique.

quol eat to nicanio roopeoesbte du changomet datture dos courbas fL CT aprbo recyclfe. do
Vattie ? Leasote get Lilisont to plus "ouspecti": it eot susceptible d'ffecter to composition dos
cerburos (12)(13] et to peartae doesMments entre solid* et Liquids. line fois camnu to coefficient do
petmeantro liquid@ ot phases soldes (y, carbures) ot to rolation entre to tampiraturo et ta composition
du liQuido A liqullibre, il ot possible do celculor fitCT on feloent des hypothises our to diffusion des
Etmonts dane te liquido ot Io solido [5](141. to te calculi sent on cours dons t. cat du recyclege "it
aucuno concluson no pout encore itre avancie.
A

~6.2.

Ailtee"sz'prN-02
Owe Wliegeso viergo ot recyclE, ant it0 sistionn~e ot ant felt l'objet dWtude do tlboretoire
eliletires C cellos dicrites pour VIN 100.
Lee dewa alliagos Otudiisoen A.T.S. at 1.S.D. sent trio peu diffirenciis, leo courbes fraction
liquid* en fonction do ta tompiraturo an pert iculior sont trio iocbee 04e. IS). sent to coo, on We pas
do grsude dffitron
do to dsno c A formation do witropofteitis asocid9oew retreit do solidification
entre bills"$ wie"g
t rocycli.

Le teslmiqwe~ do laberatosire utiliteos selisent capabto, do diffirencier to dicumont do Is
solidifiction du etle recycl dens to see des IN 100, mo pee don to ce de Flap N 41. En fondorio,
lemp~isnoe Inftetriolle meble conatureo A saw moiloeure ~jpetien du 15. N ON que do IN 1406W retysltop.
It ooabo dons gee too tade. do taborsefer, on pertfauitier getlo do Wauepbelopie dintorfooe
~n doew ettiaees ilu a"
t*,els
Inifis fidilo do to tesdenee 6 to wisrooreoit
sil, fonwsleaoon
difficent saviemt We to felt daevoir 6ti reyslE wsrne. Line0ongrtion apartie 16, on terms, dbydrs
d*wsm4go d#me toIan pitose an f in do selidtflaestin, aoplte cello pepodA per d'esetroo awtauos(S153.
ItI oso &Asel do testei, do rlprelsor oetto Intompritation des oer~ltions Msl~oreiimwoeratr
et doe risulitats danstyae do e arbsa
Wa sas mediiation dee riestians do sidifieetion.
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TABLEAU

I

CONPOSITION CHINIQUE DES ALLIAGES

IN 100)
Pr..i~rv si.
Vlore@

V

I
I

I

2,99

Vierge
0,13%S

I

9.30

9.9

I

3.00

I

2.97

-

I

I

0,77

--

0,95

I

0.81

Tl

4.64

I

4,64

I

4.72

I

4,38

Al

5.49

I

5.39

I

5.54

I

5.59

I

C.

U.00

I

14,9

14.12

I

-

I

-

14,4

I

-

4 pps

a ppm

N2

4

10 pp.

ppe

5.54

I

I

10.09

I

I

2.68

I

9.91

1.64

I

1,61

5a

I

10.2

Hrf

I0~

I

5.59
10.1

-

sppa
5

6 ppm

7 ppm

17 ppm

I

I

-

1,52

2.74

I

I

9.11

1.31

I

I I

0.16 %

9,28

I

w

eyi

0,16 %

0.95

Is

I

Per W)02

Rocycli

0,18%

I

9.69

I .Oj

I

Vier&*

.16%

.7

2
on

I

mocyc1A

o.17%

c

IN 100
deuxitns
mine

8pps

13-16 ppm

Lau. Wages
IN 100 deulibme sai
et Mar 002 ant iti
8
utllisia pour low rimultate compldmntalres.

TABLEAU 11

VALEURS NOYXHUES IT ECART TYPE (3 ESSAIS) DES TOWERATURES
CARACTIRISTIQUES DE L'IN 100 PREMIERE SIPI3
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EXTRACTIONAALS
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HIS[ ENOEUVRE
OE SUPERALLIAGES DEREEWPOI EftFOWiERIE Of PRECISION
N. LNSBERIGTS. Chef Sce Adjoint, C.R.M., Rue E. Solvay. 11 - B 4000 LIEGE
J.H. ORAPIER, Chef do Sectour, F.N., Division Formttat, I 4400 HERSTA.

Le recyclage des chutes do fonederie no se justifie pas uniquomnt par Is
crainte do difftcuitfs d'approvisionnement en rtiters premi~ros mitalliquos ou par
Is sauci do prtservor Its rservts naturelles .-elotivomet livitits pour ctrtainos
d'entre tiles :it
%'imost au fondeur pour minimisor sos coOts. Le rocyclag pu
cependant conduire A une dotiroratton do Is proprett mdtatlurgiqu des suporarilatiaos
do fondtrle de prclison et A une cortalno contamination chisique pouvant Wtr dowmageablo pour It comortment en service do% pikces moultes. 11ine pout donc btro
introduit quaprfs contrele soigneux do toutes sos consiquoncos.
L'Otudo visa S #valuer V influence duirecyclae sur t& composition (616monts on
traces), le comortemmnt A Is solidification. Is microstructure do coulfe, at Its
propriftfs ulcaniquos defmlol de divers aliages do nickel tols VIN 100, P'IN 736

et le Mr-N-002 oxi do cobalt. Mtr oxeeple Io X 45 at I0 WI 52. Elle set tinaccent
particul let sur le contenu inclusionnatre et sur Is tondance A Is microporositt. Dons
cc dornier domains. etto #value tincidence technique ot
cycte do compression isostatique 11chaud.

conomiquo d'un *ventuel

INTRODUCTION
Malgre de noftreux avantages actuottmnt bien connus, Is fondorie &modiles perdu% pour applications afronautiques dolt chercher III W
5 es d'une moilleure 0conomie des matitres mitaltiques qu'elle
utilise. Certaines #tudos rkcentes
.
conduisent en offet A ponser quo los pikces on altiages do
nicke) ou do cobalt moults do prcision aux Etats-Unis au cours do lanfeo 1976 notreprisentent qw1e
39.61 du poids do m~tel offectivoment consuomon fonderie. Comipte tenu duirendement global do tIlaboration do cos alliages, Is part vraiaent utilt des matidres aitallIquos miots en oeuvre nest ati
plus quo
do 31.81.

Los tentatives do rkupdration do Isplus grande part possible du soldo, so Justiflent autant Mar s0

valour lntrfnsLque que Mtr los possibilitts d'Opuisomot do certaines *serves naturellos ou 1t danger do
difficultfs d'approvisionnement quo pourraient susciter des ruinous politiques dans los pays producteurs
ow dos mouvements sptculatifs sur Its marchts do matf~res premitres.

Uno tell@ r4cupdration sons dclassoment Iptquo quo Ios chtutes do fondorie oi dascilrie A rocycTer respectent certain% crittres do qualitd. Pour cc quf concerno )a fondorio do prcision, 11 no pout
s'agir quo des parties tes plus propres des masselottes at do ctrtaines pikces rebutles pour non conforPit* dimensionnollo otipour daoutres raisons naffectant pas asquatitO mitallurgique do talliago. Cos
chutes sulectionn6.s doivtnt #tue rixpfdiots A Vactlrist qut lts utilistra pour Olaborer dos coullesmires, partiollement ou tcfewmmnt rocyclees en los sounmttent A des procdures pormattant dlen garantir
a&propreot mltatlurgique
11 est Wvdent quo tos fonderies qui sont arrIves A 4emnnr Its probtims lifs auitocyclage do
lout% chutes, tent dons lours aspects ottatlurgiquos quo dons coux do lorgarisation interne oti do ts
gostlon, so prbset aux clients dons uno position coecurrontiell avantageswe Los colts tifs A lour%
A

aprvilsoneowts on alliages pouvet on offet Itto considlrablomant ridults.
Lt recjclage do% superelliages pote cepedant d'imortants problimes tochniquos. 1l conduit en
offot glnrArlemet 11uno augmntation do 1&tolour en gaz (azoto ot oxygeno). en ratison do cortatnes difficultis d'affinage AI&lreifusion, et en fonctton do Ioqualtt des chutes do feorlo ou d'aci~rie rintend gOpteant A supwnter Its tenours tosilicit. ot en zirconium. par
charge. Lo recycago
tilres
des chutes do forderto pat 1es moulos-carapacos. 11pvsento en oitre tindanger
slite d At Iocontamination
tatton do I& tentur do cortains Cllmonti en tract (Si. ft, F....). par suite do t'Oventulotl
do
utitlsetin do poudres emotherniquus. Enfin, i1 tend 4 suveenter I* content inctusionnatro. nalgi Ie%
rat
do1eprnc cus11Is Division FondLebu
) p~snt
d
cmmn
caionetd
tal do 1s Fabrique Nationals suir Isrocyclage do divers alliagos do nickel oti do cobalt utilisas pour It
dilelppoment ou 1& fabrication da,*oes do turbines S qu afronoiltiquos ou filduttrielles. Ell& abordo
unccassioment tczn~ do consaquuncos mltalhuriliquss et pratiquos dui recyclae ot 1& critique des
snaldt stiscoptibles den slupprimer ou Wen attintir Iot offets Wlastes.

cnsquecs oI IEcYc&AA
a. Composition et capetmnt A I*solidification
11 ott mInrairnt WMh WAune boono part des contamination chiniqueti dent
?I* lent Iosie
=
o trwvet concntret a" viiag Imdist do loir pea. Ceost
11indlirble oftricuiseamnt on sacete qul risque dletre pilus important aesque I"
tues a pikes rebutiet 9grnd surface splciftque plutbt qus do asselotto ov do

let chute do fends-

mbomnite too do
chuts sNt cmnti.
borremo d'alimesta-
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tion plus messifs. Uno tolle concentration suporficiollo *it *galu~nt coflititic pout los 6ventualles
augmenitations dos toflouri en silicium Ot Oan girconumu pouvilit ditiver d'intoractions efitre I@adtal
liquids et Iemoulo-carapaco do premilre utilisation.
D'autrts contaminations provonant do l'utilisation do poudros oxothoruiqus sont au contralto
concontrtus am niveau du c~ne do coulie at peuvent Itre Oliminics per simple Otitago do colui-ci.
La Figure I confront@ 6 titre d'example les tenouts on alot* ot on for do qvelquei coulies-miros
dWIN 100, partiellomont (501) ou totalomefit rocyclies. do diverses provoifces a cellos do coulfts vitrgos coqiarables. Los distributions do cos toeurs sont assimllablos I des lois normolos pout los couldesmires vierges. indiquant queollos proviofnont dWun lot statistiquesmt howinh. Cellos des coulies tcj'nlhsen
cdies en sont suffisammont Oloignies pour qu 'on puss. concur, A la tondanco lble
introduito per 10 rocyclage ptoprommnt dit. Cotto tmndance cit relativoment foble pour Vlote. puisque
test do Koluogotov-Smirnov utilisi pour Iscomparelson dos doux populations
le seull do signification doi
est do 0.124 ; Olle est par contro beaucoup plus nette dons I. cas diifer (stull do signification Inforieur a 0.01).
L existence do tolles tendancos A Is contamination chimique dolt Wte considirfe dans son aspect
statistiquc global ot n'lique Oidemment pas quo toutes les coulfos recyclios sont indlvlduollement
enrichies en &zoto ot en for par rapport A n'importo quell. coulfe-mitc viero 11 oxiste, dos coulies
recyclies particulifres nottement amilleures S cot 6gard quo 1s plupert dos couliOes viergos.
Cos tendancos laissent ctendant entrevoir Is possibilitt do modifications du comportement A Is
solidification pouvent affocter Ismicrostructure fina l@ des pikes coulies dont los conditions do fabrication dovralent peut-itre Wte modififes pour on assurer Iaqualiti mitallurgique.
La Figure 2 compare A ce propos les moyonnes des temptaturos do transformation masuriOs au refroldissement A IS*C/sin dopuis 11'tat 1iquldo pour des groupes do couues-vites vierges ou tecyclios do
divers elliages do nickel friquemont utilisis on fondorle do priCision pour applications aitonautiques
(R..* 77. IN 100 et Mor-11-002). Compte tonu do Isdispersion naturelle do tolles wesures. los diffirences
do comportent observies entre qualitis do matiltos sont tris faibles et souvent sans aucune signification statistique . L'observatlon asplus Intitossante qu'll est possible do faire A partir do cetto figure
ost quo le rocyclage n'entraino pas nicossaltement I'largissoeont do lintorvallo do solidification
(diffirenco do teoirature ontre le liquidus et Ia transformation eutectique). souvouit considfr# com un
moyen di#valuation do to tendanct natutelle dos alliages S lamictoporositi.
b. Ificrostnucture.
A conditions do coulie igales, Io recyclago dos supersll#iW do nickel pout indulro oane netta
'.
Cott* tendance. igalomot miss on
alteration do 1. distribution dos carbures obsorvfs &or pikes
ividence pour le Por-N-002. eit illustric aux Figures 3 at 4 dons lo cai do IIIN 100. Ellos comperent
respectivemnnt Ies distributions granulovitrique ot morplaclogique dos carbures observis I* long d'une
coupe particulitre dasubos moslfos dans dos conditions fillies au wyon do trois coulics-vires viorgos at
d.une coulie-aire recycl* A 50S.

Cos figures donnont on fait les onveloppes des courbes do distribution individuelles diterminies
par attallograple quantitative sur plusicurs cubes pour cheque coulie-miro. Elias foutnissont do cs, fait
une Ide do Ia precision des mesures ot partent. do assignification statistique dos diffironces obsetvies.
11dicoulo do lout oxmen quo 1s recyclage favorise Is coalescence dos carbures. puisqu'il conduit

Adiportor vers los grandos valeuri los courbes do distribution do louts taille, (S reptisonte I& section
droite dos carlbures dans 10 plan do coupe mitalloilropliquc) at do louts facteurs do form SWE (difinis
par Ie rapport do Is section droite au carrn dii ptimitre; ca, factour cit nul dans It cli do carbures
Idialement offilts ot vaut 0.0196 dans Itcas do carbures parfaitament roods).

A

Contrairemet Ace qu'on poutrait ponser. cotto ivolution(!" I&distribution des carbures no s.~1o
. Los analyses chimiques quantitatives
pas correspondre A ine altiratlon do lout composition moyonne
locales effectuecs au syen d'une microsondo iqupont on microscope Olectroniquo A baloage amnttcnt on
tffet quo lts tonouts dos *lanonts constitutlfs principaux dos carbures formant dos groupos homogines
indiscernables on fonction do 1squaliti do l'alliage IN 100 utilisi. (Figure 5).
Il faut cependent Insster sur I&dilicatuise do tellos mesures qul tisquont toejouti di#tto Influplus pros des carbutes obsorvis
oncios pat dos offets do Wnrice. viam lotiqulollos sont limits soxm
'86).
to tcntur on nickel estivie pout en offet attuindre des valours; tist floviles IjusquA
Wie oitre caractinistique stricturele tisquant d'itre affectie par le recy logoeost le tau do
microporositis prtsontos dons asstructure. Le Figure 6. relative A one subs rotorique do turbine aironautique couliaeon alliago IN 736 C, montre on offet quo I* weyclage risque globelament d'augmntot I@
tu do rebut pour co genre do difavit.
11 faint capondent so gander do penier qu'll slagit I$ d'on tondence luihuctable. dons asmesure 00
cenrtaines coulios-diros ontlinununt recyclies powout proscuter des compotimoots compeables ow vim
7 qUI classo des
supiiow's A cclii do Is pluprt des coulios-vier~o. Cost ce quo uwitfo Ia Fl
micnoporositi
sow 1001 on foection do i.aua do =tpu
cuul~nilvres dWIN 100 vierge. -1' W~cIos A W
1* cs dlases particul liros ''Los dlvi qweijti dalillagos n'y paruissomt pas vraimnwt discernsdomei
bles l'mne do lautre. aim ii los millotures carectiristique do sent# intorne soot obtenvos dons Itcas
des cowlies-vleo.
1:1011io
do Is s""to Interne. MIS doit
-M
Le rcuclop nm' lnel dwe pas niesulo
So factour d'aguvoti =fpossible 46 difauts en reolie direct* ame certalplutat OteenI4cm
do
lI 100, JI eot per ORM19l
OWot
10CaS
A
18
sehidifiCatION.
do
Ceoerteilt
N CalroCtiniStiqus"

.
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6tabl~u Is tendenco I&a microretassuro ot a&fraction volumique des carbures ougmntent en mime
tqspour uno sube particulibre, cotte fraction ost deonviron 1.3% pour les malllures caulkesHdres at do 1.7% pour las plus mauvaises. Le donsit# moyenno des carbures,4st 6galement plus Olovim pour
los couleos-mtres A forte tendance A Ia picroretassure (*nviron 1200.. ) quo pour ?as inilloures ou
cellos do qualito moyonno (environ 800 m- ).
Ce qul vient ditro dit pour le taus do .icroporositO pout pratiquement Itro repMt on ce qui concorn*O io contany Inclusionnaire. La Figure 8, relative A une pice structural@ on alliago do cobalt
WI 52. siontrP quo I* recyclago qui. des ce cas, naffocto pas 1&fraction volumique Inclusionnaire pout
Wtr Is cause d'une augmentation do I& taille des Inclusions du typo sulfure. Dons le CA$ des ifidgos
contenant certains *lionts tres r~actifs. le risque do presence d inclusions d'oxydos augment@ avoc le
rocyclago. Cola ost illustrt A Is Figure 9 montrent une inclusion d'oxydo do Hafnium prisento dons uno
couldeoare do Har-N-00? .ocyclie & 10%. Do tel les Inclusions pouvont provenir do 10 rkduction par le
Hafnium des rtfractairts utilisis lors do l'laboration ou do to refusion, voire do coux qui constituent
Its sulos-carapaces employs on fondorie. Leur grand Inconvdnient reside dens le fait quo leur finosse
ot lour donsitf Its rondont pratiquement inditectables par radiographio X.
On pout cepondant so demander si do tollos Inclusions filiformas risquent wraiment d'Otro prijudiciables aux prop'riftts d'emploi.
c.Propriftds d'empoi
Les aittrations do comosition St do microstructure fevorisios par Ierecyclago des suporalliagos
utiiisis on fonderit do precision pour applications stronautiquos pouvent laisser craindro uno certain(
d*grodation des propriftft finales d'eploi. Les Figures 10 ot 11 montront copendant qu'uno telle crainte
West pas fondee dens 1e COs dos propri~tds do traction A tapadrature a"iente mesurdes sur un grand
nore do cou]6*s dIN 738 C ou dIN 100 & taut do rocyclage variable wntro 0 ot 1001. A quelquos exceptions pros. par ailleurs Indipondantes do asqulit&d'alliago considdrde, 1. plupart des couldos-aires
satisfont on offot aux exigoncos des spdcifications en viguour, pour les applications visbas. La Figure
12 pour laquello cheque point expirimental ceract~rise uno coul~e-Wrt, montro quo to rocyclege no pout
Otre tenu pour responsable quo d'une bsisse quasi nigligeable du nivou moyen des propritis ou d'une
trs ]#or* augmntation do leur variation do couldo-#*re A coul&o-miro.
La Figure 13 ontre par ailleurs quo Ies crafittes do digradetion systimatique des propriftfs do
fluage-rupture do P'IN 738C sont tgalement Injustifites. Sicerteines couldos-mires recycle peuvent en
offet paraltro plus faiblts A cot Ogard quo los viorgos, Isplupart dentre es setisfont cependant eux
euiganos des spcifications. La Figure 14. construito sur I@mime sch"m que I& Figure 12. montre
daillours quo dens 10ces d'&prouvettos dIN 100,_Iledanger do digradetion oxiste principalomet pour to
durro do via en fluage-rupture & taqpraturo node.:.. (760*C/S8SNWS).
ROCKDS PNOOSS CONTRE
LES DEFAIUrS INTMOUITS PAR LE RECYCLAGE.
Co qui prfcfdo indiquo quo le risque do dgradation introduit par Ie rocyclae concern* plus le
taus do microporositts et )o contonu inclusionnairo quo los propridtfs micaniquos d'aiploi des pikes
caul#*s. Cost donc sur cos caracthristiquos do sat& mftallurgiquo quo los efforts danllortion doivent principelement porter.

7gnik

En co gui concerno los microporosit~s, i1y a tout d'abord lieu do contrler strictment ascoposition chiniquo des coules-mires partiellant rocyclims au niveau do tous los 01aments en foibles
teneurs. ou en traces qui peuvent exercer unt cortaino influence sur Is solidification dendritique et Ia
prdcipitation eutectique (Si. Zr. Hf, N2-..). Cvt objoctif pout &tro approch# par une selection soiat un conditionnement appropri# des chutes do fondorie* I recyclor, do faCon A Ovitor Ies contaminations par les rtfractairos utilis~s pour Is refuslon ot Iscolift ou par d'#ventualles poudros exothoimi-

-

A

taus do wicroporositts dons des cubes moulhos do prkision en alliege IN 100 suggiront d'itndrit dons
cortsins ces ce contrlo do Is compouition chimique A tous Its 616ents carburigines (C. Ti, Mb. No,
Cr....) pour miniaiser ]a fraction ot aodonsit& des
Ilbre.11
srit ceondant lieu do confivuer ot
do prciser ces relations structure-sant& mitallurgique pour atiioror l'officacito do talles actions
correctri cog.
O toutos facons. las prockduros do fusion, d'affinago at do coulim en aciftie doivent 4tt-u adaptios pour tenir compte des caracteristiquos ot dos bosomns particuliors, des couloss recycldos. Dans co
domino, une collaboration technique, approfoodio simpose cortainement entre Its fondours at les #laborstaur-s d'alliales.
Dans 10 ces ol0 Ios prdcautions preceotas no pormttent pas dlOviter qu oIsrocyclago induise une
Atfrioration do a&satO oitallurgique des pikeos coulims, i1 est toujours possible do sonttre cos
dosmitres & uno compression isostatique A chaud. Un tel traiome at1fiioetbn
m purs
epitue A r~sorber Its microporositis et los microretassureo cu~
11 fout cepeiedant pt-end,' sale do bien adopter los conditions do cycle aut caractdristiques mitalstructureles
induire
Ovitor
mital trait#,do pour
porticulilro Lado tompetue
I urgiqwas
lomwet
irt-Ocuprablos.
pallor
est d'y
A cot
6gard deI* perturbations
premier pawtre
A aJustor.eventual11 ost
"a~l~te~sqw~lledoi W chlsi enre * gmesprm solvus, at Io solidus. pour povnttre Is
fomt efcile des Pert-o sons VOWi~j Is prosaile tericuro, seas pIsqu. a
auinPeHacanto
M
irs dillustration, los miesamie do
eu los distersiens dus pikeas traitlosot'. La FI~ro 16 dona
sos t~drataros do trawssformotion insures. eu chauffage A vitesso ceastanto (15Ct/min) paur divot-so
coolsares filies"a. welds aos a4l1g9s Men" 7., IN Ig0 at ftr.-O4f.
11 est cependalt Important do faire uwnentte distinction entris los alliages qui no psumot Otro

-
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utilis~s quosprks un traitement thersique comportmnt une mist en solution ot un violllissoment at les
outros. utilisables dirtctemont. Pour cog derniers. to microstructure du produtt sera don cello qul
docoulera do cycle do compression Isostatitu A chaud et cortaings precautions dolvent Itre prises pour
en pr~sorvtr Its caect~nistiques, essentiel O.0
Lhbomogtnitt do If prcipitation gam prime Implique tout d'abord do dissoudre entlfrement cotto
phsmchauffage ou pendant It maintion isotherms. Dons its cat o0 Is presence d'une faible fractioni do
portiults
ragre ost soubait~e, Is tomp~rsturo do pallor dolt au contraire so situor lbg0romont endoci du gme prie solvus. Compte tenu do cog rmmmnques et des teqiorstures do transformation moyonnes
indiqufes Isa Figure 16, Is compression Isostatique A chaud do 11N 100 ge*ffoctue habituellment A
12200C et cello du Nemr-N-00Z, A 1230C. Dons 10 ces do Rte 77. 1&fenltre do traitemmnt st perticultireet large ot offrt beaucoup do libert#.
Les caractOristiques do reprecipitation do Is phase goe prim dipendent do asvitesse du rofroldissemmnt Imposd "n fin do cycle :Les Figures 16 at 17 montrent lamlour do cotte influence dons Ios
cas do VINi 100 at du Mar-1#-02. Des observations analogues peuvent d'atlleurs *tre falt., en ce qui concerns Is precipitation dos carbures :dons Iecag do 13W 300 par example. on a pu montror quo Is pr~cdpitotion Intorgrenulaire do carbures prijudiciables Is1tenue en fluage-ruptueimp pout Otre *vitba quo
si )os vitosses do chouffage at do refroldissomont sont suffisamment Alevoes
. Dens Is majoritt dos
cag examirds jusqulA prgont par Its autours. Ies cycles HIP dont lts conditions sont ajust~es pour priserver lts caractenistiques do asdistribution do to phase gama prim et do lo~py% Pitation des carbureg conduisont fgalement A uno amllioration dos propriftes .ftanIques d'epo
11Strait copendant sudacioul do cramse que Is compression isostatique A chaud constitue une osplce
do panac~t permettont do rlsorber taus Its difouts do santO interne. Dons Iocas do laliliago do cobalt
1-4S par example, Itg Importantes microretassures observ~ts dons uns zone particul lOre do pies structurales coulles &partir do mital recyclO A 100% presentaient des bords durcis par uns fins precipitation
do carfiures
~CL
(M - Cr ot W)(Fi9.1I). Un *tudo approfondie do Is squence do fusion do lalliago
par analyst t Wdquo difftrentiello at par examons mitallographiques gur echantillons trawOs A diverges,
teworatures a montrt quo cog carbures no so dissolvent complOtament qu'au-dosgus do 1300*C. La fusion
commoncante do 1.1110g.. associct A to dissolution do corbures mssifs h4Cdovenant, notable d~s 1345C.,
divers Ochantillons ant #t#soumi A un cycle HIP A 1310C pour tantar d ertsorber I&microretassuro.
Los temps do me intien & haute tompfrature generalomet imposes lors do Iacompression Isostatique A
chaud sont milheureusoment inguffisants pour assurer Isdiffusion dos elements constitutifs do cos carbures qui ont dis tort reprcipit& aux milmes endroits au cours do refroidissement. Les lfyres dos microretasgures no gg sont donc: pas suffisoint odoucios ot ont par aillours vraisoblablement #t#sommisos, a
dos cantraintes internes sngendrtas par leg variations volumitriques ossociles A asdissolution, puis A
10reprkcipitation dos corbures. Cost son% doute pour cos raisons VAo, dons ct cas particulior. I& comjpression Isastatique I chaud digrae assantO interne plut~t quo do lamiliorer (Fig.19). Finalemont. ce
probl~m. no pu Wte rlsolu "nfonderie quo par uns modification do montage, dos grappes ot 10 recours A
dos procedures porticulfires pormtuant diOviter A 1s fois lts microretassures ot la prkipitation fine
do carbures M23C. qul lour est systivatiquesiont aggocie.
Enfin. 11 no fout pas pendre do vue quo 1t traitament do compression isostatique A choud grove lo
coOt do production. dons Is mesure od ilconstitue un traitoment supplmentaire A ajoutor A if seque
do fabrication. Dons los cas oO it pout officacoment r~sorber los defouts do sante interne. ot cpte
tona do taux do rebut carectfristique do le6tat mule. iIt
copen..
nt Itre avantageux, tant techniquesent qu~conoiquemnt. do 1*imposer do fecon systimetique
'I(Fig.20).
In ce gI concerns, leg Inclusions. il ny a gure quo Ischoix judicieux des rtfrectaires, Iefiltrage do l 11age eo sci~rie et en fondorle0atI
1
gvre s~lection des chutes A recycle. qui puissant
minimiger lour probabilitt do progence. 11 faut cependont admttre quo cotte probobilit# no pout jammis
Wte nulle. w~wdons 1@ cog d'alliages entifromient viorgos.
Les (jjtres utilisables sont constituts do mousse ceramique ou prelsentent uns structure en nid
d'aboille
. Lour efficacitf dipend Ovidemment dos tallies relative% dos Inclusions A orrtor et des
cheaux do passage. La Figure 9 montre A ce propos Iscas d'un inclusion d'oxydo do IHafnium tr~s petite.
wis copendant arrtes par un filtre en nid d'aboille dispose dons I@c~ns do coulele d'uns grappe dasubas
en allioge, Mar-=0 recycle A SO11.
La probobilite d'arr~t di"en Ovldoent do l'hydroulique au niveou
do filtre, I&viscositt do mital Otant fonction des conditions do coulfe.
Le recycloge des superalliagos do nickel Cu do Cobalt utilis~s en fondonie do precision pour application aeronoutiques sifoms
diminuor los cobtS do fabrication~ pour Iviter I@doclassawet do
motieewsiltalliquog A haute velour itrinslique, pour Oviter diveatuellos difficultts dapprovisiomesmet ot poor prorver los roserve naturellos.
11 pout c: esit aopmtor Is risque duae dirive do Is composition ou nivoom des Olemts en
faiblos tomeurs o des 616mts emtrae ot ii pout ro oef
1s gobabllto do rebu pou O1fauts do
s@8t6 interm.N
48 pou COeeMs taclusloires trop flevks. 11 no $Slgit pourtant pes d'ums tondance
ln~luctable 8 Isditfirltem do Is olite, dans10mmre ail dos PsOcoutiems psuoet Otre prises pour
ran& Il oelses-rosM WoCyclo au1 gtisfalaetsg qo 1&plupmnt dos cou
"W ietrgo.
Cog P*Acetiama CoW= ot IN pretios do foeoris. Is s4elim t I@ceedlitiwmus et dos Chetes
A ?Ocj'clr Ot 10oP SroO& I d'6aberetION am acijrIa. RMs 10 C46 ail do tell" prOcaution restoet in"s
ntls
., Ieg CIDlss.06r
rGoOeg&peuvent tout do MWo tre awmtasomet eupleitisg, a Omii.
tim d'utfliftr dos fitre am fomiort a do sainttr lIn pica A WO esqIroslam iseettipo A &hu
fiftOl. Cs doreter trlitgfMe t m
O -9-t0t
4-omde
peS ONs psaois 10iVersllo ot on cnitloes do
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'jThiS paper .s a sequel to an earlier review (1) entitled bimpurities and Trace Elemenits in Nickel Base
Superally4 Wncve. .or performed I. this field from 16 to prs.
Improvements in refinement techn~ology are discussed. This Includes evaluation of refractory materials to
ensure minimal accumulation of inclusions. The following section on detrimental (or tramp) elements coverst (I) residual
gases and porosity, 60i non-metallic inclusions (with particular emphasis on fatigue crack formation in icusions wh
can lead to premature failure) and GOi.residual elements such as sulfur. phosphorus and other tram elements (primarily
those in APAS 22110) which segregate to drain boundaries. Since this segregation can lead to Intergranuier fracture, thkew
elements have been the sub)ect of several studies by Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES).
There is also a section on beneficial elements which are added in small amounits to couniteract the effect of
the tramnp elements. Some of those beneficial elements in small residual amounts may also help with grain size control.
Finally, some recent work on the processing of scap Is discussed, with particular ref erence to minimnizing the
inclusion and trace element content of the alls
L VMTODUCliO
The theme of this meeting *Materials Substitution and Recyclingf" is an Important sub)ect and Its discussion is
timely for it has received much attention lately, particularly In the USA, which is of course one of the main consumers of
specialty metals. According to the publication "Aviation Week and Space Technology* (December 2419Sl~I p.14, January 17.
1983 pJl6, February 7, 1923 p.05 and May 2, I9IS p.16) concern over dependence on foreign sources for strategic materials
wa one reason why Congress agreed to the adoption of the specialty metals provision for the Defence Department
Appropriations Bill. This provision, which was supported by Owe speclafty fteel industry In the US% but not by Defence
Departmnt Officials, severely restricted the importation of defence items containing foreign-produced speciaty metals.
%%rerecently (AWST Muy IS, 19113p.1S), Congress has agreed to changes, in the Bill which will allow the importation of
certain strategic materis. The concerns raised by- this bill are a good example of the very high level of importance
which governments are placing on self-sufficiency. The metallurgist is therefore responsible for developing. and then
fine-tuming. alloys which can meet all specifications for the required properties, while ensuring as far as possible, that the
ingredients are readily available at a reasonable cost.
Nickel base sagieralloys, are used for two primary fisictions- (I) high strength/ig corroaion resistance at
ambient temperatures and (ii) high strength with are and oxidation resistance at high temperatures. A good example of
materials substitution for a particular application is the alloy designated Hastelloy 1Y , developed by Cabot Corporation.
Itastelloy '0' (Ni-9Si-SCu) has fgod resistance to corrosion in an environment such as 112S05 and can thereor replace
inconel 600 (Nl-lWr-S4F*) for many Industrial applications, thereby saving a large amount of chromium
For optimum high temperature properties for a given alloy one con control the heat treatments and
mechaica processing to obtain the required grain size and mic,etruc"ure. Also it Is usual to specify vacuum ilting
mid to add small quantities of material so ref ining Ads to help rem ove umdsslreable "trmp"
elements and hlwihgansise control
A review of the effects of both beneficial and minor alloying elements, and the effects and control of
conference proceedings have devoted at leat one session to this topi. This paper is essentially a sequel to the earlier
review, and will contain citations to many papers presented at conferences or in the Literature, but will not discuss papers
already referenced in the previous review.
This paper will use the same general classifications a the previous One coveing refining aiWe detrimental and
since the role of beneficial elements Isoften to remove
elements. There may be someo overlap in the tretmtr
or to counter the effect of tramp elements. Although the word supealloys has been used In the title, most of the work
over the pen 7 or I years ha again concentrated on nickel baes alloys. The comnpositions of the alloy discussed In thls
paper ame given In Table 1.
mid vacuum refinn
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Most of the nlclel-ee rupealloys in common use rely an precipitation hardening by v'. This Is an
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TABU I

CONCAL

COWImowS OF ALLOYS OUSCIWES W4 TIS PAPER
Hf

Mo

Nb

1.

Condition*

NI

Al

Co

Cr

IN-100

C

Wa

5.5

15

10

3

Astolo: 60

V

al

1

5.3

35
.

IlAstelloy.X
NSC-l
549W
tN.?38
flAsteiloy C-2?6
ttastelloy-C6
10
Nimonlc:O
MAR-M002
MAR-M509
UAR-M200
PE 16
[NCO "14-'*
?I
Hiaynes~l

V

Wa
Sal

6
175
16
15.5
5

.31
1.9

.

V
C
C
V
W
W
C
C
C
C
C
V

bal
Sal
Sal
Bel
al
Bal
10.4
Sal
Sal
Sal
Sal--

4.

6
3.4
0.?
6.7
5.7
0.14
5
L3
0.2
0.6

30
L6
1
2
19.7
30
Dal
10

F.

399
22
Is
8
0.2
15.5
1A.5 5.3
3
16
13
9
23.6
9
36.?
36.5
36
12.5
39
1s

TI

V

41.7

10

W

Zr

6.

1

16

3.3
6
3

0.9

.6
3.8

0.1
0.01

30

0.1
0.06

32.5

0.05

3.?
0.2

L3
L5
2.3
0.17
3.7
2
1.8
13
3
Nb +Ta 5.2 1

C.Cast P Powder W-Wrought
C
U-tt, tUdimet 901 and Unltemp 90 ame&hsoof similar composition.

For cast products, vacuum reimeting furnaces are usually small induction furnaces which allow precision parts
to be cast under vacuum. For wrought products, vacuum arc re eiting (VAR) is commonly employed to convert the VIM
ingot into a similar bar of flner grain size. The VIM iotform one electrode which graiusily melts baick when an arc is
struck. The resulting liquid forms a pool which cools Tlickly fora fine grain size.
One of the nweri refining procedures (2) is vacuum are double electrode remelting (VADER) in which the
product is uniformly fier grained because the cooling rate Is much higher than for other types of ref ining.
It is probable that in a uformly I ine-grainted structure the impurities would be uniformly distributed and would
be unlikely to concentrate into pools from which potential hazadous cracks could emanate. It is clear, however, that since
the electrode material is melted in vacuum and drop of this liquid fall onto the surface of the refined Ingot, there is no
time for the removal of any uwanted elements, Thrfore, control of beneficial and tramp elemrents must take place in
the initial vacuum induction melting (VIM) process
Another new process being developed in the USSR Is vacuum plasma arc remeal -ng (VPAR) (3). For this process,
it is claimed that evaporation losses of alloying eements is low, but that the removal of impurities is high. In comparison
(by 75%) have been reported.

L DETRIMNTAL EtEAt4TS
These may be in the form of residual gases, residual ron,-metals, or residual metals and metalide

A

and
aorosit
W Re~tj
de to ivinkag and porosity have always caused problem for premature crack initiation.
dW
"iont~e
Consequently, over the pat few years, hot imstatic pressing (HIPing) of castings hasi been more widehelni 0,511 and
compIes such as Howmnet and Industrial Materials Technsology Incorporated offer a comprehensive service including the
Willing of any weopece cmoet and Including advice on various app oite HIP treatments etc. Typmcl Improvemenits
2t
ieicessfo
Prtr
for a nickeol-base alloy S1-1WO before and after IIng are as follows (5. 74015
100 hourws and elongation Increases from 6% to 7.5%. It has aimo been shown (5) that the low cycle fatigue lift of cast
haftnnodif led 114-M9 can be Imiprove by a factor of eight times after HIPIng. Fatigue life Is im1prove because
porosity obviously weeks'ns the struture by provIding pathe of less resistance to advancing fat"gu cracks.
upeaDYS to the extent that net shape
There hoe recently been a treat bImprovemient in casting tlelogy of
content ONthe remekt bar is
nitroge
and
oxyWu
a
low
a high rejec rawo It has beewdetermined by Harris et &1(6) that
Of xide UlAclwlu, and WII
essentiaL A Mmli for each eloeen of 13 ppmn has been establihed to reduce (1)tse IN sln
mkcrperoety (w!sc was fesmd to be controlled mainly by the itren content). The senm authors have Indicsad that 0
andl N levela in the melting sck carslsfsntly below 10ppm We possibl end tset this further mve the castabsilty at

In the consideration of defects which arise from high gas contents, particularly oxygen and nitrogen, It is
Important to relate the size of the resulting defect to the damage that Can be caused by it. A defect may grow In size
during service particularly when high stresas can Induce crack propogation. Design concepts based on fracture tougihnes
testing should indicate the maximum size to which a defe may be allowed to row during the life cycle of the component
such that a critical size (ie. a defect leading to failure) is not attained.
Microporosity and Inclusions resulting from an initially high N and 0 content ar examples of defects which can
grow unde creep-type condition at high temperature. Interstitial solute atoms such as H, 0, C etc. can migrate under the
influence of stres at high temperature and accumulate at cavities in the grain boundaries (7). The improved properties
ascribed to the addition of B and Zr (to be described later) are probably largely a result of the ability of these elements to
restrict the grne boundary diffusion of Impurities and thereby increase the resistance to creep cxvitation.
The two main sources of inclusion aret (i) oxides etc. formed during melting and (i) fumace and crucible
refractory materials. Inclusions (and porosity) are a primary source of fatigue crack Initiation, particularly in high
temperature aerospace components fabricated foom powders (8,9).
Eylon and Uyzak (8) ued a precision sectioning
tectwque to investigate the fatigue crack origs of two powder nickel base superalloys. They found that In all cases
wogr the fatigue crack initiation site was based on a subsurface location, the fatigue crack origin was at a pore or nonmetallic Inclusion such as MgO. These materials were produced by argon atomization and during this process it is possible
to pick-up significant oxygen, typically tO to 200 ppm.
In order to understand the exact role of ceramic inclusins in nickel-base alloys, a modified IN-100 powder alloy
designated MERL 76 was seeded with two types of oxides, A203 and MgO, both of which are used as refractories in the
der-making process. The specimens were then compacted and fatigue tested and, as a remult of this work, Law and
-re
e(9) able to show that crack nucleation in the base metal was invariably preceded by cracking either in these
lre
(ULPto I mm diameter) inclusions or at the inclusion/matrix interface. This damage occurred at low stres (340 MPa)
after very few cycles. Since cracking occurred with equal
se in both A1203 and MgO inclusions, it could be
conluded that eah are equally deaging to the structure.
The subsequent cracking through the matrix was monitored for various inclusion sizes, stress levels and test
temperatures. The effect of inclusion size is shown In fig. I where it can be seen that crack rate is almost Independent of
uze until the crack reaches a length of about 0.1 mm at which point prior inclusion size plays a role in the crack growth
rate" the larger the inclusion the greater the crack growth rate. Similarly, crack growth rates Increased with increasing
stress and decreasing temperature of testing, but were not affected by inclusion shape. It was concluded that the
inclusions behaved like notches rather than cracks in the structure.
Also working with a powder alloy (Astroloy), Track and Betz (t0, it) have shown that tress-controlled low cycle
fatigue (LCF) lives at room temperature are not affected by the introduction of small ( 4 20 P m diameter) inclusions. In
fact inclusions up to 100 p m had little effect on the LCF lives. However, in stress-controlled experiments, at high stress
and elevated temperature (600C) defects with diamaters as low as tO pm considerably shortened the life.
Hence, although oxide inclusions cannot be avoided completely, it is certainly advisable to limit the size if
possible. Two recent investigations on MERL 76 (12, I) have concluded that the crucible refractory material is of prime
importance in limiting inclusions. Unfortunately, the conclusions in each case were somewhat contradictory, although the
reasons for this may have been due to the order in which ingredients such as reactive metals like Hf were added to the
melt.
Brown et al (12) have developed a procedure for the extraction of oxide inclusions and on the basi of this
tec:uhque have concluded that, for VIM material, magliesia (MgO) crucibles gave the lowest oxide content in the malt
followed by A12 0 3 followed by Zr20. VAR had little or no effect on the oxide level, but ESR reslted in significantly
lower oxide levels.
On the other hand, Sutton and 3ohnson (13) in melting the same material found that AI20 crucibles gave the
lowest oxide content followed by spinel (MSAI204) followed by MCO. MERL 76 contains about 0.3% Hf, and n each study
the dominant oxide was found to be HfO2.
Residual Non-Metals
As was true in 1976, sulfur continues to be one of the elements of major concern to superailoy users.
Several investigations have used Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) during recent years to study the
segregation of sulfur to free surfaces and grain boundaries. For example, it is shown in fig. 2 (It) that in Inconel 600 with
a sulfur content of 0.002% by weight, the distribution of sulfur (I) after furnace cooling and (i) after water quenching
from Ito09C is markedly different. This was demonstrated by taking small pieces from each of these samples and
ainling them at different temperatures in an Auger unit. In the furnace cooled specimen the sulfur was already
distributed in the grain boundaries and was able to migrate to the free surface at temperatures between 300C and 800*C
whereas in the quenched sample, the sulfur was locked In to the matrix and unable to diffuse to the surface. Assuming the
free surface of a sample is similar to a grain boundary or region of porosity in that It offers a low energy site for
migrating atoms, then it is not surprising that sulfur is found in higher concentrations at fracture surfaces than in the bulk
materia. Kny, Stolz and Stickler (i) studied the alioy IN-738 and found that in the normal heat treated condition (1120*C
2N,cool to RT,8t4)C 2$h) the bulk S el, measured chemicaliy to beabout 0.003 wt% was inthe rder of 0.00%
0.003% when meaured by AES. In a fracture surface this level increased to about 0.03%. When the same mterial was
d at 718C for 10,000 hours - i.e. simulating aw
ue condition - the bulk level of S was below the level of detectability,
* the averge sulfur level in the surface was 0.12%.
Sm areas had a sulfur concentration as high a 0.33% which is about O tines the original bulk
concentraton. A similar re ut has bee obtained by Yamaguchi at al (16) where AES analysis confwmed that in Inconel
600, for thee samples with a high sulfur content (30 ppm and up), the grain boundary zone (Orn wide) was enriched with
slfur, PI 3 iwso- the relative sulfur content in the fracture surface(I .e. at sputtering time . 0) for a number of
Por untreated
sansplas, same of which were treated with Ca or Mg and did not exhibit high grain boundary sulfur level.
apie
I
Oe su fur consent decreaed with Incresing spueri
time. This correlated with their duitlity eopriments
which *owed that when the S (or Ca or Mg) content wee high, the ductility was dramatically reduced In the temprature
rm-q 910 4LWC.
Prom all thb evidence, it is clear that sulfur is a very harmful element, and its migration to an boundsries
service can have seriou coeequenM. Recently, Meemer and Ciant (17) have
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atoms such as boron which improve the ductility are called cohesive enhncwe, because In this can the bonding b
impurity and host metal Is homopolar (ie. t charges involved ae equally srd
between the Impurity atom and host
atom) and metal-metal bonm
'we not destroyed. Since It Is these meal-metal bonds which hold te grain boundary
together, the letter caw obviously describes a hmo-embrlttling situation, and the bending between a cohesive enhancer and
the host metal may In fact strengthen the grain boundary. One can estimate that othe olectnoposellve elements such as
Mg. Ca or Ti would behave like D. while electroneative elements such s oxygen would behave
suur.
The authors do not speculate an whet h
to chemical bending when both S and B atoms are present In the
grain boundary. There is some epertmental evidence howover (IS) which Inicates that the two opposing effects Would
tend to cancel each other out, so that the presence of boron In a grain boundary would reduce the tendency of S to weaken
the grain boundary boanding. Apparently, boron-doped nickel does not change the sulfur content of the fracture surface
but does Improve the ductility. Recently, Mulford (19) has also shown that the deleterious effect of sulfur in Ni and NI
binary alloys (where nickel was alloyed with Cr, Mo, Al, Cr, W, or I) was countered to some extant by the formation of
sulfides which then limits the amount of sulfur available for grain boundary segregation.
other work (20) on pure nickel supports the evidence that sultur strongly segeates to grain boundaries, (again
measured in an AES) and also is the segr"ant primarily responsble for hydrogen embrltlement (which was introduced by
testing in H2SO% at cathodic potentiaM both the presence of sulfur or the application of a srongly cathodic potential
were effective inchanging the fracture from traisgranuiar to interranulor with the accompanying sharp lose In ductility.
The sulfur segregation effects In pure nickel and simple binary alloys are probably representative of the
effects of sulfur In the highly complex nickel base suporalloys. Certainly the presence f
lur renders an alloy such as
IN-7 13 susceptible to intergranular cracking because of its tendency to segregate without forming sulfide Inclusions.
Mulford (19) showed that the rate of sulfur segregatlon was strongly Influe nd by annealing temperature in Ni
and NI-Cu alloys. Equilibrium levels are achieved after 0 hours at WJ0C, or loss than -m hou at 700C. However, in
Ni-Mo, Ni-Al, NI-Cr and NI-Hf binaries the sulfide solubility level decreases, primarily due to the Increased tendency to
form sulfides. In the case of the Ni -0.3% Hf alloy the sulfide forming tendency was very high so that the amount of free
sulfur was very low.
Another element which has traditIonaUy been classified with sulfur as highly deleterious Is phosphorus. It is
somewhat surprising that although their atomic radii are very similar (20) phosphorus has a coefficient of diffusion In
nickel about 2 orders of magnitude greater then that of sulfur (14L Consequently, many Investigations have shown that
phosphorus also segregates to rain boundaries (I9X20X(i), but recent evidence indicates that phosphorus segregation Is not
responsible for brittle Intergrawdlr fracture. Bruemmer et a1 (20) show that, in general, phosphorus has a slght
embrittlement affect on pure nickel which in the presence of sulfur translates into a beneficial effect since phosphorus
reduces the strong emrbritling effect of that element.
In Inconel 00, Was et &1 (21) have performed some very nice experiments using a Scanning Auer Microprobe
to sho that anling treatments at 700"C caused severe chromum
depletion an enane phopou concentratio at
the grain boundariesl However, It was the former that was the most likely cause of the observed lntergranular corrosion
(because the inter ranular corrosion rate varied with thermal treatment whereas the grain boundary concentration of
phosphorus dId not
Incidently. It is shown that when the grain boundary chromium level falls to 9% (from the nominal level of I3
or I1Cb)
then the structure is highly susceptible to Intelganular attack. Much of the chromium is removed through the
This is one of the reasons that the carbon content has to be closely controlled in nickel-based alloys,
particularly in those alloys which must retain their good corrosion resistance after welding without further hat
treatment. For example, In the Hastelloy alloys C-276 and C-A (which are used in severe corrosive environments) the
carbon levels mast not exceed 0.02 and 0.005% respectively. Venal and Klein (22) found that for electrosall remelted
alloys, a high proportion of the carbon in the Ingot originated from a high level of carbon In the slag. They showed that by
adding NIO to the molten sla (70% C&F2, 15% CaO and % A1203) before it was placed in the ESR crucible, the carbon
content of the slag was significantly reduced, which in turn lead to lower carbon contents in the resltng Hastelloy
aqots&
Residual Metals and Metallolds
The un
om
lem ts which have received the most attention In the literature for their deleterious
behaviour In nickel alloys are lead, bismuth, selenium, tellurium, thallium, silver, antimony and arenic. The AMS 2280
standard recogniae that these elements, which re not normally analysed for moat applications, can seriously affect the
mechanical properties of highly stressed rotatng parts such as turbine blades. Hence the following limits (ppm by weight)
have been set in AMS 2210i

Pb ppm,

A

Si 0.Sppm.

So,ppm,

To O.Sppm,

TI pprm

A number of other element have been Included each of which should not exceed S0 ppm and the total amount of trace
elendrnts should not exceed C00 ppm.
In addition SAL have published an Aerospace Recommended Practice (ARP 1313) which describes the methods
whic may be ued to analyse for them trae elements.
In the earlier review (I), the role of some of these elements on the high temperature mechanical properties of
nickel-base alloys was desclbed. In
weneral,
it hod been found that bismuth was the most harmful element at ppm levels
and t at lead, telluriun, thallium and selenium In decreasing order adversely affected cr
and hot workability
propo-tio
Impurities such so As, Slband Sn were for less d
More recently some of these earlier results have
2
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.
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impwillrties
(La.asforcopae
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tihe
Stron
lift and dluctility at 915*C. For pin serple ( * •
S9 MP.), To iPb
and So were the meat harmful in that order. For Sn the lfe-to-ruptue decreased slightly at 12 ppm Sn
(more so in notched samples) and therefer actually increeed with further additions of Sn. The effect of To was also
interesting since there did not appear to be a decrease In life-to-rupture as the Ta content we. increased from I ppm to5

ppm, but droppe sharply whe t

cases, notched samples (a - 350 MPa) were me
To consent increased! to 7 ppm. In a&U

sensitive to the effect of
Iuritie than plain samples, and this was particularly noticeable for TI end Sn.
It was though that the effect of Sn may be sensitive to temperature variations, but It was demonltrated that
dfes
in Sn at 7WC and at 9NOC hod no effect on lIfo-rupture or reduction In are
It wi
is show for Pb and
To (the most deeqinl elements) that Vain boundary cavitaton Increased drastically with Incremain
Impurity and
Increasing deformation to copared so the cavitation recorded under the sam

It was propoeed that segregation of the impurity to grain boundaries (thereby reducing the surface energy v,
could result
I Increased cavitation becaue the slzeof a stable cavlty Is gliven by r a a '/e
, where
is the
applied strews. However, it is interesting to note that the increase In cavitation (by a factor of 10) was not directly
proportional to the rupture life, which decreased by 2M%.
A more detailed exaimnation () of the effect of Pb on the creep properties of a cast nickel-bae alloy MARMOO? resulted in the concluslons that small concentrations of lead (approx. 2ppm) could seriously Impair the rupture life
end ductility of MAR-MOO2 and that this alloy was more sensitive to small concentrations of impurity then was the
wrought Nimonic 103. Using Auger Electron Spectro copy the authors showed that lead was present as a monolayer on the
stress rupture surface. This supports the earlier postulation that Impurity segregation to cavities results in an increased
amount of cavitation.
Kleemann et &1(25) have investigated how creep rupture properties of a high-strength cobalt-base alloy can be
affeced by trace elements. The alloy was Identified by its chemical composition and appears to be the casting alloy
MAR-M"09, to which 90 ppm bismuth and 35 ppm selenium were respectively added to two heats. The authors had
intended to add 100 ppm of each elemont, but at least for Se, seemed to have tiadvertantly discovered a refining process.
TABLE 2

THE EMFCT OP SELEMUM AND BISMUTH

AOmTdONS ON

THE STRESS RIUPTURE

LIE AND DUCTILITY OF A CAST COBALT BASE ALLOY MAR-MA09. KLEEMANN ET AL (2
Test

Tmeaue

Strews

(*C)

(MPa)

NOTEs

Control

Control

Control

Plus 35 ppmn

phus "0 ppm

Selenium

Bismuth

76(29)
9 (04)

110

Rupture Life (h)
Reduction of Area (M)

107
1

7 (27)
23

70

Rupture Life (h)
Reduction of Area (%)

3042
2

1746 (02)
2.1

156

Rupture
(h)
Reduction ofLife
A
(%)

76
20

24 (65)
27

31 (09)
4.5 (76)

Rupture Life (h)
Reduction
of Area (%)

1733
14

159 (9)
I5-

1141
(35)
3.3 (60)

982

8"

Property

90

(70)
3.1

Numbers in brackets are the percentage reductions
in property values in comparison to the control casting.

The results have been redrafted as in Table 2 to show the percentage reduction in properties due to the
impurities, and it can be seen from Table 2 that the authors' concalon that lat the lower test temperature the results
show the absence of appreciable effects on rupture strength due to impurities" is not strictly true. In fact, at the lower
tomperature and higher stres impurities had their mot damaging effect on rupture life, percentie-wise. In general 90
ppm of SI were more damagin than 35 ppm of Se.
in comparison to results on nickel-base &JIos where a few ppm of 81 can have a disastrous result, It appears
that cobalt-based alloys may be much more tolerant to Impuritiest this relatively large amount of Bi did not, for eumple
have a large effect on ductility at 910oC. It is also interesting to note that Se actualy Improved the ductility under all
conditions of temperature and stress, which is different to the result quoted earlier for NI-baed alloys (23).
Metallic and other impurities in nickel base Ioys have been studied by AES by Walsh id Anderson (26)
Grin bundary
frac~ture surfaces contained siglnificantlevels (in decreain order) f S. 8, To andl Pb when the bul levels

A

of these elments was as low as 60, 4.6, 6.5 and 10 ppm respectively. The elements TI, Se. Sn, Sb and As were not found
at the grain boundaries. The same alloys (5-19M0 and MAR-M200) with Hf additions contained a much lower S content in
the boundary. Te and Pb levels wer independent of HI content. in ieneral, the elements which seeto
to the grain
boundaries am those which have the worst effect on high temperature mechanical properties as alredy described both in
the current paper and the former review (I).
Control of Ag. I, Pb, So. To and TI, introduced to levels of 50 ppmn during vacuum Induction melting. have
been discussed by Schwr at al (27) in a folow-up report to that refervnced in (M This subsequent repot Is equally vague
n term of numerical data, but the concknion remains that TI is aknost completely removed, Pb and 5I substantialy
re
T and Ag partially remove, and Se is almost unffected by VIM. It was alo concluded that time was the most
important variable foUowed by neltin temperatwe and opwting1 prmm
In caotra*t Burton (28) has hown ftt in U-700, It is poil
to reduce th Se content from about 120 ppm to
13 pp. by volatilization during VIM. In o
tes, It was Ouwn that selenium can be further reduced from 3 ppm to 0.3
ppm by ft addition of calcium (in the form of CaO or Ca NI) to the melt. At the same time S. Pb and Zn were also
l
by this calcium treatme,
while Sb, Sn, Ge end Ga were naffected.

W have sen In do previous perarpp. that Hf and Ca continue to be used to control the level of sulfur wd
eother elmns (2i",3). Several oter elmw t such aM. B, Zr aid thewe
earth are used either in a simir way, or
go centrol #0 mcrestucture, but in each cae the level of additions muat be carefully cmtrolled.

I;I

~2Both Ca and Mg are effective doidisars during the melting of nickel base alloy%,and the s elements ami
used to control sulfur (29), but at the swes time both teeelemsnt can cause severe hot shortrse when present in
exceges. One of fth main problems Is Ohat these ele
Is1 particularly Ca. form brittle gain boundry phess, which wre
visibl when the soltu concentrtion is only 0.0VI& MSA not so crtical because t N-Mg pheas wre soble at the
soaking temposatUres, and so ft struere can tolerate a hiwr level of Mg before cracking is observed during forging.
Other common additions to nickel base MMIsart boao end Zirconium both of which can markedly
Improve are end fatigue behaviour of nickel-base superslloys. Plareen end Devideon (30) have recen tly stuided the
effects of small amounts of 5 ( 1 0.006%) and Zr ( A .03%) on a Nimanic alloy PEW~ Under creep conditions
(630*C/330 UPa), the doped samples had a ruptute life of about I S)0 houte wherea for undoped samples it was about 900
hats (with a much higher cre rate. fly interrupting the creep tests It was shown tOat surface and grain boundary
cracking was far less prevalent in samples containing 5 and Zr, although the cree end fatigue crack growth rates did not
seem to be affected by 5 "n Zr. Also, B and Zr were mare effective inair tests then in an WInr atmosphere, Indicating
they do indeed counteract the deleterious effect of oxygen, but neither B nor Zr affected the microstructure.
on the other hand, Antony enid Radavlch (3)studying the effects of 5 and Zr on MAR-MOO2 have shown that
rupture properties con deteriorate markedly with higher Zr content, as shown in Table 3. This was due in pert to
stress
the increase in microporosity (which in turn may be related to the decrease in solvus temperature) with increasing Zr. It
was also found that icreasing boron decreased the amount of microporosity and increased the stress-rupture properties
In fact. it was concluded in this report that the use of Zr should be eliminated fromn cast ntickel base alloys used for
integral turbine wheels where mricraparoelty could be a critical factor.
TAILU 3
EFFECT OF Zr AND3 B ON 111CROPORISITY AND STRESS RUPTURE PROPERIR
OF MAR-111O?0. ANTON Y AND RADAVICH(0
Doping Levels W%
a
Zr
liMcorsitv

Stress Rupture Life (hrs)
7C0*Ci'U3 MPa
92VOC/29 MWe

0.012
0.012

0.07

0.20
0.36

105
50

36
3C

0.012

0.15

0.50

30

49

0.012

0.0?
0.07

0.4
0.36

1
s0

14
54

0.023

0.07

-

-125

46

aoo %en&e to farm MB2 borides rich in chromiium dispersed along the grain boundaries. often replacing MC
carbides (31). Zirconium affects the morpholog of carbides and may also Increase the 'Y'precipitate size. It is quite
clear that in compicated superalloys each element may interact in several ways to e*nanc and detract from overall
proper ties. Par example, adding bon
o frees titanium (which normally is taken up by MC carbide formation) anid this
allows more TI to form a
~ t rain bounidary eutectic (32). The net result can be an increas in both strength and
conili
tro
n .I
a enfnn htlre
e~madtos(oIc 0 ddntrfn h ri
e(3 u
Rare earth metals (REM) ususlly cerium or lanthanumn am added in very small amousit to superalloy melts,
did cause the formation of brittle NI and Ce-rich phases in the grain bountdary.
Figl. 5 (34) show how Ce affects the removal of oxygen from a malt of Udimet "0I, from about IC ppm to C
ppm after only 10 minutes. The further time of holding Is required to reuc the residual Ce level to about 0.02 to 0.03
wt%. It wa found that the optimum residual cerium content to prevent hot shortness during subsequent Working was
within the range 0.02 to 0.05 wt%, or 200 to 200 ppm
Mischvnetal an REM mixture (5C%Ce, 24%La, I MNd, 5%Pr, 2% other REM) has tr~etly bean used in
nickel-base, alloys. Par example. fig. 6 dews the desulfitlzation of two VIM heats of Htaynes alo
1 3)by different
Mischmetal additions. it is usual to experience a greater deeuffurization or deoxidutlon with larger REM additions, but
this usually Maves a high REM retsiduaL
Baiey et &1(3616 usang REM treatments on Unitemp "0I. showe that when the inutial sulfur level is lower (20
WIa final sulfur level is also much lower (I to 5 ppm). Their results for oxygen removal agree with those of Li St &I
ppm to the melt. The
0). Teoxygen content went from 35 ppm to between 3 and 10 ppmn following a La addition of COO0
ILa residual was about M530 ppm which was very close to the expected (calcuated) value of C0 ppm based on Physical and
were superior In the La treated
thermodynamic data. These afthors showe also that cree properties at 650CSS.S MeP&
version as compared to a standard tUnitemp 9"I, but 'noed that ther aIs a danger of reducing high temPeretur Properties
when the REM residual is high.
in fact the dagris very real a has recently been shown by Coewendey es &1(37), whose results for high
I"mp-ratete (10910 tnsl tet on UdImnet 901 am presen ted in Table C.
It can be seen that a Ce residual of 30 to 90ppmn Increases strength but higher residiusa lower the strenth to
al alsWo
sOe that the (At*C/63&MP& cre ductility was
vales
elo Oa ofthe untreated alloy. Coarda
. r -ee by
90ppmn residual Ce, but the ruptur times for tha Itst were lowea then thoe for untreated sampl
This tee or emhaseas the need to effectively contro the REM resiabale. Ce ha a low solubility in nikel and
cetratIon
P
is much hig her an the bulk concetration. At low Cs levels the Cs reacts
thwresur the grain beoundary
*

;.i4 %4m
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with 0 mid S to form C*203, C*203S and CeZS% and this Improves the ductility, but at higher concentrations the brittle
Ni5 Ce phase forms in the grain bmultarles and tJe ductility Is the reduced.
TABLE 0
ULTIMATE TEiA STRENGTH (UTS) CLONATION 0"L) AND REDUCTION
IN AREA OW AS A ANCTION OF Ce ADWMIO AND RESIDAL C.
PoWGH TIERATURU TDOWL TESTS OF AS-CATU-l
FOREN

i
VtPt(ppm)

o0.02
0.06
0.01
0.06
0.12
0.2*

Ce Residue

UT"
(MP&)

EL
(Pct)

RA
(Pct)

0
30
63
90
13"
238
431,

202.?
210.3
207.5
215.1
153.1
92.4
77.9

69.1
3A
41.0
34.9
4.1
1.3
1.2

73.1
12.2
74.1
30.3
2.0
0
0

0

32
1"I
246
321
492
915

EFFECT OF TRACE ELEME~N ON RECYCLUdO
In line with the theme of this conference it Is appropriate to discuss the possible bulld-t4p of inclusions and
detrimental trace elemetst through the Lae of scrap material durng the Initial melting s"a.
Woude (31) has described an elegant m-thad of recycling nicakelbae alloys which consists of a two part
prces The material is first air melited In' -ac furnace and oxygen is Introduce through a lance to remove reactive
elements prior to casting. The cast Ingots are then vacuum refined either fromn the as-cast condition, or by mixing; with
virgin material to make up a required alloy composition and duving this treatmen the required Hf. Ti Al etc., can be
ade.Even after the oxygen treatment, the yield of the moat valuable materials - Ni. Co. Cr, Mo, Ta. W etc. -is very
high beied, about 99% of the charge. Purtharmore, it has been shown that trame element pickup diving processing is
negligible and that the oxygen content after vacuum ref ining is about 3ppm. Divrng VIM, many of the deleterious treem
eleme- sumch a Ta, Pb and 1I are remove by volatilization but the extent of the removal Is limited by the charge
consent. Hence, if possible the content of these elements in the charge Should be IMwwn prior to meltIng. The abovemnind(33) scrap was in the form of blades and vane and the sulfur level of the charge was 0.001%. However, if a
chrewere to contain heavily corroded blades the highe level sulfuv in the scrap would undoubtedly be oxidized diving
te @unwmi
In order tor the system described by Woulds to work., the souvce of Scap must be reliable, and one of the main
proAlems in recycling is that there is a dang-Irauftmmn the alloys and possibly mixing grades of alloys. These problem
have recently been discaseed In d"tai by drarbadIill (39), Jncluding a review of the refkf pno
prctses and souvces of
inchlusons. Problems associated with inclusions have already been det with in this revlew. but It is Important to realise

-n

that e~e with 1e use of hNg quality moresl refractorles the Ir
Mluyof picking upq~ m knobAncuson
derived
rarn Ow ocimbs will Inrae with time of contact.
ab
hsbe ecie ydabdlo(9
and is a two stag procee (I) melting in a electric arc furnace and W) argon-oxygen decarburLzation (AO0) in a
crucible. Duing the melting, which dwuld be as rapid as possible, the melt may be purgled with oxygen but most of the
*refloning;
is done after transfer to the AOO crucible. Throuagh Muyers in the base, oxygen and argon awebWn. This
pugs &AtNJ2a H2 gass OxINKS" the reective elements Such a Al. Ti Zr, etc and alows volatilization of some of
the high vapour pressure tramp eemnts Sc IS Pb.
Te and possibly S&. Sultuv is also remove by oxidation and
velatlizaton. This material could than be cast into Small ingots assa charge for Pedlequent vacuum arc renelting but, in
virgi melts) wrill be Sawbmetd
mo scape ld mawnp
Ageneral
At the 177 Vacuum Metallurgy Conference, CremIslo* ata (60) discussed sueralboy scrap procesng and the
*
role of tram elements. They focussed on problem arising from anaslysis and at the same conference the same author, in
conpmaction with a Wrow of diatinguished superalley metallurgists NIX)ps ased the resus of en ASME-ASYM gas tuvbine
penal task force on tram elements. This program was called *Traeey In which 24 laboratores analysed three heats of
a nikl boe suqerallay which had been doped with different quantities of tramp elements, namely SI. Pb, So, To anid TI.
the remrainingnoarial was sent to the National bueau of Standards (NBS) in
UPS" cMple-tion of this proga
Waslin DXC. in Septmbe I
O S Issued a Certificate of Analysis for thw thes materials kntown as Tramealloy, A.
IIIand C. Thean atrals whih are
respctvely Standlard Reference Materials (SR U) 397, 8M ad 899, can be purchased
Mtm NW for $163 per 35 g samtple. Table I shown
a)
b)
cd

the amounts of trame elements ade to each heat
the arithmetic mean and standard deviation for each element as determined by the participating
laboatries and
the P465 certifled valus for 511Mf 89?, 3M and J99.

I

TABLE 3
RESITS FROM THE TRACKALLOY PROGRAM
AmQ S*USEQE

(4i

NMS CERTIMD VALUES FOR TRACEALLOYS A.S AND C
(all values a ppm by weight)
Paticipting

Lab. Results

NOS Standard Reference
Value
Estimated
Jnxwtainty

Alloy

Element

Amount
Added

Arithmetic
Mean

Standard
Deviation

A

5i
Pb
Se
Te
TI

0.5
10
5
1.0
1.0

0.582
10.7
L.11
1.0)
0.%3

0.29"
1.93
1.9
0.16
0.269

(0.33)
11.7
9.1
1.0,
0.31

0.1
0.1
0.07
0.03

a

Bi
Pb
Se
Te
TI

1.0
2
1.0
0.5
5

LIS
2.36
1.12
0.6
2.79

0.523
0.%3
0.673
0.521
L2*

(11)
2.5
.00
0."6
2.75

0.6
0.02
0.02
0.02

C

5i
Pb
Se
Te
TI

0.2
3
10
5
0.5

0.314
S.1
9.16
0."
0.342

0.247
1211
1.71
L40
0.%65

(0.261
3.9
9.3
5.9
022

0.1
0.1
0.6
0.003

NOTE:

-

NOS have not certified the bismuth contents

There are several important points regarding these results

A
4

I)

the certified values for Wad given in Table 5 are the latest available from NSS and are about 20% lower than the
values Issued on the NBS Certificates of Analysis between September 1910 and August 1913. Apparently the errors
were due to incorrect calculations following peak-height measurnments, but the admission by NOS that even they
are capable of errors only goes to emphasize the care with which superalloy producers must perform their analyses.
It is fortunate that the incorrectly certified values were too high rather than too low.

ii)

NOS used "definitive" methods based on isotope dilution spark source mass spectrometry for Se and Te, and isotope
dilution mas spectrometry for Pb and TI. Since bi has only I isotope, this method cannot be used for I, and so NS
do not have a "definitive" method for bi, and therefore do not list Si in the certification. The bracketed values for
i are non-certified values as quoted by NSS, and ae the arithmetic mea of the acceptable values provided by the
ASME.ASTMJ pw*

in:)

Moat of the 2* laboratories participating in the Tracealloy programme used atomic absorption techniques, &d none
used
the sophisticated techniques that NOS used. Also. it is almost certain that none of the laboratories would
perform the large number of trils that NOS would perform. Nevertheless, It is interestingl to nte that the
arithmetic means given in Table 3 are in good agreement with the values certified by NG.

iv)

However, the large devlatlons calculated from the results of the participating laboratories indicate that the chances
of obtaining a poor result are quite high. The equipmmt should be frequently calibrated against one of the NOS
reference materials.

v)

It appears that one or more of the constitumts of Tracealloys A and 5 were contaminated with Se since the analysed
values ecerd the amount deliberately added to the melt.
It is InterestIg to note that I, Pb, So and To were not loat" during the course of melting. About halt the TI
appears to have been Wet, probably by volatilization. Compare this to the rewults of Schwer et al (27) - one might
aoo expect that some of the Pb and Si would have volatilized toof

vi)

vU)

There ae several methods that can be used for quantitative chemical analysis of nickel base superalbys and most
require that the saimple be dissolved In acids. Since this can be difficult, the is a danger that some constituents
confidernty re.pt on ppm lemb of trae elements.

A review paper inevitably Includes a large umbe of conclusions which have ben reached by a large number
*11,wasr' roprosen ir a wid variety of interests. It Is possibl to go throuh tV. work on trace elemnts conducted
v
pa eIg
yews and ver y many of V. statements m
in the earlier review (I). At the smoe time

sosm

m
a

*

....

Jllin

i

,

,

-
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advances in the field of Auger Electron Spectroscopy have lead to a more complete understanding of why some of these
elements are a problem.
A summary of fth iate-of-the-art is as follows:
L

The elements which are most frequently associated with a deterioration in high temperature properties of
nickel base alloys are sulfur, lead, bismuth, tellurium and selenium.

2.

These elements can all be removed to a large extent during scrap processing, for example by the AOO process
(39) or during VIM by volatilization.

3.

Ca, Mg and REM additions to the mnelt can all help with fth removal of tramp elements, but care must be
takcen to keep the residual of the additions to a low level otherwise the properties of the alloy can be adversely
affected. Bailey et &1(36) describe a calculation for REM additions to limit the residual content.

6.

Boron and zirconium are wsed successfully to remove tramp elements, but since Zr can increase the amount of
microporosity (which can adversely affect mechanical properties), it is niot recommended as an addition to
castings for high stress/high temperature applications,

1.

Even though the bulk level of impurities may be low, most of these elements can segregate and concentrate in
grain boundaries. This causes a loss of ductility and leads to intergranular fracture.

6.

bismuth and selenium do not appear to be so harmful in cobalt-base alloys as they are in nickel-base alloys.

7.

Particularly for elements such as Cu, Fe and Sn which are difficult to remove during AOD processing, care
must be taken to analyse any scrap which is to be used for recycling.

S.

Accurate analysis to ppm levels is difficult even for those laboratories which must routinely perform such
task*.
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RECYCLING C0N0rom DESIGN

Prof. Or.-Ing. Walter Jordon
UniversitIt Paderborn, F8 10, Pghlweg 47/49, D-4790 Paderborn

SUMMARY
'The flowi of materials in a real recycling system can be demonstrated in a simplified
manner by a recycling model system. The analyst@ of this system results In additional
now goals end guide lines for design. The guide lines are interpreted by examples showing how a product con be designed in a recycling conform manner, i. a. each product
should be prepared In an optimal way for the eventual reuse of the whole product and,
after the and of product life, for regaining the residue materiels. The guide lines
point out to the future. but can be realised In pert even today without additional
cost*

1. DESIGNER AND RECYCLING SYSTEM
We need machines and apparatus' for solving problems; by producing and using machines we
create new problems. Therefore we are responsible for controlling the technical development today, if we went to see a change in out course tomorr ow - I ke a big ship.
Machines and apparatus' are created by the designer. He decide* not only on their cost,
but also on their quality In the use and the consequences for the environment. By the
Increasing amount of information and demand to be taken into consideration the designer
is more end more overtaxed. Therefore the science of design must help him by information
and guide lines suitable for practical purposes 1/
Often the designer feels only like a link in a linear
information chain going from the cause (took) over a
procedure (design) to the result (product), E121 1.
Really the result foods back to the cause, s-a-Me'iave
a closed loop. Mostly these feed-backs are caused by
defects or by suggestion& comin from production,
sale or use. So the product is improved and by and by
optised for low price and sufficient fulfilment of
its function.

Nod
NowAims

Ink

klysing

Iapiq,

-

But this "optiuoiaation" is not optimal as seen from
a
view 0. economics. Us are forced to preserve
outhigher
material ressourcee
as wall as our energy reseourco, and our environment. Besides economising and subtitution of materials, recycling must be the third
measure (fig. 1, dotted lines). This recycling loop
in a materiel circle. The Information circle including the designer Is closed by analysing the recycling system and gamninI new0aims and tasks for domean of thee is "recycling conform design". It
masta
product is designed In a manner that it
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is prepared in an optimal way for
-
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1. Isewm11u

1. Asceising ts

2. hltttin

2. Femiliag tbe

the eventual reuse of the whole product or parts

of it and

7

the regaining of the materiel* after the end of the
product life.

2. REALISATION Of THE RECYCLING COffrORM DESIGN
The designer solves problems by technical means.
Therefore we find the five steps of the problem aolwing in the deal gn procs too Lu
Ihe same

Wie)tbJ

procedure isuseful f:o
design, ri, 3
c
cnform

a0:A90t
rieycIng

j

At first we must realise the problem Itself. Then
we have to formulate the task, as done in /i/. The
tird
step Is developing Ideas for solutions /A, 3.
mI.~I
.. ~tgq
4. 4. Eelutas
Wg v aistlwme
4, 5/. in the fourth atop we should introduce theme
(amftcesm)
Ostut"! Mt 1tf
Ides Into practice, and test them. It to most IaI. hustt
s. smutqinl*Isportent to woke up the consciousness of the problem
all men participating in our technical systes,
(Mutt.)In
(him)mietim

matts.
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especially an the management level. There is a series of possibilitis for roalising the
recycling conform design without any or with little cost; we must find and pick them out
in the fifth step. After that we can Prper* and carry out measures.
Looking to the design process we find two points where the demand for "recycling conform"

is of a special importencsa
In the planing phase the demand for "recycling conform" must be part of the toak respectively the list of demands; otherwise the product will never @how this feature.

-

During the elaboration Phase the designer must be eupportet by guide lines and examples.

3. RECYCLING MODEL SYSTEM
I,
*SO~a--------------------------------topzr

Fcn

ccl 1k onE1e1o
swvoIterials
(diferet
Iflow
Purpoe)
60nig

V4cycling")

P"WitV
rao
mteril

The primary recycling

rocycliqcircle ("pre-conaumar teconsists of
production waste. The ma-

rodut Mterial
RFproduction
safatalkind
rwycllrqNow
Mpos-coiewtarget

foreIntll-it
dis-rfty

The flow of materials in
reel recycling systems
can be demonst ad in a
simplified manner by a
recycling model system,
fin,... from the reasourthe earth, raw maare gained which
into the production.

rqdumping

_______dening

taidmateialto
(diffrentlife.

comes back to a
of the same
with or - as far as
possible - without preparing.
the product is used
(double arrows). The main
is to prevent the
product ending on the
ground or burthe biosphere.
Therefore we should try
prolong the product
Mesures as mainte-

and repair do not
belong to recycling, but
~ m.n~
,~to
~~
normal product use.
There Is, however, no exact border between these
regions. "Recycling during product use" or "consumer recycling" means that a product, instead of leaving the stage of use. is regenerated by specific.processes and given back
to the s* use (a. g. reconditioned car engines or mold tires).
Pr~dti~f)

Prpera Ionnance

This is celled "rouse". The Product doss not lose its form or its function; it remains
on a high value Levell opposite to disintegration or reduction to small pieces which
would imply a heavy loss of value. Therefore the reuse is the preferred way of racycling.
Often the product may be "used on" for a different purpose, ifit is no longer suitable for
its original purpose a g. using tires as buffers in a port); that also mane a certaiin
lose of value.
-

4

When reusing or "using on" is no longer possible respectively economical, the product dst
be disintegrated or reduced to small pieces for regaining the materials. This "poet-consumer recycling" may lead to a production of the s&a kind as before (rsutilisstiono, a.
g, steal scrap remelted to steel), or to a different production (outilising on", a. go
producing grounds for sports facilitis from worn tires).
ALI procedures In these cycles imply losses of materials (and energy); we have to try to
einiaise these losses in an optimal way, respectively, in the borderline case, to remove
4. GIDEO

LIPE3 rpmRECYCLING COMORM RESIGN

Cuite line* for the recycling conform dasign can be developed fre the processes In the
rules$ but resoamiendetions. The normal
Guide line* are not infeil
systems.
rag
io to find cempremis:: between different demndeIlr:yclin givs
t cin
ofevery
do:lqn
main outde lines acsodn

tthe thee recycling circles.

the material of production waste is the most frequent kind of reycling, eo59e
legeining
stally for these reeseftes

j

-

The materials arm known.
They can be collected in a simple, clean and separate way.
The ways of transportation @to simple and short.
The profit can be calculated.

The designer often has only an Indirect influence upon these processes because they belong to the responsibility of the production. Therefore the following guide lines require
a close cooperation between design and production - which will be helpful in every cse.
Basic rule It Such production processes should be used which do not cause weste, at
leat
1te waste as posible.I
The waste In cutting processes can be minimised by optimal positions of the shape on a
sheet metal plate and by using-on cut off parts for smaller pieces.
an

production waste should be suitable freclig,
vodal
No
gfc6!~tx
cost and value lose as possible.
ThE~E~ilittle

4.2 Rocyclino

during use

(consumer recyclino)

The guide lines of this group arm on the border between recycling and maintenance. A
strict soeration in neither Possible nor efficient, because both of them intend to keep
a product as long as possible In the using stage, i.e. on high value level. The repair
or maintenance of a larger product, like on aeroplane, often ions that singular units
are replaced and recycled.
But there is a clear difference between an individual "repair* of a product after a defect
and a "product regeneration" in an industry-like manner /4/. Examples of reconditioned engines, typewriters, machine tools show that it is possible to achieve recycling by plants
or workshops in an economical way. Their productst are as good as new ones or still better,
if each of them in tested individually in contrast to new series of products which are only tested at random.
The next guide lines follow the rangeo of procedures in a regeneration workshops
Every product should be suitable for a reuse with as little expense as
OtA.1.ijim
~iiilM 11 refore _re enaration or reconditionining should be as eas as possible.
This rule should be obvious, but we see only too often how it is violated by too shortsighted economical considerations. A positive example is the standard glass bottle for
beveragesi. The aluminium screw cap does not only save the contents and the environs and
seal the tottle, but also enables the bottle to be closed again and protects the empty
bottle against dirt as well as the bottle thread against damage. The latter functions only conceri the recycling of the bottle.

Dis- ani rassomblys Every product consisting of several parts should be die- and roeGambed i~tutiamage as sim1ply, clearly, and safely as possible.

EI&..Lbbeti.
beusI1 byso" hW

ie.

Nottobe
ma~u

The snap jointing between the ball bearing and the hausing, r,5, is a negative example for an easy assesbly wi ouX being able to be disssembled.- In every
tools; all parts concerned should be well accessible.
Tunfl on over the whole product life including racycthey must neither be stuck by corrosion
Lig I

no
oetheir function by repeated detachment.

Especially bolts are susceptible to corrosion; therefore there should not be any alit between screw head and contact surface (a. g. no open spring washer). The housing of the
because a thread hole had been torn out. letter
not be recyclsd
,
grind er, wowl
with longer bolt*, or thread Inserts. On the other hand
becould
throwqh-hoLee
*olutionsa
in the aircraft industry we oset take the weight Into consideration.

i*'Umptoe aleashoed

ST&TTt

bte cehed

completely without don-

Mass.
Cavities and corners should
be well soosesible, lettadurable enough against.rings
sevents.
Parts
*miIM

two amtp of *4 01ums

Ol

(aroitolestre

should be either

Ud)

lut"r

she-

I t sae-

I

2.4-4
That facilitate* storage problems me well as the identification of parts after dieaseesmbly.
The next group of guide lins
the regeneration process.

WAU1
We
I7!-speciel,

will help to reduce the number of necessary new parts in

hould be olominated. at least winimised. nvialwe
stob
Uaodbeue.
easily Interchangeable elements.

Such elements are well known In brake* or clutches. Important are the whereabouts of the
warn material. because it is last for recycling and mostly scattered in the environment.
Machining allowances and adjustment side for regeneration are to be taken into C'onsiderstion. The decision about eliding ar rolling friction should depend on the life expactoncy (the rolling principal Is not always the better one) The tribological knowledge
should be transposed Into practice in a more consequeont way.
Corion Every product should be designed in such s way tat corrosion winol
waHr11n surface.
E. g. gaps or slitsa re to be avoided, or stuffed, or designed large enough not to retain
dirt and moisture. Water or condensate must not accumulate in cavities; they should be
closed or have large enough drain holes.

I ~~JL~yL.j~x.JA'Layers against corrosion and other destroying influencs should be
dimensioned for the whole product life; if not possible, they should be renewable as
easily and completely as possible.
That concerns all kind of protective layers, also on joints, bolts, and other small parts.
But we should note that each layer represents a compound material, and we hays to weigh
the enlargement of the product life against the perhaps negative consequences in an eventuel recycling process.
ign

stutr

m

diesosedmtras

Elements, assembly groups, or products with the same function

hol

This rule will facilitate the identification and the exchangement of parts as well as the
identification of the material in the eventual recycling process. Each kind of misconceived individualism can only be Injurious. Positive examples are anti-friction bearings.
.4.3 Post-consumer recyclina
Eventually each product will not be able to be regenerated; then it will be disintegrated
for the rowtilimation of the materials. Taking Into consideration these processes brings
now demands to the design of products.

:1ndIn such a way that it is prepard tot a process to regain the mate-I
The main problems arm to identify the materials and to sort them into compatible groupes*I
/3/. E. g. it is possible to add scrap of unalloyed to high-alloy steel scrap, but not conversely. This problem becomes most difficult if aluminium alloys are considered, which arm
2f high Importance In the aircraft Industry. Aluminium scrap from wrought alloy of high value can only be routilised for inferior casting alloy if the composition of alloys is not
exactly known or if the scrap is contaminated by different alloys.
From this point of view we find the following guide linal their realiestion still requi-

res some preparatory work.
idonifi

A

clearyvisibeand dural

an

actorial trsectively

C)
j
0

should

and the possibilities of racycding

Such symbols already were used In a simple form during
the last war far marking non-iron materials, :; g. for
Flo, tubes.
shows a proposal for 00dm? mor then
..
Mw11.4s asbillttw
work should be doe
bIng an important assumption for
.fw Shasa
an economical recycling; eapacially of aluminium and high-t
(0. eaigi; . 6004w
alloy Materials.
-

*

Ientifcation myo

the comatible material group

~

FIL

f

I On inarkg~rouolIAt first it should be spired to that a product consist* of only
iiii.,iclrib
on
ii
6i, at least that all materials of the product belong to the sae
I compotible material aroup.
An example is a ball bearing with a steel cage.

linpes"

.eofa
i.
r

oololob 0 mainmaera

and asfew aspsil

ther mt eee:..

9I

E. g. the plastic cage of a ball bearing is Lost if the bearing is melted, but it

does

tmmatilenouaglfa compatible or a non-disturbing material combination cannot be_
,c
hi the hole product. then it should be possible to separate the product
eeesly and clearly as possible into groups or assembly unite each of thee consisting of compatible or non-disturbing materials.
Disturbing materias should be avoided, at least their proportion should be kept under the
admissible limit. E. g. in a steal melt the main disturbing materials are copper (adaiselble A 0,15 %) and tin (46 0,02 %). A roller boaring with a braom cage would exceed the
copper limit by for.
J3g93jjfLjg
Groups to be separated In the recycling process should be clearly marked
and "oitioned in the outer areas of a product for easy access and detachment. Their
number should be minimimed.
This rule applies to units with disturbing materials (a. g. electric motors with a high copper proportion) as well so with scarce or high value ma
terial e. g. cobald). fin, 6 shows how a new de-

sign deteriorates the iden-TIication and the seporation of an electric motor in a sewing-machine.
Nia.L~otu
ls
'@"
-of*
so,'148101me 12;/
(electric wt', 4-o..
rated o so bled..
byte h"o11luQ)

iflIfafif

"
combined or compound mateof not separable and not compaV4pofcnssn
tibia meriasamre to be used, the advantaes
(longer life etc.) should be carefully weighed
against the disadvantages in the recycling process. One-material, compatible or separable principala should be prefored.

E. g. zinc is one of the best steel protective laesa aainst corrosion, but in the molting process It Ia aggressive to the melting furnace. If a beverage tin consists of aluminium with a tin plate cover, neither of these materials can be recycled economically,
whereas a "tin" only of aluminium ie not more expensive, but conforms to recycling.
Similar reflections should be made If aluminium parts are connected by steal rivets.
5. ECONOMY AND RECYCLING

There is the assumption that the recycling conform design would make the products more
expensive, and therefore would decrease the industry against the competition of other
countries. This meaning Is not only shortsighted concerning the resaource situation,
but also in a general sense not correct, for the following ressonst
- Several measurs

can be realised without any additional cost, if the designer is aware
of the problem.
- Recycling conform products often are also maintenance conform; as the personnel costs
arto rising, this is throughout an argument for publicity.
- The change from "repair" to "regeneration" will result in new places of employment in
regeneration centres or similar and help the plant to reduce the expensive repair dopartments.
- Regenerated recycling products can be of the same value as new products, but conside
rably cheaper.
- Secondary materials often need only a fraction of the energy necessary for primary

ma-

terials. There is en economic optimum at a certain quota - of ylg thrfrgh
',recycling
quote can have a positive influence on the raw mtriayl pic~ e eoe.h
Experience shows that even today it

*

is possible to achieve an economical recycling of

residue materials with one-material products (e. g. glass) or with simple separation of
materials (a. g. lead accumulators), an important condition for that being favourable
transportation facilities. The recycling conform design will and can help hers as well
as In maintaining products In the state of use, The guide lins have not boon developed
for a special kind of products, therefore they can be transfered to aircraft products
also. Recycling muist not be done radically; but In a reasonable and slciewyit
should be part of measures for prserving out reasources and the economical basis of
our life.
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14.Astract
The rarity of several metals such as cobalt, chromium, tantalum and niobium, which are used
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This meeting was focused on the last two aspects, with special reference to superalloys with
low critical element contents and substitutes to superalloys on one side, the identification of
sensitive impurities, the problems related to the increase of their concentration, and the
possible ways to solve them on the other.
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